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WATER AND AIR COOLED

TRANSMITTING AND RECTIFYING TUBES
another "AMPEREXTRA" which has contributed much to the excellence of the more than 100
different types of transmitting and rectifying tubes.c(ePioneering

is

indying temperature of anode
(attained during bombardment
schedule) through a pyrometer

veloped by AMPEREX. For instance, it was AMPEREX
engineers who were first to incorporate specially processed graphite anodes in many of our exclusive designs.
One superiority of our graphite anodes is reflected in
lower average operating temperatures, more uniform

temperature distribution, freedom 'from warping in
processing and operation, absence of change in charac-

teristics with time, and a higher initial vacuum which
keeps tubes harder and assures longer life. If you are
designing new equipment, or plan to improve existing

facilities, talk to

an AMPEREX engineer.

APEREX

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

71 WASHINGTON STREET

Expert Division:

GOOD TO

THE

LAST

13 E. 40th St., Now York 16, N. Y.,

DROP ON

THE BATTLEFIELD

.

.

.

Cables:

DONATE

"Arlab"

A

PINT OF

YOUR BLOOD

TO

THE RED

CROSS

e ectrbnics
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CARRIER CURRENT COMMUNICATIONS

"Spiral -four" equipment, made by Western Electric for the Armed forces, undergoing final test

92

GREAT LAKES SHIP RADIO SYSTEM

Lorain County Radio Corporation provides dispatching, weather and emergency communications

98

AIRCRAFT VIBRATION ANALYZER, by F. G. Marble
Jescription of electronic device designed for

use in

aircraft during'test flights

FADING EFFECTS AT HIGH FREQUENCIES, by John B. Moore

100
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107

Practical methods of minimizing drop -outs, distortion and errors in various commercial communications services
Pictures of Free. China's bomb -proof transmitter in Chungking
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RECORDERS AT WAR

129

Movement of mercury in

a

An inexpensive, easily built instrument for rough measurements of f. L, C, and Q
Analysis with design curves facilitates assigning frequencies so as to minimize cross -talk
Omission of the grid leak reduces noise due to shot effect and thermal agitation
Two recorders for war -front and cross-country work under rough
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Production test unit provides
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facilitating circuit adjustments

and Harold Moss
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Analysis of space relations and configuration of parts

Circuit analysis gives the output impedance

Short-cut method finds load current graphically or analytically by decomposing applied voltage
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Universal response curves facilitate design
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Think of K & E. What product comes first to your
mind? Slide Rules, probably. Or think of Slide Rules.
What name do you associate with them? K & E of
course.
The reason is simple. For years a K & E Slide Rule
has been art integral part of every engineer's equipment, from his student days, right on.
The war brought an avalanche of orders for K & E
Slide Rules. We have done our utmost to keep pace
with it and are rather proud of the job. But we are
still prouder of the quality that makes the K & E
Slide Rule reputation what it is.
You will find Don Herold's booklet, "How To
Choose A Slide Rule" helpful and amusing. Write to
Keuffel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC TUBES

.

.

.

DOING

t JOB

ON

"et

1~I

QUICK LOCAL SERVICE
ON INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC TUBES

4

Looking ahead to continued development of electronic equipuent in industry, postwar, we nos have a plan to snake Westinghouse Electronic Tubes quickly and easily available. Stocks
of the most widely used tubes are now available through
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Distributors and Westinghouse
District Warehouses. As rapidly as possible additional types
will be added to local stocks to make a complete line of Quality
Controlled Westinghouse Electronic Tubes available to everyone.
October 1944

-

.

ELECTRONICS

EVERY FRONT, IN EVERY BATTLE, IN EVERY WAR INDUSTRY

rsip

ir

The Ariny came to Westinghouse for a
very complex, completely new type of
11
Iff
electronic tube. Our engineers didn't say
it couldn't be made, but they thought just that. However,
when the Army asks for it, you do the impossible. Our engineers sweated it
out. They designed, built, tested and shipped the new tube. Then word came back: "It
won't work." Instead of making the tube over,we got permission to redesign the apparatus
in which the tllbe was to be used. Result: tube 100% perfect in new apparatus which the
Army agreed did a better job than the original-and an order for 2000 tubes exactly
as supplied!
The engineering resourcefulness and production expansion which made this possible have
so that today we're not only
enabled Westinghouse to multiply. tube output 30 times
meeting lime and duality "musts" on all Government contracts, but we're also continuing
to meet the heavy needs of war industry. Your nearest Westinghouse office or Westinghouse Electronic Tube Distributor will be glad to receive your inquiries. Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, Bloomfield, N. T.

...

Westinghouse
7ff,a,7"Á
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

WeetinFluutse Presents- Jofur Charles Thumaa, Sunday 2:30 E.W.P., NBC. Ted Malone, Monday, Wednesday, Friday 10:15

ELECTRONICS

-

October 1944

P.M., E.W.T., Blue Network.
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VDC- Single Units

Dual Units
Triple Units
VOC-Single Units
Dual Units

'

Triple Units

,

li

1.0 and
0.5 and
.25 and
0.5 and

2.0 Mfd.
1.0 Mfd.
0.5 Mfd.
1.0 Mfd.
.25 and 0.5 Mfd.
0.1 and .25 Mfd.

*Data sheets showing complete code number for units having a
specific capacitance value and voltage rating available on request.
**Other tolerances available.
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a small part in

victory today
INDUSTRY
IN
TOMORROW
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RESISTANCE- .01

centers:
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-plus

.05 to 1.0 Mfd.
.05 to 0.5 Mfd.
.01 to 1.0 Mfd.
.05 to 0.5 Mfd.
0.1 and .25 Mfd.
or minus 20%W'

-twice D.C. rating
TEST -2,500 Volts D.C.
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VOC

Dual Units
Triple Units
Single Units
Dual Units
Triple Units

F. to 185° F.
to 0.1 MEd. -20,000 Megohms
Mfd. -12,000 Megohms
0.5
.25 to
-10,000 Megohms
1.0 Mfd.
5,000 Megohms
2.0 Mfd.
-1,000 cycles-.002 to .005
POWER FACTOR
capacitance
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS: 21/4" except for the followin
values which are made in containers having 2%" mounting
SHUNT
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V

.01 to 2.0 Mfd.

Single Units
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Tobe Capacitors are built to last. From
to
inspection
rigid
under
is
step
each
to shipping,
years'
twenty
by
maintain the high standard set
experience.
It
Below is shown a Tobe RLO Type Capacitor.
oil, made
is impregnated and filled with mineral
with watchful care and -like all Tobe Capacitors
-rated conservatively. Let us know about your
capacitor problems.
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;03° IT 7ÉMCO Model 10001AG-CW 1000
watt radio -elegraph ,transmitter 'with
pretuned tank circbits for 6 -frequency
operatiorí with motor driven frequency
selection.
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Below: TEMCO Model 350 AG 350 watts
f

outpút 6-frequency band- switching mobile transmitter; designed for military
service aboard trucks.

5

Y9
.

m

Hundreds of hand operations enter into the custom -style construction
of every TEMCO unit.

e

' Of all these, the last. and simplest is the most- important:
the affixing
df the TEMCO name plate, which sets our "hand and seal" to certify
that the last detail of perfect workmanship has been patiently and
skillfully built in .. assuring years of dependable service,
.

Application -.of the name plate signifies that the job has passed the
most exacting. irispections .and tests imposed by our own engineers

...

and.now invite's inspection by U. S. Government services, or any other
users employing- the most critical standards.
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Weisberg
P.G. Box
1294 Laboratories
Providence, R. I.
Attn: Mr.
Frank K.
Smith
Gentlemen:'
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now
solution for used your Tru
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which leading industrialists every.-

of the way

where are endorsing our radically
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5an,arnet Capaekois anlTke l
- better 'operating

characteristics - these
are 'the prirrme- regúirements of' practically all components going into
'electronic equipment' today' The urgent need for .communication equipment ::in id -Cations where -cubic content.- and light weight' are of, major
.-importárice.nec'essitates the use':of, component parts which conform in
Smaller size

-

lighter weight

every respect to' achieve these desired -results.

Mica' capacitors withtemperaturé coefficients óf 50 parts ,per million drift requirements -óf ...025%- capác'ity tolerances of plus or minus 1%are frequently specified.
-

Sangarno, Type 'K:mica_'capacitors,: manufactured to these specifications,

are performiríg'faithfully:in, many thousáñdscornmurii'cátión equipments
now in service in all corners of -the world.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC:-CÓMPÁNY
SPRINGFIEL'D, ILLIN-OIS

Skilled, hands seal -in the original precise characteristics of
Hammarlund variable capacitors so that moisture and vibration
can nat change, them

- even after long periods'

of_ operation

-

in

all sorts,of climates and under varied'working conditions.
0 1y

ÓF

-1TULIISJ
THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INCo,460 W. 34TH ST., N. Y. C.
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
ESTABLISMEO'1910
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The tube that shields itself
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Aircraft receiver in
three compact band units

6FeáZtenà'. VIST,
THE G-E development of the metal receiver tube
represented a complete departure' in the conception
and manufacture of electronic receiver tubes and of
parts assembly.
The G -E metal receiver tube not only serves as
an "envelope" for the tube elements, but in itself
provides the necessary "shielding'- to prevent feedback (the electrostatic or electromagnetic influences in circuits which interfere with operation).
Thus, the elimination of separate, space -consuming shielding devices permitted circuits to be
designed uore Contlraetly. This, in turn. made
possible the simplilication and the smaller size of
receivers- not only for "consumer" uses. but importantly for aircraft, tank, lifeboat and other
vital

needs.
General Electric progress during all the years
of radio history has been a succession of
electronicE.

HAS

MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC -TUBE
FVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER

L

LECTRONICS

-

-

tube "firsts." You may be sure that all G -E tubes
transmitting or receiving possess everything that
electronic research and engineering have uncovered
... and that they have the most exacting construction, highest efficiency, and longest serviceable life
the world's finest tube factory can produce.

-

GE

TUBES ARE "FIRST" IN INDUSTRY, TOO!
For example, General Electric pioneered in the application of the
phototuhe
in commercial talking moving pictures. G. E.
has also contributed to the designing of sorting, inspection.
registering,
counting and other apparatus employing the
light-sensitive
characteristics of the phototuhe.
FREE BOOK,

"HOW ELECTRONIC

TUBES WORK." Address
Electronics Dept., General Electric,
Schenectady, New York.

Tune in "The World Today" every evening
E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G -Eexcept Sunday ar 6:45
"All Girl Orchestra"
as 10 P.M. E.W.T. over
NBC.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
11t-eeso
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IN INDUSTRY i
SERIES EXPLAi' ZNG THE USES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES
7,

YOU CAN MAKE UP TO

1500 SPOT WELDS A MINUTE
WITH

.

G -E ELECTRONIC TUBES
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HIGH-SPEED PRECISION WELDING
IS, MADE POSSIBLE BY THE G -E

IGNITRON AND THE G -E THYRATRON

Advantages of the electronic-túbe
method over mechanical methods are:
Improved quality of welds; reduced
voltage regulation; low maintenance
cost; smooth heat adjustment over a
wide range.

There
photograph above, a droppable
fuel tank for aircraft is being seam welded with the aid of G -E electronic
tubes, at a production rate far in excess of what was considered possible
only a short while ago.
The heart of the welding control
equipment is the G -E electronic tube
the steel -clad ignition, which provides the high current demanded; and
the thyratron, a precision timer, which
controls the passage of current as seam
IN THE

-

welds are spotted at any desired distance, overlapped, or brought into a
solid line. Seam welds can be made at
speeds up to 150o or more welds a
minute.
Thyratron control is especially valuable for spot or seam welders because
it automatically opens and closes the
circuit at precisely the same point each
time on the a-c supply voltage wave.
This minimizes transient currents, the
cause of non -uniform welds.

MORE BASIC ELECTRONICTUBE
ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
THAN
DEVELOPMENTS

G. E.

14

HAS

MADE

I

is a complete line of G -E

electronic tubes for innumerable industrial jobs; and near you is a G -E
electronic-tube distributor who is prepared to fulfil your requirements.
"HOW ELECTRONIC

TUBES

WORK"

This booklet will he mailed to you on requestwithout charge. Address Electronics Deport-

went, General Electric, Schenectady, New York.

Tune in "The world Today" and hear the
news direct from the n+en who see it happen.
every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.IV.T_
over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G -E "All
Girl Orchestra" at 10 P. N. E.W.T. over NBC.
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ARE YOU LETTING GLASS
HELP YOU ALA IT CAN ?
ANTENNA INSULATORS
GLASS COMPONENTS
FOR VACUUM TUBES

ENTRANCE
BUSHINGS

tr

CONDENSER ROTOR SHAFTS

'

TRANSFORMER HEADERS

L
CATHODE RAY
BULBS

Fr`

GLASS CAPACITORS

,

auk

TERMINAL BOARD

- Jj

I

L.

UPSjY

MULTIFORM
COIL*FORMS

IT wouldn't

be surprising if you aren't familiar
with everything glass is doing in electronic
equipment today. Progress has been rapid. In the

above "circuit", for example, you'll find it on the
job in (twelve) vital places. At Corning right now
we're making a lot of other electronic glassware
that we can't show. After the war we'll tell you
all about it.
It's no accident that a major part of the electronic
glassware in use got its start at Corning. We've
dug in on some tough ones and ferreted out solutions. They told us we couldn't solder metal to

GLASS ENVELOPES FOR HERMETICALLY
SEALED POWER RESISTORS

-

they needed glasses with a coefficient of
expansion practically equal to that of fused quartz
-they needed something to take the place of mica
in capacitors
Corning Research found the answers to these and many other electronic problems.
Our 250 glass 'experts-the men behind "Corning
Research"- our facilities and all our knowledge
of glass are at your service. Write for a copy of an
informative new booklet "There Will Be More
Glass Parts in Postwar Electrical Products. "Address
Electronic Sales Dept..E - 10, Bulb and Tubing
Division, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
glass

-

Oläiswape

'CORNING'
Research in Glass.

TRANSFORMER AND
CAPACITOR BUSHINGS

I

.

POWER
SPIRAL COIL
FORMS FOR UHF

HERMETICALLY SEALED

.

"PYREX" and "CORNING" are registered trade -marks of Corning Glass Works
Ib

Os#ober 1944
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Magnet Movement and
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Bracket Illustrated ore the
S-210 0-1 Milliampere Basic
Design-Accuracy of Plus
or Minus 2°o.
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Moulded Phenolic Base Opens in Front for
Easy Access To Movement
'Anodized Coil Frame
Matched Torque to Minimize Temperature
Effect
All Brass Scale Plate
Static Grounding Brush
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Keep Buying War Bonds
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All DeJur Electrical Indicating Instruments aré
manufactured` in. strict
.conformance with American Standards Association
Additional technical information will be supplied spécifications.
..upon request..
°
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COAXIAL TRAN'SMiSSIONJNS
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PRECISION MADE IN QUANTITY
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"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT**

STUPAKOFF
Stupakoff steatite spacers separate the conductors of coaxial cables, a;
shown in the cutaway illustration. Precision fit of these insulators, so necessary
in installations of this type, is guaranteed by the exacting manufacturing proces!
employed by Stupakoff.
These insulators, available for prompt delivery in many styles and sizes, offe.
the ultimate in mechanical strength and low power loss characteristics.
Stupakoff, backed by two generations of engineering and manufacturing
experience, produces a complete line of ceramic insulators made of steatite anu,
other materials.
Write today for dependable assistance in developing correct insulation fot
your electronic apparatus. Problems involving insulators-whether specialized oti
standard-will be given prompt attention by our Technical Staff.
Do More Than

Before-Buy

EXTRA

War Bonds

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

/c».-ilw
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ACTUAL SERVICE
Is The Real Test For

HEINEM
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MAGNETIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS
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The above photograph shows Heinemann
Circuit Breakers on the final time test.

Breakers are manufactured with time delays closely matched to customer's specification. Each breaker is tested on at least
three points of its time delay curve to insure that the time delay stays within the
¡curve limits specified.

Other tests include high potential tests,
trip point tests, time, delay tests, vibration
tests, etc. Breakers are designed to carry
full load continuously and to trip at 8 to 10
times full load instantaneously regardless
of ambient temperature. Send for bulletin
giving time delay curve, mechanical details, and engineering data.
:

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Sebsldiery
Heinemann Electric Ce.. ,Est.; 1888

97 PLUM STREET
ELECTRONICS

-

.

TRENTON, N. J.

October 1944
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high -temperature (200° C.) ceramic insulation
for copper, nickel, and other wire

*We use the word "Announcing" advisedly.
Although this is its first public announcement,
Sprague CEROC 200 is by no means a new or
untried development. Many engineers are
already familiar with it. Many have long been

using it on restricted war developments on
I

which details cannot yet be announced. So
far-reaching are its possibilities for such a
wide variety of electrical products, however,
and with our production facilities being
steadily and materially expanded we take this
means of bringing it to general trade attention.

T. M. REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF.

\`
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INORGANIC INSULATION FOR COPPER SAND OTHER

PERMITS

MANY TYPES OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

INSULATION

is extremely good. Typical percentages of copper area to total
cross-sectional area of finished wire are
96% for AWG #21 wire, and 95% for
#24 wire for CEROC 200 by comparison with only 69% and 59% respectively for other insulations that might be
used for high -temperature applications.
Moreover, CEROC 200 coating is extremely uniform, thus making for smooth,
level winding. The preferred coating
thickness is 1/4 mil., and the following
characteristics are based on wire so coated:
SPACE FACTOR

MATERIAL
Culminating seven

years of continuous research and development
by the Sprague engi-

CROSS SECTION
1

I

The extreme
uniformity of
CEROC 200

makes

neering organization,

CEROC 200 now paves
the way for greatly increased efficiency, small-

for

smooth, level
winding. The
thinness with

er sizes, and lighter

which it may be
deposited on the
wire saves space.

weight for a wide variety
of electrical equipment.
Sprague CEROC 200 is a ceramic
(inorganic) insulating coating thinly deposited on copper, nickel, and other
types of wire, and permitting much
higher continuous operating temperatures than are possible with ordinary
Class A insulations such as enamels, varnishes, and other organic materials.
Applied to copper wire, it permits of a
ml .conservatively rated 200° C. continuous
operating temperature as compared to
the present limit of 105° C. for Class A
materials. Thus, by designing electrical
equipment to utilize the full maximum
operating temperature of this new wire
coating, a very substantial increase in
volt-ampere rating can be obtained. We
believe that CEROC 200 meets all requisites of a Class C insulating material
under A. I. E. E. standards.

MAXIMUM STABLE TEMPERATURE
(inuous operation -200° C.

two

Standard condition (25° C.)-300 v.
A.C.

Humid condition (95% relative humidity) -300 v. A.C.

Hot condition (200° C.)-300 v. A.C.
LEAKAGE between two wires of a twisted
pair, 4" long, at 95% relative humidity
is greater than 100,000 megohms.
FLEXIBILITY

by bending: 16%

elongation.

ABRASION RESISTANCE: Average 16-18

scrapes at 200 G. weight on G.E. abrasion tester for #25 AWG wire having
the preferred 1/4 mil. coating thickness.
On wire sizes smaller than #25, this
average is slightly less, and on larger
than #25 wire, it is somewhat more.

Coils wound
with CEROC 200 dissipate heat rapidly.
There is little or no tendency toward
development of hot spots which might
iullify a big percentage of the high temperature gain that would otherwise
the expected. Thus, the high -temperature
advantages of CEROC 200 are real and
not apparent.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC

for con-

VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN between
wires of a twisted pair 4" long:

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:

e

,1

200° C. CONTINUOUS OPERATION

FOR
A CLASS C

WJ1RE..

WIRE SIZES: Although CEROC

200 is constantly being adapted to new uses, the

present preferred ranges for coated
wire are as follows:
Copper wire-from 3 to 30 mils
(#40 to #21 AWG).

Nickel wire-from
(#46 to #28 AWG).

1t

to 12 mils

WINDING CHARACTERISTICS: CEROC

200

is sufficiently flexible to present no winding difficulties that will not be far more
than compensated for by its tremendous

high temperature and space advantages.
In general, round coils can be wound
satisfactorily by existing methods. Slight
modifications in winding technique may
prove necessary, however, in the case of
rectangular coils or motor armatures.
Although costs on CEROC 200 are
being steadily revised downward, as a
result of greatly increased facilities, it
should be borne in mind that this material was not designed to compete on
applications where conventional organic
insulations aregiving satisfactory service.
Rather, it is intended for those applications where a substantially higher temperature insulation combined with space and weight -saving factors more than
justify a somewhat higher price for the
CEROC 200 insulation that makes
them possible.
SAMPLES

CEROC 200 is by no means a new or
untried development. For more than a
year, large quantities of CEROC-insulated wire have been supplied for im-

portant war applications of the most
exacting sort. Thus, although production
facilities are being steadily increased, it
is still difficult to supply generous samples of specific wire sizes to all who
might be interested. As far as possible,
however, we will gladly supply small
quantities of available sizes to large users
who want to test its far-reaching possibilities in connection with their products at a later date when full and prompt
deliveries are possible.

COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.

(Formerly Sprague Specialties Company)

PR
CAPACITORS

,
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RESISTORS .tCEROC INSULATION
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It may seem a simple matter-this
job of selecting the right materials
for making relays; but-

Automatic Electric designers
know better. They know that correct design is only the beginningthat materials must also meet exacting standards, or performance will
suffer. That is why they insist that
quality control must begin in the
laboratory.

When you need relays, call in
the Automatic Electric field engineer. He can show you how quality
pays, in longer life, better performance. In the meantime, for a
preview of the Automatic Electric
line, write for Catalog 4071.
-
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 WEST VAN BUREN STREET CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
le Canada: Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited, Toronto

E
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All helping to "get the message through" ..
all precision proved in the tradition of

.

BLILEY CRYSTALS

CR ySjA Ls

Do more than before

buy

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
LECTRONICS

-

extra

UNION STATION BUILDING

...

War Bonds

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

October 1944
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UC1IEDIBLE 'XL1TAGE
The Case of the Flying Gull
.

During the storm season of 1942, The Flying Gull ran into heavy seas in the Gulf
of Mexico.: Running before a terrific wind,

were working perfectly.

Harvy Stark, owner of the boat, had
already ordered a complete new set of

she all but made port. Then, just as she

transformers from Thermador. He can-

was putting about near Hunter's Point, she

shipped a gigantic wave and foundered.

celled the re-order. And today The Flying
Gull sails with her original Thermador

All hands were saved. But The Flying Gull

transformers. Not designed for the briny

rested in eight fathoms of Gulf water.

deep-but they could take it!

Salvage operations were started. Later in

Such stories of plus performance are not

1942, when The F ying Gull was in the

accidents, for Thermador transformers are

.

.

built to perform beyond normal expectations. They are completely manufacturednot just assembled-under one roof on a
vast array of modern precision equipment.
They are made only from the finest ma-

terials, engineered by men of broad experience. The result is not alone quality but
quality in quantity. If that meets your
specifications, better discuss transformers

with Tbermador.

dock and her electrical equipment ripped

out, an amazing thing occurred. George

THERMADOR

Long, of The Harris Salvage and Dryclock

Company of Galveston, put the Therma-

TRANSFORMERS

dor transformer equipment on a shelf in
the sunshine-mentally assigning it to the

c

DEFEAT HEAT

COLD

HUMIDITY

scrap metal drive. Three days later, out of.;

curiosity, he hooked the transformers onto
a testing bench and flipped on the current.

To his amazement, they still showed signs
of life. He theft ran standard tests. Tu his

`An actual case history from Thermador fsksi however
names, dates, and location
have been altered. Buy MORE War
Bonds.

further astonishment, all twelve of the
transformers were not only working-they
T4

"SEVENL6A6UES AHEAD'.

THERMADOR ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
51119
SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE

LOS ANGELES

Ocfoltr

22, CALIFORNIA

1941
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Housed in this block -long Sherron Electronics
building is a busy laboratory in which many
valuable discoveries have come to light. Here
has been developed the widely used Sherron
Test Units that are serving many of America's
foremost electronics manufacturers in maintaining the quality control so vital to the integrity of their products. Here, working full
time, day and night, a corp of electronics engi"veers are blazing new trails. Here a hardworking staff of technicians and scientists
are evolving new applications of the amazingly versatile tool that is electronics.

LABORATORY
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING

Sherron
Electronics

We invite correspondence with manufacturers who are
thinking in terms of post-war electronics. They will find
our specialised experience, resources and skills of real
value.

SHERRON ELECTRONICS CO.
1201

Flushing Avenue

Brooklyn 6, N. Y.

Where the Ideal is the Standard. Sherron Test Units Are Standard"
Equipment
ELECTRONICS -Oct..,b 1944
21;

BRINGING;
BOMBERS

HOME!

Radio direction -finders, designed
and manufactured by Press Wireless
Inc., are now in war -time service
throughout the world, helping to
.guide bombers and other aircraft
safely home after completion of their
missions.

Production of units of this type is part
of the Press Wireless program which
includes the manufacture not only of
radio communications equipment of
the highest efficiency but also of a
diverse range of radio instruments
and installations for ground use in
modern aviation.
Press Wireless recognizes that communications and aviation go hand in
hand and invites inquiries now concerning the products itplans to have
available when peace comes.

.
,4

PRESS WIRELESS, INC.
IS DEVELOPING
OR MANUFACTURING
HIGH POWER TRANSMITTERS

t

DIVERSITY RECEIVERS
AIRCRAFT AND AIRFIELD
RADIO EQUIPMENT

.,
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RADIO PRINTER SYSTEMS

R.'

o

.g,
.

t

MODUPLEX UNITS -TRADEMARK"

-

CHANNELING DEVICES
.5-.-, ,

o

-............___7...........".

Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Island Plant
for outstanding Achievement
in War Production

,

RADIO PHOTO TERMINALS

FACSIMILE MACHINES

I

AND OTHER'TYPES OF RADIO AND

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Sales Office, Manufacturing Division
1475 BROADWAY,.NEW YORK 18, N. Y.'
RIO DE JANEIRO

MONTEVIDEO

PRESS WIRELESS,

BERI:E

SANTIAGO

DE

CHILE

NEW YORK

INC .

CHICAGO

Executive Offices
435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

LONDON
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Insulation Perfected after 25 years
Loss

ATENT PENDING)

of Research Leadership
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(Meaiured at
Ambien Temperature 70
and Humidity 70%)
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FITS PERFECTLY Into
High Frequency Design

.010

u

049
F

AT last

designers of tomorrow's high frequency apparatus have an improved type of glass -bonded mica insulation to specify where new advancements in low -loss
characteristics are desired, as in ultra high frequency
applications.
Behind this new product is a history of, 25 years of research leadership. Just as the original MYCALEX, developed by
the MYCALEX (Parent) Compañy of Great Britain 25 years 'ago,
was a vast improvement, over other`;, ceramics, so the new
MYCALEX 400, ,developéd'.exclusively by the MYCALEX Corporation of America, is a corriVárable advañeement over all early
forms of glass -bonded mica:, 2.. r °
MYCALEX 400 méets .government specifications for L-4 characteristics, by virtue of its pronóunced low -lass factor of 0.013 at 1
megacycle. Its surface resistivity is 3Ó0,000 megohms. Its power
factor is 0.0018 at 1 megacycles in accordance with American War
Standard C-75.1-1943 (Jan. 1-10): Its dielectric constant is unchanged from 50 kilocycles to )10, megacycles. MYCALEX 400 can
be machined with greater precision
drilled, tapped, milled,
sawed, turned and threaded.
Improved postwar h -f equipment deserves this newly refined and
perfected electronic insulation. Let us supply your stock requirements in sheets and rods; or have us fabricate component parts to
your specification:,. Write, for full detain-s and samples.

FREOUENCY-MEGACYCLES
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-THE INSULATOR
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MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
"OWNERS
CLIFTON,
NEW JERSEY

OF 'MYCALEX' PATENTS"
Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
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Switchettes and Alnico magnets afford. examples of how G -E components save designers' time, make for better performance

r

If you're puzzling over how to get the switching
functions you want into the limited space you'd
ke to allow, the chances are that you'll find your
iswer ready -made----in the G -E Switchette.

Again, if yours is the problem of applying permanent
iagnets (perhaps of intricate shapes) in restricted space,
ou may find your problem solved in advance-by G -E
Inico magnets.
These are but two of many examples of G -E electronic
)mponents that lift a big burden of detail from de -

signers' shoulders, and give greater latitude in the
design of new equipment. Each of these components
is the product of close co-operation between designers
G.E. and in the electronics industries. Each is
precision -built. Each has proved its ability to maintain
specified performance characteristics under severe service
conditions.
In selecting components from General Electric's extensive line, you can count on practical help from
qualified G-E representatives. Located in principal U.S.
cities, these men will gladly co-operate with you on
both application and procurement problems. Call on
them through the G -E office nearest you. General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

-at

.
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'HE

G

-E SWITCHETTE

Smaller than a woman's thumb, the
witchette shown weighs only 9 grams;
:t it can handle up to 10 amperes at
30 volts a -c, or 10 amperes at 24 volts
c. Low -inertia moving parts, high conct force, and double -break construcon assure positive action, even in the
ce of the severe vibration encountered
n combat aircraft. Actuation can be
tanual or mechanical, as by a cam,
ver arm, or bellows. Switchettes are
'ailable in such a variety of contact
arms and terminal arrangements that
any perplexing contact problems are
terally "licked to start with." Bulletin
EA -3818B describes more than 100
pes and arrangements. Ask for your
I

)py

SINTERED ALNICO MAGNETS
Alnico magnets, of which there are several types, provide more
external energy for a given volume than any other permanent-magnet
material, more stored energy per dollar. Alnico is also more resistant
to stray magnetic fields, temperature extremes, and vibration.
Sintered Alnico II, because of its compactness, stability, and uniform
flux distribution, facilitates the design of precision devices
of small
size. The sintered -alnico process employed by G.E. is a
"natural"
for large-scale, close -tolerance manufacture of both simple
and
complex shapes-for hearing aids, electronic measuring
equipment,
microphones, etc., and for numerous applications in connection
with
electronic tubes. Ask for Bulletin GEA-3682A.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS
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Our answer to your enthusiasm for the
tightest -setting small screw on the market:

.

i

4

/

...'.**.,
s

-

We've had to keep on adding to our capacity
for turning out Bristo Multiple -Spline Socket
Set Screws. Recently, facilities were increased
another 25%, representing hundreds of thousands more screws per week in the wire sizes
alone.
The reasons why more and more manufacturers of electronic and electrical apparatus,
airplane parts, photographic, scientific instruments and a multitude of similar products have
adopted Bristo Screws include

Assemby is FASTER, because of the easier transmission of rotary wrenching power.
Assembly is EASIER, because there is no slippage
the
key is geared to the screw.
Assembly is SIMPLER, because Bristo screws easily
reach hard -to -reach places.

-

Assembly is TIGHTER, because the screw can be turned
farther without bursting or rounding out.
Disassembly is QUICKER, because the screw releases
with a flick of the key without socket damage.

-

Why "BRISTO" Means "TIGHTER"
.No expanding pressure; the
key pulls the screw around.

III ST i
O

MILL SUPPLY
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154 Bristol Road, Waterbury 91, Conn.

MULTIPLESOCSPLINE
KET.SET

30

ScRwsE

GEARED TO THE KEYFOR FASTER, EASIER,
TIGHTER SETTING
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THERE IS NOTHING '1'O 1)0 ABOUT
A WAR EXCEPT WIN IT!
The purpose of this advertisement is'NOT to brag about Thordarson's part in the waieffort.
While patriotism in a person or company may be something to be proud of, our own feeling
is that it should not be exploited. Expressing patriotism in America is not even a duty; rather,
it is a privilege ... happily one that -is understood and appreciated by the majority.
That is why, for nearly 3 years, Thordarson has talked little about the war and war producexcept to. make the 'bare statement that we were- busy supplying materials for the
tion
armed forces.
Regardless of all this, we do think the time is now propitious to give a few more details as
to what we are thinking and doing.
When war came, we were one of the first companies to be chosen for front-line production
the demands were great. As Americans, we were glad wholeduty. Thé,need was urgent
heartedly to tackle the job assigned to us.
Early and late
day and night . ,r Sundays and holidays; we have continued to devote
all of our efforts,;100% to winning the war. We have kept "eyes front".on this one task. We
have had to forget, for the moment; personal considerations of `',good business" ... on occasion
we have even had to turndown old and good friends who needed this or that which, under
ordinary conditions, we would have been tickled tO death to supply.
The time will come':.. it's coming shortly, we feel
when we,again can think first and
foremost'of supplying civilian needs. That will be a far happier day for us than it could possibly
be for you, no matter how much you have needed material y9ú were unable to secure.
But meantime, the war goes on-... and we, in our small way, must continue to stand guard
at our,áppointed
post until the "at ease" command is.given. As we said in the beginning:
,
THERE IS NOTHING TODO ABOUT A WAR EXCEPT 'WIN IT!
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TRANSFORMER DIVISION

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
S00 WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

5;1~4~ 494~1893
OF

TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
3I

1
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for post -ward,.

z

With numerous pre-war products. processes and techniques
"going by the board" when so-called non -essential production lines start rolling again, receptance of new developments and creations will be dependent upon their capability
to function satlsfactbrily from the custorrter point-of -view.

/.

Instrumental in electrical fields of endeavor, and the sustaining of the reputation for quality, will be insulation.
The diversified types of TURBO

insulation-Saturated Sleev-

ing, Varnished Tubing. Extruded Tubing, Varnished Glass
Tubing. Cambrics, Composites. Mica Products, etc.-are best
exemplified by their wide application in equipment in every
theatre of World War 11.

__

Electrical and mechanical advantages of TURBO are multiple. for there's a specific material to meet any of today's
insulation problems-sub-zero temperatures, high heat conditions. moisture absorption, wear and abrasion, wiring per-

t

\,9
,,,/,-_---- y \
r(

...../,...1

plexities, acids and alkalis, high dielectric strength, etc.

.
'I

r

Engineers, designers and manufacturers-now engaged "in
peering beyond the horizon" will find it a substantial "help"
to carefully consider TURBO as a means of stepping -up
product sales potentials. Write today on company letter-

head for free Specimen Board; nbobligation.

WILLIAM BRAND
& COMPANY
276 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK, N. Y.

rr
i

ni

n

325 W. HURON ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

--y

1
IF IT'S

FLEXIBLE VARNISHED OIL
TUBING: this TURBO insulation
the diversity of requirements netessory to stand up
against breakdowns, impairment
through moisture absorption, and
the general deteriorating influ
entes caused by acids, alkalis,.
meets

fumes, corrosion, etc.

32

VARNISHED GLASS TUBING:
the extensive use of this TURBO
Product is directly attributable
to its excellent characteristics under high heat conditions. Heavy
duty operating conditions, confined oreas where ventilation is
minimized and other similar
problems are solved.

IT SAFEGUARDS
EXTRUDED TUBING: where
the
-

effects of temperatures are
apt to induce insulation embritClement, TURBO Extruded Tubing
is especially suited. Sudden cli-

matic changes, wide fluctuations
in temperature; or refrigerant
operating conditions will not affect its dependability.

WIRE IDENTIFICATION
MARKERS: the facilitating
of production and assembling
operations, with corresponding
increases in functional efficiency,
ore effected with this TURBO insulation product. Available in
any sire, length or color. TURBO
markers meet Ut requirements.
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OVA.

(Gas
Prerture)

ØMA.
(Set to
°

,

constant
value)

-+.12S Volts

-211folts

Circuit shows operation ofthe°
VG -54 which -is essentially a
triode vacuum tube. Emmission
.current from "cathode ionizes
gas mólecules in"tube by elec-

tron bombardment. Number
of ions flowing to ;negative
electrode is a measure of gas
.pre:sent, and hence of vacuum
pressure.

r1`

6

NE.W GLASS COATING
TECHNIQUE AIDED BY VG -54

I

IONIZATION GAUGES
technique for making glass transmit up to 50%
more light through a lens system, and eliminating
troublesome ghost images", is being aided by a
Gammatron tube the VG-54.
A transparent, microthin coating of magnesium
fluoride is applied to the glass by a unit which produces
the high vacuum necessary to vaporize this metallic salt
in a few minutes, instead of the several hours previously required.
The VG -54 ionization gauge, a special type of triode
which accurately measures vacuum pressure, is currently in use with units which are decreasing the surface
and interior reflection of lenses and prisms in Norden
bombsights.
Gammatron ionization gauges are now available for
checking the operation of all types of vacuum equipment.
A new

'

-

HEINTZ

SOUTH

AND

SAN

KAUFMAN

FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA

9,40totaPto« 74ed
TRONICS
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LOAN YOUR DOLLARS
DONATE YOUR BLOOD.
FOR EARLY VICTORY

1944
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rIN¡MI
SMALLEST PAPER
CAPACITOR - - yet 100%

TYPE

MOISTUREPROOF

P5N

TYPE

P4N

FEATU RES
1. Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot

pull out, even under hot conditions.
2. Non -Inductive.
3. Excellent Temperature Coefficient.

4. Very high leakage Resistance.
5. Fine Power -Factor.

IP4alga am:

,

._.

_WIWI

6. Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.
From 150 volts to 600 volts.

-

7. Types P4N, P5N for 100.% humidity opera-

w I^

tion.
S. Types P4, P5 for 95% humidity operation.

Samples and price list on Request
EXTRA WAR

BUY

Pat.

Pend,

.
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:.'ELECTRIC CO,'...,
-

MiRS OF
CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK. N. Y.
34
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LAPP -DESIGNED, LAPP -BUILT

'

)is is an antenna base insulator for use on a communi;,tions center transmitter. It is one of several Lapp decns for transmitter and receiver mast bases for military
hicular radio-on jeeps, halftracks, tanks and other

riling equipment.
Whether or not this special-purpose gadget has appliOrtion to anything you build or propose to build, there's
moral in it for you. In this case, as in hundreds of
hers, an original and impractical design was modified
Lapp engineers-to provide a part that meets all eleccal and mechanical requirements, and that Lapp can
ild economically and efficiently.
Lapp engineering talent and Lapp production methods
: such that we can say, "If it's an assembly that can be
1
ride of porcelain or steatite and metal parts, tell us what
10

-

October 1944

°

-

TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB

the requirements are and how you think it might be made;
Lapp will tell you how it can best be made-and will
make it." Our right to that claim has been proved over
and over in military electronic production; it's going to
be a competitive advantage to smart post-war electronic
'producers. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

35

100.

TRIMMERS

NERMFIIGALLY SEA LEO
TRANSFORMERS..

INTAN(;IBLES
The Design of Radio Equipment has become an exact science.
R. F.

Yet, where tuned radio

fi.quency circuits are concerned, many
intangibles which cannot be reduced to rigid specifications can

COILS

affect performance materially.

background of years of experience and
which
"know how"
enable us to recognize and thereby control
these possible sources of trouble.
Whether Coils or Trimmers, your requirements will be met
more uniformly and reliably at no greater cost by AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC has a

WINDING COMPANY

products.
KEEP
THE

BUY MORE

1/7-11M4TIC\

CIÍO [F COILS

SACKING
ATTACK!

WAR

SONGS

W/NO/NG CO., INC.
ELECTRONIC

COMPLETE
9
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How the HT-4
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The following is quoted from a letter marked "Somewhere
in Libya" signed by an officer in an AACS Group, USAAF:

1.1

J, ,. .
-

,

efa

!y
u

it

"The writer just spent a year in Persia. Most of the time along the
Persian Gulf where it really gets HOT! We operated one of your
HT -4-B Transmitters near a place called Abadan. The transmitter performed very satisfactorily under the most unfavorable conditions. I
doubt that your engineers ever:dreamed that one of your rigs would be
called upon to perform in a place where for 5 days and nights the temperature never dropped below 117 degrees and in fact it got up to 134
degrees during the daytime, that is "in the shade" temperature, the
humidity was high and the air salty. Actually the transmitter got much
hotter than that as it was installed in a brick building and no air conditioning, not even an exhaust fan. The HT -4-B was used on voice and
gave very little trouble. One day the piece of bakelite under the phone/cw
switch caught on fire but this was easily repaired. During the so called
winter season, the temperature actually got as low as 36 degrees one day,
we had a little trouble with mice crawling under the rig, which was set
up on two 4x4 wooden sleepers. It seems the mice liked the heat and
they would crawl up under the transmitter and get lodged in between'
the rectifier sockets and the frame when the operator switched on the
transmitter the mice would fry, usually a fuse would blow but no other
damage was done We never did figure why the mice liked the Hallicrafters best. There were several other transmitters in the room but they
always seemed to pick the HT-4-B; guess they were pretty smart mice!"
just one of hundreds of real life experiences of Hallicraf ters equipment.
Out of this valuable experience will come your peace time short wave radio.

*BUY

A WAR

BOND TODAY!
.:4151, 41_4)

hdlliruftpr5
THE HALLICRAFTERS COMPANY

ELECTRONICS
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MANUFACTURERS ,ÓF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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second step
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Microphones. Electro-Voice
Differential
development of
(noise
-cancelling)

SRII iv

,

DIFFERENTIAL

NEW

MICROPHONE

/MODEL

Designed,

developed and
built by
EV

Provides
extremely
intense
A most surrounding high
noises
roads, efficient

205-5

engineers and

technicians

intelligibility

even
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police andmicrophone for
May be
aircraft,
used in emergency
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noise
Press-to
level
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1
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switch
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impact
noise
closes
filter; phenolic case, 4"
relay
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length,
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Fiberglas wind
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measuring mighty muscles
of midget motors
The might of this midget motor is no
secret to this specialdynamometer used
in the Utah -laboratory. It accurately
measures the horsepower; actually predetermines the successful performance
of this Utah motor in its many vital
functions in actual use.

Utahs complete testing service

.

is

playing an important part in the war
effort today, and is scheduled for an
equally important role tomorrow ... in
adapting war-born electronic and radio
developments to commercial and consumer needs.

*

*

*

Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah, Is Thoroughly Tested and Approved

Keyed to "tomorrow's"`demands: Utah transformers,
speakers, vibrators, vitreousenamel resistors, wirewound controls,
plugs, jacks, switches -and small electric motors.
SNAVY

tjph
1,
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Radio Products Company, 357 Orleáns Street, Chicago 10, III.

39

for Callite tube components
Heavy duty oscillator tubes for' high
frequency heating are specially designed
to withstand widely varying conditions
of load and frequency. The United
Electronics Company of Newark, N. J.,
one of the leading producers of such
tubes, has long relied on Callite for
especially
high quality components
tungsten kulgrid welds, a Callite development.
An important requirement in the manufacture of vacuum tubes has been a
stranded wire which does not' oxidize
readily at the high temperatures -required in the successful steps of pro-

-

40

duction such as beading, stem -making,
sealing -in and exhaust. Kulgrid has the
necessary high -heat and electrical conductivity for efficient operation when
used in conjunction with Callite tungsten in the manufacture of hard glass
electronic tubes. Callite Tungsten Corporation, 544 39th St., Union City, N.J.
Branch Offices: Chicago and Cleveland.

United Electronics Tube

KU -23 for r.l. heating,
contains Callite tungsten kulgrid welds.
I

FOR Rs DAY
RECONVERSION

Discuss your post-war plans with our
engineers. Our accumulated knowledge and experience is worth having

CASEATE
TUNGSTEN

'1IIIFtjIiji'

-Now. We can help you on the
design and selection of materials.

ArO° tube components
October 1944
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This midlet featherweight type 400 Relay is designed for portable,
Is
battery equipment where coil wattage, .weight
and sise are highly
Limportant. It weighs only 25 grams., They magnetic circuit is highly
'efficient. Contact Arm and Armature Spring are one continuous piece
withNO coil springs or pigtails. Palladium Contact is ra{Ad at 250
k-5:1;..,
-lliamperes.

i,l;,..

-

This powerful A.C. Hinge Type Relay is designed for radio transmitting
and receiving apparatus. The special hinge and spring arrangement
prevents vibration and eliminates A.C. Chatter and Hum.`,,, Relays are
designed for panel mounting and furnished with studs to *any length

desired.

.

This Solenoid A.0 Plunger Type Relay is especially suited for rtidlotransmitters and other sensitive communications equipment. The A.Ci,'.
Solenoid is powerful and efficient. The fact that pole faces are:.
'accurately ground after the laminations are assembled and rivetad;
results in elimination of A.C. Chatter and Hum. Studs of any length
desired for panel mounting.
.k,::

°

For general purpose circuit control our Type 17 Series of Relays are;);'
very popular. Quite frequently, this series provides for all the relay;;
requirements in a given design, simplifying the wiring and mounting.'
The 14 diameter .fine silver contacts are rated at 10 amperes.

'

.

** R O- T R O L

7k
introduces a new basic principle of Relay operation especially designed to withstand severe
vibration, temperature and humidity specifications. It is a compact
two position driving mechanism providing up to 30 degrees clockwise or counter clock -wise rotation from the normal position. When
used to operate switch wafers it provides a great variety of contact
arrangements.
Designed to meet severe military conditions
RO-TROL'-presents great advantages for
many post-war applications.

-SFz
CO *R

Get Catalog E-10
These 5 practical Relays, and many
others, are illustrated and fully described in our RELAY CATALOG.
Write today for your copy.
'
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND
CONTROLS, ANO MAGNETIC DEVICES
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Since 1913, in the Formica Laboratories, a consi'
able force of competent research men has been br.
every day seeking new ways to improve Formica and
Usefulness to industry. '
They have worked out a long line of improvenu!
which have been additions to the art. During these
years they have been exceptiorially busy, and Product'
Among the important recent developments have b
glass .cloth and glass mat grades for high mechani
strength, and improved insulation of high fregeitii
'currents; Pregwood for airplane propeller blades alt
other mechanical uses; alkali resistant grades for clu
ical processes. better laminated translucent sheet, sturdy
and more decorative Formica finishes.
There are others which will soon he unveiled.
the knowledge of this laboratory is at your disposal wl
you have a problem in the use of laminated plastics
solve. Ask for it
"The Formica Story" is a moving picture in CO
showing the qualiies of Formica, how it is made. h,
it is' used. Available for nwetings of_ business
grog

THE FORMICA INSLII.ATION COMPANY, 1661 Spring Grové Avéitue, 'Cinciuñati 32, Oh
42
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Dependability Is a lot of little things that add up-it:s.
the end. result of paying due homage to all the molehills of production se. that the finished°`product will
give a mountain of, service: Like paying strict attention tó seemingly unimportant detail's of'workriian
ship. Like emphasizing the work of skilled'technfcians
who are experts in their special field. of building
finer capacitors.
That`s the. way. we've been making capacitors
since 1910.'Many of our men and Women .have been.
working on C.D. capacitors for nearly 34 years.
Others have- been with us for five-ten-tweniy'
years of- loyal, 'devoted service.

°

TYPE' VAT-A compact, low
capacity Dykanol "G" bypass
capacitor-hermetically sealed
in specially -treated. drawn
metal -container. Ra'igc .at

600V.-.05 mid. to 1 ,nfd:
at í00V.-.05 mfd. tó .5 mfd.

YaTA055
2X.5 NF
600VDC

.

.

.

Dependability . is a CiD 'tráditied. Every
C-D capacitor ,has' built info it the dependability :. .
'the' skill, experience and research
belong
only 'to' the leader, Cornell'-Dubilier' Electric Corpora- -.
.tfon, Soirth. Plainfield, New jersey.

...that

CORNELL' DUBILIER

CAPACITORS
MICA

DYKANOL

PAPER

°

1944

WET AND DRYELECTROLYTICS
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NEW BEDFORD,BROOK°LINE, WORCESTER, MASS.;
P°ROV,IDENCE,
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To, maintain.

unfailing communication between airports and from field to

plcine ;inside the. Arctic Circle, requires the use of low frequency transmitters
°. that .Will operate reliably far from service facilities..
I.
pioneer in. both low and high frequency radio communication,..'
provides the ,solution with its 10 KW low frequency transmitter, consisting
of.an exciter,.rectifier, RF transmitter and antenna tuning equipment, housed
-yas.separate units. Compact, light in weight, they may
be,transported in a cargo plane .without dismantling.

'

.

-

-

'.

Through blinding storms and almost perpetual night,
pilots in 'the Far North stake their lives on the dependability of.these Federal radio transmitters.
.

p.

:Your transmitting equipment may never be called upon
to:meet.such rigorous demands. But, whatever your:.
requirements :are in low or high frequency transmisSion, Federal; with its technical experience and leadership in radio communication, is prepared to solve your
pro
m.

"

.'-- '
Intelin High Frequency_
Power and .Coaxial
Cables manufacturéá

mef every
construction .arid' perfomance requirenie.nf
of the most exacting..
specifications.
by Federal,

-ire and Radio Corporation
u
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THE radio amateur trained himself during peac
to be invaluable to the Nation during war. Special
izing on tubes exclusively designed for ham radic
IIytron when war began was prepared for immediat
and direct conversion to war production. 11 troll
transmitting and special purpose tubes proved by th.'
ham were ideally suited-with little or no changesto military applications. Years of practical experi
ence made Army, and Navy specialists of radiil
amateurs overnight. Peacetime tools of these same
hams, Hytron tubes joined immediately this Hell;,
fighting team.
I

..

. HAMS with the Services in all parts of the world
know the war job Hytron is doing. High-speed
receiving tube techniques plus know-how derived
from special purpose engineering of tubes for the
amateur, make possible a flood of dependable

s

P -R E. S

E

:N T

--w

Hytron radar and radio tubes to these fighting ex hams and potential hams. Proud of winning the
Army -Navy "E" for its performance on a huge
production job, Hytron is also proud of its ham
friends who are Transforming innocent -appearing
Hytron tubes into deadly weapons.

FUTURE....

THERE should be no concern about adequate'
post-war amateur frequencies. Excellent wartime':
performance on far-flung battle fronts has made for
ham radio many enthusiastic and influential friends. '
The ARRL reports that it looks forward with absolute confidence to the opening of new frontiers in
expanded frequency ranges to be made available
to the post-war amateur. Hosts of hams will return
to their old, friend, Hytron. For the more familiar
lower frequency bands-the very high frequenciesor the new superhighs-their choice will be Hytron.'

OF
OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE

MANUFACTURER

RADIO

o:
RECEIVING

TUBES

loao 4tVa

NEWBURYPORT,
USN 01,111V"
AND
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Consolidated Radio Products Co. has com-

plete modern production and engineering
facilities to supply the finest radio speakers
available. Speakers can be furnished in th,e
following ranges:

l
r

Dynamic Speakers from 2 inches to
18 inches

Permanent Magnet Speákers from 2
inches to 18 inches
Headsets

Consolidated Radio is also a nationally known
manufacturer of small and mediurp transformers including Pulse Transformers, Solenoids and Search Coils.

al

1

Engineering service is available to design
transformers and speakers for special applications, or to your specifications.
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The Plant Behind
The Product
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AN idea that was born over twenty years ago; an
idea that was painstakingly developed on reams of
paper covered with engineering formulas, drawings
and mathematical computations; an idea that was
proven in countless laboratory tests. That idea
accounts for the fact that Lord has had to make three
additions in as many years, to take care of the wartime demand for the best in vibration control mountings for airplanes, ships, tanks, and a hundred other
tools of war.
The idea was that a Shear Type Mounting, properly designed, is vastly superior in vibration control
to compression or tension type mountings. The work
on paper and in the laboratory has continued; it has
IT TAKES RUBBER

VK

S

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
'

ERIE,

PENNSYLVANIA

Originators of Shear

?Oil

SNICASO
OET1017
A

`'.t'

A71Yu

7S0

MADISON
MiCN10AN
7510 NOODNARD
CAL.
ZAS E. OLIVE

SSO

S11lSANl
AAtNAy
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R

included designs for thousands of different jobs; it h
included methods of bonding rubber to practical
every industrial metal; it has included exhaustis
tests of natural rubber and synthetic rubber of varyin
compositions and degrees of stiffness.
It has all resulted in Lord being the authority o
vibration control and isolation. When a tough vibre
tion problem comes up, the typical expression
heart
from the designer, the engineer, the shop
superinten
dent is, "Send it to Lord".
Because Lord knows, there is a
solution to you
vibration problem. Perhaps it's in our free
literature
perhaps you would do well to call in a
Lord Vibratiot
Engineer. No obligation attached to
either service.

TO ABSORB VIBRATION
NEW

.

11.

AYE.
AVE.

AVE.
AYE.

o.0 URIIIEEAI
C0R.,
C.I.G.
.

\iY

Type. Bonded Rubber Mountings

Do More Than BeforeRoy EX BRA R'ár Bonds
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N -RES -CO

e

TROPI-PRUF

ca

A

1,1

1r

I. Specially engineered cop
design for tight, penetration proof fit.
2. Terminal leads bonded to
cap for hermetic seal.
3. Special INRESCO bonding material for lasting protection.
4. Special IN-RESCO fun
gus-prodf coating.
S. Onepiece molded bake.
lite shell, with cap, assuring

durability
pendability.
rugged

and

de=

#6.32 mounting screw,
Integral permanent part
of the shell.
6.
on
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new conception of resistor performance

trical equipment under drastic
INRESCO
climatic vatlotions, demands new
considerations, and requisites in
engineering. In tropical climates, absorption and adsorption of humid spore -bearing
atmosphere is not uncommon, and subseq,uent fungus growth plays havoc with deli-

ii.

,d!
:

Present day application of elec-

iF

t
'

-

7/?

have
all these features
RESISTORS

ilf

1

cate components and adjustments.

Product

failure-complete and irreparable

in a mat-

ter of only two

days-is

the usual result.

Thus, fungicidal protection becomes a fore-

gone conclusion.

-

IN -RES -CO engineers
responsive to the
new requirements, offer 'the complete TROPIPRUF line of tropicalized resistors. New,
proved and accepted, each wire -wound unit
-itself carefully protected against corrosion, moisture and deteriorating influences
permanently sealed in a hermetically tight bakelite case. Terminal leads are
brought through close -tolerance openings,

-is

and sealed to prevent creepage of moisture
or fungus growth.

After dehydration, the complete piece receives several carefully controlled coatings
of fungicidal finish. Signal Corps #71-

2202-A approved,'this protective film is
,non-toxic, resistant to thermal shock, mold
and mildew, and possesses high dielectric
strength. It is designed to withstand Navy
Salt Spray tests, electrolytic action, condensation and corrosive influences.

All IN -RES -CO wire -wound resistor units are
available in TROPI-PRUF. Included are a
wide diversity of components for both general and high accuracy applications.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.
line of

The complete INRES-CO

highaccuracy units, includes
meter multipliers, shunts, choke
wilt, solenoids and special coils.

Write for your copy of this 16.
page data compilation; there is
no obligation.

INSTRUMENT RESISTORS CO.
2b AMITY STREET,
LITTLE FALLS,

NEW JERSEY

October 1944
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CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

ELKHART * INDIANA
Specialists in the technical research, skilled engineering

and pre-

cision mass production of variable resistors, both wire wound

and carbon types, Chicago Telephone Supply Company

is a

name synonymous with quality products and unexcelled service.

a

.,

VARIABLE RESISTORS, PLUGS, JACKS, SWITCHES, TELEPHONE
GENERATORS, RINGERS
REPRESENTATIVES
R. W. fouls
2600 Grand Avenue
Kontos City 8, Missouri
Phone: Victory 3070

Fronk A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, Collfornia
Phones Rochester 9111

BRANCH
S. 1. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvani..
Phone, Walnut 5369

OFFICES

IN CANADA
Meredith & Co.
Streetsville, Ontario
C.. C.

síssce Adryó
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NO SWEATER GIRLS,
Electronic tubes are as sensitive to lint, dust and minute
particles of foreign matter, as a hay fever sufferer is to pollen. Unless the most stringent precautions are taken to keep tube parts free from
impurities, trouble is sure to follow. Troublesuch as noisy receivers
discoloration or
spots on the screen in cathode-ray tubes . , .
power failure in transmitting tubes.
That is why National Union engineers go
the limit to assure absolute cleanliness all along
the production line. As an example, the model
N. U. cathode spray room, pictured above, is
not only clean-it's hospital clean. No fuzzy

...

z

sweaters or lint -shedding dresses are worn here.
There is no dust, no dirt, because it's air-conditioned. Humidity and temperature are precisely controlled. The whole room is washed
from ceiling to floor once a week. Then, to
make sure, the individual parts are sterilized
some in boiling water others in special
solvents-still others by hydrogen firing.
Even should other factors be equal, the cleaner
tube is the better tube. Remember this-and
count on National Union.

-

-

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N. J.; Lansdale and Robesonia,

ATIONA

Pa.

NION

RADIO AND ELECTRON C TUBES
ranamitfi,rs, Catbn.ie try, Recei mg, Special Purpose

0. YTRONICS
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Voltente Controls

Photo Electric Cells
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WHY BURDEN
YOUR POST-WAR PRODUCT
WITH NEEDLESS TAPPING COSTS!
-

746 (5)h,

USE

VI

I

Let the P -K Assembly Engineer show you how
to take
out tapping and put in PROFITS. The
Short-cut fastening method, with Parker-Kalon Self-tapping
Screws,
eliminates the tapping and tap expense of machine
screw fastenings. On many jobs, this means
savings in
assembly time and labor of from 30%. to 50%.
You can make similar savings when you use
P -K
Screws to replace slow bolt -and-nut fastenings,
troublesome inserts in plastics, riveting in hard -to -reach
places.
GUIDf
GET S}115

,,...y r L1i-iif

..,.p ,.°"
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PARKER-uK^N
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TO HELP YOU PLAN POSTWAR ASSEMBLIES, ParkerKalon has prepared a handy

.

a

1
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T"Q..
.r..,.-.....-....0......,\.517:
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"Users' Guide", giving information you need on all
types of P -K Selftapping
Screws. It is arranged so you
can find facts quickly, and
made file size, with a hanger for use as a wall chart.
Write for your copy. ParkerKalon Corp., 208 Varick St.,
New York 14, N. Y.

SELFITAPPIMG,.SCREWS FOR EVERT -METAL

AND

.PLASTIC ASSEMBLY

One operation makes a fastening with a
P-K Screw. S
just drive it into a plain, untapped hole.
Truly a slit
cut method! It makes a stronger
fastening, too.
Before your post-war assembly practices
are set
talk over your fastening problems with a P
-K Assemi
Engineer. You'll find his recommendations
tnnbias,
I-Ie'll suggest P-K Screws only when
they will save tin
lower costs, provide stronger fastenings.
No matter wll
,kind of material you are working
with-light
or her''
steel, cast iron, aluminum, brass, or
plastics-you'll
fit
you can adopt P -K Screws to
advantage in 7 out
.

I

10 cases.

No special tools or skilled
help are required.
can switch to P -K Screws overnight.

Yq

"
ti

PARKE R KALO N
[ftTA PP IN S(R EWS
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NARRIs
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Advance
.

"
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Advance* is -a- Dríver=Harris'alloy made from ,electrolytic Nickel
and Copper under close control df exclusive Driver -Harris methods.
It possesses a number of -remarkable properties -ideally suitedfor
these 3 distinctly different, applications.

ft

III II¡11Í1Í11I IIIIIi

..li...111a

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

---

High-eléctrical resistance (294 ohms per Circular Mil -foot), great
ductility and non -corroding properties make it particularly, good
for wihding'heavy duty industrial- resistors employed in'motór
starting ,and controlling equipment. Both wire- and ribbon are
used in this application.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

4

finer sizes negligible., temperature co -efficient of resistance
(+.0D002) combined with high resistivity makes it the mostdesired
resistance alloy for winding precision resistors of the type used in
In

electric meters and. laboratory testing devices.
'fi+s

3A

Because Advance* develops high,, and' uniform thermal é nf-f
against Platinum, Copper or Iron, it is. used extensieely by pll

instrument, manufacturers in the well-known Iron-Acti,nce and
Copper-Advance (Constántan) Thermocouples. $mall temperature
changes are clearly indicated tllrgugh larger scale deflections.

RI

1'Tyau

Advance* is only one of a large, famous
family of versatile Driver -Harris resistance
alloys that can be relied upon to make your
post-war products more dependable. For
important information about improved resistance alloys write for a free copy of
Data Book R-42 . . . a complete text on
Advance and other D -H alloys.

as. {"R W

Yet:

Drjver'-Harrjs
COMPANY

HARRISON, NEW j

E R

SkY

BRANCHES: CHICAGO 1 DETRQIj .- CLEVELAN4
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
Special Purpose All,Ys Since 1899

.

ELECTRONIC
HEATING

FOR the widely varying c)
ditions of load and frequency encounter
in electronic heating "just any tube"
is
good enough. Only specially designed tubes
capable of delivering a full life of efficient
operar
for this unusual function.
UNITED-a front line pioneer-has for many yel.
been the leading supplier of tubes for
the most widespre'
field of R -F heating ... Diathermy.
Heavy Duty oscillators and power
supply mercury ree
fiers by UNITED are popular
among users of H -F induction her'
ing because the3 "stand up" under
the fluctuating demands of tl
application.
To lower your operating costs,
through increased life expea
ancy of your tubes, equip with
the UNITED tubes, ideally
designa
for H -F heating
Write for technical data
and tube inte
change inform'a'tion.
.

.

.

t

f

UNITED ELECTRONICS
COMPANY
NEWARK 2

TRANSMITTING

''

ti

NEW JERSEY

TUBES` EXCLUSIVELY
SINCE

1934
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Many kinds of electrical sheet steel
products for home and industry will
benefit greatly from lessons learned
during the war. Electrical steels with
improved properties will help bring
about important new peacetime applications.
The communications field is one
example. The exacting demands of
war for up-to-the-minute communications systems and accurate firing
controls will lead to life-saving devices when peace comes. Our transportation systems will be safer and
,run right on schedule, our comínunications faster and more accurate be 'cause of these remarkable developments in the science of electronics:
ELECTRONICS

-

tó yóúrpeocefiine products

Special ARMCO High Silicon Steels
are being used in much of this high
frequency equipment. Other grades
of ARnoco Electrical Sheets are undergoing the severe tests of war too.
Mótors, transformers and generators
will be more efficient and durable be-

cause of exacting wartime requirements.
Remember these improved electrical sheets and coils when you design
post-war products. You'll find a correct Armco grade for every need.
And you'll get steel that is flat, clean surfaced and ductile, steel of top magnetic properties with low core loss
and exceptional permeability. For detailed information just address The
American Rolling Mill Company,
2731 Curtis St., Middletown, Ohio.
EXPORT% THE ARMCO INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION

THE

AMERICAN

ROLLING

MILL:COMPANY

October 1944
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HIGH TEMPERATURE

..

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!

design limitations of electrical equipment
are based on insulating temperature, you can now reduce weight
by as much as 50 per
cent without reduction in output. This and other
long desired improvements
are accomplished by utilizing the recently
developed Dow Corning Silicone
Varnishes. These totally new products make possible
high temperature insulation of' such remarkable thermal endurance
that, in addition to weight
reduction, the following advantages are attained:
'
Increased operating temperatures
Increased life under severe service conditions
Increased output
Motors of present design for use under severe
service conditions of temperaturb and humidity may also take advantage of
Dow
ture Varnish. Dow Corning Silicone Varnished Corning High TemperaFiberglas magnet wire,
Fiberglas tapes and sleevings, and Fiberglas
cloth, alone or laminated with
mica, are available for use in this type of
construction. We invite consultation.
WHEREVER

Dow Corning Silicone
Products Include:

Fluids-inert liquids, with

viscosity little affected by
temperature changes; for operation at sub -zero as well as
elevated temperatures.

Greases-For lubrication of

valves in high temperature or
corrosive chemical services.
Plug Cock Grease-for metal
valves. Stopcock Grease-for
glass and ceramic valves.
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Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers.
:ONTROL Output Voltage to + '/:%

j

E;j12
90
LOCUS

/VtCT003

ore,

'130
110

OF

ErEr

/

r

,
LINE vOLTK,E Ee
72
90
90

Ito

\130
Endbell Model

/

tDCus

oet s

/

LOCUS

of

VECTOR

E

i

OUTPUT

t!o
ARC AROUND O

Cdt rWT OUTRIT E3

LINE VOLTS

E

4...

E3

Locus Of E4
e

Ej

VECTOR RELATIONS FOR FULL LOAD AND VARIABLE LINE VOLTAGE

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

in the chart

The stabilizer consists

A Raytheon Voltage Stabilizer . . . built into new
equipment or incorporated into apparatus not having
voltage regulation
improves the performance and
assures reliable, accurate operation of the equipment.
It stabilizes varying line voltages from 95 to 130
volts to plus or minus % %. Entirely automatic in operation, the Raytheon 'Voltage Stabilizer has no moving
parts, nothing to wear out. Simply connect it and forget it. Write for Bulletin DL48-537.

of two transformers with the
series. One of these transformers operates

primaries in.
of high magnetic density. This transformer with the
higher saturation is partially resonated by means of a
condenser. The secondary of the two transformers are
connected in series opposed. Careful design results in
the various' voltages adding up yectorially producing
the desired output changes compensating for differences of individual voltages. The resultant is a constant output voltage. This action is illustrated above

nAVIHEO
N
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS

F:CTRONICS
ICS

-

190 WILLOW STREET, WALTHAM, MASS.
O/ VOLTAGE ITAEIUZERS, RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING

of vector relations of voltage.

...

The coveted Army -Navy "E", for
Excellence In the manufacture of
war equipment and tubes, flies
over all four Raytheon Plants
where over15,000 men and women ore producing for VICTORY.

TUBES AND COMPLETE ELECTRONIC

IOWMINT

October 1944
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HOW TO. SMOOTH OUT
AIRCRAFT VOLTAGE

IA

VARIATIONS

_.
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REGULATED WITHIN.

LIMITS LIKE THIS
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/
22.
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21

TIME

22

23

24
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20

27

INPUT VOLTAGE

UY .MORE

W' AR.

BOND

29

VOLTAGE variations inherent in aircraft electrical
systems may
handicap the performance

of precision electronic or other
electrically powered devices you
manufacture. If so, a Webster Voltage Regulator may solve the
problem for you as it has for other
manufacturers of airborne equipment. Tell
us about your problem
. . we will be
glad to analyze it for the
applicability of Webster
Voltage Regulators. No obligation,
of course.

NOW

LOOK TO WEBSTER
PRODUCTS
TODAY
Dynamotors and
Voltage Regulators

11
3825 W. ARMIfÁGE 'AVE.
58
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TOMORROW
World -Acclaimed
Record Changers
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CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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"Fíequency Range and Power Considerations in Music
eproductioñ" is the title of number three JENSEN Monograph, now
eady for mailing. With the approach of FM, Television, High Quality
ecording and other advances in the audio electric art, calling for new
and increased emphasis on the requirements of High Fidelity Sound
Reproducing equipment, this subject is both timely and pertinent.
Do you know the maximum, useful audio frequency ranges under
actual listening conditions? Do you know how frequency range is
limited even if perfect transmission, reception and reproduction were
possible? Or how much change in high frequency cut-off is required
to be just noticeable to the listener?
All -"of these questions, and many more, are answered in this latest
JENSEN Monograph. Based on an extensive examination of authoritative
''work in this field, treatment of the subject is such that it will be found
valuable by professionals, the trade, educators and the public.
If you are interested in sound reproduction, you need this up-to-theminute information. Get your copy today from your JENSEN distributor
or dealer, or send 25c to:
i

Series So Far Issued
No. 1- loud Speaker Frequency Response Meréments.

No. 2. Impedañce Matching and
Power Distribution.

No. 3. Frequency Range in Music
'Reproduction.

Y

Watch for the next issue!

t
Free to men in the Armed Services and to Colleges,
Technical Schools and Libraries.

(

enáen.........
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RELAY'

XAX

9

r7.
EXTREMELY CLOSE
DIFFERENTIAL
between pick-up and drop-out
for either current or potential
operation may be obtained by use
of a resistor across the coil of the
79XAX, thus reducing coil current
to a value just sufficient to hold
the contacts closed. Any further
decrease in current or voltage will
operate the contacts.
Extreme sensitivity can also be
obtained by use of a resistor, and
the addition of a special coil to the
79XAX. These maintain the relay
in a balanced condition. Any slight
unbalance of the bridge or other
power source will, through the
upper coil, buck or boost the
lower coil and cause the contacts
to snap -operate.
.

'

1

'
1

Sensitive, Snap -Action Operation
FOR USE ON SLOWLY -VARYING COIL
CURRENTS'
In addition to all of the advantages of
conventional sensitive relays, Struthers Dunn Type 79XAX is designed so that
its armature practically completes its
travel before the contacts snap-operate
to the corresponding position. This,
plus the fact that contacts remain closed
with full pressure up to the instant of
transfer, permit this relay to be used in
a number of unusual ways. Such applications include overcurrent protection
particularly in the range of 1 to 100
milliamperes, or in connection with
shunts furnishing potentials in the

range of 1 to 100 millivolts; pulsing
circuits where the relay must "pump"
or "scratch its own back"; sensitive
vacuum tube circuits, and various others.
Normal sensitivity is 0.01 watt,
although this sensitivity can be heightened by means of various circuit
arrangements. Contact arrangement is
S.P.D.T., and contact rating 10 amps.
110-V a.c., and 10 amps. 24-V d.c.

Balanced construction withstands
10 G vibration and shock.
Write for
Data Bulletin describing this relay
and giving circuit diagrams.

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., 1321 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

;ONE OF THE S.TR.UTHERS-DUNN

OISVIICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
LOS ANGELES
INDIANAPOLIS
MINNEAPOUS MONTREAL NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH
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CINCINNATI

ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SYRACUSE
TORONTO
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Never before in the history of instrumentation has it been
possible to obtain an extremely sensitive and accurate six
channel Oscillograph, weighing less than 20 lbs., exclusive of
battery, occupying less than Y5 of a cubic foot of space and
selling for only $1500. Suitable for all field and laboratory
work it is particularly adapted, because of its sturdy construction, light weight and compactness, for use in aircraft in flight.
Operates from its own or the plane battery. Sensitivity is such
that many dynamic strains and vibrations can be recorded
directly without amplification. Takes hunched foot roll of
paper 2" wide operating at t 112" per second or 6" per second.
I i'rite for further details.

LciI
bomplete line of indicating and

i cording

instruments available.

Attic Coast Branch: 180 East California St., Pasadena 5, California

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.

Y.
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These unretóuched 'Oscillograin photos ..of the
Du.MoÑT Type 248 Oscillograph, tell the story best
This is the DuMont Type 248 OscilIlograph.
As

is true of all other precision instruments, it must stand or fall
by its performance. Because written
specifications often give little indication of how well an oscillograph meets
today's critical requirements, we believe the accompanying unretouched
photos cover points of particular interest to those who work with modern
electronic circuits. To -wit:
Sinusoidal frequency response curve of
the vertical amplifier. Free from irregularities. No rise caused by over -compensation at
high end. Fall -off is gradual.
OThe excellent transient response of this
instrument is shown by absence of overshoot or other distortion in this pulse having

a rise lime of about 1/10th microsecond.
Here the driven (or "slave") sweep is triggered by the pulse itself, which is then de-

layed by

a

self-contained distortionless

network so that the leading edge is not
obliterated. The one microsecond markers (or
others at intervals of 10 or 100 microseconds)
are blanked into the trace by an internal
marker oscillator. A beam -control circuit
eliminates the bright spot of the beam rest
position.
OContinuous sweep circuit has a range
when free-running of from 15 c.p.a. to 150 kc.
When moderately synchronized with a signal of higher frequency, however, it will
operate at much faster rates. This oscillograph shows a one megacycle sine wave at
a sweep frequency of approximately
300 kc.
Return trace is normally completely blanked
but may be seen it necessary by fully advancing the intensity control. Notice the

good linearity of this timebase as well
that of the driven sweep in (2).
Correct compensation at the low end of
the frequency range is illustrated by almost
distortionless transmission of a 30 cycle
square wave through the vertical amplifier,
Compensating circuits for both low and high
frequencies are carefully adjusted for optimum phase characteristics.

All of which, together with other

equally convincing characteristics,

boils down to this: The DuMont Type
248 Oscillograph, used on the
bench
or mounted on its matching streamlined truck, is an instrument without
equal for laboratory, shop or production line.
IWrite for Literature

...

ALLEN S. DU MONT
LAeORA7ORIC6. INC.

o
ALLEN R. DUMONT LAOORAT_ORIES,

í4.

&r/M/0Jrc

INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY

.

CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW
YORK
......
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Take a look at those blue -prints of post-war products you're going to manufacture. Ask your engineers, your draughtsmen, to point out the parts
that are to be fabricated of Taylor Laminated Plastics. Those are the parts
that will 'give you light weight with great strength
attractive appearance
unsurpassed insulating qualities . . the characteristics required
for extreme machining at high speeds
the necessary resistance to
moisture °and solvents..... the economy of speedy mass -production that
will be vital in meeting post-war competition.

...

...

...

Submit your blue -prints to .Taylor with the confident knowledge that
Taylor's recommendations will be right ...out of the "blue." Do it now.

POST -WAR -PLANNING DEPARTMENT OF

'raw ira Olt F= EI RE COM PA
LAMINATED PLASTICS:

IIIRRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

IECTRONICS

-
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Sheets,

PHENOL FIBRE VULCANIZED FIBRE
Rods,
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES . PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS: 544 SAN
S.
PEDRO ST., LOS ANGELES

Tubes, and Fabricatéd Parts
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A Good Shaver

F1-us

A Good Coed...

.that's why it's running today
Unbreakable Plugs

Unbreakable Connectors

For years an identifying mark of a good electrical appliance,
Belden electrical cords and plugs are an accepted token that
the manufacturer was careful in the selection of the
parts for
his' equipment. Belden cords have promised freedom
from
Corditis, and in this present emergency have proved their
value on a host of electrical tools and appliances that
are
still giving service.
After the war, customers will again look for nationally advertised Belden cords and plugs as a guide in purchasing
electrical equipment. Take advantage of the plus value
of
Belden materials when designing your post-war
products;
specify Belden Corditis-free cords.

it

BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4625 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 44, Illinois

Unbreakable Strain Relief

~1..1L

` i.0,

. .

:iceC

ORDS
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insulators
radio
enemy of
STEATITE'
-
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CAN'T

PENETRATE

is a

foggy climates
cold
in
jungles and
in hot steamingradio equipment.
Society
Moisture
enemy of
American
The
life-shortening
to moisture.
a chamber
'impervious
placed in
is absolutely
test (Steatite
for six hours)
Steatite
porosity
pressure
are
of
Materials
five tons
insulators
of Testing
under
dye
and Steatite
with fuchsine General Ceramics
moisture.
that
do not absorb
has proved
and therefore
the stability
not porous
strength,
high physical age or climatic
the
by
loss factor,
The low
is not affected of your
of Steatite
-free life
Of shape
trouble
For a long
changes.
specify Steatite
equipment
made by

Insulators

&

Ceramics
General
Steatite Corporation.
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FOR ENGINEERS
A COLOR FILM IN SOUND
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The fast-moving action, interesting color, and concise
description in "Uses Unlimited" show how Micro
Switches are made, and how they are being used by
production and design engineers throughout industry
to control everything from sensitive, precise instruments and office equipment to heavy duty machinery.
This film is packed with examples of tried and proven
applications of Micro Switches: It will stimulate the
thinking of your engineers by showing them how

MIC
TRADE

I-

L

others have solved electrical control problems by the
use of Micro Switches.
"Uses Unlimited". is available to industrial groups,
technical societies, training classes, schools and colleges. Size: 16 mm. Length: 40 minutes.
Contact the Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau:
347 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.; 19 So. La Salle
St., Chicago, Ill.; 351 Turk St., San Francisco, Calif.

t:SARKITCH

ADIVISION,OF FIRST INDUSTRIAL .CORPORATION
FREEPORT, ILL., U.S.A., Sales Offices in New York, Chicago,
Cleveland, Los Angeles, Boston, Dallas, Portland, (Ore.)

66
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* The

basic Micro Switch is a thumb -size,
feather -light, plastic enclosed, precision
snap -action switch, Underwriters' listed and
rated at 1200 V. A., at 125 to 460 volts
a -c. Capacity on d -c depends on load
characteristics. Accurate repeat performance is experienced over millions of operations. Wide variety of basic switches and
actuators meets requirements varying from
high vibration resistance to sensitivity of
operating force and motion as low os
2/1000 ounce -inches. Many types of metal
housings are available.

Let's All Back the AttackBuy EXTRA War Bonds
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-_-v -laInductance
Losses
"Q"

is high when losses are low. That's why Engineers at
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. build their inductance
coils on MYKROY supports
.
to keep losses down to a
negligible minimum! For MYKROY combines inherent physical stability with remarkably low loss characteristics at high
frequencies
. the ideal
mechanical and electrical properties so essential for efficient performance in the high
frequency magnetic fields to which coil bars are exposed.
.

.

.

.

Leading manufacturers of electronic equipment everywhere
are now turning more and more to MYKROY for dependable
high frequency insulation, since this perfected mica ceramic
is proving to be one of the best and most usable insulating
materials ever developed.

Don't let another day go by without learning more about it. Write
for your copy of the MYKROY Engineers Manual containing' the facts
about this perfected insulation.

i:ROY is the outstanding choice 'at FEDERAL, TELEF ONE ó RADIO
CIP. for insulating supports in oil Toils large and small. For coils upto
I./. diameter MYKROY is aeoilable in solid rods or can be molded to
/s1sirements wi)h pre -threaded surfaces. Illustration shows,10 KW
Transjer coils and imall 100 watt inductance
bath built with.MYKROY,

...

IRE'S TECHNICAL PROOF OF MYKROY SUPERIOR INSULATING PROPERTIES
..*MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NIIULUS OF RUPTURE
18000-21000 psi
/DNESS
ohs Scale 3-4 BHN. BHN 500 Kg Load. 63-74
M4CT STRENGTH....ASTM Charpy .34-.41
ft. lbs.
CIPRESSION STRENGTH'
42000 psi
i IIFIC
GRAVITY
2.75-3.8
HH!MAL EXPANSION
000006 per Degree Fahr.
sFARANCE
Brownish Grey to Light Tan
*ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
IIECTRIC CONSTANT
6.5-7
lIIECTRIC STRENGTH (1/8")
630 Volts per Mil
'litER FACTOR
001-.002 (Meets
AWS 1-41

*THESE VALUES COVER THE

VARIOUS

GRADES

OF

.024

8.

Best for low loss

a ..020

GRADE 38.

requirements.
Best for low loss

V

combined with
high mechanical

p

MYKROY
GRADE

strength.
Best for molding
applications.
Special formulas compounded
for special requirements.
GRADE 51.

.014

.010
.006

002
0

.1

100

MEGACYCLES

Based on Power Factor Measurements made by
Boonton Radio Corp. on standard Mykroy stock.

-

-

e
YKROY IS SUPPLIED' IN SHE.ETS AND RODS;
...:'.. MACHINED OR.:MOLDED -TO
SPECIFICATIONS'
,

Il1

DE

EXC'LUSIV'ÉLY BY

fCTR

fyAi/C

0, C

B
.IIFLON'OULEVARD
.CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

Chicago 47:
.
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SPRINGFIELD AVENUE .. TEL. Albany
4310
.-Export Office :, 89 Broad Street,' New
York 4, N. Y.
1917 NO.0
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Perfect electrical design
symmetry.
Built-in neutralization.
Unexcelled mechanical construction.
Built-in coil mountings with
lead lengths at an absolute minimum.
Half the length of conventional dual condensers.
Unexcelled for use in balanced

B & W heavy.
duty Condenser
with 1/4" plates.

A

single -ended or push-pull

circuits.
Write for new Catalog 75-C on B & W
Type CX heavy duty variable condensers

Standard tank circuit assembly consisting of B & W
condenser and integrally
mounted B & W coil.
z

Typical standard Type
CX Condenser with

/e"

plates.

AIR' INDUCTORSVARIABLE CONDENSERS:'

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES

BARKER & WILLIAMSO
Dept. A104, 235 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby,
f,

66

Export: LINDETEVES, INC., 10 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, N. Y., U.
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Typical of important testing operations en
trusted to RCP quality instruments are

.

those in the Research Laboratory of Callite
Tungsten Corporation, one of the country's
leading manufacturers of metallurgical components. Here precision engineered tube

-

components must meet exacting standards
and test equipment must be reliable. The
speed, accuracy and simplicity of operation

winch characterizes the RCP test instruments make them ideal for Callíte's use.
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MODEL 663 V.T. OHMMETER
An

outstanding example of addesign plus flexible performance is the RCP Model 665equivalent to 29 individual instrumehts in one... provides insulation
testing at 500 V up to 10,000,000,000 ohms (10,000 megohms) with
two other features-an electronic
multitester and a capacity meter
vanced

INSULATION TESTER
e

measuring as low as 0.0000025
mfds. (2.5 micro microfarads) and
up to 2,000 mfds. Wide scale on
8" D'Arsonval Microammeter with
guaranteed accuracy of 2% at full
scale. Linear meter movement. Voltage measurements AC and DC to
8,000 volts. Maximum protection
against burnout, Complete $79.50.

^

Other RCP instruments which conform to
Government apeciftcationt or are recognized at "standard" are
described in oar
Catalog No. 128. Special instruments designed for
uniuual

requirements.

REASONABLE DELIVERIES ARE NOW BEING
SCHEDULED
u;lutett of ptedsion electronic limit
bsldpes
vacuum tube roltmetets
It.(m.mllllammeters
signal generators
analyzer units
tube testers
t

ji stets'...

...

oscilloscopes

1RONics
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...

..
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RADIO CITY PRODdCTS
COMPANY, INC.
127 WEST 26th STREET

NEW YORK 1, N.

Y.

and special Instruments built to speciAcotions.
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Our Customers wrote this Postwar

.Plod

Our Customers, old and new, have learned many things about Sickles'

capacity to produce in wartime. Their experiences as reported to us,
indicate clearly the role Sickles will play in their peacetime production.
1.

Our Old Customers say

that they were delighted with the speed

with which Sickles met their wartime demands, got
kept quality up, and met delivery promises.
2.

quantity up,

Our New Customers, many of whom had never before used a sub-

contractor far parts and components, say that they found our
facilities competent; flexible, economical. They made no
sacrifice in the closely guarded quality of their product. Result
many of them expect to continue to use Sickles' facilities, after

SOME .SICKLES
FIRSTS

-

_

1.

Victory.

1933-Dual

Mica

Trimmers*

.

2. 1936-Silver
densors

To add our customers' experience to our. own and get a clear and
workable postwar plan, was a simple matter:
When the demand for wartime communications parts and products
has abated, and the need for similar peacetime products rises, we will
reconvert to peacetime production as smoothly as we converted to

Cap Con-

3. 1940-Low-loss

"Ripple"

Loops*

4. 1941-Midget

As-

I.F.

semblies

5.

war. We are ready.

194V-More Coming
* Patented

Yes, our plan is as simple as that. You, our customers, wrote it.

You can begin to use it at any time your plans have reached the specification stage. Just say when.

THE F. W. SICKLES COMPANY

CHICOPEE, .MASSACHUSETTS
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G -E MYCALEX
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economy
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fabrication for this OUTDOOR

PORTABLE BEACON

.

b

G -E MYCALEX was

chosen for the socket of the G -E Novalux Portable
Flashing Beacon for three reasons: First -the performance of this
amazing material under high humidity conditions; second, because
of guaranteed high mechanical strength of at least 14,000 lbs. pér
square inch; third, it eliminates expensive molds. G -E mycalex can
he fabricated from sheets with common machining operations.

FREEG-E MYCALEX

BULLETIN

r
ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT

In addition, G -E mycalex has chemical and dimensional stability.
It does not deteriorate with age and is free from warpage and shrinkage. It offers high resistance to sudden temperature changes.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Please send me a free sample of

Whatever your specialized insulation needs may he, it will pay
you to investigate this all-purpose insulating material. For a list of
specialists in the fabrication of G -E mycalex
for a free sample and
a copy of the data bulletin, "G -E Compression -Molded Mvcalex"please fill out the coupon..:. General Electric, Schenéctadv, N. Y.

G -E

mycalex and your descriptive bulletin
explaining the methods and tools to
use in machining G -E mycalex.
(If you wish a list of fabricators of
G -E mycalex, check here
.)

-

I'

t

\'one
Coalpantr

tiI

Or

Tune' in General Electric's "The World Today" and hear the news front the
men who see it happen, every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. over CBS.
On Sunday evening listen tothe G -E "All -Girl Orchestra" of 10 E.[/'.T. over NRC.

21 Years of Mycalex Experience-Your Assurance of Quality

EI'1JTRONICS
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GENERAL

ELECTRICf
17.YCc.
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specialized high -frequency applica-

otily the finest is 'acceptable
1-wJ:ors

-9- ,DICO co-

are now available for additional service
to the electronic industry. A catalog
Will

be furnished at your request;

please give iyp= designations of
the ¿obne<tars you require

O
ENGINEERING

.:1-.f1:STRUMff1T CO
NORTH AVENUE

72

WAKEFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

DESIGNING

CASTING'; WELDING
MACHINING

PLATING

SILVER SOLDERING

° ASSEMBLING
October 1944
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WINDINGS

power factor of coil forms molded from BAKELITE low -loss phenólic material -Í.O15-.025 at 60 cycles; .010-.014 at 103 cycles;
and .007-.009 at 10° cycles) is practically unchanged after a day's
immersion in water. Their dielectric constant at all frequencies is 4.7
-5.2. The high volume resistivity inherent in this plastic (above 10"
megohm centimeters) drops but slightly with increased temperature.
The low

\idern high -frequency radio coil forms are molded
it BAKELITE low-loss phenolic plastic. Ribbed sphertis-q x 5 inches in size, and 13 ounces in weightlise forms have electrical characteristics ideal for use
high frequency circuits below 30 me. They are also
nensionally stable, resistant to high humidity, and
unharmed by the heat generated in the operation
_tiome equipment.
1ese radio coil forms show that BAKELITE low -loss
1l:nolic material can. be readily molded into colnshapes. It offers many possibilities for the
Jwl:ated
's;rication of insulating parts designed for high frer
t

fluency apparatus-always contributing, in addition to
its other properties, the advantages of compactness.
strength, and light weight.

Investigate this B VKE1-ITE material now-for today's
essential requirements and for consideration in your
postwar planning. Write Department 7.

11.

I
,LETRONICS

-

I

- TRADE

BAKELITE CORPOR \TION,

ARA

30 E. 42 St., New York 17, N.Y.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

1
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BY POPULAR REQUEST

RAISES ITS

r
I

Chicago

RP

,Kansas

. r1

,

City

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

°-,

Wash. D.C19

Atlanta

BANNER OVER
NEW TERRITORY

HoLsion

I9

Demands for KARP, quality, service, and deliveries have
made it necessary for us to establish KARP sales"
representatives in móny.diífe ent parts of the country.
;If you are looking for:

'- sheet=metal

'specialists capable of handling
as simple construc-

highly' intricate as, wéll,
tion jobs.
r
411

°

engineers with the experience and knowledge
for complete redesign problems. .

made-to-order products 'at competitive prices
with fast deliveries.
cons ult our sales representatives wherever the
flag flies on this map . . . yóur request ad dressed to .our home office will bring him to you. We
.

KARP

create to your individual
Cabinets
Panels..
Chassis

See

.

.

order:

Boxes
Cases
Racks

'

Frames

at the .October Élecfron.ic Conference
Stevens :Hotel,, Ch'icag'o; Booth 57.

us.

A

.

-co.,rHc.
1Z4

30th STREET

BROOKLYN 31, N. Y.

KEEP BACKING THE ATTACK ALL THE WAY TO
74
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Electrical Insulation
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resists

bilaVJ

SUCie
The logic behind the growing use of
Lumarith insulation is extremely simple: The primary cause of the free acids associated with electro -chemical
corrosion is moisture. Lumarith resists
moisture, and contains no materials which combine with moisture to form free acids.
Besides, Lumarith doesn't promote that built-in
hazard common to much electrical insulation-organic decomposition.
Even where corrosion ordinarily is severe-as
with coils on positive D.C. under moisture conditions-Lumarith is dependable. It is outstanding
for high dielectric strength and its high softening
point (146-177° C. depending on formulation)
makes it applicable in many types of coils.
How is Lumarith available? Films, sheets, rods,
tubes and molding materials. Films are furnished
plain or with special mat finish, easy to see and

«44, u. S. Pot.

EC

oe.

"IRON ICS

-

A CELANESE

the

MVO

CORRAIZZY

slippage-resistant

- advantages winders

appreci-

ate.
You'll want a copy of "Lumarith for the Electrical
Industry." Send for it now. Celanese Celluloid
Corporation,a division of Celanese Corporation of
America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16,
N.Y.
volts/mil.
Dielectric Strength
P9C3
146° C.
2800-3300
P904
177° C.
2800-3300
P904 can be baked 8 hours at 140° C.
in a coil.

Data-

Softening Point

PLASTIC

October 1944
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WE READ

BETWEEN
THE

BLUEPRINT
UNES

PLASTIC MOLDERS can look at a prospective job
from two angles. They can take the blueprint
you supply, figure their methods, materials,
costs and deliveries exactly as indicated. That
is, they can read just the lines on the blueprints.

course, it must be backed up by modern equipment and operators who know their jobs.

AT GENERAL INDUSTRIES, we do more. Natu-

100% on war work, but when that job is done,
we'll have engineers and facilities to take on your

rally, you know the functions of the plastic part
better than we do,. so we don't attempt any
.major design changes. Bin we do know plastics,
and from our wide experience can make suggestions which come from reading between the
lines of the blueprint.
our customers have found that
our ideas result in a product improved in utility
or appearance, delivered quicker and at a lower
final cost.

when you are thinking of postwar plastic
parts, we suggest that you ask us to "read between the blueprint lines." Right now, we're
SO,

peacetime plastic molding. We'd
like to have you call on us.

.

calls for wide experience in the
plastic industry. It requires a real knowledge of

mold making and of the characteristics of the
mans different plastic compounds. And, of
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Molded Plastics Division
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Chicago: Phone Central 8431

Milwaukee: Phone Daly 6818

Detroit: Phone Madison 2146

Philadelphia: Phone Camden 2215
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Orbo
The 1650 Series is the most rugged
of the heavy-duty molded-ín-bake-

lite mica capacitors of the extensive
Aerovox line. These high -voltage
units are intended for the most critical service of low -powered trans-

mitting circuits, buffer stages,
power amplifiers, laboratory equipment, etc. Also recommended for
use in ultra -high-frequency circuits,
and -accordingly their r.f. current
ratings are given in the Aerovox Capacitor Catalog.
The extra -generous use of high-grade dielectric
material provides that greater factor of safety for
longer service under severest operating conditions.

Standard units with tapped holes
take 6/32 screws which serve for
terminals. Also available with clearance holes through which screws or
rods may be slipped, so that two or
more units can be stack -mounted.
Low -loss ceramic mounting insulators are available for mounting on
metal surfaces. Standard units molded in brown bakelite. Also available
in low -loss (yellow) XM bakelite.
In 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500 and 10,000 volts D.C. test.
Capacitance'ratings from .00005 mfd. to .06 mfd. in
Type 1650 at 1000 v. D.C. test; .00005 mfd: to .001
mfd. in Type 1654L at 10,000 v. D.C. test.

Literature on request
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DEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.. U.S. A.

ixport:

13

E. 40

ST., NEW YORK

16, N.

Y.

Cable: 'ARLAB'

SALES

OFFICES

In Canada: AEROVOX

IN ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.
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new Transmitting Triode is a medium
power tube which may be used as an oscillator or modulator.
Designed by one of America's leading, pioneer tube engineers, it
offers many unusual qualities-operates up to 30 megacycles; exceptionally rugged design; three pillar grid support; anode almost
totally encloses grid and filament-an essential feature for operation
at ultra -high frequencies; grid terminal at side reduces inter -electrode
capacitances-important in high frequency circuits.
Available now-get top performance in the 808 through General
Electronics' superior engineering!
GENERAL ELECTRONICS'

'GENERAL

ELECTRONICS'

24

.

i

90 watts continuous output (as a Class C, unmodulated UHF .amplifier) from
this amazing tube that weighs only 1.5 ounces . . . and.at 3 meters! Output
of65 watts even at 1.5 meters (200 Mc). No insulators or supports to -evolve
gas on the first overload; no exposed filament to spray envelope with energy-

.wasting electrons; tantalum plate and grid eliminate flashed -film type getter,
allowing tube ;o run 'cooler; well adapted for pulse operation where very
high voltages are applied. in instantaneous pulses
all ihese are features
that: recommend' General Electronics' 24 G to your. consideration.
'

GE'NERAL

LECTRONICS
INC..
Sales: 1819 'Broadway, N.Y. 23, N.Y. Factory:

78

101 Hazel St., Paterson, N.J.

Export: 89 Broad St., N.Y. 4, N.Y.
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artist

used Typhonite Eldorado, degrees
56 and 2H. Pictured here is a high power radial drilling machine in the
main machine shop of one of Amer ica's famous machine tool makers.
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You'll agree that the proof of a drawing pencil's superiority lies in ease
of use and excellence of results. By those standards, the best drawing

pencils in the world are made in America. Today, it is impracticaland old-fashioned-to bow to the name of any foreign -made pencil.
Try America's best-Typhonite Eldorado!

TYPHOÑITE
ClL SALES
:INTION I CS

-

ELDORADO

DEPT. 59-J10. JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

JERSEY

CITY 3, N. J.

October 1944.
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CONSIDER
WHEN YOU

SELECT

In selecting a new transmitter, naturally you will
take a good, hard look at operating costs. They have
an embarrassing way of turning up every month
where they have to be considered.

Westinghouse Transmitters are designed to keep
operating costs at a very low minimum. For example:
1. Air -Cooled

.Tubes- featured by Westinghouse,

A

NEW TRANSMITTER
4. Class C

practically unlimited.
3. Conservative Operation of All Tubes-results in
long life and low upkeep cost.

.

provides higher efficiencies and lower power,
consumption than any other type of circuit.
.

These are only a few of the advantages Westing1,
house Transmitters offer. Others include: Simplicítjli.
of Control, Continuity of Operation, High'

Fidelity Signals, Ease of Maintenance.

eliminate the expense of water cooling. Air which
cools the tubes can be used to heat the building.
-2. Metal Plate Rectifiers-also featured by Westinghouse, seldom require replacement. Their life is

Operation-of all radio frequencié

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR YOUR POSTWAR TRANSMITTER.

placing your order today for a Westinghouse
transmitter, you assure yourself of the fastest possiblei
delivery following the lifting of wartime manufactur
ing restrictions. We are scheduling deliveries in th
sequence in which orders are received. For details
write Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, Dept
1NB, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
By

1

J.o8o1(
L

Westinghouse
'A
80

M.

RADIO DIVISION

ELECTRON!

PLANTS IN 25

CITIES...OFFICES EVERYWHERE

C. S
October 1944
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WHAT SHOULD A TELEVISION STATION COST?
Prospective station owners are fast discovering that DuMont has the answers on television
... and willingly shares its "television know
how" for the advancement of this magnificent
new art. Prospective station operators also are
discovering that DuMont telecasting equipment is "tops" in signal transmitting effi
ciency and effectiveness, and leads in installation and operating economies.
Eloquent evidence of DuMont leadership
is provided in the design and construction of
3 of the nation's 9 television stations in service
today ... and in the operation (for more than
3 years) of Television Station WABD, New

York. Just as DuMont's development of the
DuMont Cathode-ray Tube made television
commercially practical, so DuMont pioneering in station design and operation has set
a pattern for profitable station management.
This pattern is available to you.
"Planning Your Television' Station" tells
how to insure a low-cost telecast operation
... outlines your equipment requirements .. .
offers you a surprising arrangement for reserving equipment now, and for custom -building your telecasting set-up ánd training your
personnel soon 'after_ victory..' Please request.
this booklet on your film letterhead.
'
Copyright, 1944. Allen

ofilM
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TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD,

-

DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

/
ll/!Y /F.4"FG'e1tf/

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT,

11111TRONICS

B.

515

MADISON 'AVENUE,

,

...,..

2

MAÍN AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J.
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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Leading designers ;and builders:of rugged electronic recording
devices ally their products with TURNER applications for sure-fire
performance under varying acoustic ánd *climatic conditions. Today
these recorders play an. important role in essential war communica-
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Write for.your Free
copy of Turner's
Illustroted-Cátalog

áh0
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It's time td
-Turn' to Turner for suggestions and applications in
your electronic developments. The clear crisp reproduction of any
sound.- the'rugged construction, accurate response, professional
appearance and, maximum performance of. Turner Microphones
give them: a prominent position 'tin any microphone discussion.
While orders are beingiilled.currently for those whose' needs meet
priority requirements; Turner invites your inquiryfor collaboration
with post-war developments.'

,1

CO Aa

RAP 1DS

l rystals Licensed Under Patens
of the Brush Development Compao+!

October 1944
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ill Your New Product Offer
Improvements Lile These?....
ythdi-.407

Add 2t,oídb
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GENERAL SILENTBLOC
Rubber Mountings and Bearings
Absorb Vibration... Allow Torque Action

...Correct for Misalignment
YOUR customers expect improvements

in your new products-and General
Silentbloc can help you deliver them.
I NTBLOC MOUNTING to
o,rol vibration from motor,
l"ion shock loads, isolate vion between parts of equipment
sulate delicate instruments and

urols from foreign vibration.
n

veered design determines rate
a1ection in any plane.

These shear -type mountings, bearings and
couplings are engineered to:

I. Control vibration and cushion shock loads.
2.
3.
.

Give trouble -free torque action.
Correct for misalignment in hinges,
hearings and shaft mountings.

Silentbloc are simple in construction, easy
to install and practically indestructible.

ILENTBLOC TORQUE BEAR -

Before Assembly

After Assembly

"G

lasts as long as the machine,
ever needs lubrication, makes no
oise, cannot slip. Degree of torque
. engineered into the bearing
by
xperienced General designers.

They consist of an outer metal tube into
which a rubber ring is inserted under
pressure, with a sleeve or shaft "shot"
through the ring. This patented process
elongates and confines the rubber, the

SILENTBLOC BEARING provides
a cushion for needle or ball bearings,
shaft supports in series, and hinges,
which corrects for misalignment. Saves
time and money in production, gives
longer life and lower upkeep.

THE GENERAL TIRE
k18t'RONICs

& RUBBER
Mechanical Products Division, Wabash, Indiana

-

October 1944

CO.

extreme tension giving a cohesion of
rubber -to -metal which cannot rupture.
The stretched rubber stays alive and resilient.

Silentbloc mountings and bearings can
to solve your
exact problem. They are made any size, to
carry loads of ounces to tons. Any metalsteel, bronze, aluminum, magnesiumcan be used. By variation of size and design, elongation and distortion of rubber
and kind of rubber, Silentbloc can be
made to give predictable performance under axial, radial, conical or torque loads.
be engineered by General

Silentbloc efficiency has been proved in
automotive products, aircraft, industrial
machinery, home equipment, electrical
products, marine equipment, and war
mechanisms. To learn how it can improve
your product, write now for factual booklet. The General Tire & Rubber Company,
Dept. 9 3 , Wabash, Indiana.

9 l.
GENERAL

SILENTBLOC
MOUNTINGS... BEARINGS.
COUPLINGS

83
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»wE .vS L/tit/ftESS AS SPACE
steel specialists, one of our jobs
The Allegheny Ludlum line of
for
the researchA
veloped silicon
high -permeability
ing and commercial development of
alloy
many years has been

finely del

steels,

spe-

cial electrical materials-highly individualized alloys which have helped many a
designer to realize in fact what he hoped
for in theory. We developed a number of
these materials, and some of them are at
the heart of the war's most valuable contributions to the electrical and electronic
sciences of the future.

and high -resistance alloys, and glass -to
metal sealing alloys is most complete.
What's more, it is backed by exhaustive
data on characteristics and performance,
and amplified by full technical cooperation. Whatever you want to do, electrically or electronically, let us work with
you. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation,
Brackenridge, Pa.

-

ALLEGHENY LUDLUM
c%10,0,4fd

eeecrue.al 9ca'47r

ALLOYS DEVELOPED AND PROVED
84

FOR SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

-

W&D...957á6
October 1944
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:a SMALL electric

switch
BECAUSE of its unusually small size and light
ght, its lightning -fast snap action, and its long life,
t G -E Switchette is becoming more and more popular
v, h designers for circuit control where space is at a
w;

pl,mium.

iwitchettes are available in ratings up to 10 amperes
sí24 volts d -c (230 volts a -c), are provided with solder 111 termínals for wiring. They meet government specifica-

covering corrosion and vibration resistance, and
trate at altitudes up to 50,000 feet and in ambient
tbiperatures from 200 F to 70 F.
Vlore than 200 modifications have already been devoped to meet special circuit requirements and to fit
iiro special mechanical arrangements. Dimensions, opera'ng characteristics, and ordering directions for standard
atchettes and many typical modifications are given in
new catalog, No. GEA-3818C. For your copy, mail
ti: coupon. If you don't find the forms you need in the
Q.:alog, our engineers will be glad to work with you in
aapting Switchettes to meet your requirements.

Here's an inside view of the tiny, versatile
G -E Switchette, enlarged to show you the double break contact construction, which makes possible
many ingenious wiring arrangements to solve
tricky circuit problems. This is a standard form
for controlling one normally open and one
normally closed circuit. Variations of this arrangement are available to provide control of a
single circuit, either normally open or normally
closed. Other modifications include a form for
simultaneously opening two oircuits and closing
one, or vice versa; also single -break forms For
more sensitive operation.

ns

-

.SWITCHETTES
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SECTION A676-141
SCHENECTADY 5, NEW YORK

Please send me Bulletin GEA-3818C giving
dimensions, ratings, and operating characteristics
of Switchettes
NAME
COMPANY

GENERAL
Buy

all the BONDS you

'CTRONICS-October

1944

ELECTRIC
can-and

ADDRESS

CITY

keep all you buy

STATE
8930
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arrangement with
the General Rodio
Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and in ac-

"'Proof of -the superiority'of FEDERAL'S od.vsiiced mánufacturing teehnigtfes
-and, Icing -.term experience in, thé field is fóúrid °in this dramatic áchieve.
inent."-Difficult as the assignment was, we have 'successfully met; all Army
and' Novy.requiremer fs for, these precision laboratory, instruments--thu's
permitting:us' to now. make ,them. available:'under priorities' tó research.
laboratories and mani fdcturers''engaged in industrial'electronícs`.Yóur
'. iñqui' id willbéAgiven immediate attention.

cordance with their
designs)
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FOR THE FOURTH TIME

KEEPr; BACKING ',THE ;.ATTACK.°

BUY.

MORE

WAR

BONDS.
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Federal Manufacturing and Engineering Corp.
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Manufacturers of Federal Photographic Equipment and Federal
Electronic Devices
.

BROOKL411 5

11EÚ YORKOctober 1944
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The world of tomorrow will be one of electronics.
Pioneer for that world -is the electronic engineer.
His vitally important effort .during this wartime
period in devising electronic equipment is helping
to defeat the enemy. Tomorrow, he devotes his
specialized scientific knowledge to aid peacetime
industries.
Raytheon is applying its efforts to the development of advanced electronic tubes and equipment
for the war effort. When that job is done, the knowledge that has been gained will be used to guarantee
that post-war radio, industrial and electronic equipment manufacturers will receive Raytheon tubes
and equipment with even greater "Plus -Extra"
quality.

1

ARMY -NAVY "E" WITH STARS
Awarded All Four Divisions of Raytheon for Continued Excellence in Production

Raythoor) Manufacturing Company

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT DIVISION

Waltham and Newton, Massachusetts
DEVOTED TO RESEARCH' AND THÉ'MANUFACTURE;ñOF TUBES AND.EQUIPME.NT FOR".THE.JdEW
ÉRAOF _ELECTRONICS

1.ECTRONICS

-

October
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Prominent engineers consistently show
their preference for Solar Capacitors. Solar
pledges continued production of superior
quality capacitors to merit that preference.

Solar Manufacturing Corporation,
285 Madison Avenue. New

York 17, N.

Y.-

CAPACITORS
EL

88
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The Economic
Reconstruction of Europe
time is fast approaching when allied and
populations alike will demand a blueprint
Lenemy
for the economic reconstruction of Europe. The
/ace plans following this World War will be writ ta piecemeal, and by experts, at a series of contuing conferences, such as Hot Springs, Bretton
oods, Dumbarton Oaks and Quebec, each tracing
new pattern for negotiation and each dealing with
single, specific problem. In the drawing of these
fans, the United States, as owner of more than
laf of the world's indústrial capacity, controller of
le only great credit reservoir, and possessor of the
lrgest force of highly skilled technicians and manirement engineers, has heavy responsibilities which
is industrial, financial, agricultural and labor leaders
i.nnot evade.
IIf1 HE

.

Just what is the problem which the world's busileaders must help solve in Europe?

itss

The best safeguard of peace is economic opporgood chance for all peoples to raise their
landard of living by their own ingenuity, foresight
T.nity

-a

Id industry.

Frustrated and disappointed peoples, who view
future with misgiving rather than hope, breed
matical demagogues who seek to divert nations
.om their ills and disappointments by promising
ilitary glory and conquests.
Consequently, an important step in building a
le

and lasting peace is to open the doors of
oportunity to the peoples of Europe.
The greatest obstacle to opportunity in Europe
.as been economic nationalism.
The economic tradition of the Continent always
tas been highly nationalistic. The national feeling
1.1nerated by the first World War, and the political
atonomy conferred upon many peoples by the peace
eaties, led to a great growth of economic restric.ans. This trend was accentuated by the depression
id by the military plans of the Fascists and Nazis.
iitler had to show his people they could be fed
¡en if a blockade was imposed again. The inevitale result of these influences was to carry selfzfficiency to tragic extremes.
Economic nationalism holds down the standard of
ving of Europe in two ways:
secure

It prevents the rise in most European countries of lowcost mass production.
It operates against an efficient geographical division of
labor, preventing nations from doing what each can do
best.

Great machines require great markets. One great
machine of which the United States has many and
Europe few is the continuous strip steel mill. At the
outbreak of the war we had twenty-eight such mills
of various sizes, England but one, and Continental
Europe one. A building containing one of these machines is more than a quarter of a mile long and the
minimum cost of the mill is almost $25,000,000. Only
the prospect of a mass market justifies production on
this vast, but highly economic basis.
The wasteful geographical distribution of production is shown by the agricultural policies of Italy,
France and Germany.
In the 1930's, when lard sold for less than 8¢ a lb.
in the United States, it cost 32¢ a lb. in Germany.
In Italy and Germany imports of wheat were banned
and its production at home was heavily subsidized.
By the middle of the 1930's, wheat sold for $1.55 a
bushel in France, $1.97 in Czechoslovakia, $2.29 in
Germany, and $2.47 in Italy. At the same time the
United States and the other efficient world producers and exporters (Canada, Australia and
Argentina) were restricting production and were
unable to average more than about 750 a bushel for
their wheat.
Economic unity in Europe must ultimately mean
a freedom to trade not greatly different from what
we have within the United States. Given economic
unity and the large markets which go with it, efficient mass production will develop. With Europe
receiving cheap supplies of such staple foods as
wheat, pork; lard and dried fruits from overseas,
European farmers can prosper by specializing in
producing fresh foods -butter, cheese, eggs, fruits,
vegetables.
Then European agriculture will be more prosperous producing its specialties, and our agriculture
(and that of the other great efficient surplus -producing countries as well) will have greatly expanded markets for our staples.
With a cheaper food supply for Europe yet one
yielding a better price for our agriculture-European labor- will live better. Labor now used uneconomically for agricultural production will be released for industry. With big machines and semiautomatic processes European labor can produce
more steel, automobiles, furnaces, plumbing and
electrical appliances to advance its standard of living in coming decades, as the United States has
done in past decades.
A rising standard of living in Europe will bring

-

Europeans to view peace with optimism and hope.
And world trade grows as confidence and prosperity
widen.
How would a Europe which possesses economic
unity appear to us on this side of the Atlantic?
It would be a prosperous Europe that would have
strength in its advancing industries, but as the single
great agricultural deficit area of the world, it would
be dependent upon overseas supplies for vital agricultural staples. This dependence upon overseas
agricultural supplies would be greatest for industrial Germany. Some people believe that a strong
Europe would be a threat to world peace. More
important, however, is the fact that a strong and
prosperous Europe would not be a frustrated Europe.
It would have found a way to achieve a rising standard of living. Furthermore, a prosperous Europe
would, economically, be a dependent Europe because, although the European industrial worker
would use more and cheaper food, he would have
it only as long as he maintained the peace.
A prosperous Europe would be of special advantage to American agriculture (if we do not keep on
pricing ourselves out of the market) and of great
advantage to American industry.
The British pólicy of buying agricultural staples
from abroad, for example, made her, a nation of
only 45,000,000, the purchaser, in 1937, of $250,000,000 of all kinds of agricultural products from
the United States. In the same year the rest of
Europe (exclusive of Russia) , with a population of
325,000,000 purchased only $300,000,000 of our agricultural products. But with more sensible organization of its agriculture, Europe could be expected
to buy more than one billion dollars of agricultural
prodúcts from us.
By far the greatest market for an expanded European industry will be Europe itself.
For American industry, there will be growing
markets in Europe as industry expands. Experience
shows that the trade between different highly industrialized areas is large. This country's biggest export
markets have been with its keenest competitors
Britain, Canada, Japan, France and Germany.
Before the war, Europe, with two and one-half
times the population of the United States, had only
one-sixth as many automobiles.
If Europe (exclusive of Britain and Russia) were
to motorize proportionately, it would need 75,000,000
automobiles. With normal depreciation this would
ultimately mean 10,000,000 cars to be produced annually to replace worn out cars.
If one still wonders about the immense number of
things Europe might produce for herself, let him
calculate the highway expenditures, the filling and
repair station businesses that must be equipped and
maintained: and the doubling of the steel production
that would be required to make the automobiles
themselves and to reinforce with steel even a moderate amount of additional concrete highways.
Another example is the electrification of Europe.
With two and one-half times our population Europe's

-

consumption of electrical energy would be 175 mil
lion electrical H.P., if the European worker were tr
have the advantage of as many H.P. as the Ameri
can. Yet, just prior to the war, Europe's installer
operating capacity was only about 40 per cent o:
this figure.
What has been sketched for Europe is actually
much more nearly a page from the economic history
of the United States than it is mere prophecy about
a desirable future for a Europe at peace. But how
can it be achieved? And what is our part to be in
helping to bring it about?
Economic unity can be provided for the sovereign
states of Western Europe by the peace treaty or
treaties adopted at the end of the war. The provisions for securing economic unity in Europe
should specifically cover:
1.

2.
3.

Substantial freedom for persons and enterprises to do
business anywhere in Europe.
Reasonably free movement throughout Europe of persons
for employment, recreation and education.
Greatly increased freedom of trade:
a. Within Europe through the application of a Europe wide agreement reducing the tariffs among all European countries to a maximum of 10 or 15 per cent.
b. With the rest of the world through reduction of
European tariffs on goods bought from overseas. This
would call for generally lower levels on manufactured
goods, and for the removal (after a reasonable period
of progressive reduction) of tariffs on all agricultural
foodstuffs and most industrial raw materials.
A special currency provision requiring as nearly as practicable complete currency stabilization for all countries of
Western Europe among each other.
Creation of an agency (with adequate revenues) through
which all Europe -wide business and other affairs affected
by these agreements would be administered for a minimum period of twenty-five years.

-

-

4.

5.

This would permit the economic unity of Europe
to be substantially achieved. During this period,
assistance in administering the provisions would be
given by officials of the United Nations.
Near the end of such a period arrangements could
be made for a vote in the European countries on
whether or not to continue the "unification provisions." If the vote were in the negative, the United
Nations would have proper warning that additional
safeguards would be necessary to prevent war.
The suggestions made in this statement aim at
securing economic unification of Europe and thereby
promoting the possibilities of permanent peace in
Europe.
The realization of these possibilities throughout
the postwar years requires a freely expressed public
opinion in Europe to guide all who share the
responsibility for bringing peace to Europe and to
the world.

President McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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Alloy flows easily and weld is quickly completed under arc.

The Science Behind the Science of Electronics

ie a difficult welding problem, Eimac laboratory
nians compounded a welding alley that could be
hi! with a paint brush.The alloy flows easily under
no complete the weld, yet subsequent heating to
p atures as high as 2900 degrees Centigrade will
rroy the weld.
ith is but an example of the application of the
n of metallurgy in the "science behind the science
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(sIuit facts:-(t.) The thoroughness of Eimac Engi-u;, and (2.) The completeness of their engineering
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lies. The leadership which Eimac tubes enjoy
t lout the world in all phases of electronics is
able to the soundness of this engineering.
u ormance of any electronic equipment is a direct
C n of the performance of its vacuum tubes. Hence
isahle for users and prospective users of elecIto look first to the vacuum tube requirements.
.4:Eimac makes electron vacuum tubes exclusively
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OPTICS... For situ/ling the

ELECTRONICS... Welded elements in electron
vacuum tubes withstand tremendous heat.

Before You Design For "SPECIALS"
Check These Standard MALLORY Parro
.__

PURPOSE
JACKS POR

EVERY

You can, of course, specify. special parts for new electronic and
electrical devices } ou are designing. But there's not much point
in that when standard Mallory parts may easily simplify assembly,
speed production, reduce costs and facilitate field servicing.

And that's what Mallory components are doing right now in
thousands of electronic jobs. Here a few typical entries are
briefly described :

PUSH,BUStON
ACK

.SWt

3

t{ES

MULTI -GANG CIRCUIT SELECTOR
SWITCHES -20 standard constructions
from 1 to 6 gangs, up to 20 circuits per
switch.

SINGLE -GANG CIRCUIT SELECTOR
SWITCHES-12,standard circuit .combinations. Two bass sizes: P/a in. with
maximum of 12 contacts per circuit, and
1 11/16 in. with maximum of 17 contacts
per circuit.

PHONE PLUGS -2 -way plugs with tie cord anchor. Also standard 3 -way microphone plugs with built-in cable clamp.
Available in bakelite and shielded nickel
shells.

EXTENSION JACKS connect extension
cord so that radio and other electrical
equipment may be connected in remote
locations. Conventional two and three
circuit types.

JACKS FOR EVERY PURPOSE-"X"
type with special dust protector ... Junior
type with springs parallel to panel ... and
many others. Spring combinations for
practically every application.

PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES in lock-

-8 spring combinations of each type. For permanent or
momentary contact.
ing and non -locking types

JACK SWITCHES-for momentary contact only. Made in Standard and Junior
types (2 and 3 position) and Midget types. j

Everybody Every

For the complete story of Mallory Approved Precision Products, send
for the Mallory catalog and consult your nearest Mallory distributor.

Buy War Bonds'

P. R.

Pay Day-

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

P. R.

MALLORY 8. CO..Inc.

MALLORY..
Approved Precision Products
J
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For the first time in many
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geter to be recommended
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in
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control,
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out
drowns
the time the orchestra
only
are
actors
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th second place, the
rural size, not blown up real big as in a movie, and
are located down in front instead of up in front.
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except
fund nearly everyone
Hat in front of you, and these people always want to
ltu right when you look right and vice versa. The
tilt is, you seldom see much but the edges of the
ige. There is also a fairly unsatisfactory acoustical
a,angement so that it is difficult to make out the
r, -ds without a libretto or something.
;ome steady radio listeners and movie-goers corn that the drums and violins always seem to come
ftm a certain part of the pit in the regular theater,
b; we didn't mind this so much-although it did
mind strange. Others complain that the bass isn't
td or boomy enough but, on this score, maybe the
''glow who plays the bass viol will, in time, make it
sInd like a radio. People do like bass, you know.
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Disappointment stares into the
of members of the legal profession who look to
Je end of the war as a time to make their fortunes
flhting patent infringement suits based on every lily's use of everybody else's patents. With the after filth of the last World War in mind, when claims to
to tune of some two billion dollars arose, Government
hs acted early and wisely this time to circumvent diffulties of this nature.
In a few cases exorbitant sums were asked for the
rivilege of using patents or inventions to aid in the
ti r. These offers were flatly refused and the claimants
4n had the opportunity of taking the matter to the
!Curt of Claims. As a result, most of these get-rich
c'ers have been scaled down so that the Government
Ft the use of the inventions at a reasonable cost.
It looks, then, as though the infringement suits
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patent attorneys will not suffer
and
the amicable arrangements between inventors
out."
worked
Government that have been
who submits
. To the first engineer
SYMBOLS
using
an acceptable paper containing circuit diagrams
93
page
the ASA component-part symbols printed on
a
offer
of our July issue the editors of ELECTRONICS
here
it
free lunch, with all the trimmings. We'll buy
in the
in New York, adding our own personal charms
woods.
the
event that the lucky man is in this neck of
in the
Or we'll forward sufficient cash to cover a meal
ritziest restaurant in his home town.
symbols
ELECTRONICS is now using the standard
in all circuit diagrams. Converting old symbols to the
new ones on every single circuit diagram accompanying every manuscript is a tough, time-consuming, job,
with possibilities of making errors. The editors
don't like this kind of work-thus the free -meal offer!
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Following the 50 to 60
SHORT BUT SWEET
in the average
appearing
papers
pages of featured
as much mateis
nearly
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issue of ELECTRONICS
indexed on
"Departments,"
-book
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back
rial again in
in
style
brief
handled
Items
page.
the Contents
another.
good
reason
or.
way
for
one
usually get that
For example, perhaps censorship prevents the editors
from immediately securing sufficient data to justify a
feature article, yet they wish to keep readers as fully
informed as circumstances permit. In no sense does
departmental handling imply lack of importance.
There is no room in our columns these days for unimportant material.
Discerning readers tell us that they frequently
pick up just the ideas they need from the following
covering the use
departments: Industrial Control
of tubes in industry; Tubes At Work . . . devoted to
immediately useful communication applications;. Electron Art
discussing laboratory work pointing to
applications just around the corner; New Products
describing commercially available gear; New
News of the Industry
Books
Backtalk.
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ships on all of the Great Lakes.
Two other shore stations, one at
Duluth and one at Port Washington, cover local traffic in their respective areas. In addition to the
Lorain -operated shore stations
there are stations operated by other
companies in the United States and
Canada which handle traffic. About
95 percent of the ship installations
were, however, made by the Lorain
Company.

t
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Marine Communication Network

0 FACILITATE the movement in

L the Greát Lakes of nearly 200
million tons of bulk freight a year
by some 600 cargo steamers, the
Lorain. County Radio Corporation
has developed over the past decade
a highly efficient radiophone service.
Ships can be routed while under
way, thereby completely coordinating dock and rail facilities. As a result, an estimated 2000 freight cars
are saved each day. In addition, the
system provides ships with instantaneous' contact with the outside
world in case of emergency.
Regular weather reports are
broadcast over the system, and
ships can call one another for additional information.

Communication is handled' on
ship -to -shore frequencies in the 2,
4, 6, and 8 Mc bands; a ship -to-ship
channel in the 2 Mc band; and an
emergency channel in this latter
band. The frequencies used were
chosen to give complete coverage
on the Great Lakes. Calls are routed
over channels which will give the
best service at the particular season of year, time of day, and distance to be covered. From the shore
stations connection is made to shipping offices, weather bureau and
elsewhere over telephone land lines.

dialing the transmitter onto the air
on a frequency already in use, except on general calling and ship -to ship channels. Once the connection
is established, conversation is carried on as in usual telephone installations.
Voice -operated
relays
switch the ship's transmitter on and
off the air, eliminating the need for
a press -to -talk button. At the shore
station a voice -controlled relay
switches the land line from receiver
to transmitter in accordance with
the conversation. A noise discriminator prevents operation of the relay by atmospherics.
The main station at Lorain,
shown in Fig. 3, is 30 miles west of
Cleveland and communicates with

Equipment Aboard Ship

The ship equipment comprises a
six - frequency crystal - controlled
transmitter, six crystal -controlled

Completely Automatic

Ship personnel require a communication system for the operation of which no training beyond
that necessary for an FCC restricted radiotelephone operator's
permit is needed. Therefore, the
Lorain company has developed a
completely automatic dial -controlled
installation for use in the area
shown in Fig. 1.
The dial phone shown in Fig. 2
can be mounted aboard ship wherever it will be most convenient.
Usually one hand set.is mounted in
the pilot house, and one in the captain's cabin. Lifting the hand set
from its cradle puts remote transmitting and receiving equipment
into operation.
One of six two-way crystal -controlled channels is selected by dialing. A lock -out feature prevents
92
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FIG. 1-Location of Lorain County Radio Corporation's
shore stations in the
Great Lakes marine communication network, showing relation
to shipping lanes
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Ship Radio System
)etailed description of Lorain County Radio Corporation's automatic service employ 2g dial operation, selective ringing, six crystal -controlled two-way channels, relayperated transmitters, and voice -controlled t erminal equipment with noise discriminatión
eceivers, power supply and control
iuipment all in a metal cabinet as
Fig. 4, a transmitting and a retiving antenna, and one or more
dephone instruments installed at
litable locations on the ship.
The equipment in the cabinet is
;senibled on sliding chassis, re.ovable for inspection and servic-

Automatic plug-in arrangeents complete all connections
hen the chassis are slid home.
¡lily the connecting wiring and
;lugs are attached to the cabinet
,yoper, thus providing complete
ncessibility of equipment and mak.g it possible to install the cabinet
'ith its rear and side faces against
ltlkheads or lockers. This feature
of considerable importance on
ig.

dpboard.
The equipment is completely
sed. A main power switch at the
1p of the cabinet disconnects the
hwer or connects an emergency
Iwer supply. The cabinet door is
uuipped with a tumbler lock to pro let the equipment against unau-

thorized manipulation. In installations where the antenna lead-in
wires can not be placed beyond
reach, they are insulated in heavy
hose.

The transmitter operates directly
into a single-wire antenna 50 to 100
feet long, carried as high as possible. The receiving antenna is
usually installed on the opposite
side of the ship from the transmitting antenna and is connected
to the cabinet through a shielded
low-capacity rubber-covered lead-in
cable.
The equipment operates froth 90115 volts d.c. (the usual electric
power aboard ships). The stand-by
demand is approximately three amperes; under full operation the installation draws nine amperes. The
500 volts of plate power for the
transmitter are supplied by a dynamotor in the base of cabinet. Filters
in the ship's power line and in the
dynamotor control -unit absorb in-

terference. A rheostat adjusts the
dynamotor for operation at the
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Features of Ship Transmitter

The 50 -watt ship transmitter
consists of a crystal -controlled
6L6G oscillator and a plate -modulated final amplifier with three
RK39's in parallel, shown in Fig. 5
and 6. The three tubes in parallel
in the final r -f amplifier permit
transmission at somewhat reduced
power if one tube fails. Frequency
stability is within 0.02 percent.
Individual crystals are provided
for operation in the 2, 4, and 6 Mc
bands; operation in the 8 Mc band
is obtained by doubling from the 4
Mc crystal. Selection of the desired
frequency is accomplished under
control of the remote telephone dial
by means of relays. The relays for
the final stage use Isolantite supports for the contact members to
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IC. 2-Wall phone. Cradle holds the
and set securely in heavy weather

ship's average voltage. The receivers, which are in constant operation, operate directly from the
ship's power mains, eliminating the
need for a continuously -running
converter.

. '1,
sr -1,

:Im

FIG. 3-Main shore station at Lorain
en Lake Erie. Each of the six operator
positions has push-button selection controlling
six transmitters and receivers

reduce losses. Complete shielding is
provided between the oscillator and
final stages. Capacitance -coupling
between oscillator and final reduces
the number of tuned circuits which
must be switched.
The modulator and audio-frequency stages, together with the
control equipment, are mounted on
a second chassis, shown in Fig. 7
and 8. Carbon microphones in the
hand sets and the two stages of
speech amplification provide sufficient power for 100 percent modulation of the carrier. All tubes in the

are heated during
so that the transperiods
standby
instantly.
be
started
may
mitter

transmitter

Features of Ship Receivers

4-Ship radio equipment, shown
with the front door removed. The six frequency crystal-controlled transmitter
Immediately below is
is at the top.
the modulator and relay assembly. Occupying most of the space in the cabinet
are síx receivers. The transmitter voltage is supplied by the dynamotor at the
bottom. The selective ringer is mounted
on the inside of the cabinet door. Meter
jacks, fuse clips and adjusting screws
are at the front of each unit to facilitate
maintenance of the 'equipment
FIG.

Six separate complete and selfcontained superheterodyne receivers
constitute the receiving system. To
insure the frequency stability necessary for permanent tuning, the
local oscillator of each receiver is
crystal controlled.
The use of six complete receivers
insures signal reception on all frequencies, obviating the necessity
for switching receiver frequencies
as the ship passes from the area
served by a shore station on one
frequency into that of another.
This assurance that calls will be
received at all times on any ,of the
frequencies employed is of the utmost importance where the distance
range of these different frequencies
varies with time of day and season
of year. Moreover, separate receivers for each frequency make it
possible to receive distress calls on
the frequency assigned for such
calls while at the same time calls
can be received on the working frequencies. Calls can also be received

on other frequencies if one of the

receivers should fail.

Operation of Shipboard Equipment

In making a call the ship operator removes the hand set from the
cradle, thereby closing the micro.,
phone circuit and also starting the;
dynamotor. To change the ship'
equipment over from the normal
standby condition to the calling
condition the ship operator dials a
two digit number. This number determines which of the six available
channels will be used for the call.
The channel to be used is chosen on
the basis of the type of service desired (ship -to -shore or ship -to ship), the particular shore station
being called, and the prevailing atmospheric conditions.
The dial in the telephone unit
transmits a number of pulses corresponding to the digit dialed.
These pulses actuate a counting
chain relay system. The first digit
is recorded by the counting system,
which then locks itself so that further dialing will not change this
first count. This prepares the transmitter for operation on the particular channel selected.
In addition to locking itself at'
the end of the first series of dial
pulses, corresponding to the first;
digit of the channel number, the,
counting system also switches the,
common outputs of the receivers
from the standby loudspeaker in
the hand set units, connects them
to the hand set ear -phones, and
disconnects the plate voltages from
all the receivers except the one
associated with the dialed channel.
With the proper channel receiver connected to the ear -phone
the operator can tell by listening
-

FIG. 5-Six-frequency ship transmitter circuit. Capacitance coupling between oscillator and
final reduces the number of tuned circuits which must be switched. The frequency selector relays are actuated from the chain -counting relays on the modulator chassis
94
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FIG. 7-Modulator and chi stages, with chain -counting relays

6-Ship transmitter chassis with band -changing relays

hether or not that channel is in
Ile.
If it is, he hangs up and
lals another channel; if it is clear
a dials the second digit of the
dannel number. To prevent putng the transmitter into operation
t a busy channel, dialing the sec 'Id digit of the channel number
tuses avc voltage from the redver to be applied to a 6C6 "car,ier-tube" grid. Should the sected receiver receive a radio career, the avc voltage developed
tereby and impressed on the carler tube prevents the flow of plate
lirrent through this tubé and
¡ante through the transmitter
ate voltage relay which is in its
late circuit. The transmitter is
hus locked out in the event that
lie channel dialed is already in use.
If no signal is received, the
late -voltage relay operates, aplying plate voltage to the trans litter and closing the circuit to
ae transmitter channel -selector
&ay which has already been preared for operation by the dialing
ction of the first digit. The
ransmitter channel -relay acts,
lacing the crystal and tuned cir,uits for the selected channel into
he transmitter circuit.
The plate voltage relay has
nother set of contacts which close
o apply screen voltage to the 6L6G
'lrst audio tube, putting that tube
nto operation, and also closing a
'eedback circuit in this stage which
:onverts it from an amplifier to a
100 -cps oscillator to generate an at-

:

g.

1...1

®

oxide rectifiers (used to keep the
number of tubes whose heaters
must be kept hot to a minimum)
which relay closes the oscillator
plate circuit of the transmitter,
and shunts out 2000 ohms in the
grid circuits of the modulator and
r-f final stages, thereby reducing
the grid bias of these tubes and
putting the stages into operation.
The transmitter goes on the air
modulated at 300 cps.
In operating, the voice relay also
inserts 25,000 ohms in the plate
supply of the selected receiver
to prevent its operation during

transmission. Although transmission and reception are on slightly
different frequencies in a given

channel, the proximity of the
ship's transmitting and receiving
antennas makes this precaution
necessary.
Shortly after the completion of
the dialing operation, the feedback
circuit in the first audio stage
opens. As a result, the slow -release voice -relay takes the transmitter off the air, and-retúrns the
receiver to operation.
Speaking into the hand set microphone produces voice signals which,
after amplification by the first
stage of the audio amplifier,
operate the voice relay as did the
300 -cps attention tone. The voice
relay does not clip words between
syllables because of its slow -releas -
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To achieve this, a selective ringer
has been developed which makes use
of tuned -reed relays aboard ship to
distinguish one call signal from
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gain control
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shore station remote -control receiver.

ing action. When the operator
stops speaking, the transmitter is
made non -operating, and full voltage is applied to the receiver.
When a call is received aboard
ship the signal from the shore station or another ship passes through
a low-pass filter whose cut-off is 300
cps, thereby eliminating noise and
voice signals from succeeding equipment. In the case of calls from
shore stations, selective ringing is
employed (as outlined in later paragraphs). The receivers of the
channels reserved for shore -to -ship
calls have their. outputs connected
to the selective -ringing equipment
through the low pass filter.
The emergency and general -call
channel receiver is wired directly
to a separate speaker without a low
pass filter in its output so that
general and emergency calls can be
made by voice. In this way emergency calls are received without the
delay of lifting the hand set from
its cradle.
Calls between ships are made on
the general -call channel ; the communication itself being carried on
on another channel to which both
parties switch when the call is received.
Calls are answered by dialing the
indicated channel as in making a
call.
Shore Installations

A typical shore installation consists of six operator-positions, each
position having access to all of the
six channels. Each operator position has its own direct line to the
nearest long-distance tollboard,
from which connection is made to
96
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or from the desired land party.
To eliminate interference from
the 500 -watt shore station transmitters, the shore receivers are located several miles away in unattended remote -control stations.
Each receiver has two directional
antennas, one pointing to the northeast, one to the northwest. Each receiver antenna has its own r -f
stage. The r -f stages feed to a
common mixer with a crystal controlled oscillator. The resulting i -f
is fed over telephone cable pairs to
i-f stages at' the shore station, as
shown in Fig. 9.
Because the transmitter frequencies of different ships vary within
the permissible tolerances of the
channel, the i-f's developed by the
crystal -controlled oscillator differ
from ship to ship. To take care of
these individual differences, the i -f

stages at the operator positions are
made tunable, the operator tuning
precisely to the frequency of the
ship being received. This method
of handling the signal removes the
necessity of remote -control tuning
of the unattended r -f stages and
mixers.
The gain of the r -f sections associated with each of the directional antennas is controlled over
the telephone cable, enabling the
operators to choose the antenna
combinations which will give the
clearest signal. Since all channels
must be continuously available for
communication the shore stations
have duplicate transmitters, one for
each channel handled by that station, and an emergency transmitter.
When calling, the shore station
should signal only the ship called.

The shore station can modulate
its carrier at any one of seven frequencies lying between 120 cps and
300 cps by dialing digits one to
seven at the operator position.
Four reed -relays tuned to four different frequencies in the available
seven -frequency series are used in
the selective ringer on board each
ship.
To call a specific ship the shore
station transmits five tone pulses
without intervening pauses. This
means that successive pulses must
be of different frequencies to be distinguished. Also, since there are
but four tuned -relays aboard ship,
one of the reed frequencies must
be repeated.
This arrangement
gives slightly over 5000 possible
combinations, so that 5000 ships
may be called.
The shore operator dials the call
number of the ship to be reached.
At the ship the. audio impulses are
delivered by the shore -to -ship receiver, through the low-pass filter
which prevents operation of the
selective circuit by noise or voice,
to a type 41 amplifier tube and
thence to the selective ringer. If
the first pulse is of the frequency
to which the first reed -relay is
tuned, the relay operates, connecting the receiver to the next relay in
the series. The process is repeated
as long as the pulses are of the required frequencies to operate the
relhys. If at any time the frequency
is not that -of the next reed, the
circuit is opened so that the next
pulse can not operate a relay. After
all five pulses have been properly
received, the selective ringer rings
a bell at the hand set location.
Voice -Controlled Terminal Relays

Terminal connection to the shore party land -line is voico-operated
and has an anti -noise feature. Several terminal systems have been
tried ; the present system, developed from these earlier systems.
takes two forms, both of which provide the required operating characteristics.
The chief problem in terminatOctqber 1944
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tied and used to lock the land -line

the land line arises from the re- land line to shore receiver or trans1i,ement that the land line handle mitter as the conversation de,.fic in both directions. This two - mánds. Since the ship transmitter
traffic must be divided, the goes off the air when that party
ismission going to the shore has finished talking, it seemed posr,tsmitter, reception coming from sible to operate a switching relay
from either rectified voice in the
I shore receiver. The transmisshore receiver output or the avc
about
is
line
land
the
loss over
'
voltage developed by the receiver in
is
there
result
that
the
with
blb,
the presence of a signal, either
it ifferential of 30 db between re ;e'er output and transmitter in - being an indication that the ship
kunder the operating conditions party is speaking. However, noise,
especially in the summer on the 2
ith provide the land party with
Mc band in the latitude of the Great
11fquate signal strength at the
Lakes, is so severe as to operate a
s' phone receiver.
f the receiver output, transmit- relay so controlled.
To eliminate the effects of noise,
e input and land line were parald, the shore transmitter would a noise -balancing circuit was der.iate that half of the conversa- veloped. As shown in Fig. 10, i -f
energy from the receiver is conii'i received from the ship by the
Ire receiver, as well as that from verted by means of an afc oscilshore party. This means that lator to 55 and 50 kc. Noise ín the
eceiver tuned to the shore trans - receiver i -f produces voltages of
;ter would receive both halves of equal strength at these two frequencies. The two frequencies so
conversation.
produced are rectified and applied
undesirable
In addition to this
in opposition to a d -c amplifier
the
ship
since
k of privacy, and,
which operates the land -line switchwhile
the
the
air
nsmitter is off
ing -relay. Regardless of the noise
ire party is speaking, the shore
reiver-which employs avc-is at level in the receiver there is no
i, maximum sensitivity when the effective voltage applied to the retitre party .is talking. Were the lay amplifier unless a modulated
red connection mentioned above carrier is present. Then the voltage developed in the 55-kc amplifier
ti:d, the noise, in the output of the
2lire receiver:, would be, added to will increase, unbalancing the system and operating the land -line
Wit already present on the :land
lie. and fed out over the shore
relay.
As a further precaution to avoid
íymsmitter, with the result that
1:re would be an abnormally high
transfer of the land line from the
n:se-level in the transmission of transmitter to the receiver by rantl: shore party.
dom carriers crossing the receiver
3oth to add to the privacy of the frequency and momentarily interii iversation
and to ,reduce the rupting the shore party's transmisp.se in the shore party's transmis- sion, some voice signal from the
tin, it is desirable to switch the
shore party is amplified and recti-

relay to the transmitter position.
The second system in use at present, shown in Fig. 11, is one which
(because of its greater simplicity)
is displacing the previously described system. It works on the
same principle of balancing out two
noise -voltages.
In this system one noise-voltage
is taken from the superaudible
noises present in the receiver; the
other is taken from the audible
noise voltages. As in the earlier
system, these two noise -voltages are
balanced, rectified and applied to
the d -c amplifier of the land -line
switching-relay. When a modulated
carrier is present, the audible frequencies predominate, unbalancing
the system. If there is no voice voltage on the land line from which
the relay is locked to the transmitter, the presence of a modulated
carrier' in the receiver switches the
line to the shore receiver output.
This automatic ship -radiotelephone system serves the ships of
over 30 different companies operating on the Great Lakes. The concentration of shipping in this area,
the cooperation of many shipping
companies, the spirit of mutual assistance against spring fog and
storms on the part of the ship captains, and the absence of international antagonism has: made it
economically feasible to develop this
communication netwórk.
Regular inspection and servicing
of the marine equipment, even to
the extent of dispatching a serviceman by airplane in case of faulty
operation, has assured the reliable
operation of the system.-F.R.
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Aircraft Vibration Analyze
Installed in an airplane for tests during flight. this electronic device provides an insta
taneous. indication and a graphical record of the amplitude of vibration of the pow
plant, structural members and controls at certain fixed frequencies related to engine spe
-
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during flight or while analyzing t
data. In addition, some metho
have been liable to errors resulti
from the fact that data must be r
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corded and plotted by an observe
To overcome these defects, gener
requirements were formulated fi
an automatic system by the Pra
& Whitney Aircraft Division of t
United Aircraft Corp. The aut
matic vibration analyzer was de
signed to these requirements by t
Bell Telephone Laboratories ant
manufactured by the Western Elee
tric Co. This ,analyzer in conjunel
tion with an electrical vibratioy
pickup and a recorder produces
curve of the amplitude of vibratory
velocity at a given multiple or orde!
of engine speed versus engine rpm,
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FIG. 1-Curves showing vibration frequency for various "orders" discussed in the text as engine speed varies

important element of airis the elimination of excessive vibration of the
power plant and plane structure
during operation. The appearance
of excessive vibration at various
operating conditions may cause
rapid wear or failure of vital elements of the engines or plane structure. In addition, the pilot's flying
and combat ability are adversely affected by vibration of the plane's
controls, especially on long flights.
While theoretical considerations
and results of experience are utilized to minimize dangerous vibratory excursions, it is always necessary to analyze the plane's operation in flight in an early model.
This necessity results from the ineorporation of modifications whose
effect cannot be foreseen, -such as
greater power, higher speeds, lowONE

craft design

ered weight, new propellers, etc.
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Nature of Vibrations

Methods of measuring vibrations

Engineers, in their studies

of

in planes in flight have been under
development for a number of years.

aircraft vibration, have discovi
ered that for the most part power

Each of these has possessed advantages but all have suffered from the
fact that a considerable expenditure
of time has been necessary either

plant exciting forces originate a$
a result of one or more of the three
following conditions: First, thel
may be the result of inertia unbal:
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ances in the engine or propeller ;
second, they may result from forced
generated by burning gases in the
engine cylinders; and third,. they
may emanate from aerodynamic

forces acting on the propeller. Fur-'
ther, they have found that these
vibration -exciting forces occur at
frequencies corresponding to definite multiples of engine rpm.
To measure and analyze engine
vibrations successfully, it is important to obtain the amplitude of vibration at each of several frequencies for each of a number of engine speeds in the operating range
of the standard airplane motor.
Consequently, twenty-three f requencies expressed in terms of multiples of engine speed, commonly
referred to as `orders," were specified for which analyzer tuning
would be required. ('In addition, it
was requested that provisions be
made for five subsequent orders to
be specified at a later date.) The
final selection of orders was based
'on possible exciting forces resulting from a number of different engine -propeller combinations. These.
orders are listed in Table I.
Since the speed range of the
standard airplane motor is assumed
to be between 500 and 3000 rpm
(8.33 and 50 rps), the actual frequencies involved cover a range
from the lowest of the twenty-three
orders at the lowest engine speed to
the highest order at the highest engine speed. Thus the frequencies,
being definite multiples of engine
rps, will range from 3.33 to 500 cps.
Because of the difficulty of separat-
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ing the low frequencies, however,
the full accuracy of the analyzer is
not realized below 5.5 cps.
To illustrate the relation between.
vibrational frequencies and engine
speed, several typical curves are
provided in Fig. 1. These curves are
plots of the relationship f = ks/60
where f is the frequency in cps at
which the vibration occurs, s is
the motor speed in rpm, and k is
one of the 23 pre -selected orders.
TABLE I.

ORDERS (Multiples of engine

speed)
2/5

8/3

1/2

3/1

9/16

7/2

2/3.

4/1

1/1

9/2

6/5

5/1

3/2

11/2

8/5

7/1

27/16

8/1

2/1

9/1

9/4

10/1

5/2

.

In locating the source of the vibration the key to the source is not
the actual frequency at which it
occurs but the particular order. of
vibration, k. Knowing the value of
k, the possible sources of the excitation are considerably narrowed
down. Although it would be possible to measure the frequency f
at which the vibration occurs and
determine the engine speed s, then
substitute these values in the above
equation and solve for k, this is
not desirable due to the fact it
would require searching for vibration at all frequencies within the
band from 3.33 to 500 cps.
Analyzer Circuit Design

The automatic analyzer plots a
curve showing the relationship between the amplitude of the vibration and the engine speed for one
particular order at a time: The
actual frequency of vibration, f,
may be readily determined from the
previously mentioned frequency
equation.
In order to more fully understand
(Continued on page 1801
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RCA Communications, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
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to subnormal or abnormal and back
to normal-of less than one min-

mr--

.

Racks of receivers used for diversity reception at high
frequencies in the RCA receiving station at Riverhead. N. Y.

THE FIELD) STRENGTH

of a distant

transmitter operating at fre-

quencies between 4 and 24 Mc may
vary over a wide range. Diurnal
and seasonal variations, and slow
shifts with the sunspot cycle, may
be largely if not entirely overcome
by the proper choice of carrier frequencies. There remains, however,
the problem of insuring satisfactory reception during short -period
variations, commonly called fading.
This problem is of particular importance to the commercial communications services, including telegraph, printing telegraph, picture
transmission and facsimile, tele:
phone and program services. All
are adversely affected in orie way
or another by fading. No single
solution for all types of fading and
100

,C;

services has yet been disclosed or
put into commercial use.
It is the purpose of this paper to
give a coordinated picture of the
general problem, the methods of
attack employed so far, and the advantages or disadvantages of each
method. Violent interruptions or
drop -outs lasting from several minutes to. several hours or days,
caused by terrestrial magnetic disturbances or sun spot activity, will
not be dealt with.
.

Types of, Fading

Short -period variations in the
signal delivered by the rééeiving
antenna may be of several'. kinds.
The term fading will be taken to
include any such variation which
has a time duration-from normal

ute roughly speaking, and generally
less than one second. The various
types mill be identified by their outstanding characteristics and effects.
The simplest case is that in
which the carrier and all modulation sidebands vary in intensity simultaneously and in the same proportion. This may be a 20 db drop
(10 to 1 in field intensity), or considerably greater. Regardless of
the depth to which the signal fades,
carrier. and sidebands retain their
original relative strengths. The
signal becomes weak, and may even
drop below the noise level, but there
is no noticeable distortion.
Theoretically at least, this simple
type of fading-in amplitude or
depth only-may be caused either
by: (1) a change in the reflection
or refraction of a single ray by the
ionized layer then effective in
propagating the signal to the receiving point; or (2) out-of -phase
addition, and thereby partial cancellation, of two or more rays arriving over paths of slightly different
apparent lengths.. Such out -of phase arrival of two or more rays
at the receiving antenna gives rise
to a number of different effects.
The interference pattern resulting from the out -of -phase arrival of two or more rays sweeps
across any given point at which a
receiving antenna may be located.
At a given instant, and for any
specific and discrete frequency,
areas or bands of maximum and
minimum field intensity just above
the surface of the earth (at an .
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HIGH FREQUENCIES
Commercial communications services opera ting between 4 and 24 Mc are adversely
affected by field -strength variations of less than one minute duration. The precise nature of the problem depends upon the type of service. Practical methods of minimizing
drop -outs, distortion and errors are reviewed.

tenna height) will occur along the
direction of propagation as ,shown
in Fig. 1. Generally, the slower the
fading the greater the area covered
by any one such maximum or minimum.
The interference pattern also
sweeps across the frequency spectrum, the frequency separation be-

tween maxima and minima varying
greatly. Here again, the slower the
fading the more widely separated
the maxima and minima.
In view of the statements just
made, we mad say that slow fading
generally covers a large geographical area and a wide band of frequencies.
As the fading becomes more
rapid, due to the interference patspace and frequency
terns

-

-

sweeping across the su>:face of the
earth and across the frequency
spectrum, the areas of maxima and
minima apparently become smaller
and the separations between frequencies having simultaneous maximum and minimum field strengths
also become less. Under such conditions not only are there rapid
variations in field strength of all
frequencies within a particular
band, but also different discrete
frequencies, or very narrow bands
of frequencies, do not fade in unison. The result is so-called selective fading.
Another effect resulting from simultaneous arrival of two or more
rays over paths of appreciably different length is encountered when
the time -of -arrival of the, rays díf-

fers by an amount-measured in
milli-seconds-which is appreciable
compared to the time of duration
of a telegraph dot or of a small
element in material being transmitted by radio -photo (facsimile).
This is commonly referred to as the
multi -path effect.
Effects of Fading

The practical effects of the various type of fading shown in Fig.
2 can best be discussed in relation
to specific types of radio -communication service. A convenient classification, for this purpose, is:

(1) Slow -speed telegraphy
(2) High-speed telegraphy and
multiplex
(3) Radio -photo or facsimile

Carrier

Lower side bond

Upper side bond
.,

a
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I
,
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1-A typical interference pattern, showing areas.
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bands of maximum and minimum field intensity. Antennas
arranged for space diversity reception are shown as boxes
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FIG.:2-General types

.of fading: (a) normal' signal; (b) dis.tortionless and non -selective fade;. (c) selective lading of a
carrier: (d) selective fading of sidebancis
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Selective fading may affect enN elthe fundamental and necessary harmonics of
the keying frequency run to 200
x 3 or 600 cps or higher. That is,
sidebands removed this far from
the carrier may, under conditions of
extreme selective fading, fade differently than does the carrier, and
an originally rectangular envelope
shape will suffer malformation.
(3) Radio -photo and facsimile
keying speeds and sideband frequencies generally run considerably
higher than for high-speed telegraphic service. Roughly, we may
set an upper limit of 3000 cps for
systems now in use. Such transmissions obviously will be adversely
affected by general fading in depth,
by multi -path propagation, and by
selective fading. The effects, as observed in the recorded picture, may
be streaks, widened or elongated
elements of the picture subject matter, and loss of detail.
(4) Telephone and program service sidebands require some 3000 or
5000 cps, respectively. General fading, in depth only, reduces the modulation/noise ratio. Depending upon
the action of the receiving system
and equipment, this may produce a
falling and rising level of modulation output (from the loudspeaker)
or a rising and falling noise level.
Selective fading produces distortion having characteristics which
depend both on the nature of the
selective fading and on the type of
receiving system and equipment
'used. One particularly bothersome
type of distortion occurs when the
carrier fades but the sidebands
remain. The upper and lower side bands, in the case of double -side band transmission, then beat only
with each other instead of with the
carrier. The resulting second -harmonic products are, as is well
known, a very annoying form of
distortion of the original and intended speech or music.
ope formation when

Co)

(b)

(e)
FIG. 3-A "split", showing the effect
of multi -path propagation on the formation of a high-speed telegraph dot. (a)
The first signal received; (b) the delayed ray signal: (c) the resultant

FIG. 4-A space diversity antenna layout. Three directive antennas (shown

(4) Telephone and program
services
This classification is based on
speeds, or band widths, required.
(1) Slow -speed telegraphy is affected chiefly by the slower type of
fading, in which the predominant
factor is simultaneous variation of
the received field strength of the
carrier and all necessary sidebands.
Taking the arbitrary upper limit
of. 20 dots or square cycles per
second for this class of service, and
considering that the third harmonic
of the fundamental keying frequency is' all that is needed for
reasonably good envelope formation. of the dots and dashes, we see
that the total band width involves
only 3 x 20, or 60 cps. Observation
has shown that such sidebands seldom, if ever, fade differently than
the carrier with which they are
associated. So-called selective fading therefore is not a serious factor in this type of service.
Multi -path propagation normally
does not bother such slow -speed
service. The time duration of a dot,
at 50 words per minute, is 25 milliseconds. Difference in time of arrival, as between two or more rays,
normally runs to a maximum of
only about 3 milli -seconds. An exception is the occasional case of
long -delayed echos, the delay of
which iscomparable to or greater
than the time duration of a telegraph dot or similar signalling ele -

operations and multiplex services in
which keying speeds may run to
200 dots per second (square cycles
per second). At such speed the
time duration of a telegraph dot or
multiplex keying element amounts

men t.

(2) High-speed telegraphy includes high-speed Morse or printer

102

as rectangles) are placed a number of
wavelengths apart, at the corners of an
isoeceles triangle

to only 2.5 milli -seconds.
It will be apparent, from statements made in preceding paragraphs, that multi -path propagation can seriously interfere with
such high-speed telegraphic transmissions. A delayed signal, arriving
over a longer path, will result in a
dot being elongated, the overall
effect being to make the mark/
space ratio not 50/50 but perhaps
as heavy as 90/10 or even 100/0.
Satisfactory reception and transcription then becomes extremely
difficult or impossible.
Another effect, due to multi -path
propagation, is cancellation of portions of a dot. A common form of
malformation, or split, is due to
out -of -phase addition during the
time when both the initial and the
delayed rays are being received, the

resulting signal dot then consisting
of an initial short pulse due to the
ray which arrived first, a period of
very low or practically zero signal
strength during the overlapping of
the received rays, and a final short
pulse due to the delayed ray only.
Reducing the Effects of Fading
The resultant is shown in Fig. 3..
The duration and depth of the split,
The most commonly used method
in a dot, depends upon the speed for combatting and minimizing the
of telegraphic transmission, the undesirable effects of fading is
relative amouñt of delay between automatic gain control (agc),
rays arriving, and relative phases known in some types of equipment
and amplitudes of the arriving rays. as automatic volume control (avc).
October 7944
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method maintains a reason for
1,j constant reference level
It
modulation.
or
music
speech
ti
ffective against the slower, gent fading in which the carrier and
sidebands fade essentially in
iison and in the same proportion.
f the age sy stem is designed to
too rapidly, it will follow the
qer modulation frequencies and
wally, to a considerable degree,
clove these modulation componEis from the final output signal
ltivered to a loud speaker or other
.rlization device or circuit. This
'tíon ís sometimes referred to as
linodulation of the carrier. (This
u of the term demodulation should
nr, be confused with final rectifica¿in, or detection, to which the term
d nodulation often and unfortum;ely is applied.)
kutomatic gain control to take
of general fading of the slower
upe, is usually used in combination
u,h other methods that are de4(ibed in following sections. For
Ztvenience, these methods are
s

here:
Frequency di; ersity
Space diversity
Polarization diversity
Ray selection and diversity
Limiting
Frequency and phase modula-

fled
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will be described, by way of illus-

tration.

In the radio transmitter, the carrier frequency is varied or modulated in any manner which will produce sidebands extending roughly
A
1 kc each side of the carrier.
common method of accomplishing
this is to phase -modulate the master
oscillator by means of a tone frequency in the neighborhood of 600
cps. The resulting distribution of
energy,. in sideband frequencies on
each side of the carrier, is determined by the degree of modulation.
A limited number of sidebands,
spaced 600 cps, is a practical compromise between the wide separa-

tion desirable for obtaining the
maximum benefits of diversity of
fading on the one hand, and the
disadvantages of interference to
signals on adjacent channels on the
other. However, distribution of the
total available power between the
carrier and a large number of discrete sideband frequencies means
less power, and therefore less field
intensity, on any one frequency.
Rapid fading which would chop
or split characters, in the case of a
pure c -w carrier, also manifests itself as selective fading which
sweeps across the frequency spec-

tion
Exalted -carrier receivers
Single -side -band.
These general methods will be
:en up, separately, in following

R-F

s ttions.

trum. At the receiving station,
therefore, the adverse effects of
such fading are minimized by the
employment of frequency diversity
-the reception of a number Of separate frequencies instead of a pure
carrier.
Space Diversify

This system makes use of the diversity of fading existing at geographically separated points, specifically at receiving antennas
which are spaced a number of wavelengths from one another. Due to
th'e fact that the system does not
depend upon or require any special
type of signal, but may be used for
reception of all types of high -frequency signals and services, it has
been widely adopted.
Three antennas generally are
used, as shown in Fig. 4. They may
be of any type, directional or not,
and are placed at the corners of an
isosceles triangle. The exact shape
and orientation of this base triangle with respect to the desired
direction of reception is not critical.
Generally speaking, spacing between the several antennas should
be greater for use at the lower frequencies than at the higher fre-

Diodes

I

Q

Frequency Diversify
,

this general method derives its

diversity, or differ Ile, of fading that often exists on
]squencies which may be separRed by as little as 500 cps or less.
title the basic principle has rather
side possibilities, its practical apcation has, for various reasons,
'n pretty much limited to telelaphic services in which the transssion of intelligence is accomtime from the

R -F

I-F

Diodes

-F

I-F

Diodes

R

Q

ToA-Fomp

or

shed by keying an r-f carrier on

d off. The simplest and probably
)st widely used system or method
is as its purpose the improvement
`'radio -telegraphic communication
xthout resort to elaborate and exgnsive receiving systems and
Euipment. This particular method
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1Cne Weyer

5-In this space diversity reception system the rectified' output of three'
receivers is combined. operating the keyer and also supplying bias
for
automatic, gain control.

FIG.

-

-
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quencies for good diversity performance. A figure of about ten wavelengths or a compromise of about
1000 feet is generally to be recommended, although diversity of fading can be observed between antennas spaced much less than this.
However, the greater the spacing,
the slower the fading on which diversity action can be expected to be
obtained.
In such systems a transmission
line of a type having low inherent
pickup conducts the r -f signal voltages from each antenna to a separate receiver. The outputs fróm
these three receivers then are either
combined or switched, the object
being to insure that the utilized
output signal will at any and every
instant be derived either wholly
or chiefly from the antenna at
which the best signal-to-noise ratio

exists at that instant.
In telegraph service, and others
that similarly employ on -off keying
of the carrier, general practice is to
combine the rectified outputs from
the final detector' of the several
receivers. This combined, rectified
output controls a keying tube or
tubes and also supplies bias voltage
for automatic gain control as shown
in Fig. 5. The purpose of combining after final rectification is to insure that the outputs from the several receivers will always be additive. If combining in the r-f or i -f
portions of the equipment is attempted, addition and cancellation
effects will be experienced due to
the varying phase relationships between the several signals. This
would, in effect, create another interference pattern.
Proper use of this diversity system and action, together with agc
to handle slow and area -wide fading, results in a great improvement
in reliability and accuracy of telegraphic communication. This is due
to the fact that at practically every
instant, during the useful period of
the day for any given signal, the
field strength seldom simultaneously
drops to the noise level at, all -three
antennas. Drop -outs, splits and fills
are thereby prevented from appearing in the final output signal
delivered by the system and equipment.
In telephone and program serv-
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ices, and in others which employ
variable depth of amplitude modulation rather than on -off keying, application and use of the space diversity principle is attended by
certain complications not met in

the case of telegraph service. This
is due to the fact that the audio -frequency modulation envelopes of the
several signals, delivered by the
separate antennas and their receivers, vary in phase. That is,
their phases vary with relation to
each other as the field -interference
pattern sweeps across the antenna
locations. Combining two or more
such rectified, modulated outputs
of approximately equal strengths
but out of phase, results in a dis-

t

Receiving

antenna

%

liertico/
ang/es of
I1arriva/
_i_

Earthy surface

6-"Bundles" or groups of rays
frequently arrive at the receiving point
at different angles. Antenna systems
having variable vertical selectivity reFIG.

duce trouble from this source

torted output if the phase differences are very great.
The usual arrangement of equipment for space diversity reception
of amplitude modulated (phone)
signals, applies a common age to all
three receivers. Control voltage is
derived from the final rectified and
combined output of the three receivers normally employed. The
purpose of this common age voltage is to insure that at each and
every moment the receiver getting
the strongest signal from its antenna will contribute most to the
combined output.
If this were the only selecting
action, the contributions made by
the individual receivers would be
proportional to their input signals
received, at the moment, from their
respective antennas. Actually, however, there is also a considerable

degree of inherent switching actiot_1
caused by operation of the final di,
odes of the several receivers info

their common load circuit in whic
the combining of outputs is accom
plished. This action is to completel,
cut off the output or contributior
from the diodes of one or two receivers when the output from an
other rises appreciably above the
As a result of the common agc, an
also of the diode action described,
a ratio of antenna voltages of as
little as two to one (or less) may
result in the entire output signal.,
in the combining circuit, being supplied by the one receiver momentarily having the strongest antenna
signal.
The result of this switching
action is that distortion occurs only
of those instants when the signal
delivered by one antenna is in.
creasing in strength and that de.
livered by another antenna is de
creasing in strength and the two
momentarily are about equal in amplitude but differ in phase. This
effect is minimized by reducing the'
value of the differential, between
the two signals, required to effectively switch that is, by cutting
off the weaker and permitting the
stronger to contribute the entire
output current present in the coin
bining circuit. Reduction of the
required differential results in more
rapid switching, and thereby reduces the time duration of the disi
tortion that is experienced.
Proper use of space diversity.
action, together with age, insures)
the best possible signal-to-noise
ratio at every instant, and main.'
tains that ratio at a more nearly
constant value than is possible by.'
the use of a single receiver. On
very rapid fading, which may also
be quite deep, the second and third
receivers fill in during those very
brief but rapidly occurring instants when the signal from the
first antenna is practically zero.
;

Polarization Diversity

.

Where space is not available for.
the erection of antennas separated
by some hundreds of feet, use can
be made of polarization diversity
reception. The fact. that the polarization of a received wave does
not remain- constant, but varies
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the signals received from the separate antennas. Adjustment of this
phasing is the means employed to
produce the sharply directive and
adjustable vertical pattern desired.

from horizontal to vertical and to
other skew 'angles, makes it possible to obtain the benefits of diversity of fading by using one horizontal doublet and one vertical
doublet (or other type antenna),
both antennas being located at the
same spot. Two separate receivers
are used, in the same manner as for
space diversity reception. The improvement to be expected is, how-.
ever, considerably less.

Limiting

Limiting, by means of non-linear
circuit elements such as biased or

over -driven vacuum tubes, has relatively little value as a means of reducing the effects of fading except
when used in combination with
other methods.
In receivers used for telegraph
service, employing on -off keying of
the carrier, limiting may be used
to handle small variations still remaining after the use of agc and

Ray Selection and Diversity

As has been pointed out, long-dis-

i

tance propagation of high -frequency signals doés not take place
over but a single path at any given
instant. Angle of incidence of two
or more rays, or bundles of rays,
can be observed and measured, as
shown in Fig. 6. By selecting only
one of these rays, or small bundles
of rays, the effects of ray interference can be greatly reduced.
The so-called Musa (multiple -unit
steerable antenna) system, developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, accomplishes this. The antenna system and its associated
equipment are designed to effectively pick out any one ray, or small
bundle of rays, by means of extremely sharp vertical directivity
which can be adjusted to the desired angle. When it is thus possible to pick out only a single ray,
the field -interference pattern previously discussed is no longer such a
source of trouble. Large variations
in the vertical angle of arrival must,
of course, be followed by adjustment of the vertical directivity of
the system. Where the signal is arriving simultaneously over two
paths that differ sufficiently in their
vertical angle of arrival, each can
be selected separately and the two
combined or switched for obtaining
what may be termed ray diversity
or path diversity.
A detailed description of the antenna system, and of the receiving
equipment, is given in a reference
cited at the end of this paper. Briefly,
the antenna system consists of some
twelve separate antennas of the
rhombic type, erected in a straight
line pointing in the direction'of the
desired reception. Rather elaborate
provisions are made in the receiving building 'for properly phasing
ELECTRONICS -October 1944
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FIG. 7-Principle

exalted carrier receiving system. (a) normal signal; (b)
selective fade of carrier; (c) carrier
exalted or reinforced at the receiver
of

diversity reception of any type.
Care must be taken, however, not
to depend on limiting to such an
extent that preceding stages of
amplification and frequency conversion are overloaded. If this is
not guarded against, various types
of spurious interference are apt to
be experienced.

In the reception of signals employing variable depth of amplitude
modulation, such as telephone signals, limiting obviously can not be
used.
In systems employing frequency

or phase modilation rather than
variable depth of amplitude modulatiom, limiting is used to eliminate
or minimize amplitude variations
still existing after the use of age.
Frequency or Phase Modulation
.

The use of .frequency, or phase
modulation as.a means of reducing

the effects of fading has as its purpose the elimination of amplitude
variations in the received r -f signal:
Since intelligence is transmitted by
varying the frequency or phase, and
not the amplitude, it is obvious that
limiting can be made use of in the
receiving equipment. Some of the
variations still existing after the
use of age can thus be eliminated.
Selective fading, due to its random effects on the numerous side bands that make up a frequency or
phase -modulated signal, results in
rather serious distortion of modulation such as speech or music.. The
system therefore does not improve
reception which is bothered primarily by selective fading.
It is of interest to note, in dealing with frequency modulation and
phase modulation, that certain, conditions of propagation partially convert these types of modulation into
amplitude variations. One very
annoying manifestation of this is
the conversion of frequency or
phase modulation at power -supply
frequencies (hum) into what is effectively amplitude modulation of
the received signal. This results in
a rising and falling hum level in
the a -f output of the receiver. This

resultant level of hum may be considerably higher than that measured at the transmitter.
Radio -photo or facsimile services
nowadays use some form of frequency modulation almost exclusively. This is applied either to the
r -f carrier or to a tone-frequency
sub -carrier which then is used to
modulate the r -f carrier of a telephone -type transmitter employing
any desired system-amplitude,
frequency or phase-for modulating its r-f carrier. Advantages of
this application lie in the fact that
limiting may be applied, in the radio receiving equipment in one case
and in the radio -photo terminal
equipment in the other case, to eliminate streaks caused by amplitude
fading.
The frequency -modulated sub carrier system permits the use of
standard phone transmitters and
receivers.
Frequency or phase modulation
of the r -f carrier itself- simplifies
the modulation problem in the
transmitter, particularly in. those

4 05

cases in which a given transmitter
must be used for either telegraph
or telephone services, or their equivalents, on short notice. It also. however, complicates the design of the
receiving equipment.,

a

Exalted -Carrier Receivers

Selective fading Often reduces
the" amplitude of the carrier, yet at
the same time leaves most of the
sidebands at their normal amplitudes. The result is second -harmonic distortion due to the absence of a carrier and the resultant
beating of one set of sidebands
against the other. The exalted -carrier type of receiver prevents this
sort of distortion, by maintaining
the carrier at a high level at all
times as shown in Fig. 7. Carrier
voltage at the final rectifier or detector is maintained at such a high
level that the effective percentage
of modulation can not exceed 100
percent. Actually, the figure is more
like 50 percent or even 30 percent
maximum.
In general, two different methods
may be employed for obtaining the
desired result. Ín one, the frequency
of a local oscillator is automatically
held to within plus or minus a few
cps, or less, of the frequency of the
incoming carrier signal. In the
other general method, the incoming
signal itself supplies the required
carrier which is filtered, amplified,
and then re -combined with the side bands. The same net result may be
obtained by the use of a sharply selective i -f system which emphasizes
or exalts the carrier and at the
same time uniformly reduces the
relative amplitude of all sidebands.
The use of a single receiver of
this type for reception of amplitude
modulated phone signals results in
virtually complete elimination of
the second -harmonic distortion that
otherwise is caused by selective fading of the carrier. To take care of
the slower, general fading, it is
necessary to supplement the exalted -carrier method with some
other system such as space -diversity reception.
Single -side -band System

Complete suppression or elimination of one set of sidebands (upper
or lower) ,and partial suppression
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This attack has been primarily
aimed at development of printing
telegraph services. The so-called
5 -unit code, for printer 'service, is
so constituted and arranged that the
dropping out of one or more impulses (marking bands) by fading,
or the accidental filling -in of spaces
by static or interference, will result
in the printing of an incorrect let.ter or character. To prevent such
errors, or transpositions, there has
been developed a code and system
which will print a special error indicator sign when the incoming signal has suffered mutilation.

of the transmitted carrier, as employed in some phone services, is
not intended primarily for reduction of fading effects. Since the
system necessarily employs an exalted -carrier receiver, how ever, it
gives the improvement described
above.
Special Code Systems

In view of the apparent impossibility of completely overcoming all
types of fading at all times, the

problem of providing reliable telegraphic communication has been attacked from another angle. This is
to develop a code or system of communication which n in tolerate any
reasonable malformation of the signal, yet which. will not cause an incorrect letter or character to be
recorded on the receivee..copy.

printing -telegraph

code

in

hich each selecting combination
consists of only three marking elements, out of a total of seven available per character, provides the required performance. This code is
shown in Fig. 8. If dither fewer or
more than three marking or selecting impulses are received, the receiving machine prints the special
error indicator sign. Fading can
not, therefore, result in errors or
transpositions.-only the special
error indicator sign being recorded
in such cases.
NN

.

Summary

It is apparent. from the data
given in the preceding sections, that
no one method constitutes a complete solution to the problem of fading and its undesirable effects on
signals. It also will be apparent
that different combinations of the
basic methods must be used for different types of service. The particular combination best suited to
any given service and circuit depends upon the type and quality of
service required and also upon the
total cost justified by the business
to be handled.
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LEFT-Manned 6y Chinese technicians and located in
a deep cavern at Chungking. this Marconi -built transmitting equipment carries the voice of free China to the
world. Even direct bomb hits by the Japs have not been
able to put it off the air

BELOW. RIGHT-Director of XGOY is Professor Feng
Chien. authority on electro -magnetic waves and dean of
the college of engineering of the University of Chungking. His training includes time with General Electric
Co. at Schenectady and with German AEG
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Speechinput tests are made
by Wang Shan-wei, engineer in
ithlge of the transmitter operated by
International Broadcasting Adminis
iron. American reception of the stags signal goes to networks through
'Ventura. Calif.. ham rig of Charles
I
E. Stuart
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or source for the Chungking transmitter is pracly spoon-fed to keep within skimpy ration of coal.
i power is too undependable
for functional apparatus and is used mainly for- lights
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Beam antennas at XGOY are powered through this series
of coaxial cables
emerging through cave mouth. American troops in China
depend on the station
for entertainment and news of home. Other broadcasts are in
Burmese, Russian.
Dutch. Spanish. Japanese, and Mandarin, each beamed
to the

appropriate area
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Laboratory Oven
Temperature Control
Rise and fall of the mercury column in an oven thermometer tunes and detunes a high
frequency oscillator. The resulting variation in oscillator plate current operates relavo
which turn oven heater current on and off

By W. B. RITCHIE AGNEW
Chemical Engineer, Signal Service at Lary
Aircraft Radio Laboratory
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

'--y--=

seen that the control is built in tw
separate units, connected togethe
by means of a flexible cable.

n .....

Description of Circuit

,'

g..

g

tii

.

'

The oscillator unit, which open li
ates at a non -critical high frequency, is designed around a type'
955 "acorn" triode tube and is contained in a plastic case measuring
24 x 21 x 21 in. It is constructed in
.such a manner that the exposed end
of the oven thermometer may pass!'

.
.'3

'

I

.a9

"bin;
.

-,

t

through the tank coil. Tight rubber,
grommets hold the unit in place on
the thermometer at any position
along its length, as shown in Fig. 2.
Rise and fall of the column of mer1
fury in the thermometer tunes and
detunes the oscillator, altering its
plate current.
The other unit contains the

FIG. 2-Close-up of the oscillator unit, shown with the front
cover removed. It is light in weight and readily supported
by the thermometer which passes through it

TAE TEMPERATURE of laboratory
gvens may be automatically
Maintained within ±0.5 deg C by

means 'áf the electroni P'eontrol to
be described, the'prveie 'accuracy
being dependent upon the character
of the thermometer used'to indicate
oven temperature.'
The control ,may alsq Vie, used
,

108

safety device:to cut off heater current in' the event that standard controls supplied with stock ovens fail.
In this case it is adjusted to operate
at a temperature slightly higher
than the critical value and takes
over contról of heater current at
'that point.
..RQférring, to

('ig,.1.,

it.- will- be

power supply and control relays, ani
is contained within a metal cabinet.
The two units may be seen on top
of the typical oven pictured in
Fig. 3.
Adjustment and Operation

'

To place the electronic control in
operation the power supply unit.i
connected to the 110-v a -c line an
the- 'oven input control leads in
serted in the plug on the side of this
uñitThe,oscillator..upit is then slid
October 1944
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FIG. 1-Circuit diagram of the electronic control device. It is readily constructed
from parts available in most laboratories and is relatively simple to adjust

,'er the oven thermometer and
dented so that the mercury column
level with the plate end of the
'nk coil at the desired oven operding temperature. Oscillator plate
cultage is then adjusted by means
the 250,000 -ohm potentiometer
that the 10,000 -ohm plate circuit
,lay just barely closes. Voltage is
duced and the relay opens.
Increase in oven .temperature
3ove the desired value causes the
iercury column in the thermometer
rise. Inasmuch as the mercury
,lumn rises inside the oscillator
.nk coil the oscillator is detuned,
Is plate current rises and the plate
rcuit relay closes. Closing of the
late circuit relay energizes the
-v battery -operated relay, opentg its contacts. The 10-ampere
ewer relay is de -energized and
ven current is cut off. Oven curmnt remains cut off until the mer.lry column falls to the critical
alue, at which time inverse relay
peration takes place and heater
urrent is restored.
Satisfactory action of the electronic control is largely dependent
Ipon the adjustment of the 10,000 hm relay. The limiting factors
Tith respect to speed as well as acvracy are, however, the character ;tics of the thermometer.
i

I
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FIG:

3-A

typical laboratory oven, showing the two -unit electronic control
operating 'in this instance as
safety control supplementing standard controls'

in position on the top,
-

a
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Autopilot Circuits
Detailed analysis of the electronic circuits that function in conjunction with gyros and
electric servo motors in the B-29 Superfortress and other Allied bombers to maintain
precise straight -and -level flight during bombing runs or finger-tip control of maneuver
Rudders

Aileron

I. Elevato

T\-

Elevator servo

Aileron servo

\.I -.-_
;a.

By

WILLIS

H. GILLE

Chief iimoiner

and

.Rudder servo

H. T.. SPARROW

Rotary inverter

Amplifiers

Autopilot
conttn/panel
(alongside pilot)

Ai/eron
Gyro

Turn control

Chief Rlectrical Engineer
Aeronautioai Divieion
lfinneapulis-Honeywell Regulator Compan
-Minneapolis. 11 i n,se.ºota

Directional

stabilizer

the few seconds of a
high -altitude precision bonlbi
ing run, an airplane must not deviate appreciably in any direction
from its set course. To provide a
stable platform for such operations,
the Minneapolis - Honeywell C-1
electronic automatic pilot is standard equipment on many AAF bombers, including Fortresses, Liberators and the new Boeing B-29 Superfortress.
The electronic control of the autopilot, developed by company engineers cooperating with the Materiel Command at Wright Field, offard equipment on many AAF
bombers, including. Fortresses, Liberators and the new Boeing B-29
DURING

FIG. 1-Drawing showing interrelation but not position of the main component
units in the Minneapolis -Honeywell C-1 automatic pilot

KIN

Superfortress.
The autopilot works in much the

voltage
source

same way as á human pilot. Gyroscopes act as the eyes and the electronic amplifier as the brain of the
autopilot in detecting flight deviations. Potentiometers in the gyro
housings respond to these deviations and transmit appropriate signals to amplifiers .that control the
operation .of servo units, which are
special electric motors that act di-

Grid bias

FIG. 2-Simplified schematic diagram of the discriminator circuit used in a
single channel of the autopllót amplifier. Two signals, differing in phase by
180 degrees. may enter this stage from the a -c bridge circuit; one makes the
right -turn relay operate, and the other makes the left -turn relay operate
110
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The C-1 electronic autopilot is used on the Boeing B-29 Superfortress

'reedy on the control cables of the
,airplane.
The precision of even the most
skillful human pilot is limited by
such factors as his reaction time,
susceptibility to fatigue, inability
to detect slight variations the instant they occur, errors in judgment
and errors in muscle coordination.
The autopilot, on the other hand,
detects flight deviations the instant
they occur and makes the required
correction of the airplane's controls
quickly. When properly adjusted,
the autopilot will smoothly return
plane to straight -and -level flight
after an off -course deviation, without over -control or under -control.
Acts on Rudder, Ailerons, and Elevator

An airplane is maneuvered by
displacing three controls: (1) The
rudder, for turns; (2) The ailerons,
for selecting rolls and banks during
turns; (3) The elevator, for making the plane ascend or descend.
Thus for automatic flight three separate control channels are required,
each consisting of a servo motor
acting on one set of control cables,
a gyro -controlled amplifier channel

to make the servo rotate in the cor-

rect direction for the correct length
of time, and the adjusting potentiometers in the autopilot control
panel. These features of an autopilot installation are shown in simplified form in Fig. 1.
A pitch -axis deviation (such as
sudden dropping of the nose of the
plane) calls for corrective. action by
one control channel only, that serving the elevators. All other deviations necessitate corrective action
by all three channels. Thus, if the
right wing drops, correction is
made by moving the right aileron
downward and the left aileron upward. However, since the air under a wing is at higher pressure
than air above a wing, the right aileron causes more drag than the left,
and the plane tends to deviate 'to
the right. Therefore, both the rudder and the elevator must be moved
with the ailerons to correct the
original deviation and to prevent
loss of altitude.
In the autopilot. ingenious use of
potentiometers in balanced a -c
bridge circuits provides the required intéi-relation of control

actions in an automatic manner.
The electronic features of the
three channels of a C-1 autopilot are
essentially identical, and hence only
the circuit of one channel need be
analyzed in detail. By considering
the turn -control channel in simplified form as shown in Fig. 2, with
amplifier and control stages omitted
and with.the multitudinous potentiometers lumped as a single potentiometer in an a -c bridge circuit,
the action of the entire autopilot
can be more readily understood.
Analysis of Autopilot Circuit

When the a -c bridge is balanced,
no a -c signal is applied to the two

grids of the 7N7 discriminator tube
and no plate current flows since the
d -c bias is fixed at cutoff by a d -c
bias source.
The two plates of the discriminator tube are connected to separate
secondary windings of the power
transformer in such a way that at
the instant when one plate is positive with respect to the cathodes,
the other plate is negative. The
other ends of these secondary windings are connected through the two
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3-Complete schematic circuit for the aileron control channel, with characteristic curves
showing operating points of the tubes. The complete a -c bridge network for this channel, at the
left, provides the required interlocking with other channels for properly co-ordinated turns
FIG.

relay coils and a feedback circuit to of the pot is positive, polarities in
the grounded cathodes of the tube. the circuit will be as indicated on
The bridge circuit is energized by the diagram. The grids are both
another power transformer, in such .positive with respect to the catha way that when plate No. 1 is posi- odes, but only plate No. 1 is positive, the right end of the potentiom- tive. Therefore, electrons are ateter (pot) is positive as shown in tracted by plate No. 1 -,and current
Fig. 2, and when plate No. 2 is flows through the. right relay coil;
positive the left end of the pot is simultaneously charging the capacitor connected across the relay. Oppositive.
With the tube biased to cutoff,. eration of the right relay closes the
the positive half of any a -c signal circuit through one operating soleapplied to the grids will cause plate noid in the corresponding servo
current to flow through the tube unit, ,producing the required corsection having a positive plate at recting movement of the rudder.
that instant. On the succeeding Plate No. 2 is negative and hence
negative half of the signal, the plate passes no current at this time.
One-half cycle later, the right end
current of the tube drops to zero
canof
the pot and both grids are negabecause a swing.beyond cutoff
hence no plate current flows
tive,
curnot cause variations in plate
plate No. 2 is positive.
even
though
rent.
The
righ-turn
relay remains closed.
of
the
deviation
a
Assume that
however,
because
turn
the capacitor conof
the
or
operation
airplane
an
nected
across
the
relay coil dispilot
causes
by
the
knob
control
unbalance in the bridge circuit, charges its stored -up energy
represented by movement of the through the coil. Thus, the right wiper on the pot toward the right turn relay is kept closed all the time
in Fig. 2 as shown. The signal pro- the pot- wiper is toward the right
duced by this -bridge unbalance' is and calling for a right turn.
When airplane deviation causes
fed through the amplifier and control stage (not shown in Fig. 2) to the wiper on the pot to move to the
the grids of the discriminator tube. left óf center, exactly opposite conAt the instant when the right end ditions prevail.: Plate No. 2 is posi-

.

.

,

,

I I

2

tive at the instant when both grids
are positive, hence current flows
through the left -turn relay coil and
charges its holding capacitor. This
actuates the other solenoid in the
servo unit, causing opposite movement of the .rudder.
The, bridge circuit in Fig. 2 is
represented by a single pot for simplicity of explanation, with the
center -tap serving as the balance
point. Actually, the balance point
of the bridge circuit is not fixed,
but will shift from.side to side depending upon the relative positions
of all the wipers in the bridge circuit of the channel.
Complete Circuit for Aileron' Channel

The complete circuit for one chan-

F

b

nel is given in Fig. 3, including the

various potentiometers that make
up the three a -c bridge circuits
feeding this particular channel.
The a -c voltage produced by bridge
unbalance is amplified by the first
section of a 7F7 double -triode, then
fed to the control stage where the
signals are sorted according to
strength. Very small signals are rejected, weak signals are strengthened, medium signals are passed intermittently; and strong.signals are
October. ,1944
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erection1 decreases as plane

speed-of-
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esight-and-level flight after an extreme
deviation
.

i

OVE RIGHT: C-1 autopilot as normally
Walled in an AT -11 airplane. with insets
rvving the three remotely located units.
bother types of aircraft the units are not
sterally arranged as compactly as here.
bntified parts are: 1-directional stabiLu in nose of airplane; 2-rudder servo
4-aileron servo
uA; 3-junction box;
It; 5-amplifier unit; 6-rotary inverter;
;elevator servo unit; 8 vertical flight
;0; 9-autopilot control panel; 10-pilot
Erection indicator on instrument panel

UHT: Amplifier unit of autopilot, with
c,er removed and chassis pulled out to
e,w the relays and some of the seven
Iles making up the three amplifier

channels

1

rssed continuously to the tliscrini+'vtor tube.
To accomplish this sorting action,
rtlree separate control voltages are
&plied to the grid of the control
the in the form of a' composite d -c
kts acting in series with the a -c
s/nal coming from the amplifier
ige. By inserting a 0.5-megohni
xaistor in the grid lead of the tube,
a characteristic curve like that at
le bottom center in. Fig. 3 is obtned for the control tube. When
combined grid voltage is negalie this resistor has no effect;
ien the grid swings positive, bower, the resulting grid -current
l,w through the resistor develops
iross it a voltage drop that leaves
t,ly á fraction of the applied posiIECTRONICS
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tive voltage actually on the grid.
Positive voltage swings thereby
have no appreciable effect on plate
current, and the characteristic
curve levels off sharply at point A
on the curve. The three control voltages, called sensitivity voltage,
feedback voltage and .throttling
voltage, serve to shift the operating point of the control tube along
section A -B -C of the curve.
Effects of Control Voltages

The first control voltage, which
eliminates small signals, is called
sensitivity voltage because it controls the sensitivity or ".alertness"
of the autopilot control system. This
voltage is obtained from a variable
voltage -divider connected in the

power -pack circuit of the amplifier,
with the control knob being located
on the autopilot control panel alongside the pilot. Operation of this
control regulates the grid voltage
between A and C (Fig. 3) . At A,
sensitivity is high because the negative peaks of even very small signals will cause the plate current to
fluctuate and transmit a signal to
the discriminator tube. Normal setting is at B, except when extreme
accuracy of flight control is required during bombing runs.
The second control voltage, which
prevents chattering of the relays
when signals are just barely strong
enough to offset the positive sensitivity voltage, is called feedback
voltage because it is fed back from
I13
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FIG. 5-Schematic diagram of

7 -tube

'the discriminator stage in such a
way as to increase the sensitivity.
This pulsating d -c feedback voltage
is developed across a 500 -ohm resistor in the plate circuit of the discriminator, and is applied to the
control tube grid through a time delay network that acts in conjunction with the third control voltage.
When the sensitivity control is set
at A and a weak a -c signal arrives,
the feed -back voltage serves to increase the sensitivity of the control
stage still more by shifting the bias
point slightly to the left of A. This
increases the amplifying effect of
the tube, producing strong, firm
closing of the proper relay in the
discriminator plate circuit.
,

amplifier serving all three channels

pack, `with its value being variable
by means of a screwdriver -adjusted

potentiometer on the amplifier
chassis. The effect of throttle voltage is to move the operating point
of the tube upwards toward B, decreasing the size of the plate current variations resulting from the
given input signal. The tube continues 'to operate here until, as the
servo unit gradually balances the
bridge circuit, the a -c signal diminishes to the point where the discriminator relay opens. This removes the throttle voltage and the
operating point moves back toward
A. Now the signal is strong enough
to close the relay again, but this
time only for an instant because the
throttle voltage is again applied
Pecking Action
to the tube to block the signal. Thus,
The instant that a relay closes in the relay is made. to open and close
the discriminator circuit, extra con- repeatedly, causing intermittent
tacts on the relay apply the third servo operation as the balance
control voltage, called throttle volt- point is approached.
The rate at which the relay opens
age, to the grid of the control tube.
voltage
is
a
positive.
and
closes is determined by the R -C
This throttle
from
the
power
time
-delay network in the feedback
d -c voltage obtained
'
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1

-i

ELEVATOR
CHANNEL

7N7
7N7
7N7

relay opens.
The resulting intermittent open
ation of the servo unit is called;.`
"pecking" action. Its purpose is tQ 1°
prevent over -control of the airplant`Ikt
by making the controls move slowl0c
into position as the balance pot iq
the servo unit approaches its bal,
ance point. The amount óf control
surface movement during each
"peck" is determined by the relay Ist
contact gaps, the relay spring ten
sion, and other'factors. The setting
of the throttle control determine
the amplitude of the smallest signal that will cause continuous op
eration of the servo unit, while the
setting of the sensitivity control determines the signal amplitude below which servo motion stop
entirely. The effects of these con
trols on the speed of flight correc
tion are illustrated in Fig. 4.
111

Aileron sensitivity.

7F7
7F7
7F7
/Sn.

circuit, as well 'as by the -size of tb.lei
capacitor across the relay itself t
The net effect is that of preventiq
the signal from closing the relaj'
again for about 15 cycles after thi'rt

The complete circuit for the three
amplifier channels and the power
pack of the autopilot (integral in 'f
one small chassis) is given in Fig. 5.
Parts values for .the elevator and,
aileron channels are essentially as f`
given in Fig. 3 for the rudder chan-1,
nel. Filament power is obtained directly from the 24 -volt aircraft storage battery, while 19 -volt, 105-cycle I1
power to energize the primary of
the power transformer is obtained
from a small rotary inverter operating from the storage battery.
Conñections at the left in Fig. 5 go
to the a -c bridge circuits for the
respective channels and to the manual adjustments provided for use
by the pilot. The relays at the right
all control solenoids actuating the
clutches and brakes in the servo
units.

111

Servo Motor Units

The servo unit used to supply the
mechanical force to the control sur faces for each channel consists of an
electric motor driving a cable drum
through a gear -reduction system
and a reversible differential assembly incorporating solenoid -actuated
friction clutches and brakes. The
cable drum is connected to its control surfaces by 1 -inch flexible
'
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attach to the
aín control cables of the plane.
The shunt-wound 1/20 -hp d -c mow in each servo unit operates di;ctly from the aircraft storage
sttery, and runs continuously in
to same direction while the autoilot is in operation.
The power transmission system
mat couples a servo motor to its
ible drum is illustrated in Fig. 6.
'eel cables which

he motor pinion A meshes with

utch gear B, which in turn drives
.utch gear C. Each of these gears
as a cork insert on the side away
rom the motor. The gears rotate
9ntinuously in opposite directions
hile the autopilot is in operation.
The clutch gears rotate on ball
earings which are fitted to two
arallel operating shafts, D and E,
n such a way that the ball bearings
nd gears are free to slide a limed distance along the shaft. The
hafts in turn are free to slide end7ise in their bearings in the servo
in it frame.

relays in the amplifier. In series
with each operating solenoid is p
cam-operated limit switch which
prevents the servo unit from driving the control surfaces against
their mechanical stops. A 0.5-µf
capacitor in parallel with each
solenoid -switch combination prevents arcing of the relay contacts.
The balance pot, by balancing out
the original deviation signal, controls the amount of cable -drum rotation resulting from a given deviation of the airplane. Its wiper is
fastened to the cable drum by
means of a friction clutch that facilitates centering the wiper at the
electrical center of the pot when the
control surface is in normal flight
.
position.
As soon as the autopilot master switch is turned on, the motors in
all three servo units begin to run.
Each motor drives its two clutch
gears in opposite directions. These
gears rotate freely on their operating shafts and no motion is transmitted to the clutch -and-brake disks
which are in their neutral positions.
Therefore, the cable drum can be
rotated freely even though the motor is running, and the servo units
will not interfere with manual operation of the controls until the
pilot engages the servo brakes.
Working Sequence of Servo Unit
After the servo brakes have been
Operating solenoids are ener- engaged the operation of the servo
gized individually by the closing of unit takes place in the following

ential drive gears L and M. The
gears rotate freely on the differential shaft, one on each side of the
differential crosshead which supports the two crosshead bevel pinions. Rotation of the crosshead is
transmitted to the cable drum
through the cable -drum pinion.
Between the clutch gears and
their adjacent clutch -and -brake
disks are coil springs N and 0,
which press the ball -bearing housings of the clutch gears in one direction against clutch arms P and
Q, and press the operating shafts
D and E in the other direction
against brake arms R and S.
Two brake solenoids, T and U,
one on each side of the motor, operate pullrods which compress
brake tension springs V and W. The
tensions of these springs, applied
through brake arms R and S to the
ends of the operating shafts, force
the brake surfaces of the clutch and -brake disks against their corkfaced_brake rings.
Two operating solenoids X and Y
apply pressure through pushrods
against clutch arms P and Q whenever the operating solenoids are
energized. The clutch arms force
the rotating cork -lined clutch gears
against the clutch -and -brake disks.

mil;

BRAKE

SOLENOID
;L -=-

:utopilot control panel, mounted within
onvenient reach of the pilot. With the
utopilot ín control at any given altitude,
'te plane can be maneuvered by finger'p adjustment of the turn -control and elector knobs or by similar remotely located

knobs near the bombardier

Firmly attached to each operatrig shaft is a clutch -and -brake disk
IF and G) which has two flat fricion surfaces. One surface faces
he cork insert in the adjacent
lutch gear and the other faces a
imilar cork insert (H and 1) in the
(rake ring fastened to the servo
mit frame.
Also firmly attached to the oper,ting shafts are gears J and K repectively, which mesh with differELECTRONICS
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manner When an a -c bridge or
pilot -operated control transmits a
signal to an amplifier, calling for
movement of a particular control
surface, the amplifier channel responds by closing one or the other
of its two relays. The relay contacts then complete a d -c power circuit that energizes the correct operating solenoid in its servo unit.
This causes the solenoid plunger
and push -rod to move in against the
clutch arm, which in turn forces the
constantly
rotating cork -faced
clutch gear against the clutch surface of the clutch -and -brake disc.
Continued inward movement of the
.clutch arm moves the entire clutch and -brake disc assembly lengthwise, compressing the brake tension spring and forcing the brake
surfaces apart.
As soon as the brake surfaces are
:

DETENT

30°
STEP

Construction of the turn control, showing
the on -course detent in the cam and the
30 -degree step in the cam to caution the
pilot making turns requiring steeper banks

separated, the operating shaft is
rotated by the clutch gear and transmits its motion to the differential
gear assembly. The operating solenoid thus. engages the clutch and
releases the brake with, the same
motion, insuring that the cable
drum will start instantly without
slipping back during the engaging
process.
Since only one operating solenoid
is energized at any one .time, the
above -described condition will prevail on only one side of the servo
unit, depending upon which of the
two relays in the amplifier channel
was closed. The other gear train
will remain with its brake engaged,
so that while one side of the differential is being driven, the other side
is held firm. Energizing of the
other operating solenoid causes reverse rotation of the cable drum.
116
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oppose desired turning maneuver
Besides a detent which holds the.
knob at center and simultaneousll
opens the switch, other steps ar,
provided on the cam to indicate the(
approach of the airplane to thél
maximum 40 -degree banking limit

At any time the human pilot may
open the engaging switch on the
autopilot control panel, and thereby
release both brakes in the servo
unit. When both brakes are released, the operating solenoids cannot cause cable drum rotation because the differential is free to idle.

inherent in the autopilot system,
Humps are provided on either side
of the detent to stop the free rota.
tion of the knob at the zero point
so the pilot will be reminded to 11
the aircraft return to straight -and.
level flight before he brings t
knob back to the center to restor
autopilot directional control.

Turn Control

While the airplane .is flying under autopilot control, the pilot or
bombardier can maneuver the airplane to make a properly coordinated turn. This is done through
the turn control incorporated in the
control unit. A corresponding but
Adjusting the Centering Controls
separate control is provided for operation of the airplane from a reBefore engaging the servo units,
mote location by the bombardier or the- pilot must mechanically trim
flight engineer.
the airplane for straight -and -level
The turn control consists of a flight. This establishes each servo
knob -operated pot combined with a balance pot wiper at a position cortriple -contact spring -leaf switch, responding to mechanical trim of
operated by a cam on the same its control surface. The pilot then
shaft. This pot is connected into adjusts each centering knob .on the
the aileron and rudder bridge cir- autopilot control panel to align the
cuits in such a way that any dis- electrical balance point of each
placement of the pot wiper produces bridge circuit with 'this mechanical
signals which result in coordinated trim position of the balance pot
movement of ailerons and rudder wiper. After the engaging switches
to produce a properly banked turn. have been snapped on, the autopilot
When the turn control knob is at system, by always returning the
the center position, the cam switch balance pot wiper to its.trimmed pois open, but it closes when the consition, will keep the airplane in
trol knob is moved in either direc- straight-and -level flight.
tion to make a turn.. Closure of the
Directly above each centering
switch locks the directional gyro control knob is a pair of indicating
so that it cannot put in signals to lights which are connected in
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.Vertical gyro of autopilot, with housing removed to show the
erecting mechanism that keeps the gyro lined up with the pull
of gravity despite rotation of
the earth. The gyro rotor is a cup -shaped mass
surrounding and driven by an
electric motor in the center of the assembly
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limit switch halts servo's
rotation before control surlaces
reach their mechanical limits
Opening of

il

Example of limit switch used to prevent a servo unit from
jammifig the control surfaces of the plane against their stops

'

t

arallel with the operating sole)ids of the corresponding servo
lit. One light or the other of each
air is illuminated whenever the
atopilot amplifier is calling for
.rvo unit rotation, whether or not
'te servo unit is engaged. Thus,
hen the pilot is engaging the auto .lot to the airplane, the illuminaon of either tell -tale light indi,rtes that the balance point of the
ridge circuit is not lined up with
ie trim position of
viper, and further

the balance pot
adjustment of
.,he corresponding centering control
required.
Example of Operation

A step-by-step description of the
ction of the autopilot in correcting
pitch -axis deviation will give the
implest fundamental principles in-

olved in correcting deviations, for
o aileron or rudder movements are
equired for pitch axis deviations.
When the airplane is in straightnd-level flight, the elevator pickup
of in the gyro is at its normal poition and the balance pot of the
elevator servo is centered, holding
1e elevator control surfaces in their
ormal, level -flight position, Under
his condition the bridge circuit is
talanced and no correcting signal
s applied to the amplifier.
Assume now that a sudden air
lurrent raises the nose of the airplane. The gyro case and its at ached elevator pickup pot tilt with
he plane, causing displacement of
he pot wiper and unbalancing of
r.LECTRONICS
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LEVER

MIDSECTION

This gyro detects off-course deviations and causes potentiometers to produce signals calling for the required maneuver

the bridge circuit, with the result
that a correcting signal is applied
to the elevator channel. This causes
the down -elevator relay in the amplifier 'channel to close, sending a
down -elevator impulse to the elevator servo unit. The servo unit
responds by driving the elevator
control surfaces dównward by
means of cables, thereby lowering
the nose of the plane. The direction
of rotation is such that the balance
pot wiper on the servo unit approaches a position where the
bridge circuit will again be balanced.
As the airplane begins to level
off, the pickup pot in the vertical flight gyro begins to return to its
normal position. At some interme-

from its normal position, the control surface must 'be returned to
normal again.
As the airplane approaches level
flight attitude, the speed of control surface movement is gradually reduced by the autopilot. By the time
the airplane reaches its normal
level -flight attitude, the bridge circuit is again balanced, this time
with all pots electrically centered,
and the autopilot action ceases. The
separate steps described above actually take place in a gradual progression, each movement blending into
the next to produce smooth correction that may be rapid at first, but
which tapers off smoothly as the
plane resumes its normal flight attitude.

diate position the bridge circuit
Commercial. Future of Autopilot
will again become balanced and the
down -elevator relay will bé reIn announcing the development
leased. At this point the servo ca- of the C-1 autopilot and the elecble drum will stop, with down -ele- tronic turbo regulator system devator still applied.
scribed in May 1944 ELECTRONICS,
It is now necessary to return the W. J.. McGoldrick, vice-president
control surface to neutral to pre- in charge of aeronautical engineervent over -control. This is achieved ing for Minneapolis -Honeywell Regautomatically because as the plane ulator Company, pointed out that
continues leveling off, the gyro un- these electronic controls take over
balances the bridge circuit in the some of the duties of the flight crew
opposite direction. Now the up - and enable- the pilot and flight engielevator relay closes, resulting in neer to perform their work more
opposite rotation of the servo unit effectively in the rarefied air of
and upward movement of the ele- the upper atmosphere. Planes like
vator, back toward its normal the B-29 become easy to fly despite
level -flight position. This principle their huge size and weight; indiis basic in aircraft control; after cating an important role for these
a correction has been applied by -electronic controls in passenger and
moving a control surface away freight Stratoliners of the future.
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CIRCUIT- CONSTANT
For experimental work involving the use of components of unknown value, useful
measurements of resonant frequency, inductance, capacitance, and Q can be made with
this portable, conveniently operated instrument

tr

pto
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Rectifier

7J7
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8- band coil
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0.00/,m

f

25 Mc;
0.0005)íf

//5-v,
AC

Bucking- voltage
potentiometer

.O

1-Wiring diagram of the circuit-constant checker.
Resonant tank for capacitance measurements and capaciFIG.

IN experimental work where val ues of existing parts are altered
to fit new needs, the writer has
found use for a small portable instrument that will rapidly measure
quantities such as resonant frequency, inductance, capacitance and
Q.

Basically, the instrument to be
described uses the resonance method
of measurement. As diagrammed in
Fig. 1, the unit is composed of a
calibrated oscillator (90 kc-25 Mc)
driving a pentode amplifier. For
practical purposes, the amplifier
can be considered a constant -current generator in which the developed resonance-voltage is proportional to the Q of the load. The
amplifier and accompanying diode
are mounted inside a probe, illustrated in Fig. 2.
A panel control is provided on
the checking unit itself to introduce
a bucking potential to the diode in
'

lance standard for inductance measurements are interchangeably connected to probe binding-posts at right

By G. ZAHARIS
Instrument Dept.
Carbide á Carbon Chemical Corp.
South Charleston, W. Ve.

slide -back -voltmeter fashion, although no absolute voltage measurements are made. When the bucking
potential is equal to the peak r -f
voltage, zero bias appears on the
grid of the 6E5 tuning indicator
which is thus made to just close at
resonance over a wide range of load
Q. In addition a spst toggle -switch
is provided to reduce the bucking
voltage to 71 percent of its initial
value, which permits determination
of the off -resonance points where
the developed voltage has dropped
to 71 percent of maximum reso
nance value.
Design Considerations

Selection of tubes for use in the
probe amplifier is a compromise between shunt capacitance and g,,,.
High -frequency tubes materially

reduce capacitance, but develop insufficient voltage across low Q circuits.
The positive terminal of the instrument power -supply is grounded.
This conveniently permits the cold
end of the resonant circuit to be at
ground d -c potential. An original
model used an a -c/d -c type of power
supply, but the lack of line isolation
was found to be highly undesirable.
,Panel binding posts are provided
for connecting an external vtvm to
the probe diode for more accurate
Q measurements. Also, there is provision for connecting to the oscillator tank circuit an external variable capacitor for making small incremental changes in frequency.
This is useful in testing frequency -

discriminator circuits.
Operating Procedure

Li determining the resonant frequency of á tank circuit, the tank is
October 1944
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CHECKER
innected across the measuring
irminals of the probe and the oscilltor is adjusted for resonance as
;dicated by the 6E5. Since the
Intode will act as a frequency
' :ultiplier, resonance will be indi,.ted at sub -harmonics of the tank
indamental, but this is not obctionable because the developed
.nk-voltage is always greater at
to fundamental frequency. Also
to fundamental is the highest fretency at which any voltage can be
1

.eloped.

Capacitance can be measured by
>nnecting a standard tank and the
tpacitor to be measured across the
:easuring terminals. When the osllator is adjusted for resonance
= 1/w2L where C is the total tank
tpacitance. The capacitance scales
lould preferably utilize the two
west frequency bands. The Iow
ad of the calibration is sufficiently
)read to allow capacitance measrements to be made on. video am Hers, while the upper limit is
bout 100 µµf. With the particurtr oscillator ranges used, a 456-kc
f transformer with an additional
'cunt capacitance serves as a stand rd tank.
The i -f transformer padder is
tilized as a zero positioner for the
apacitance scales. It is advisable to
alibrate the capacitance scales

ilmfir""°.""11115010114

The circuit -constant checker. At the left are the
tuning indicator, band selector, connections for external vtvm, and bucking -

voltage potentiometer. Below the large oscillatortuning control are the onoff and the Q switch. External tuning-capacitor receptacle is at the right

.-----"

-...,.--'""`.......---^'t-,,,r...r.

against a standard Q meter or some
other capacitance standard, rather
than by computation based on the

.

l

/

-

plifier and diode.
These Q measurements are simple but, at best, they are quite
rough. When greater accuracy is de-

.

_:-

Fr
f Fo \f4/E,2 E02E02l
Coil Q-(Fr-Fo/\Fr+Fo/.

where F, and E, are the resonant
of
capacitance
and
total
inductance
frequency and voltage respectively
the standard tank.
and Fa and Eo are the off -resonant
Inductance measurements are frequency and voltage respectively.
made in a similar manner by using
When E,/E0 = V2, as is the case
a fixed capacitance standard. With when using the instrument Q -switch
a 387 µµf standard and the 13 µµf -and also assuming that the first
residual probe capacity, the formula two terms of the equation above are
for L simplifies to L = 63.2 X 10a/f2 equal to iF,/(F,
F,)-the equawhere f is in kc and L is effective tion simplifies to Q = F,/.5f where
series inductance in µh. The effec- áf is the frequency difference betive series inductance may differ tween the points at which response
from the true inductance by less is down to 71 percent. The above
than 2 percent for coils having less assumption contributes error at low
than 10 µµf of distributed capaci- Q values, but it is less than the actance. The inductance range is 1µh curacy of measurement. It is best
to 9 mh.
to find A f by multiplying dial -diDeterminations of Q can be vision difference by kc per division
roughly made by using the fre- for the particular portion of the
quency -variation method. If the dial used. For very high Q values,
coil ís shunted by an aír capacitor this method again becomes approximate because of the inability of determining .5f closely enough and
also because of the finite dynamic
plate resistance of the pentode am-

sirable, the reactance - variation
method is recommended. Still other
measuring methods will suggest
themselves, based on a high -impedance r -f source.

c-.^

,

-

c

-

41

-C
FIG. 2-Probe, which is permanently
connected to checker proper, is showy
at left equipped with resonant tank for
capacitance measurements and at
right with capacitance standard replacing tank, and inductance in place
for checking
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Frequency Allocation for'
AIOw

problem arises, in many
This method for assigning channel frequencies takes
radio -electronic applications, of
selecting the frequencies to be asinto account the response of the filter circuits, and
signed to each of a group of frequency -selective control circuits so
cross -talk due to channel proximity. It provides the
that the total cross-talk due both to
adjacent -channel proximity and to
same electrical performance on all channels, and
system distortion does not exceed a
prescribed value.
distributes the channels so that harmonic interferA usable frequency distribution
plan could be obtained by experience is minimized
mentally trying different frequency
combinations, or by empirically arranging selectivity response curves
By S. W. LICHTMAN*
for each channel on a frequency
Radio Engineer
scale until a satisfactory comproNacal Air Experimental Station
Napa! Air Materiel Center
mise arrangement were obtained.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The first method has obvious utility only when the number of channels is small, whereas the second tive channel frequencies. That this slope constant, in, and obtain genprovides no information regarding is so ill become more apparent eral expressions for any channel
when the expressions for band al- frequency and for the channel
the effect of. system distortion.
In the event that all channel fil- location are derived.
separation.
It will be shown that a logarithters are of the same type and have
If dn is made equal to unity, Eq.
similar Q factors, as is commonly mic distribution provides this con- (2) reduces to
the case, a solution can be de- stant mean -frequency separation.
cif,./f,, = 2.303/m
(4)
Let
veloped based upon an analytic alWriting the general Eq. (1) for
location plan which will provide
n = channel number, ahere channels are
the
particular channels nl and n2
equal electrical performance on all numbered consecutively from to N starting
where
the 1 and 2 indicate differwith
the
lowest
-frequency
channel
channels and from which the probent
frequency
channels,
n2 being higher than
of any specific channel
f,,=
lems arising from operation of any number
nl
but
in
no
other way specifying
number of channels can be solved.
of highest-frequency
fmnz = frequency
the
location
of
these two channels
channel, numbered N
=
frequency
of
lowest
in
-frequency
the
chanfrequency
spectrum, the folLogarithmic Distribution
nel, numbered 1
lowing
expressions
are obtained
m = slope constant, defined by the followJust as the frequency response of.
ing:
each of a series of selector filters
nl = 1 + mlog(fni/fmi)
/¡
(5)
n = l + in log (fn/fmin)
(1)
n2 = 1 + mlog(fo/fmrn)
of equal electrical characteristics
(5)
dn = m(df/f) loglo = 0.434m(df/f) (2)
n2
n1 = mlog(J,,,/j,)
but different channel frequencies
(7)
can be written by identical equa- Rewriting Eq. (2),
to
(8)
log (fn2/fnt)
tions when expressed in percents of
do/df = 0.a34m/f
(3)
their respective channel freThis equation states that chan- Rewriting Eq. (1) in exponential
quencies, so if the frequency separa- nel separation is related to the chan- form
tion between successive channels nel frequency by a constant. That
fnlfmi = 1Oln'Il tm
can be written by identical equa- is, a logarithmic allocation plan or
tions, each channel will be as well provides mean frequency separa(9)
1,, = fminl0tn-11 /m
situated electrically as any other. If tion between all channels, as has
Eliminating
ni between Eq. (8)
the percent frequency separation been shown to be the most desirable
and (9), and letting nl = 1, and
between channels is constant, such arrangement.
identical equations can be written.
To obtain suitable design equa- n2 = N
The requirement that no one chan- tions it is necessary to evaluate the
fn = fmin10[ío-I) log /masUUminl/N-a
(10)
nel be favored over the others in its
Eliminating m between Eq. (4) and
separation allotment is fulfilled if
k11 statements, opinions and
.(8), and evaluating as in Eq. (10)
assertions
appearing in this paper are those of the
separation be based on a constant writer and are not to be construed as
df
2.303
fmaz
or reflecting the views of the Naval
percent of the mean of the respec- official
Department or the naval service at large.
THE
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Multi-Chctnnel Systems
tJ

tT
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Channel
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-i;

2

tJo
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logarithmic derivation, r can be
evaluated.

T

T
4

va

3o

3

]7.; 2ñ

(15)

r = 10r°H t/maz//minll/fN-11

The remainder of the derivation
need not be reproduced. That the
geometric and logarithmic plans of
allotment are identical has been
verified, and the concept of a channel multiplier has been introduced
to replace the slope constant which
arose in the logarithmic derivation.

"

4

6

7

e

Frequency Separation Between
Harmonics

Having determined the plan by
which channel frequencies will be
alloted, it is next essential to examine the manner in which the harmonics of the channels will distribute themselves throughout the
frequency spectrum. The channels
can then be assigned frequencies
both in accordance with the previous relations and also in such a
sequence that interference in any
channel from harmonics of the
lower channels will be a minimum.
Let:
.

1-When the ratio between successive
separation between a given harmonic of the
other channels is as shown. The graph can
channels by shifting the channel
FIG.

channel frequencies is V 2. the
lowest channel and any of the
be used for harmonics of other
No. scale to the left

h

Equation (10) gives the freuency of any channel n as a funcion of the maximum and minimum
hannel frequencies and the numer of channels to be contained
iithin these limits. Equation (11)
ives the mean channel separation
a terms of the ratio of the highest
the lowest channel frequencies
nd the total number of channels.
Geometric Distribution

Allocation based upon a geometprogression is identical with reults obtained by following a logrithmic distribution of channel
requencies. The logarithmic deivation has been presented because
f the insight which it gives to the
asic theory. However, because of
ae concept of channel multiplier
hich it introduces, the geometric

lic
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derivation will also be briefly presented.
If the frequencies of the channels are in a geometric series the
expression for any channel frequency is
n

and a channel
«f = relative 'separation between channels
ah = relative separation between a harmonic and a channel

Mathematically these terms are
defined as follows:

=hfnl-fn2
(16)
which is the frequency separation
between the h order harmonic of
the nl channel, and the n2 channel
itself. Relative channel separations
then are
,áf

= fminr n-1

(12)

where r, the ratio in the geometric
series, will be called the channel
multiplier from its physical significance.
If Eq. (12) is written in logarithmic form,
log

log r

7i

-

«f =fn-lf

(13)

=

1

-1r (higher channel))
(17)

«f = f n -Ín f n- r

to Eq. (1) where
= 1/log r

fn

or
1

it will be recognized as equivalent
m

= the order of the harmonic

f = the separation between a harmonic

=

By following a procedure similar
to that used to evaluate rn in the

(lower channel))

oJ=hfnl-fn2
fn2

(14)

1

h

(fn9/fnl)

1n2

1

(18)

but
j"n2
fnl

-

fmin rn2-1
fmin rn1-1

-

rn2-nl

(19)
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therefore
=

rn2

r-

(20)

1

In particular, if nl equals the
first channel, r = V2, and n2 assumes channel numbers from 1 to
8, the plot of Fig. 1 results.
Equation (20) gives the relative
separation between the h harmonic
of channel nl, and channel n2. However, it is not necessary to solve
the equation for all possible combinations of nl and n2. The single
solution plotted in Fig. 1 suffices
(for cases where r = V2). If, for
instance, it is required to obtain
the same information for the proximity of the harmonics of channel
2 to the other channels, shift the
channel numbers one unit to the
left. In this manner, the relative
locations of the harmonics of all
the channels can be studied.
To generalize Eq. (20) further it
,

,-80

the method of generalization being
understood.
Equation (23) relates the f re-;
quency separation ratio between
channels and harmonics for any or-+
der of harmonic and any number¡
of channels. As this equation involves analytic relations, without
reference to specific circuit properties, separate families of curves
can be plotted for each order harmonic corresponding to a specified
number of channels. These will
then be general curves associating
the channel to harmonic frequency
separations with any of the channels and for each harmonic considered. Figures 2 and 3 are plotted
from Eq. (23) for the second to
fifth harmonics inclusive, showing
curves applicable for up to fifteen

is necessary to eliminate the channel 'multiplier, which can be done
as follows :
From Eq. (17),
(21)
a,)
r = 1/(1
From Eq. (20),

-

1i/02-n1)r
h
- rL «n-1

(22)

Equating Eq. (21) and (22) and
solving for

n

an = h(1

- af)"2-" -

(23)

1

General Harmonic Separation Curves

nl

in Eq. (23)
equals the first channel and n2 assumes successive channel numbers,
a plot results which, by proper manipulation of the channel axis, will
give the information for all channels. It is only necessary to conAs in Eq. (20), if

¿t
tie

1D

ce!

ce

11

V

channels.
To use these families of curves, a
typical selectivity curve for one of !h

sider the harmonics of the lowest
channel in the following discussion,
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FIG. 2-General design work sheets showing the separation between a harmonic and the channels as a function
fifteen channels; thus, the curve n2 = 6 is for a six of the channels themselves. Curves are plotted for systems up to
separation
channel system. The heavy -line portion of each curve indicates the cyclic variation of the optimum channel
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1

;he channel filters is required. Fig ire 4, for example, may be used

a

lb,

illustrate applications of the
nethod. Shown also in this figure
are selectivity curves corresponding
O 10 and 25 percent total distor;ion. The channel information is
,xpressed in percent separation
from the channel frequency for
;onvenience in application of Eq.
(23) or of the harmonic work
:o

sheets.
Example

1p

F

For a system of ten channel se,ectors, a channel multiplier of 1.48,
and a signal distortion of 25 perient second harmonic and 10
percent third harmonic, it is de aired to know the maximum crosstalk on any channel resulting from
adjacent -channel proximity and
barmonic distortion. Figure 4 will
be used as a typical selectivity char-

monic from a lower channel will be

acteristic for the channel filters.
The channel separation ratio determined from Eq. (17) for r =
1.48 is 32.4 percent and 48.0 percent
respectively. Reference to Fig. 4
gives 6.5 percent (point A) and 8.5
percent (point B) cross -talk due to
adjacent -channel coupling. These
two values are for the two adjacent

32.2 percent (point C), and on the

channel similarly affected by third
harmonic will be 13.0 percent (point
D). The cross-talk on the lowest
channel will be 8.5 percent from
the second channel proximity. On
the second channel, cross -talk will
be 6.5 percent from first channel
proximity and 8.5 percent from
third channel proximity. The. third
channel will be affected by second
and fourth channel proximity, and
by 32.2 percent second harmonic
from the lowest channel. The fourth
channel will have channel proximity
cross -talk, and in addition third
harmonic from the lowest channel,
and second harmonic from the second channel. The maximum crosstalk which can appear on any channel, as obtained by taking the quadrature sum of all cross -talk terms,

channels, one above and one below
the channel under consideration.
Referring to the harmonic families
of curves on Fig. 2, corresponding
to a 32.4 percent channel separation
for a ten channel system the second
harmonic will pass as close as 8.7
percent, and the third harmonic as
close as 7.4 percent to the nearest
channel, and on the low -frequency
side. When these quantities are
used in Fig. 4, it is found that for
the above conditions the maximum
cross-talk on the channel which is
the most affected by second har-
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FIG. 3-These are the same type curves as in Fig. 2. but for higher harmonics. Over the heavy portion of each curve;
harmonic to
channel separation is small. Beyond the heavy.line regions, channel separation is either dangerously small or unnecessarily
large.
The end points of the heavy lines locate the optimum channel separations, a compromise between channel and harmonic
interference
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the channel frequencies. In extreme cases, it is
conceivable that the latter procedure will prove most effective.
manipulating

Optimum Channel

+40
+20
+30
+10
-30
0
-20
-10
Percent Frequency Separation from Channel Frequency

-40

-50

4 -Frequency response of the channel selector used in the illustrative
examples. Instead of considering the distortion component as a percent of
the signal, the response of the channel selector to the distortion is considered
as a percent of the response to the signal. Response curves corresponding to
25 percent and 10 percent distortion are plotted on the same axis to facilitate
cross -talk calculations

1l.
FIG.
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Channel Frequency Multiplier

1
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FIG. 5 -From Fig.

2 and 3 the harmonic to channel separation for a given
channel separation is determined. With this harmonic separation and Fig. 4,
the percent harmonic cross -talk is determined. This plus the channel proximity
cross-talk are combined and plotted against the given channel separation
(converted to channel multiplier). Repeating this procedure for various values
of channel separation gives the above graph. The utility of such a plot is in
determining the channel multiplier which will give the -minimum or the permissible cross -talk. The plot shown here is for a ten -channel system

36.4 percent, the maximum cross-

(12), thereby providing a complete

talk the circuits must tolerate.
For a ten -channel. selector, determine the maximum cross -talk on
any channel as a function of the
channel multiplier. The system may
contain either 10 percent or 25
percent second harmonic distortion.
This is a continuation of the above
type of example but involves computation of the total distortion corresponding to various values of r.
Figure 5 is a plot of the results obtained. From this type of curve the
most suitable value of r can be selected by inspection. The ratio
betweén the highest and lowest
channel frequencies can then be
computed by application of Eq.

solution.

124

Multipliers

In the process of utilizing the
harmonic versus channel separation
curves, it is evident that the ordinate erected at any channel separation value determines the relative
frequency separation from the channel frequency for the particular
harmonic involved. From these
curves, it is therefore possible with
the aid of a pair of dividers to determine the closest harmonic separation from any of the channels.
Supplementary curves can thus be
derived to designate this condition.
The heavy lines of Fig. 2 and 3
show that part of the curves used
to give this supplementary type of
graph. An examination of such
curves discloses the interesting fact
that they vary cyclically, and for
any harmonic there correspond
specific allocation plans for channel
frequency separations, which result
in the greatest harmonic separation
from any of the channels.
In the event the channel selectivity curves are symmetrical about
the channel frequency, these operating points denote conditions for
minimum cross-talk. Accordingly,
the ma--imum amplitude points of
the supplementary curves establish
optimum frequency allocation plans,
applicable to any filter -channel system employing elements with
symmetrical selectivity responses.
Optimum locations may be read directly from the curves. For purposes of tabulation, however, the
accuracy may be improved by re -

+50

II

if Response of Channels Differ
The examples involved a selectivity characteristic typical to all
channels. Where these differ much
from one another the method developed here can still be applied.
Each channel selectivity response
must be treated separately in the
manner applied to the typical or
average response curve.
If the Q of the circuits and their
frequency responses vary widely,
however, the allocation plan can be
improved by compromising results
of this method with the best performance reached by experimentally

-

TABLE 1
OPTIMUM
CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS

Method

2nd

3rd

Harmonic

Harmonic

4th
Harmonic

3

1.620
1.322

4

1.232

5

1.167
1.135
1.117
1.097
1.085
1.078
1.068

2.182
1.568
1.373
1.278
1.222
1.185
1.158
1.138
1.132
1.110

2.730
1.769
1.495
1.365
1.288
1.239
1.204
1.174
1.157
1.142

3.260
1.948
1.595
1.435
1.343
1.283
1.241
1.209
1.185
1.186.

1.062
1.057
1.053
1.049

1.103
1.092
1.085
1.079

1.128
1.117
1.108
1.100

1.161
1.137
1.127
1.117

n

2

-

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15
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lrting to computation from a deved formula.

.

Maximum Harmonic Separation

Let a,,, and a,2 be the harmonic
iparation for any two successive
iannels. From examination of
ig. 2 and 3 it is seen that maxi um separation of harmonics from
iannels occurs at
ahi

ass

=

ting, there results
r = [(h/2)(1 -F r)]1/n"

(25)

his equation can be solved on a
iig-log slide rule.
In Table 1 are optimum values
nr the channel frequency multi tiers which yield minimum cross ilk due to any harmonic up to the
fth when applied to symmetrical
The
º1ectivity characteristics.
umber of channels being considred for use determines the number
f valid channel multipliers availble from the table. For example,
five channels are contemplated,
multipliers above row 5 in the
able may be considered. All other
alues have no meaning. The table
an be similarly- interpreted for
ther numbers of channels.
11

Asymmetrical Channel Selectivity
Response

If the frequency response chareteristic of the channels is asymtetrical, a measurement can be
of the degree of dissymmetry.
lorrection factors can then be aplied to Table 1 for conversion to
he required optimum multipliers.
Referring to Fig. 6, the response
Dissymmetry coefficient can be de¡ned as the ratio of the highest to
he lowest frequencies which pro luce equal responses.
Made

k = alb

z

(26)

1

+

kaba

=0

b

+ fir) 1, /N
-L(1+r)(1-}-k).J
2 (k

r

()

Here /3 is the correction factor
to be applied to the optimum channel multipliers of Table 1. Figure 7
shows correction factors for asymmetry coefficients from 1.0 to 1.5.
From Table 1 and Fig. 7, the
channel multipliers giving the least
cross -talk from any harmonic up to
the fifth can be identified, taking
into account the shape of a typical
channel response curve and the
number of channels.
Conclusions

A desirable choice of frequency
assignment to the elements comprising a group of frequency-selective circutis appears to be based
upon a constant percent frequency
separation plan. This is predicated
upon the condition that the circuit
Q factors for the various elements
are substantially alike. For this
condition all channels will have
identical electrical performance
properties, which is normally desirable in connection' with the use of
frequency -selective circuits.

6-Where the dissymmetry of the
channel -selector filters is great a correction is introduced. The ratio of a to b
is the dissymmetry coefficient of the
channel -selector response curve
FIG.

1.00

n-8
n=6
n=4

0.99

n=3

L

+o
c 0.98

(27)

Ilubstituting Eq. (23) into Eq.
27), and evaluating at nl = 1 and

= N,
h(1- af)N-1-1+kf h(1-af)N-1] =0

(33)

Separation on a constant mean
percent frequency basis can be
realized by utilizing, a logarithmic
or geometric progression plan of
allocation.
A method has been developed with
working equations and general
Curves which provides a means for
solving all important problems associated with such an allocation
plan, provided, however, that knowledge of the selectivity responses for
the selector channels is available.
Optimum allocation plans which
minimize cross-talk resulting from
any harmonic are related to the degree of response dissymmetry.
These can be identified for any
particular problem by means of derived general expressions or the
plotted work sheets.

o

Prom Eq. (24) and (26)
abs

(32)

Letting ra,b/r,.,, = /3, the ratio
of the optimum channel multiplier
for asymmetrical channel response
to the optimum multiplier for symmetrical response, and writing
ra = í3r,., and dropping the subscript k = 1,

(24)

0

y applying Eq. (23) and manipu-

(,

h(1 -i- r)/2
When k is not equal to 1,
(ra/b)N = h(k -1- ra10/(1 -1- k)

(r.l)N =

o

+u
v
ó

0.97

r=2

(28)

rrom Eq. (21)
'
I

(1/r)" + k(1/r)N = (1 -1- k)/h
(1/r)N(k -_ r) = (1 + k)/h
= h(k i r)/(1
k)
When k' =

1

ymmetrical
1requency),
1lECTRONICS
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(29)
(30)

(31)

(i.e., the response is
about the channel

0.96
0

1.2

13

Asymmetry Coefficien+

14

k

15

FIG. 7-To correct for selector response dissymmetry the factors
given above
for asymmetry coefficients through 1.5 and channels up to
eight are applied
to the optimum channel multipliers given in Table
1
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OPEN -GRID TUBES IN
LOW-LEVEL AMPLIFIERS
OR

CERTAIN

APPLICATIONS

in

amplifiers requiring a high
input resistance and low noise level
it has been found desirable to eliminate the grid leak, and no undesirable effects' resulted from using the
tubes in this manner. Examples
of such applications are amplifiers
operating from a low-level, highimpedance source, amplifiers that
must present the smallest possible
load to the preceding stage, and
amplifiers that must. handle signal
voltages of the same order as the
noise level. Actually, operation of a
tube with an open grid is less noisy
than operation with a grid leak.
Problems To Be Overcome

Different objections- to the use of
open grid tubes can be summed up
as follows :
(1)' It has been suggested' that
if the operating temperature of the
tube is high enough, the grid will
emit electrons. When this occurs
in a conventional circuit, the resulting current through the grid leak
(generally a resistance of about 2
megohms connected between grid
and cathode) will make the grid
less negative and increase the space
.current, thus increasing the temperature. If the grid becomes positive, electrons flowing to it will increase the grid temperature and
might produce secondary emission.
The grid will continue to become
less negative as long as the number
of electrons leaving the grid exceeds the number entering. This
process is cumulative and may result in damage to the tube. The
process might be aided initially by
the flow of-positive ions to the grid
when it is negative. This effect
would be most pronounced in a soft
tube. It has been asserted that the
use of extremely high cathode-to grid resistance (such as an open
grid) would tend to aid the process
126

By ROBERT

J. MEYER

Brush Development Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

1

The flicker voltage, which is produced by irregularities in the temperature of the heating element, is
inversely proportional to the square
of the frequency.
Shot noise is uniformly distributed throughout the frequency spectrum, independent of the electron
velocity and independent of the
manner in which the total current
divides between the electrodes.. The
values of the shot voltage E for
triodes can be calculated from the ;,

formulas'

IEl=2X10'0

Cuthode:fo-Grid Voltage,jn Volts

a.,

R

I

by producing large voltage drops in

E2=4KTRAF

the grid circuit.
(2) If the grid leak is omitted,
electrons will flow to the grid from
the cathode and the grid will accumulate a negative charge.' Then
any slight change in.the.grid.capacitance would change the grid potential and produce fluctuations in the
plate current.
(3) There is a small current
flowing between the cathode and the
grid through the leakage paths.
However, these leakage paths are
continually changing and thus
there is a random fluctuation in the
grid leakage current which produces
noise in the tube. This effect should
be most prominent during. the time
when the tube is heating.

where R is the resistance, AF is the
frequency' band passed, T is the
temperature in degrees Kelvin and
K is Boltzmann's constant (1.39 x

Noise in Amplifier Circuits

The three principal types of noise
in an amplifier circuit are flicker,
shot effect and thermal agitation.
These noises can be considered as
being developed by equivalent generators in the grid circuit of a
noise -free tube.

(3)

10').

If the impedance in the -grid circuit is not a pure resistance, the
resistive component is a function of
the frequency and the voltage can
be obtained from:
= 4K T

J

R (f) dF

(4)

1

These formulas apply only to wire wound resistors or to carbon resistors in which no current is flowing.
There is always some capacitance
across a resistor and this parallel
combination forms a low-pass filter
which affects the thermal agitation
voltage e as follows
:

e

= 1.28 X

10-10 /RFo(tan

'

'i

tsn'1 Fo)
(5)

where F0 = 1/2rRC and 'F. and F1
are the upper and the lower frequency limits, respectively, being
October 1944
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r,

'a
:c

la
2 X 10-10
(gm + 8lee) AF (2)
la -}1E1- gm
The thermal agitation voltage developed by a resistor is

E2

p
hie

(1)

triode, with 40 µµí in the grid circuit
to simulate a high -impedance crystal
pickup having no shunt resistance
.

er

'tf

loor pentodes, the formula is

1-Noise level vs. cathode -to -grid
voltage for a 6SJ7 tube connected as a

FIG.

PJk
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leaving only surface
)mission of the grid leak in a conventional low-level amplifier,
due to shot effect and
:akage paths between the grid and cathode, reduces the noise
of noise level
bermal agitation. A cathode resistor of proper size gives further lowering

I

1

)nsidered. It can be seen from Eq.
5) that the thermal agitation voltge output of an RC combination is
rdependent of the value of .R, beause F, = 0 and F, = F0, reducing
from a function of R and C to a
unction of C only.
If .the noise voltage from an RC
ambination is applied to an amplier, some of this voltage may be in
part of the frequency spectrum
rhich is not passed by the amplier. In this case.the voltage passed
,y the amplifier would be a function
f Ras expressed in Eq. (5), where
'i and F, would now be the freuency limits of the amplifier, and
! and C would be the grid leak and
ie input capacitance in the amplier circuit. If F, is very much less
san the upper frequency limit of
se amplifier, Eq. (5) reduces to:
=

e

1.2,8

X

10-101

cot''

1

Fl

(6)

The form of Eq. (5) can be
hanged to show more clearly the
elation between the thermal noise
nd the value of R.
i

= 1.28 X
1

2

a

r
an

Another source of noise' is the
flow of leakage current between the
cathode and the grid. This noise
would be at a minimum when the
cathode -to -grid voltage is at a minimum. Thus the tube would be
quietest with a proper value of bias
and it remains to be shown that the
open grid tube automatically biases
itself to that bias voltage.

' 2 ir F2 CR

1
2irCe2
(1.28 X 10-'0)2]
2

e
t

FIG.

1

+

4

7r2

(5b)

reases as the value of R increases
'rom zero, reaches a maximum at
orne finite value of R, and decreases
the value of R is increased beond this value. This equation
Ihows that operation of a tube
vith an open grid would be less
,toisy than operation with a grid
eak. In an amplifier circuit, to ob'lain minimum noise, the grid leak
s sufficiently high if the thermal
wise is less than the shot effect.
is
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vs. grid leak value for a triode -connected 6SJ7 tube.
is for very low values of grid -cathode resistance

Curve

3.4
-.

.

.

s

,

.

y

4.6

4.2
Tu.

>

a

4>

Eq. 5(b) shows that the noise in-

50

10

2-Noise level

5.0......
1.

F2 C2 R2

01,.

6,000a 14000a

B

>
F,

f
05
(Curve 8)
Grid leak Resistance in Megohms

"0.05

0.01

t,000tt

(5a)

-

Q

A

21r Fi CR)

C(F2-F1)R

ability of an open grid, a low noise
level, wide -range amplifier was
built. The first stage had a 6SJ7,
triode -connected, with a gain of
11 db. The next two stages, using
6SJ7 tubes, had a gain of 68 db.
The output stage, using a 6J5, was
a cathode follower. The frequency
response was down 6 db at 200 cy-

7

10-10

-ta'
C(tañn-

To aid in determining the desir-

u

c
-Z

IB

3.8

11

3.0

20

liglaingli

..

50

'100

Plate Voltage in Volts

150'

-

180

.

FIG. 3-Noise level vs. plate voltage for a triode -connected 6SJ7
tube with
two different grid circuit arrangements. Curve A-40 µµí in grid
circuit;
curve B-40 of in parallel with 35 megohms in grid circuit
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eles and at 200 kc. The entire amplifier was built in a copper box
which gave excellent shielding. Because flicker noise is a low -fre-

quency effect and not dependent
upon the grid leak, a high-pass constant -K filter was placed at the
output of the amplifier to suppress
frequencies below about 650 cps and

thus

substantially eliminate the

]J

0
N.4

o
0

200

100
'

300

400

500

Time in Hours

flicker effect.
Experiments With Open -Grid Tubes'

The first tests were made with a
cathode resistor alternately in and
out of the first stage. A 40-µµf capacitor was used in the grid circuit
to simulate the condition of an open grid tube operating from a high impedance crystal. For the next
two measurements a 35-megohm
resistor was put in parallel with the
capacitor to give the condition of
operation with a high -value grid
leak. Finally, the grid was shorted
to obtain the value of the tube
noises. The noise at the grid was
obtained by dividing the noise output by the gain. Typical results are
given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. EFFECT OF CATHODE

RESISTOR ON NOISE
Cathode
Resistor
In
Out
In ,
Out
In
Out

.

Noise at

Grid Circuit Impedance
40
40
40
40

µµf
Nof
µµJ and 35 meg.

µµf and

Short
Short

35 meg.

Grid (µr)
3.32
4.26
3.68
8.40
3.00
3.69

These results show that the noise
is less with an open grid than with
a grid leak. In all three cases the
noise is less with a cathode resistor
than without one. This result is to
be expected, for the cathode resistor voltage drop reduces the voltage between the cathode and the

grid, reducing the leakage current
and the noise resulting from it.
The value of noise obtained with a
grid leak and no cathode resistor
is exceptionally high, probably because the zero bias allows a comparatively high value of grid current to flow through the carbon
grid leak, greatly increasing the
noise across the resistor.
Effect of Cathode Resistor Value

Noise measurements were taken
with different sizes of cathode resistors. The test was made with
40 µµf in the grid circuit. The resulting curve of noise level vs. cathode voltage is not so important as
128

it.
Effect of Plate Voltage

A

3

results are in agreement with Eq.
5(b) and the discussion following

FIG. 4-Noise level vs. number of hours
of continuous operation for a triode connected 6SJ7 tube. Curve A-40 µµf
if In
in grid 'circuit; curve B-40
parallel with 35 meg in grid circuit

the curve of noise level vs. cathode grid voltage. Since this voltage cannot be measured directly because
any voltmeter would upset the circuit conditions, it was necessary to
obtain a calibration curve of plate
potential vs. grid voltage without a
cathode resistor.
The curve of noise level vs. cathode -grid voltage is given in Fig. 1.
Least' noise is obtained for that
value of cathode resistor which
gives a cathode -grid voltage of
-1.2 volts. The open -grid tube
seems to automatically bias itself
approximately to that value which
gives the least noise. The effect of
electron flow to the grid (which
tends to make the grid negative)
and the effects of emission from
the grid and gas current to the grid
(which tend to make the grid positive) balance each other to give the
grid a small negative bias.
The foregoing test was repeated
with a 35-megohm grid leak in addition to the 40-µµf capacitor. The
minimum noise obtained was greater
than the minimum noise without
the grid leak.
Effect of Grid Leak Value

Figure 2 shows the relation between the noise level and the value
of grid leak. These readings were
taken with a 750 -ohm cathode resistor. Except for a shorted or
nearly shorted grid the best signalto-noise ratio is obtained with an
open grid. For the constants in this
test, i.e., amplifier frequency response and input capacitance, the
worst ratio is obtained for a grid
leak around 100,000 ohms. For a
different amplifier the worst ratio
would occur at a different value of
grid leak but the general shape of
the curve would be the same. These

The relation between the plate
voltage on a tube and the noise level
at the grid is given in Fig. 3. Again
there is less noise without a grid
leak than with a grid leak, but in
both cases the best signal-to-noise
ratio is obtained for a plate voltage of about 90 volts.
It would be expected from Eq.
(1) that the noise would continue
to decrease as the plate voltage is
increased because the g,,, is increasing. However, the larger number
of positive ions and secondary electrons present in the tube at higher
plate voltages tends to make the
tube slightly noisier.
Effect of Temperature and Time

In various measurements it was
noticed that the noise changed as
'
the temperature- of the tube
changed, the noise in a cold tube
being greater than the noise in a
warm tube. This effect is undoubtedly due to leakage paths,
which change as the tube is heated
and become saturated when the tube
is hot. The change in the noise level
is just as great with a grid leak as
without one, and thus the addition
of a grid leak does not reduce the
noise due to the random leakage
paths. An attempt was made to reduce this transient effect by boiling
the tube and its socket in wax, but
this did not help nor did it reduce
the noise level.
A long-time test was performed
on five 6SJ7 tubes by continuously

drawing plate current through the
tubes and measuring the noise level
at certain time intervals. Typical
results are given in Fig. 4. It can
be seen that the tubes have a general tendency to become noiser with
age, but that in all cases, the noise
is greater with a grid leak than
without a grid leak. These tests
show that tubes operated without a
grid leak do not tend to become any
more erratic than tubes operated
with a grid leak.
Conclusions

In the experiments performed,
the noise level was always less without a grid..leak than with one. In
(Continued on page 234)
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Recording equipment developed by the British Broadcasting Corp. for use at the front is often housed ín trucks of this
type. which include living facilities, 200 yards of microphone cable, a shortwave receiver and a three -channel mixer

,l

RECORDERS at WAR
li

,

r,
w

weighs only 37 lb.
Driven by a double spring motor, it contains amplifier and batteries. Single knob turns
amplifier on, starts turntable.and lowers piezoelectric cutter. Volume
indication is by neon
lamp. Disks are double sided with three -minute
playing time and 15
are carried. Fifteen
seconds before the end
of cut a warning light

'

,C1-Cd Ct

i

RIGHT-Midget recorder developed by BBC
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h ri
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e
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+-t ry

1
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-

appears

=i
~'

ln.

v.

`

LEFT-Closeup

f

of 450-1b.

recording equipment shows arrange-

ment for use ín a motor torpedo boat. Turntable at the right
is powered by a. 12-v d -c motor with friction drive. Speed control rheostat works in conjunction with neon stroboscope
run by a stable oscillator. High -sensitivity cutter -head has
satisfactory response from 60 to 4500 cps. Pentodes are used
in the first amplifier stages and in the output stage in push-pull

while negative feedback keeps total harmonic content below
one percent at normal recording level. Program -level meter
operates from a diode rectifier and pentode amplifier. Motor generator, driven by nickel-iron battery, provides plate voltage.
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455-kc

Crystal
Osc.

400 -cps

Osc.

A -F
V.T.V. M

Isolation
Amp

R -F

V.T.V. M

R -F

Atten-

uator

Output
(A.M.and F.M.)

800-=cpS
Sync. Voltage

Power
Supply

F-M Osc.
(455-kc Mean

400 -cps

Pyramid Osc.

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the test unit, shown without switching.

Frequency)

A

complete schematic is given in Fig.

5

Visual Alignment of
of the wide -band i -f
amplifiers in high-fidelity receivers on a production basis is a
difficult, operation. One common
method involves the use of an amplitude -modulated signal generator
and an output meter for sensitivity
measurements, and a frequency modulated signal generator in conjunction with a cathode-ray oscilloscope for band -width adjustments. Obviously, the adjustment
and switching of several instruments introduces complications.
This paper describes a production test unit which greatly simplifies the job. It contains an a -m generator, an f -m generator, an isolation amplifier and an output attenuator common to both generators, an a -f vacuum -tube voltmeter
and an r -f vacuum -tube voltmeter.
It also provides synchronizing voltage for an external oscilloscope. A
block diagram of the test unit, with
switching omitted, is shown in
Fig. 1.
ALIGNMENT

Production test unit provides an amplitude -modulated signal for sensitivity measurements and a
frequency -modulated signal for band -width adjustments. Response curves are observed on an external
cathode-ray oscilloscope
By H. A. COOK and HAROLD MOSS
Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

'

A -M Signal Generator

The a -m signal generator consists of a 455-kc crystal -controlled
6SJ7 in a Colpitts circuit, driving
a 6C5 cathode -follower type ampli130

fier which provides low -impedance

output. With a reasonably active
crystal, about 400 cycles of frequency adjustment may be obtained
by varying the tuned -circuit constants. Temperature control of the
crystal is unnecessary.
The a -m generator is modulated
in the grid circuit of the separator
tube. The modulator, which operates at 400 cps, is of the .R-C type
shown in Fig. 2 and its frequency is
given by the expression

f =

1/(27c\/C1C,R,R2)

This circuit provides an excellent
source of sinusoidal audio frequency.

Improved stability of oscillation
results when a ballast resistor of
some kind, rather than an ordinary
resistor, is placed at R,. A 3 -watt
110 -volt lamp seems satisfactory;
F-M

Signal Generator

While the R -C oscillator circuit
of Fig. 2 is ordinarily used at audio
frequencies, it is equally adaptable
to radio frequencies.'
From the expression for frequency of oscillation given above,

it is apparent that a variation of
R1, R,, C1 or C_ will result in a variation in frequency. By substituting
the plate 'resistance of a vacuum
tube for either R, or R, and varying
October 1944
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The production test unit. A cathode-ray oscilloscope
is used externally

Back view of the test unit, with the bottom section (containing the powei
-

supply) removed

Mide -Band I -F Amplifiers
ie grid voltage at an audio rate,
requency modulation will result.
p logical choice indicated the se''ction of R2 as the variable element,
.nce it had one end at ground po-

tntial.
In order to obtain practical values
n R,, R2, Cl and C2 at 455 kc, the
tthode-follower circuit was used
)r R, in the actual circuit. Varyig the grid voltage in the cathoderllower stage then varies the freaency of oscillation. Figure 3 in-

icates the variation in frequency

obtained as the grid potential of
the variable -resistance tube serving as R2 is varied. As may be seen,
frequency excursions of 80 kc are
possible with a four -volt peak audio
signal.
An ordinary resistor, rather than
a ballast resistor, is used at R,. A
ballast resistor does not operate
satisfactorily at R, at the higher
frequencies, although an improvement in wave form results. At 455
kc, the ballast resistor swings con.stant]y, seeking equilibrium, which

shifts the mean -frequency several
kilocycles. This objectional effect is
not important at audio frequencies.
A 6SN7 connected as a multivibrator operating at 400 cps supplies
about 50 volts to a 6SJ7 clipper circuit.' The output of the clipper circuit is a pyramid wave, extremely
sharp at the corners and nearly
straight sided. It proved wise to
adjust the constants of the multivi-

brator until' the resultant square wave pulses were of equal lengths,
as this affects the symmetry of the

pyramid. A slight curvature still
remaining on one pyramid slope is
due to loading of the multivibrator
on one side only; however, this is
minor and of little consequence.
About 4.9 volts peak is available at
the output, the wave form of which
is shown at Fig. 4.
Connection of the pyramid wave
to the modulating grid of the resistor tube constituting R, causes
frequency modulation linear with
time; that is, the rate of change is
constant across the entire excursion.
FIG. 2-Simplified schematic showing the type of R -C oscillator circuit used to '
obtain 400 -cps modulation of the 455-kc amplitude -modulated signal generator.
A similar R -C circuit is used as the frequency -modulated signal generator
LECTRONICS
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Oscilloscope Synchronization

.

The necessary double frequency
to properly synchronize the double.131

The a -f and r -f vacuum -tube voltmeters are .of the same type, being
peak reading and calibrated in rms
values. Some wave form error is
caused by the pyramid, but this is
of no consequence since these values
are calibrated in terms of the f -m
excursion. The latter was found on
a band -width meter, but can be approximated for all practical purposes by the shift attained in variation of the resistance tube bias.
The incorporation of a sensitivity control in both vtvm circuits
permits considerable tolerance in
resistor values, always a difficult
problem. Due to the highly degenerative circuit used, tubes are
usually fully interchangeable. The
two -volt scale is nearly linear.
The power supply unit is conventional in design. Voltage -regulator tubes were employed to aid in
stabilizing the f -m oscillator, which
proved somewhat critical of supply
voltage.

humped image is obtained from a
point common to both plates of the
multivibrator, which supplies a
pulse on each half of the square
wave, serving as a frequency doubler. About 2 volts is available to
drive a resonant amplifier at 800
cps, the output of which is an excellent sine wave.
It proved necessary to supply
synchronizing pulses in this manner because of the tendency of the
oscilloscope sweep to "pull" on every
other cycle if the pulse is supplied
at modulating frequency. This
gives an erroneous pattern, as the
uncontrolled cycle will not properly
overlap, and leads to incorrect adjustment. In addition, the oscilloscopes available had interlocking
controls. Also, when they were supplied with a square synchronizing
pulse the sweep would trigger at
times difficult to control, making it
very hard to center the image.
The use of a sine wave, making it
possible to adjust the triggering
time of the sweep circuits along an
even slope, plus the incorporation
of a phase -shift network ahead of
the sync output, makes it possible
to obtain smooth adjustment of the
position of the image. About 80
degrees phase shift is available at
the grid of the sync output section
of the 6SN7, using an R-C network
with R = X,. This, plus the apparent phase shifts possible by adjustment of the oscilloscope -sweep triggering level, permits positioning of
the trace without the usual jockeying of controls. About 6 volts rms
at 800 cycles is obtained from the
sync output, reducing to about 4 at
maximum phase shift.
An 800 -cps amplifier incorporated
in the test unit utilizes a toroid
coil with a good Q (about 45 at 1000
cps), and an inductance of about
169 'mh, those being the values.
available in toroids of small sizes.
The value of double -frequency
sine -wave synchronization has been
demonstrated in the ease with
which oscilloscope positioning is obtained during production tests.
'

5tó
f

.490

430

410

-4

43

-2

-

0

+I

+2

+3 +4

Applied Bias in Volts

FIG. 3-Variation in f -m oscillator frequency around the 455-kc mean -frequency obtainable by changing the bias
on a resistance -tube used as R, in Fig..2

fl

Other Circuit Details

The precision slide -wire attenuator common to both signal generators is directly calibrated in
microvolts. Maximum f -m and a -m
output values are greater than two
volts, developed across 500 ohms.
132

It was also found necessary to
filter the output -tube bias to prevent 120 -cycle modulation. This is
accomplished with a simple R.t
circuit. The available bias is quite
constant, staying within 5 percent
in spite of a load variation of bet-,,

ter than

2 :1.

The complete circuit schematic
for this test unit is shown in Fig. 5,
with component values suitable for
455-k operation. Care must be
taken to prevent interaction between circuits and the leakage of
extraneous signals into the output
Adequate shielding and careful layout will tend to minimize all trouble'
of this nature.
Production Application

When using the equipment for
production alignment of receivers
a preliminary alignment is usually
first made on amplitude modulation,
adjusting the i -f amplifier to maximum output and taking a reading
of overall sensitivity. At this point,
sets showing insufficient gain are
diverted to the repair lines.
The generator is then switched
to f-m output and adjusted to 455
kc mean frequency. The sweep is
adjusted to superimpose the traces.
It is now possible to make the corrections in i -f tuning for symmetry
and width of the "nose" of the
trace. The wide excursion of frequency available permits examination of any stage with a simple adjustment of the band -width control.
The final check is made with a -m
output as the above procedure reduces the overall sensitivity by a
small amount. F -M alignment is not
an end in itself, due to the many II
variables encountered.
A well -trained operator is, of
course, required in the operation
of this generator. Use of the instrument as a final check, however,
led to a number of production simplifications in alignment procedure.
As an example, an i -f transformer
can be resistive -loaded on the winding opposite that being tuned, reducing the interaction in tuning and
permitting an adjustment procedure which can be followed by
inexperienced operators.

I
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FIG. 1-Situation adjacent to one infinite and one semi infinite capacitor plate in space. Note that equipotential
contours tend toward a curved -edge plate, above
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Optimum conditions in a parallel -plate,
air-dielectric capacitor involve consideration of relationships between thickness and spacing of plates as well as the
effect of rounded edges and corners on
corona and sparkover phenomena
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By SAMUEL SABAROFF
WOAU Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia, Pa..
Consultant to Barker and Williamson, for
whom this material was originally prepared.

FIG.

2-Values of capacitor -plate spacing -thickness ratio are
plotted against potential and gradient relationships

l

two oppositely charged
parallel plates of infinite extent the field is said to be uniform.
It is known, however, that the field
between two finite plates is not uniform, tending to greater gradients
at the edges.
Stress at a point. in a dielectric is
determined by the gradient at that
point and stresses above certain
critical values lead to the formation of corona and sparkover. A
knowledge of the factors determining maximum gradient assists in
proper design of a capacitor.
BETWEEN

Approach is Analytical

In this discussion, the dielectric
will be taken as air. Plate thickness
is assumed to be small, compared to
.any other linear dimension, except
134

where otherwise noted. Plates with
corners are assumed to have them
rounded.so that their radii of curvature will be large compared with
the plate thickness.
It is an easily demonstrable fact
that the gradient at a sharp edge is
greater than at a rounded surface.
Application of a sufficiently high
voltage to a conductor will make
corona stream from sharp .edges
while there is very little evidence
of it on the flat surfaces. At the
outset, then, it would seem advantageous to construct a capacitor
with edges having a maximum radius of curvature. Disregarding
the possibility of curling the edges
over to increase curvature, the
plates should be as thick as possible up to a certain point. This les-

,

sens the gradient at the edges.l'.p
Now suppose the spacing between,
the two plates is very small cornpared to plate thickness. For sufficiently small spacing, breakdown,,,
will occur between the plates and:
the edge effect becomes relatively'!'t
minor.
In view of these consideration
it appears that there may be a relation between plate spacing and
thickness which will give a minimum gradient for a fixed voltage it
and a given plate spacing. This is
the basic design problem.
,t

tb

Spacing -Thickness Relation

This may be pictured as follows
with plate spacing identified as S
and thickness as T. For large values
of S/T the radius of the plate edge
October 1944)- ELECTRONICS

small and a high gradient exists
iere. As plate thickness is in-

eased-keeping plate center-to,mter spacing and applied voltage
>nstant-the radius of edge curva ire is increased. This decreases
to edge gradient. Inside the caacitor, however, the gradient, in teases because of the reduced spacig. The best value of S/T can be
cated at the crossover point be seen these two opposing effects.
.t this point the maximum gradiit that can occur becomes a minnum. Such critical values have
eon calculated and observed for
;her electrode shapes.'
It has been suggested by Ek;rand' that the best value of S/T
lay be between the values of 2
nd 3. This investigation seems to
)rroborate his figures by fixing
i le optimum SIT at 2.77.
What Constitutes Breakdown?

Let us now consider some fac)rs having to do with capacitor
reakdown. It has become some 'hat of a habit to consider break own as coincidental with sparkver. Actually breakdown has ocurred at the first sign of corona,
nd corona may become evident at
considerably lower voltage than
parkover.
When a conductor is raised beand a certain critical potential, the
it adjaceñt to it becomes ionized,
orming corona. The ionized air,
eing itself a conductor, can be
onsidered to increase the size of
he original conductor. If this efect is accompanied by an increase
f gradient, the condition becomes
instable and sparkover occurs. If
here is a decrease in gradient, the
ondition is stable and corona renains as such.
Application of this concept to our
apacitor is almost obvious. Sup tose that SIT is greater than the
LECTRONICS
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Rounded edges are a corona and sparkover-resistant feature of this Barker
and Williamson capacitor. Type is similar to those discussed in the text

critical value. Now, as we apply a
gradually increasing voltage, corona will commence. If we consider
the corona as part of the plate, then
in effect the plate thickness has
been increased, thus reducing the
value of S/T. Sparkover should
then take place when the value of
S/T is less than bhe optimum.
If we start applying voltage when
S/T is less than the best value, then
the transition from corona to spark over is almost instantaneous since
an increase in -plate thickness will
increase the gradient. Of course,
there are irregularities in the practical manifestation of this principle.
One reason is that corona will not
form uniformly on the plates, being
most evident where the gradient is
maximum.
It has been found that in the case
of wires, spheres; and concentric
cylinders', corona appears for a
constant gradient at a distance proportional to Vr from the surface,
where r is the radius. It may therefore be expected, that experiment
will show the existence of a similar
factor in the formation of corona
at the edges of a capacitor.
The microcosmic picture of air
breakdown is complex and even of
a somewhat metaphysical nature'
but breakdown characteristics have,
in general, been determined by experiment.

This discussion concerns, in the
main, a calculation for the best
value of S/T. Note that the derivations and approximations are
guided by existing physical conditions. Results must inevitably be
tested by experiment and qualified
where necessary.
Basic Assumptions

Assume that the plates are semi infinite in extent and that the radius of curvature of an edge is
equal to half the plate thickness.
Because of symmetry, thus applying the theory of images, it only
will be necessary to consider the
field between one semi -infinite plate
and an infinite plate. This latter is
placed midway between the semi infinite plates and has a potential
equal to half their sum.
First, however, consider a pair
of plates that are of extreme thinness. The solution for this case is
well known.' An approximate plot
of the equipotentiáls is shown in
Fig. 1, in which it is assumed that
the semi -infinite plate has a potential of V, volts with respect to the
infinite plate and is spaced a inches
from it.
Notice particularly the trend in
the shape of the equipotentials as
they approach the semi -infinite
plate. Any equipotential can be replaced by a conductor (of the same
135

of maximum gradient, the radius
of curvature is found by substituting Eq. (4) in (10), thus
a sin= lir(Vo-V)/Vol
RR,,,_

TABLE I. PLATE -DIMENSION RATIOS AND VOLT.tGESOF
CAPACITORS AT VARIOUS FREQUENCIES

in.

Max. gradient

Sparkovcr

S

S

(calculated)
kv in.

kv

in.

T

60 cps 700 kc 1500 kc 60 cps

0.218

0.128

1.705

0.04

0 .192

4.8

0.064

0.719

11.24

14.0

13.5

8.4

7.59

24.0

14.28

shape and charged to the same potential) without disturbing the external field in any way. Thus, if the
equipoténtials are replaced by
equivalent plates, they will tend to
an ordinary thin plate with rounded
edges as the potential of the semi infinite plate is approached. The
procedure will now be to match, as
far as possible, an 'actual plate to
one of these equipotentials and
thus obtain an expression for the
maximum gradient at its edge. A
somewhat arbitrary extension will
then be made to indicate the maximum- gradient on a plate of any
thickness.
Potential around an infinitely
thin plate, semi -infinite in extent,
can be expressed in the following
parametric form

6.82
11,7

=1[1-1-

y =

-[e

-rU /,

°

e

sin (irV/Vo)

-

/Vol

(1)

(2)

Z=x+jy,W=V+jU,

where
and j =

Finding the Gradient

At any point the gradient is
found by

E-z1=
1

e

/Vo

+

-rU /Vo
2e

cos(irV/Vo)

(3)

where E is gradient in volts per
inch.
Along an equipotential, the gradient will depend entirely on concentration of the lines of force. In
order to find the point of maximum
gradient for any potential, it will
-136

82.0

'18.8

40.0

=

rr

cos

[ir (Vo

-

V)/ 1'o

(4)

Substituting Eq. (4) in (1) and
xm

=

sing [ir (Vo

- V)/Vol

= :17r V/Vo

ym

V)/ Vol

l

+ sin [ir (V0 -V) /Vol

r

(5)

- V)/ Vol}

cos[ir(Vo

Vo/a
sin [ir (Vo
V)/Vol

As V -approaches
(6) become
xm

-

V Eq.

(6)

(5) and

-

a ir (Vo
V)2
2 V02

S

a ir (Vo

T

(7)

- V)

(8)

At this point it becomes necessary to determine the manner in
which an actual plate should be
matched to an equipotential. A reasonable condition is that the radius
of curvature of the actual plate
and the radius of curvature of the
equipotential at the point of maximum gradient be made equal.
For the radius of curvature the
formula is

[1
( 2) t
At any point on an equipotential
the radius of curvature, as found
from Eq. (1) and (9), is

L'(aE7+ ir)

(14)

Up to this point a small value of
T has been assumed with respect
to S. Now disregard the derivation
and consider Eq. (14) alone. If we
allow the plate thickness to approach infinity in Eq. (14), it becomes

=;E

(15)

Compare this with the relation
S =

É

(16)

which holds for two plates in which
the edge effect is negligible. This
is equivalent to the condition when
T equals infinity.
Condition Generalized

Similarity between Eq. (15) and
(16) suggests the possibility of
Eq. (14) being adjusted ' o that it
would hold for T large as well as
small. This can be done approximately by replacing the constant
2/,v in Eq. (14) by unity, thus

l)

(17)

E (ir -T +
Eq. (17) is admittedly approxiS

mate. Assuming for the moment

R=
11

1)

ted from E,,,.
Since T is assumed small with respect to S, the right-hand term can
be omitted in Eq. (13), resulting
finally in

Selecting the Curvature

a

(12)

E

S
Em

V02

.

and
Vo2

- V)2/

Let S equal the actual plate spacing and T equal the plate thickness.
An approximate match can be assumed when (y,,,
Rm) is identified with S/2 and R. is assumed
equal to T/2. It is not necessary to
consider xm and it is now ignored.
V is made equal to v/2 where y is
the actual potential between the
plates. When a and V, are eliminated from Eq. (7), (8). and (12),

S

and
Em

= air (Vo

(Air
(irÉT + it /
(13)
where the subscript has been omit-

(((f

+ log cos [ir (Ve -

(11)

Vol

-

R

V ola

-2rU

65.1

ym=a

where V is potential 'át any point
having the coordinates xy. U is the
force or stream function.
In.complex form Eq. (1) is

Z=a(1+e irv/j °+jirW/Vo)

72.5

Rm

(3)

cos(irV/Vo)-irU/Vo]

-ru/1'o

87.1

80.2

- V) /

As V approaches V.,, the radius
of curvature becomes

kc

be necessary to maximize E partially with respect to force function U. Thus SE/SU = 0 when

rr

x

.15011

85.8

89.1

13.7

ke

71111

ir cos [ir (Ve

+

2e-' 1"vo cos (ir V/V0) +e 2*1111'01 J/2
in -'u /1'o sin (ir V/ yo)
(10)

On any equipotential, at the point

that its accuracy has been established, let us examine it for the
presence of a best value for SIT.
This best value is, of course, the
(Continued on page 268),
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CATHODE FOLLOWER

Calculations

Ituations relating cathode follower output impedance to the value of the cathode
rtistor. the plate load resistance of the cathode follower tube, and the transconductance of the tube

By HUMBERT P. PACINI
Camp Evans Signal Laboratory
Beln,ar, N. J.

for the output impedance of a cathode follower
9t?1 as the one shown in Fig. 1(a)
; most convenient to set up the
reiired circuit equations by as347.ing the cathode of the tube
dren by a generator of voltage E.
nu internal resistance R,. Fig.
(,) shows the addition of this gen'tlor and Fig. 1(c) is the resultequivalent circuit.
he general equations for a two la( network are*
ISOLVING

I

Zu1,

Z,212

Z,2/1 -i- 7.2212

= E,

(1)

=

(2)

E2

Y ire Z,, is the total impedance in
Id,u 1, Z, is the total impedance
ild,00p 2,
is the mutual imped-

Z

between loops 1 and 2, and E,
E2
are the generator voltages in
¿u
WI; 1 and 2 respectively.
,ccording to Fig. 1(c) the equival it voltage acting in the grid cirCit, or the rise in voltage from
dhode to grid, is (12 1,) R2, and
i(1,
1,) R2 is the voltage acting
il:he plate circuit in the direction
at

a

-

-

(Q)

shown if it is taken as voltage driving I, clockwise. Upon substitution
of these values in Eq.(1) and (2)
-

there results
(R1 -I- R2)1,

- R2!, + (R2

-I-

Rp)

72

=

Z°.,

R2/2 = E,

-

µ (!2

(3)

- I,)

R2

(4)

Solving these two simultaneous
equation yields for the driving
point impedance
Z,

= R1+

Rz

- Rp -h

+

µ)

(1 -I-

Al)

R'-2 (1

(5)

R2

from which it is obvious that the
impedance looking into the cathode;
that is, the output impedance of the
cathode follower, is

Zi-R,=R2- RpR22(1-1-µ)
+ (1 -i- µ) Rx

=Z

,

(7)

is much larger than 1, esSince
pecially in high -gain triodes and
pentodes, Eq. (7) may be converted
to
R22

Z°u,

= R2- (Rp/µ)
4-

- R,
R2

impedance of the cathode in parallel; and if Zc represents the latter,
Eq. (8) can be written

R22

(1/gm)

+ R2
(8)

This impedance is made up of the
cathode resistance and the internal

-

Z0R2

Z.+ R2

(9)

After transformation and substitution of Eq. (8) for Z°,,,
z° _ ((1 + 9mR2)/aml - N2 = 1/g++ (10)
If the cathode follower tube had
been used with a plate load, either
to limit the plate current or to provide a push-pull voltage, the equation for the internal impedance of
the cathode follower would be
(11)
Ze = (1/gm) ± (ZL/)1)
where ZL is the plate load.
The internal impedance of a cath-

is given by Eq. (10)
for the case of no plate load, or by
Eq. (11) if there is plate load. It is
seen from Eq. (9) that the effect
of the internal impedance of the
cathode follower tube is to add an
impedance Z°, in parallel with the
cathode load impedance.
ode follower

Everitt, W. L., "Communication Engineering", McGraw-Hill Book Co., p. 217-229.

('

)

es

FIG. 1-(a) The actual circuit In which the impedance across R, is sought. In (b) a fictitious generator,
of internal
impedance R,, is Introduced.
The equivalent circuit from which the derivation begins is shown at (c)

E
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Circuit Response to

NON -SINUSOIDAL
Short-cut method of determining the current response either graphically or analyticalh
in circuits energized by square, saw -tooth, repeated exponential and similar waves
by decomposing into components starting at different instants, then adding response
analysis' is a general
method for evaluating the circuit response to non -sinusoidal periodic waves. But it is not always the
most convenient method for evaluating the transient response, especially to those non -sinusoidal periodic waves which are discontinuous
in the wave itself or its derivative
with respect to time. The actual
solution of a problem by means of
this method is sometimes tedious
and time-consuming.
Another method, possibly first
used by Poisson and later by Duhamel' and based on the superposition of step functions, decomposes
FOURIER'S

Based on a paper presented before the
Chinese Institute of Engineers, American
Section, In New York City July 2, 1944.

any kind of waves, periodic or not,
into so-called Heaviside unit functions' which start at different instants. This method has been used
more extensively in treating non periodic waves. In fact, it is a very
powerful tool for evaluating the circuit response to some types of commonly encountered non -sinusoidal
waves which are discontinuous in
the wave itself or its derivative
with respect to time, such as square
waves, saw -tooth waves, trapezoidal
waves, repeated exponential waves
and output voltage waves of controlled rectifiers.
Owing to the geometry of the
non -sinusoidal wave, an easier solution can often be obtained; instead of being decomposed into

1

i

Decomposition of Square Waves
k.

Square waves are used in the
communications field for testing the '
frequency response of electric circuits'. A symmetrical square wave
having an amplitude A and a period
of 2t, can be decomposed into a ia,
number of different constant-ampli- ¡

T

Av

Amy

-7A

-Slope-

ArA

(A,

-7A

-$lope-(m,m,)
\....

W/

A
-(A

rn,

7

T
7A

Heaviside unit functions, the wave
can be decomposed into waves of
other types which have the same'
wave form but start at different instants. This short-cut method
(based on an extension of "superposition of step function," generally known as Duhamel's integral),
permits determining the transient
response easily by either analytical
or graphical methods.

r

*A-)

1

T'440.42/
$lope

Slopem,

L
..

1-Decomposition
symmetrical square
waves shown at bottom
with double shading
FIG.
of
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......

:
4.._.

t7......y t,

-i-'-

t,

FIG. 2-Decomposition
unsymmetrical
of
square wave into com-

ponents shown above

.

III

...

}t,I

1a

{;.v

I

e, --

3-Decomposition
ideal saw . tooth
wave into two types of
components

FIG.
of

FIG. 4-Decomposition
of saw -tooth wave into rising and falling
components
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WAVE FORMS
the components

starting at differ-

time intervals, as shown graphin Fig. 1. The first compolilt starts at t = 0 and has an amatude of + A. The second starts
t later and has an amplitude of
A. At interval t, after this, the
t.rd component starts with an
rtplitude of + 2A. Thereafter,
enponents of -2A and +2A in
eiplitude start alternately at suc;sive intervals of t,.
;

j.11y

The decomposition of an unsymntrical square wave, having unlual positive and negative ampliIdes of A, and A, respectively,
i shown in Fig. 2. The duration of
is
and that of A, is t,.

t

saw -Tooth and Trapezoidal Waves

Saw-tooth waves can also be used
test frequency response of elec1jical circuits. In some respects,
rese waves are superior to square
aves, as suggested by Waidelich'.
s ideal saw -tooth wave, having a
i,

slope A,/t, and a period of 2t,, can
be decomposed into a linearily rising voltage having a slope of A,/t,
and starting to occur at t = 0, plus
constant driving forces of -2A,
starting to occur at succeeding intervals of t, as shown in Fig. 3.
The saw -tooth waves of Fig. 3
can hardly be produced by practical
means, since it takes some time for
the saw-tooth wave to fly back to its
original position. Figure 4 shows
more practical saw -tooth waves
which can be produced by some

electronic circuits'. These waves
can be decomposed into: A linearly
rising wave of slope m, starting at
t = 0; a linearly rising wave of
(m, + m,) starting t, later;
slope
a wave of slope + (m, + m_) starting at t, -F t,; a wave of slope
(m, + m,) starting at 2t, + etc.
(The linearly rising waves in Fig.
4 should continue to rise, but in
order to save space they are not
shown beyond the broken lines.)

-

t

-

.

By P. T. CHIN
Division
Industrial Control Engineering
General Electric Company
T.
Schenectady, N.

Figure 5 shows the decomposition
of trapezoidal waves. The procedure
is more or less similar to that for
saw-tooth waves.
Output Voltage Waves
of Gaseous Rectifiers

When gaseous -discharge type rectifiers, such as thyratrons and ignitions, supply an inductive load
with continuous conduction of current, the geometry of the output
voltage wave depends on the number of phases of the rectifier circuit
and the angle of phase retard.'
Figure 6 shows the decomposition of the output voltage wave of a
bi-phase uncontrolled rectifier circuit having no phase retard. It can
be decomposed into a continuous
sine wave having a peak value
starting in a positive direction at
t = 0, followed by a series of sine
waves each having a peak value of
2A and starting in a positive direction every half -cycle later.

A

,J%r........

r,

/

1-110°---1

Á

t

t, ....

.

FIG. 5-Decomposition

FIG. 6-Decomposition

trapezoidal waves.
Components are cut off
here to conserve space

of

of
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60,

.ti

output voltage of biphase uncontrolled rec.
tiller: no phase retard

FIG. 7-Decomposition
of output voltage of bi-

phase rectifier, phase
retarded 60 degrees

0° 60

FIG. 8-Decomposition
of output voltage of six -

phase rectifier, phase
retarded 60 degrees
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ponential waves

Figure 7 shows the decomposition of the output voltage wave of
a bi-phase rectifier with a phase retard of 60 electrical degrees. It is
evident that the decomposition is
similar to that shown in Fig. 6' except that each sine wave starts with
a magnitude corresponding to the
value A, sin 60° instead of zero.
Figure 8 shows the decomposition of the output voltage wave of a
6 -phase rectifier. The continuous
sine waves are spaced at 60° and all
the sine waves have the same peak
value A,.
Repeated Exponential

Waves

Repeated exponential waves sometimes occur in television circuits.°
The period of the waves is 2t, and
each wave has the expression
A, tFigure 9 shows that repeated exponential waves can be
decomposed into a exponential wave
which starts at t = 0 and has the
expression A, t-°`, followed by component waves having the expressions A, (1 + t-Ot1) tt-°` and + A,
(1 + °ti)
occurring alternately
at intervals of t,.
Once a non -sinusoidal periodic
wave has been decomposed into
component waves, the over-all circuit response can be obtained by
superimposing the individual circuit responses On the component
waves. These responses are similar
in their wave form but start at different instants. Two examples, one
for a square -wave voltage applied
to R and C in series and the other
for the output current of a bi-phase

-

140

As an example of the analytical
solution, suppose the circuit is made
of a resistance R and a capacitance t
C in series. The circuit response to
a Heaviside unit function f(t) will
.n
be (1/R)t:-1/0R, and the total current
response will be

11

,d

Circuit

Response to Square Waves

Suppose it is required to find the
transient response of a circuit to a
symmetrical square -wave voltage
having a magnitude A and a period
2t,. This involves finding the response during the existence of the
nth square wave after the squarewave voltage is applied.

t -al

FIG. 9-Decomposition of repeated ex-

-

controlled rectifier supplying an inductive load, will be used to show
the procedure used in both the analytical and graphical versions of
this short-cut method of determining circuit response.

Taking the analytical solution
first, assume that time is zero at
the beginning of the (n + 1)th
square wave, n being an even number. The component waves are
Component
Wave
n

n
n

--2
1

3

2
1

Let i,,.,,

Instant at Which

Magnitude

n+1

Wave Starts

+ 2A
- 2A
+ 2A

-2A

-02titi
--34

+ 2A
-+A2A

-- (n(n - 1)1it,
.-n4
2

,

i_,

i, be

= 2A f(t)
2A f(t
ti)
=
in _1= 2A f(t
211)
in

iº = - 2A fit + (n -

(1)

+1

in

1)41

+ nt1)
The total current response is
i = ii + is + is +
+in + in+1
= 2Arn ( - 1)'-f (t + st1) - Af (t + nti)
II z t z 0
(2)'
where s is any integral number
ii

=

A

f(t

between 1 and n.
Equation (2) is a general solution of the circuit response to a
square wave from its known response to a Heaviside unit function.
The steady-state solution can be obtained by making n approach infinity.

tl

Z

t

Z0 J

(3)

The expression in brackets is a familiar geometric series. When its
sum is substituted in Eq. (3), the
total current response becomes
,-(n +1)

-R t
R

t/CRt-1

/CS

t,?t50

-(t+nt,)/CR

The steady-state solution can
obtained by letting n approach
2A

t-tICRr1-1

(l,i/crs0

(4)

be
oo:
(5)

The graphical solution for the
current response during the first
four square waves is summarized
in Fig. 10. It is performed by plotting the circuit responses to corn-'

ponent waves which have a magnitude of A for the first component
and -2A +2A and alternatively
for the successive components,
spaced at a time interval .of t,.
Superimposing all the responses
gives the resultant current response, shown at the bottom in
Fig. 10. The graphical method is

z

Equation (2) is also true when a is

to

Af(t.3ti)

il

rti

2Af(t+t1)

ii._tl .-..

FIG.
odd.

1).-16-.t/CR1

,

the
current responses to the (n + 1)th,
nth,
, 2nd and 1st component
waves respectively. Now, since the
response of the circuit is a function
of time [written f (t), with its significance depending on the particular combination of circuit elements
in the circuit], the individual circuit responses to the component
waves may be specified as follows
in the general analytical solution
where time is defined as t,> t > 0:
in,

R
--A(-(t +nt,) /CR

t

Analytical Solution

t-t/CR[r (-

=

le

10

-

Current

square -wave voltage
C in

rt9
-2Af(t)

response where
is applied to R and

series
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clvenient in obtaining the trans.nt response during the first few
celes, but as time goes on, the

o_
cnmpenenf-

Erponenti

ntnipulation becomes more and
r,re tedious and the result less
ad less accurate.

üiiA
Sinusoidal
component

..,,.,,

..

"__ I

Curren+ Response of Bi-Phase
Controlled Rectifier
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Z = l(wL)2
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= tan-' (wL/R)
a = R/L
O

'len the current responses to com;bent waves are
I=

Z sin(¢-Of)E-et+ 7lsin[wt-4,+Of)
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to

Components
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.

12 (right)-Total response for arrangement of Fig. 11 is obtained by
combining each type of component
voltage separately, then combining the
two resultant wave forms
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The total current response is
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=
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E
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7rz wtZO
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Of)
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Figure 11 shows the current responses to the component waves
graphically. The exponential and
sinusoidal components for each
component wave are plotted separately. The resultant of exponential components, which is in the
form of stepped exponential waves,
is shown in Fig. 12(a). The sum of
all sinusoidal components, which is
a discontinuous periodic wave consisting of 180 electrical degrees of
sine wave starting from sin
(¢
9,), is shown in Fig. 12(b).
The total response is the sum,
shown in Fig. 12(c).

-

.+.

Conclusions
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(above)-Responses

1

'The transient current response of
inductive load consisting of R
Jd L in series to a unit sinusoidal
),1ve closing at sin (cot + Or) is"
$r

11

t1

0

-h

Components

ponent voltage waves of a controlled
gaseous rectifier, for an inductive load
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In Seo.
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With an inductive load consisting
e a resistance and an inductance
i series supplied by a controlled
ratifier of the gaseous discharge
oe, the current during successive
clduction periods will be different
n`,er the closing of the switch if
t.1 conduction is continuous. It is
rluired to find the transient cur rat response at any instant duri ; the existence of the nth rectified
Nltage wave after the closing of
to switch
Again starting with the analytical
1 ution, the peak value of the anode
iltage is A. The phase retard of
to controlled rectifier can be exressed as B, electrical degrees. The
the interval equivalent to 180 elect.cal degrees is t1, and is equal to
nw = 1/21. The beginning of nth
i',tified wave is taken as the zero
nis of time.

.

\r

Resultant
response

The principle of decomposing
some types of non -sinusoidal waves
into waves of the same wave form

(C/Total Current Response

but starting at different instants
can be utilized as a short-cut
method to obtain both the transient and the steady-state circuit
responses to these waves.
The mathematical analysis involved in this method is comparatively simple and fundamental. It
can be performed by those who do
not have an adequate training in
higher engineering mathematics,
such as Laplacian transformation
often used as a tool in solving problems of this nature.
The graphical analysis is very
convenient for evaluating the transient response during the first few
cycles, but may become more tediouá and less accurate for evaluating the steady-state response,
especially for circuits with large
time constants.
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Double -Tuned
TRANSFORMER DESIGN
Fundamental equations are plotted in general form showing the relations between k,
Q, db, fa, response at resonance, and attenuation. Examples illustrate use of curves

the performance
and circuit constants of a
double -tuned transformer is a problem frequently encountered. The
use of the charts described below
will greatly facilitate the calculations.
The general, expression for the
attenuation of two identical coupled

Design Engineer
Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

family of Qk curves with respect to
Q(á f/10).
The coupling between the two
coils, k, and the Q of the coils is related to width of the pass -band by'
of

circuits is'

ák2
2 fo =

db = 20 log

4

(Q

fJ/2 i-

[1+ (Qk)2 -\Q

-

(2)

1/Q22

where áf/f0 is the fractional frequency deviation. The
2 converts
from peak separation to bandwidth'.
The level change in the pass -band
may be obtained by setting Of/f0=0

(1)

fo2J2

2Qk

This relation is plotted in Fig. 1
so as to give the level variation of a
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,

I
I

Known
Unknown
(1) xf/fo and ádb
Q and k
(2) df/f anti Q
odb and k
(3) Adb and Q
tf/f and k
The relative response at resonance, due to variations in Qk, is ob-j b
tained from the reciprocal of the l',
expression resulting_ from setting
f/fo = 0 in Eq. (1). This gives

10

- (Qk)2+

1

(4)

A plot of

+ 1)2
- 2 (Qk
[(Q k)2+

11

(o1

this expression for values
1 is shown by the dashed

of Qk
line in Fig. 3.

Design Considerations
15

20 25 30

Bandwidth
Resonant Frequency

1-Universal selectivity curves, showing deviation from
average pass -band response vs deviation from resonance
FIG.

Equations (2). and (3) are plotted
simultaneously in Fig. 2. This chart
gives the solution of the problem involving the four variables k, Q,
of/fo, and .ddb, with any two of
them known. Since k is usually an
adjustable variable, there' are three
possible cases

Cain reduction factor

1111911

-22

(3)

1

The solid curve in Fig. 3 is plotted from Eq. (4). The factor used
to determine the average gain in
the pass -band, as a function of Qk,
is obtained by averaging the gain
reduction factors at maximum passband gain and at resonance. This
yields

11;1i

18

+

2Qk

Gain reduction factor

,\t\\\1'N1
\

10

10 log (Qk)2

d,

-

_

Mb =

:1

I

0

cc

.r`

tion of coupling. This leads to

02

1110:11.1011111

4

in

l!
r'
-=rl.i.._
\\a IT*,,,
__

¡

in Eq.(1) and dividing the result
by 2 in order to obtain the variation
in gain from the average,.as a func-

By DAWKINS ESPY

DETERMINING

Design requirements of double tuned r -f transformers ordinarily
involve some particular attenuation at a given frequency -deviation
from resonance. Knowing the required response in db, áf/f, and the
October 1944
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FIG. 2 -Three -parameter chart giving
the relation between frequency deviation, coupling coefficient, and circuit Q
for values of maximum response variation within the band
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FIG. 3 -Output level plotted as a function of the product of coupling coefficient and circuit Q
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aailable Q, the required Qk is dehimined from Fig. 1, and thus the
vpue of k is found. If attenuation
alit specific point has been the de-

criterion, the resulting .ddb
at be determined from Fig. 2.
Frequently a transformer must
designed with a certain allowti.e response deviation from the
response.
¿!rage
pass - band
I ually the deviation, given in the
t Ids as Odb, the width of the
End, given as áf, and the resonant
f;quency, f°, are known. By using
'g. 2, it is possible to calculate the
t rresponding Q and k. The result,; attenuation at various fretjencies can be determined by the
em

t

de

of Fig.

1.

Design Procedure

Determine Q, k, áf/f° and .ddb
I'm Fig. 2.
2. Calculate maximum gain from
X,Q/2) where g, is the transnductance of the tube driving the
ansformer, and XL is the react ice of either coil at fo.
3. From Qk or ádb, find the gainIduction factor from Fig. 3 and
ultiply it by the gain obtained in
top 2 to obtain actual gain.
4. Determine the gain at any por1.

I
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tion of the response curve from
Fig. 1.
Examples
1. An i -f transformer operating
at 456 kc with a tube having a g,
of 3000 µmhos is required to have a

pass -band of 16 kc. The response
must not vary more than one db
from the average. The inductance
of each transformer winding is
250ph. Find Q, k, the average gain,
and the attenuation at 20 kc from
resonance.
Calculating áf /f. = 16/456 =
3.51 percent
From Fig. 2: Q=70;k=0.028
Max. gain = g.XLQ/2 =
3000 x 10-° 27c456 x 10' X 250
x 10-° x 70/2 = 75.2
Average gain in pass -band 75.2 X
0.9 = 67.7, where the 0.9 is read
from Fig. 3.
For 20 'kc deviation, .f = 40 kc
and
(Q.5f/f°) = (70 x 40/456) = 6.14
Qk = 70 x 0.028 = 1.96
From Fig. 1 the attenuation =
-

18 db.
2. An i -f

at resonance

transformer is required
to work at 3 Mc with a tube which
has a g, equal to 5000 µmhos, and
using a 30 -ph coil with a Q of 200.

k and gain at resonance to give
a compromise between gain and selectivity. Determine the gain at
bandwidths of 10, 25, 50 and 75 kc.
A value of Qk = 0.5 is a good
compromise between gain and selectivity, reducing the gain to 0.8
of the value obtained at critical
coupling (Fig. 3), while improving
the selectivity (Fig. 1).
For Qk = 0.5, k = 0.5/200 =

Find

0.0025
Max. gain

= g,XLQ/2 = 283
Gain át resonance = 283 x 0.8 =
226
47.1 db
Q/f = 200/3000 = 0.0667
From Fig. 1
plink('

10

0.667

Q(51/j0)

1ttenuation

25

1.667

50

3.333

75

5.000

in db

from Fig. 1
2.2
Gain in db: 47 1
minus Attenuation 44.9

9.3

19.5

26.0

37.8

27.6

21.1
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IMPEDANCE

CONVERSION CHART
Conversion of complex quantities from rectangular to polar form or vice versa is readir
accomplished, using only a straight -edge. When reactance and resistance are knows
the magnitude and phase angle of impedance may be quickly determined
By PERRY H. WARE

y N THE COURSE of impedance cal 1 culations, it often becomes neces-

Simplex Wire end Cable 04
Cambridge, Mass.

sary to transfer the form of an impedance from rectangular coordinjX
ates to polar coordinates (R
= ZL¢). The accompanying chart

degrees. Drawing a horizontal line
to the left from 36.9 on the phase angle curve until it intersects the
diagonal line 2.0, corresponding to
the value of X, then dropping a perpendicular to the horizontal scale,
we obtain a correction Z-X of 0.5,
which when added to the value of
X = 2.0, yields the impedance, Z,
equal to 2.5; therefore 1.5 -F j2.0 =

provides a simple and time -saving
means of making this change.
As an example, suppose that
bridge measurements yield an impedance of 1.5 -d- j2.0 ohms. The
value of R /X is in this case equal
to 0.75. Drawing a vertical line
(shown as a dashed line on the
chart) through 0.75 on the horizontal scalé, it will be seen that this
line intersects the phase -angle curve
on the chart at a value of .36.9 degrees. This angle, B, is the complement of the true phase angle, 53.1

2.5L53.1°.
If R is larger than X, the ratio
X/R is used as the original argument, and O is the phase angle directly as read. The diagonal line
corresponding to R rather than X is
used, and correction is added to R.

The chart will work with at:
values of X and R, by moving till
decimal point in the scales of X (o
the diagonal lines) and correctio
(on the scale of al
term Z
cissas) the same number of places
leaving the R/X scale as market
For example, 20 + j15 yields
value of X/R = 0.75, giving phad.
angle equal to 36.9 degrees. Consiyk
ering the line R = 2.0 as R = 2
the correction term is 5.0, ratli
than 0.50, and the impedance
25L36.9°.
1'
.The inverse operation (Z L¢ _
}- jX) may also be carried out b
means of estimated values, au
practice will enable the user of t4
chart to carry out the computatio

-X

i

.1

quite rapidly.
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need only, know' the need,
that is anticipated.' Our field

andtoften
eng

training and experience
accurately report it to our designing .staff,
and the solution of your specific problem
is set in motion. Almost before you realize
ers

thru

CINCH Fasteners * Miniature Sockets
Filler -Necks
Octal Sockets Lugs

.

Terminal Strips
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it a CINCH part is

s

filling that great need.'r

Such accuracy in design can only be the

result of "Know How", as evidenced by the
record' of CINCH achievements. CINCH was

"first

in the

field" with

a complete line

of

Miniature Socket Assemblies and Mountings.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL.
.

Machining Control Cuts Finishing Time
Test Muzzle Velocity with Time -Interval Counter
Electronic Sorting Table for Small Parts
Positioning Controls for Planes and Ships
H -F Heating Patents
Electronic Induction Heating on Production Line
Handy Gage for Vibration Testing
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Machining Control Cuts Finishing Time.
A REDUCTION in finishing time from
131 hours to 5 minutes in the ma-

semblies, providing two horizontal
and two vertical cutters which turn
at 3,600 and' 10,800 rpm, ideal
speeds for the aluminum alloys involved. Each cutter is controlled
by a follower which travels over a
template or former bar as the carriage moves from one end of the
table to the other. The bed and table are long enough to permit machining the long spar in a 'single
setup. With the four cutters, every
type cut required by spar beam design may be 'made, such as face,
slot, and side milling, twist cutting,
beveling, and making cutouts for

chining of aluminum spar beams
for plane wings has been accomplished at one Cleveland aircraft
plant, with the help of General
Electric Thy-mo-trol installed on a
large automatic contour milling machine designed and built by the
Onsrud Machine Works, Inc. of Chicago.

The spar beams are- long, onepiece structural channels which run
lengthwise through the wing, from
fuselage tó Wing tip. Wing ribs and
cap strips aré fastened on the beams
to make up the rigid framework of
the wing. The spar must be machined accurately to permit perfect joining of ribs and cap strips,
and it' must also be contoured exactly to conform with the irregular shape of the wing itself.
The carriage of the milling machine houses four cutter motor as-

Need for a flexible carriage speed
control was met by the Thy-mo-trol
drive, which assures that the cutters are fed to the work at all times
in proper relation to the .changing
contours of a spar beam. For ex-
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Automatic contour milling machine In operation. Equipped
with G -E Thy-mo-trol. it does in 5 -minutes a finishing operation in the machining of aluminum spar, beams that
formerly took 131/2 hours
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Carriage' Control

_
-to

2-

-4

weight reduction.

.

ample, in one pass over the table
the depth of cut may increase an
decrease several times while thl
number of cutters entering th'
work may change from -.one to foul
Such varying conditions require:
a change of feed Lo avoid overload
ing of the cutter motors. Moreoverl
a fast "skip" speed was essential ti
save time when no cutting at all i
necessary.
With the electronic system, a -i
power is converted to d-c to obtaii
a stepless speed range with a rheol
stat-controlled d-c carriage-drivl:
motor. The control unit makes pos:
sible a carriage feed at any speeal
from 4 in. to 18 ft 6 in. per min
ute. This infinitely variable speed
within the established limits has
resulted in the topspeed machining.
of the complex spar beam at all
times.
An automatic cam bar feed designed by Onsrud engineers makes
it unnecessary for the operator to
judge the maximum speeds at
which the carriage can be fed during the many different conditions
encountered in a pass. During carriage feed, a rheostat -connected
follower travels over the cam bar,
which is contoured accurately in
proper relation to the work. Up-,
and -down travel of the follower as
governed by the cam varies the control of the rheostat, and at every`
point of the pass the mechanically
pre-determined carriage speed is at
the exact maximum that work'will
permit.

N'
'i
C

Close-up of G -E Thy-mo-trol panel and a -c magnetic controller (at left, door open) on the milling machine.. The
control panel at right without cover is for the 2 -hp 'motor
(center) which ,drives the carriage'afeed
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Doesn't Need Much Space !
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Keep Backing the Attack
with War Bond,.

It

the manufacture of dry electro lyrics through the age of "specials" and individual specifications
can still supply them upon demand. But
developments have proved that industry can best be served by
standardized types of capacitors. The Mallory WB type capacitor is such a unit: an example, too, of careful design and production offering maximum capacity in a minimum amount
of space.
Mallory type WB capacitors are housed in aluminum tubes
that provide an effectiNe seal against moisture absorption and
loss of electrolyte. A cardboard cover provides excellent insulation against shorts when the aluminum tube is assembled
in close quarters.
These electrolytic capacitors are ideal for applications in
AC/1)C sets and wherever space is at a premium. They are
shorter than most cardboard tubulars that require extra length
for sealing wax at either end.
These advantages-plus the hermetic seal of WB's-makes
possible a tubular capacitor that withstands humidity and
temperature changes harmful to most cardboard types. See
your Mallory distributor or write direct for further information.
MALLORY has pioneered

...

P. R.
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MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Test Muzzle Velocity with Time -Interval Counter
AN ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT that
has been used for over a year at

Aberdeen Proving Ground and
other places instantaneously supplies information upon which the
performance of a given gun' is established and the uniformity of its
ammunition checked within a few
seconds. It is equally effective with
all types of guns, from small hand
weapons to 16 -inch rifles.
Developed especially for the Aberdeen Grounds by RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J., the elec-

tronic time -interval counter is designed to measure, with. great accuracy, a time interval in the order
of 0.01. Extreme accuracy is obtained through the ability of the
device to give this measurement to
within 0.00001 second. The research
on this device was brought to fruition, and a very practical device'
made available to the military services through the work of Igor E.
Grosdoff, RCA research engineer.
Principle of Operation

Each range is equipped with two
electrical coils, arranged so that a
projectile will pass through them in

succession. By magnetizing the
projectile, a small electrical signal
is generated by each coil as the
bullet passes through. If the coils
are 30 feet apart, and the time between the two signals is 0.01 second, the bullet is traveling 3,000
feet a second. The measurements
can be made at the rate of hundreds of observations a day.
The counter consists of three essential parts an oscillator, a gate,
and the counter proper. The frequency of the oscillator is controlled, as in a radio transmitter,
:

by a quartz crystal ground to'operate at precisely 100 kc. The gate
is a vacuum -tube circuit which
passes the pulses into the counter,
which counts them and finally, when
the gate is closed, shows by indicator lamps the number of pulses
that have passed through. Thus, it
shows . the number of hundred thousandths of a second from the
time the gate opened until it closed.
In operation on the firing ranges,
the counter's gate is opened by the
electrical signal from the first coil
as the bullet passes through it, and
is closed again by the impulse from

the second coil. The operator r
cords the time of flight betwef
coils and computes the velocity.
is noted down along with the recur
of the particular gun and projecd
being tested for subsequent anal!
sis by ballistic experts. The opei
ator then touches the reset butto
and is ready to repeat.

Electronic Sorting Table fo
Small Parts
MUCH GREATER SPEED in the sorting
and inspection of tiny contact a
semblies produced at General Ele
tric's Schenectady Works has bees (made possible through the develop
ment of an electronic sorting tabll¡
which routes the assemblies int'
three different channels dependinlJj
on whether they are too high,
low, or within the tolerances.
Previously, the contact assem
blies, each almost small enough to
require handling with tweezers
,

r
°

s: 'dl

;..r
S

3

.

le - Ts:121

: /s,.!

ys...

..A

Shells from this 90.mm gun are magnetized, then shot through coils suspended from
the towers. In passing through -each coil, a voltage is generated and recorded
on
a chronograph.
Electronic equipment permits determining the time interval to
within a hundred -thousandth of a second
148

Small assemblies being fed onto a slide for
electronic sorting. The chutés for oversize
and correct -size assemblies are located at
lower left. Units that are too small travel
the full length of the slide

were sorted and inspected by hand.
Each assembly was checked with a
needle micrometer to determine
whether it was oversize, undersize,
or within the tolerances, and then
sorted accordingly.
The specially designed sorting
table incorporates an electronic relay and a.factory-constructed "contact head." Each assembly is fed
October 1944
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AUTOMATIC DOOR -CONTROL
'Doors that operaté automatIcally save man-hours
where plant traffic is ,heavy, cttt heating costs, reduce breakage in restaurants, are a convenience to,
,packgge laden shoppers. The electronic principle
involved has hundreds of commercial and indus-

'

/ trial applications.

i

,

,

J

r
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PHOTO -ELECTRIC DOOR CONTROL

THERE'S A JOB FOR

Rr9"
*

BY

GUARDIAN

The "Magic Door" made by The Stanley Works of New Britain, Conn., uses a General
Electric control unit which operates automatically at the approach of a `pedestrian or
vehicle. In this unit a beam of light focused on the cathode of a phototube causes a
tiny current to flow. Enlarged through an amplifier tube this current operates a sensitive telephone type of relay such as the Guardian Series 405. Another phototube with
an auxiliary relay, Guardian Series R-100, is employed to hold the doors open for
anyone standing within the doorway.
The telephone type of relay is extremely sensitive and able to operate on the small
current supplied through the electronic circuit. The auxiliary relay, Series R-100, is
required to handle a greater current. It is a small, efficient relay having a contact
capacity up to 1 KW at frequencies up to and including 28 megacycles. Contact combinations range up to double pole, double throw. Standard coils operate on 110 volts,

Above unit manufactured by
General Electric Co., is a part of
STANLEY "MAGIC DOOR"
CONTROLS.

_.

Series 405 Telephone Type Relay

60 cycles, and draw approximately 7 V. A. Coils for other voltages are available.
For further information write for Bulletin R-6.
Consult Guardian whenever a tube is used-however-Relays by Guardian are NOT
limited to tube applications but are used wherever automatic control is desired for
making, breaking, or changing the characteristics of electrical circuits.

GUARDIAN
1625-L

W. WALNUT
ComPLITt

IECTRONICS
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point, a second contact point is set
at standard height less tolerance.
Since oversize assemblies have already been eliminated at the first
contact point, parts touching the

second point are within acceptable
limits and are "shot" down anothel
chute. Undersize assemblies do no!
touch either point and slide undis
turbed to a third tray.

.`.

'

.

:

Positioning Controls for Planes and Ships

!

COMPLETELY ELECTRICAL remote positioning of rudders or
other controls on airplanes or ships,
it is possible to use a simple direct current bridge circuit in which two
potentiometers are connected in
parallel across the d -c power source
and the coil of a sensitive polarized
or directional relay is connected to
the movable contact arms of the po-

FOR

t

si

Close-up view of the work table for electronic sorting of small assemblies. At the
right la the contact head and at the left is
the electronic relay

onto a 45 -deg slide which is part
of the contact head. About halfway
down the slide, the assembly comes
to a contact point located at a preset height. If the assembly touches
the point, itis oversize, and the contact made closes the grid circuit of
a vacuum tube, which in turn energizes an electromagnetic relay. A
solenoid is next energized, sending
the assembly down a chute into a
container for oversize parts.
A short distance beyond the first

.

ir"

tentiometers.

Figure 1 is a schematise electrical diagram of such a positioning
control circuit. As shown here, the
directional relay controls a reversible split-field direct -current motor
with series-field windings F, and
In this system, the transmitter,
or control potentiometer PT, is located in the cockpit, while the reF2.

X-RAY UNIT ON OVERHEAD CRANE

Fig. 1-Positioning control circuit using
a balanced d -c bridge and polarized ',j,

relay

Y

1

ceiver, or position reference poten.
tiometer PR, is geared to the actu,
ator motor. When the pilot moves
the slider of transmitter potentiom
eter PT to a new position, and
thereby unbalances the bridge cir1r
cuit, the resulting "signal" voltage,
applied to the coil of the directional!
relay causes one 'set of its contactil
to close. These contacts thén control the energization of the d -c motor, causing it to rotate (clockwise
or counterclockwise) as required to'
'move the actuator and the controlled aircraft members to the de -,1
sired new position, corresponding
to the pilot's setting of the transmitter control Pr.
The broken line connecting the
motor and position reference potentiometer PR represents the gearing
which causes the motion of the i
slider of this potentiometer to be
proportional to that of the controlled aircraft member and, therefore, when the latter reaches the desired position, the slider of potenti- '
ometer PR matches the pilot's of Pr.
The bridge is again balanced so that
no further control signal voltage is
applied to the coil of the directional
relay, thus allowing its contacts to
reopen. The motor is thereupon deenergized and the actuator remains
in its -new position.
Unless the relay is made exceptionally sensitive, the system shown
is subject to positioning errors of
1

i

Crankcases and other component parts for Navy ships are x-rayed for possible faults
at Warren City Mfg. Co., Warren, Ohio. One of four of its kind in the country, the
overhead x-ray equipment in the background can photograph steel plate up to 4
inches thick. Other portable industrial x-ray units appear in the foreground and
extreme background
150
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In anticipation of "the day," alert manufacturers recognize the importance of lining up
sound sources for the component parts they
will require.
Right now, as for many months past, IRC
research engineers are busily engaged in war
development work on many new types of
resistances which will fit the pattern of postwar applications. In addition, special design
problems have been undertaken in
instances where the prospective
volume warranted such course.

That IRC will have in 1:s expanded line
most of the resistance devices industry will
need, is assured as a result of careful market
surveys. These quality units will be offered
at prices consistent with mass production
methods made possible through operation of
the world's largest resistor plants.
If resistances will play a part in your post war products, why not get in' touch
with IRC now? No obligation is
entailed.

;IRC

o

"

RESISTANCE
CO
INTERNATIONAL
401 N. Broad St. Philadelphia
Pa.
"Ostione
f
B,

AC mikes mere types
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the order of ± 2 percent:to
percent of the total travel
the driven device. It is difficult i
such a system to provide for ant
hunt or stabilizing means in tt
electric motor control. Thus, due t
the inertia of the motor, the spee
of opeition of the controlled men
ber has- to be limited and the widt
of the null, or backlash, zona mot
be considerably wider than is nece
sary in a system that may incorpol x,;
ate a proper degree of "anticipl
tion."
.

Electronic Positioning Control

To avoid using an extreme]
sensitive and delicate relay 'on a
aircraft to obtain higher position
ing accuracy and also to 'provia
absorute stability and antihunt fe
tures, an electronic control circ
has been developed in which t
sensitive relay is replacedby a va
uurn-tube and differential-rela
combination. Such a system was de
scribed by William P. Lear of Lea
Avia, Inc., in a paper delivered at `ra.
joint meeting of the Franklin Di
stitute and the Philadelphia'sectioi
of AIEE.
Figure 2 shows a schematic di
gram of a positioning control ci
cuit using the electronic tube-r
lay system with a balanced alter
nating-current bridge connected
'the secondary S, of power trans,
former T,. In this circuit, the slid

t

r1ronsformer
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Fig. 2-Circuit of vacuum-tube system
using an a -c bridge and relay for
positioning control

ers of potentiometers Pr and PR arel
connected to the primary 'of. thel
grid transformer T_, which "stepsÍ1
up" the weak signal voltage before
it is applied to the grids of the vac-'
uum tube VT. The differential re
lay coils, which are connected respectively in series with the plates
of tie tube, receive -'their power,
from the secondary S2 of the'power`.
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Corporation
kown

Radio
pilanla
Atlanta)

d

COPPPA11

The Lafayette Radio Corporation has, for 22 years, been
one of the respected and well-known names in the field of

radio and electronics. Our policies and our personnel, our
reputation for integrity and outstanding service to our customers have enabled us to become one of the nation's great
arsenals of radio and electronic equipment. During these critical war years, the Lafayette Rodio Corporation has aided
immeasurably in speeding the production of materials for Victory.

be changed. To the thousands of discriminating, merchandise -wise
buyers in industry, government and elsewhere who are among our
thousands of satisfied customers, we promise a continuance and
broadening of our organization and our policies.

With the. advent of new and greater horizons- in electronics, the
CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION will blaze new trails in engineering
achievements and customer services. And, as always, complete satisfaction will be guaranteed in every transaction.
The CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION will, when the time is right, announce

many unusual electronic developments. Watch our future advertisements
in this, and other publications. And be sure that your name is on our
list to receive our postwar literature and catlogs.
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NEW, 16 -PAGE "SPECIAL FLYER"
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. a last-minute compilatloñ; by
the CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION,
of hard to find components. and
equipment for industry, service
men, training schools, 'etc. MAIL

1

W. Jackson Blvd.

CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
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Magnetic Clutch
An important feature in stabilize+

TWIST -TEST FOR C-R
TUBES

r

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III., Dept. G-10
Please rush me the new I6 -page "Special Flyer" just
published by the Concord Radio Corporation.

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

265 Peachtree Street
ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

r

ing the operation of this contra":
system is the use of a fast -acting .
low -inertia clutch. One such elute'
that has proven satisfactory i'
actual service is the Lear "Fastop
magnetic clutch which is electrk
cally connected with the motor a
shown in Fig. 2. As previously ea

901

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
901

'

COUPON TODAY.

CITY

,r

,

j

In announcing the change of name to the CONCORD RADIO COR.
PORATION, we wish to emphasize the fact that the name only will

-

transformer. When the bridge cir
cuit is balanced there is no a -c sig
nal to the grids of the tube, and th
relay coil currents are balanced
The relay contacts are open and th
motor is de -energized.
When the pilot moves the slide,'
of transmitter potentiometer Pr t.
a new position, the tube amplifies
and rectifies the resulting unbal
anced signal voltage, causing on
relay coil current to increase an'1
the other to decrease. The rela
operates to energize the actuatol/
motor, which then moves the driv
aircraft component, and with it th
slider of position reference potetli
tiometer PR to the position corret
ponding to that of the transmitte,
potentiometer Pr. The bridge ci
cuit is again balanced so that ii,
further control signal voltage is aí
plied to the grids of the vacuutl
tube VT and the relay coil curren
return to their balanced values,
lowing the relay to open and sto
the actuator in its new position.

After soaking in warm water for 18
hours, cathode.ray tube bases are in.
serted in the holder shown above and
the tube twisted against the torque of
the weight on the arm. Virginia Con nick tests the cement on the tube base
in this manner at the Dobbs Ferry plan
of North American Philips

October
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Lindsay Structure utilizes all the strength in
flight steel sheets through uniform tensioning.
s

ti

These are

4 good

for using

LINDSAY STRUCTURE

reasons

No tooling, no trimming, no welding, no riveting. Parts for
Lindsay Structure, die -cut and die -formed to exact specifications, are ready for quick assembly with simple tools. Finished
units are attractive, modern, all -steel structures of great strength.
Amazingly light in weight, they protect even the most delicate

equipment.
Lindsay Structure, economical for use on one or a thousand
models, is practical for:
HOUSINGS FOR

Geophysical
apparatus
Transmitting
Ls

equipment
Transformers
Television
equipment

CORNER DETAILS

Sound systems
Testers

CABINETS FOR

BUILDINGS

Amplifiers
Intercommunica[ors
Meters
Oscilloscopes
Oscillographs
Rectifiers
Special receiving
equipment

Repeater stations
Humidity test
chambers
Pressure test
chambers
Temperature test
chambers
Refrigerator
buildings

Panels
Immediate service on your pilot jobs-write for complete
information. Lindsay and Lindsay, 222-D W. Adams St., Chicago 6,

a

t

Ill.; or 60

E.

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Lindsay Structure (Canada)

Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal.

EASY TO MOUNT EQUIPMENT
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U. S. Patents 2017629, 2263510, 2263511

-

U. S. and Foreign Patents ana Patents Pending

-

Is SUPPORTS ALL EQUIPMENT

I

I..

THE MODERN METHOD OF LIGHT METAL

CONSTRUCTION

October 1944
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It

admitted in designing electrical equipment, that insulation presents the
most difficult problem of all the construction
is commonly

elements.
The facilities of the Mica Insulator Company as a single source for a great variety of
insulating materials are available in the design and selection of insulation which will
provide the necessary factor of safety under
the higher operating temperatures, greater
speeds and higher frequencies of today's
electrical equipment.
Consultation with our engineering department while new products are in the blue print
stage is your assurance of reducing insulation
failures to the minimum.
For many applications in radio, radar and
others in the electronics field, there is no
adequate substitute for mica as an insulator
because of its unique combination of great
dielectric strength, electrical resistivity, uni-

.,

form dielectric constant and capacitano
stability. Mica is marketed by the Munsel
Division of Mica Insulator Company. Th
long experience of Munsell engineers is avail
able in selecting the right type of mica fo I'
your particular applications.
MICANITE-the trade -marked product d,
Mica Insulator Company-consists of thir,
mica splittings bonded together into sheet,
and tubes. It is available as molding plat4j .
segment plate, flexible plate, heater plate anti'
composite sheets or wrappings.
:
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representative mica
stampings for electronic tubes.
A few
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BRANCH OFFICES
CHICAGO: 600 West Van Buren Street
BOSTON: 285 Columbus

.

CLEVELAND: 1276 West 3rd Street

DETROIT: Book Building

AvenueCINCINNATI: 3403 Hazelwood Avenue
Sales Representatives:
THE TRIANGLE PACIFIC

SAN FRANCISCO: 1045 Bryant Str.

COMPANY

SEATTLE: 95 Connecticut Str.

LOS ANGELES: 340 Azusa Str.

BAKORING, INC.: 1020 Houston Avenue, Houston 10, Texas

A

I
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Specially designed insulating parts machined from
LAMICOID plastic laminates meet mechanical and
electrical specifications not possible to obtain with
a less versatile material. Lightness, structural and
dielectric strength-machinability that permits fabrication into simple or intricate shapes, and dimensional stability-all make it ideal for fabrications
of parts like that illustrated at left.
In addition to Mica Insulator Company's own
plant in Schenectady, N.ew York, expert fabrication
facilities are available through LAMICOID fabricators,
strategically located in large industrial centers
(see addresses belcw).
These .plants maintain large stocks of LAMICOID
sheets, rods and tubes, and offer prompt delivery of
LAMICOID fabrications of all kinds.
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O particular

interest is this new EMPIRE "3 mil bias
tae" which combines extreme thinness with excel le t dielectric strength and elongation properties.
[Its especially adapted for use on irregularly shaped
'c.ductors; or for solenoid and instrument coils.
.'he EMPIRE line also includes a complete line of
Inished cloths and tapes and Varnished Fiberglas
I.: Class B insulation).

FABRICATORS
Mica Insulator Company, 200 Varick Street, New York 14, N. Y. insulating Fabricators
Inc., 12 East 12th Street, New York 3, N. Y. Insulating Fabricators of
New England,
Inc., 22 Elkins St., S. Boston 27, Mass.
Lamicoid Fabricators;Inc., 3600 Potomac
Avenue, Chicago 51, Illinois
The Kirby 'Company, 13000Athens Avenue,
Cleveland 7, Ohio
Bakoring, Inc., 1020 Houston Avenue, Houston 10, Texas

ULA1..O'R

e 0IVI

200 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
I:TRONICS
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plained, this clutch disconnects ti
motor from the gearing actuat
immediately upon de-energizatil
of the motor and also permits t
clutch member to brake the gea
ing, whereby the actuator and ai
plane member are almost instant.
stopped. Other features will i
crease the stability or anti-hu,
characteristics of the control sy
tern and can be incorporated in
arrangement similar to that show
in Fig. 2. It has been found that
potentiometer -vacuum - tube - rely
control system, as exemplified
Fig. 2, can position remotely to a
curacies well within one percent
the total travel of the driven devic,
Such accuracies are ample for ti
positioning of most accessories aií'd
components on an aircraft, such
wing flaps, landing gear, shutter¡
doors, cowl flaps, etc.

-
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H-F Heating Patents
LICENSES COVERING

WHEN THE "LONGEST WAY `ROUND

IS THE SHORTEST WAY

HOME"...

Specify Walker-Turner flexible Shafting
In transmitting light power loads between two points, it is often
possible to design a simpler, lighter, more compact product

with Flexible Shafting than with gears.
You'll find, tod, that it pays to specify Walker -Turner Flexible
Shafting on jobs like these
for smoother power flow, more
sensitive control, trouble -free operation. Into this product.
we've packed all the "know-how" picked up in years of manu-

-

facturing our own flexible shaft machines . . . in years of
working with other manufacturers on problems of power
transmission and remote control. Let us know 'if we can put
that experience to work for you!
WALKER - TURNER COMPANY, INC. Plainfield, New Jersey

-747

.

the applicatio

of high -frequency heating in th
production, processing and mane
facture of rubber, plastics, woo
and other products, are now avai:'a
able in this country under the pail; If
ents of H. A. Leduc and R. A. Du,od
four. The main advantage of th !Ii

processes and apparatus :covere,kee
by the patents is that non-metallic
dielectric materials can be rapidl del
and uniformly heated throughot4i,
their mass, and that temperatur',
and temperature rise can be ac.]
curately controlled.
Originally developed by the in
ventors with a view to overcomini
the difficulties inherent in the vul
canizing of massive rubber objects!
the high -frequency heating process
has become the means for makint
possible heat transfer in man!.
poorly conducting or non -conduct
ing materials.
According to the claims, thi
practical applications of the pros
ess in the, rubber field include
thermal plasticizing of bales of ram
rubber; reclaiming by heat; vulcan
izing of sponge, thick masses, ro
coverings, rubber -coated metals,
rubberized or plasticized parts
proofed goods and molded articles'
concentration, sterilization and vul
canizing of stabilized latex; coagu
lation of heat -sensitized or elec trically .unstable latex; manufacture of insulated cables and wiresI

!]c

,

OA

Wrne

uer_ FLEXIBLE' SHAFTING

tom Pam,. Inc.
v,pinveo.n..

6-12
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FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND POWER
TRANSMISSION
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PLAN YOUR FASTENINGS NOW

rd

,

to

,ot

For

that Product in the Design Stage

o

evi

..

eh

-forging"- proof

i'24

more each month

h-..

now for fast assembly of your 'product before it
the design stage. Your preparation for postwar

fastenings and skill in special design serve you. We will
help you determine the best modern fastenings to 'use one of our featured standard fastenings, or a part specially designed to fill your specific need.
A substantial saving was effected by cold -forging the
unusual part shown above. You likewise may profit
through Scovill ingenuity in ,cold -forging . . saving
money - materials - motions. Call our nearest Fastenings
Expert now for assistance in planning your fastenings.

dives

p

Deduction should include an early and exacting choice
tzfastenings-standard or special-to eliminate unuicessary assembly problems later. Remember, your
1. cise selection may be "the making" of your assemad produci - for no product can be better than its
oaf

.

tpnings.
Vow is the time to let Scovill's broad experience in

Standard Fastenings for Production Efficiency
Phillips Recessed Head Screws -Tapping Machine Screws -Screw Assemblies 2 Self
The modern, effective, time -sav3 Washer
Eliminate separate tapping operWhen use of lock washers is
3

1

ing fastening de vice proven in
tons of thousands
of assembly lines.

ations for fastenings to castings,

Other standard

plastics. Also
with Phillips

heavy gauge

indicated, the
time -saving of

%'

-4

sheet metal, and

head styles are
available.

Recessed

Head.

pre -assemblies
is obvious. Also

r

available in

'

-

standard slotted
head styles.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERVILLE SCREW DIVISION
IVISION
WATERVILLE 48, CONN:

[`u
,v

-

TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151

NEW YORK, Chrysler Building .. DETROIT. 714
Fisher Building . CHICAGO. 1229 W. Washington Boulevard
. PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building
PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave. SYRACUSE,
Syracuse Kemper Insurance Bldg. LOS ANGELES,
2627 S. Soto St SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Breaux St.
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and production of latex sponge
One of the patents is claimed to bF
a basic patent for coagulating an3
"coagulatable fluid material", fron
spaghetti to wallboard.
Leduc's invention was demon.
strated at the Exposition of Paris
in 1935 and the French Rubber Association honored him with it.
medal. In a report to the French
Senate, it was stated that the Du.,
four -Leduc inventions alone justil
fled the more than 20 years of open
ation of the immense Government
Research Center. In this country
the B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohi
will issue licenses covering rubber
applications. W. H. Giodvad Grell,33 University Place, New York 31
N. Y. will issue licenses in all othetl`
fields.

Advantage '
Since the discovery of vulcanization in 1839, rubber has been vul-,
can ized by applying steam heat
it
the outside surface of a rubber ar
tide and depending upon conduc-'
tion to carry the heat into the rub
ber. Owing to its poor heat -conducting characteristics, the rubbers
was not heated uniformly and, inl !
many cases, inferior articles werEl
produced. In the electronic vulcanizing method, heat is generated in -e
side the body of rubber so that
large masses of rubber maybe vulcanized quickly and uniformly.
Already finding extensive commercial application in the rubber
and other industries, the electronic,
process promises to be used not',
only for vulcanizing rubber articles
but also for the vulcanization of
thermosetting materials. In many.
cases, the duration of the "cure"'l
may be shortened enough to permit
continuous conveyor vulcanizatiot.
where such practice would not be

_

-I['

ti

.s

HIC AGO, :TRANSFORMER
-FOLKS, IN UNIFORM!:
-

°

:

impórtápt contribtition that you have been making to Your:
Cót ñtry's; *winning of: the'',war'l.and want
yo'u, to know that jobs are waiting 'for you
When you return .to

We

-are p145.úd` o,tke' all

'

feasible otherwise.

. .
Electronic Induction Heating':
on Production Line
HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION Of
3501 WEST

ESSEX

WIRE

ADDIS.ON

CHICAGO,
160

CORPORATION
18-

STREET

heating on

a production line has been established for case -hardening finished'
bearing pins to a depth of 0.025 in.

The pins were fed automatically
through a glass tube and quenched
with water as they left the heating
coil at a rate, 5f 75.pins per minute.
The r -f' génerator_ operated at a
frequency of 5 megacycles and
October 1944-ELECTRONICS

.1;

2.

Apging

3.

lock-rwasher

"

Startingihex riut-finding thread

4.

5. Tightening with

Applyffig wrench

power screwdriver

0.11

.

í

-

4'

0.

ryF

Os A WAY iVM/
9

IT)

,fi/AND OPERATIONS

Ir

OR THE

SPEW

1

-

WAY WITH ONLY

1'

OPERATIONS
2. Positioning
SPEED NUT

3. Tightening with
-

power gewdriver

,id á ,SPEED NUT.,Isrts.sél,f-lóckiitg. nut,: too; thct.weighs

less;

cos, assembly
loosening;cuts

, .

s

vibration,

o

costs. 40-50%

,1J

6

u;

3h

i
1

The SPEED NUT method requires only 3
hand operations as shown in photos

above. And only 2 parts are needed instead of 3. Why go through 5 hand
operations when only 3 are necessary?
Why handle 3 parts when only 2 are
required? For an eye opener on the
economies of the SPEED NUT system just
multiply this 40% motion -saving by the
millions of fasteners you use per month.
Then add to that the saving by eliminating 1/3 of the parts. Your figures
will amaze you. The winning products
in postwar competition will be those

FASTEST

THINGS

that are assembled faster and protected
against loosening from vibration. Billions of SPEED NUTS were used before
the war and on war products, too. More
billions will be used on postwar products. Over 2,000 shapes and sizes. Engineers who move up faster are those
who know how to make assembly lines
move faster. Write for literature.

TINNERMAN

PRODUCTS,

INC.

2106 FULTON ROAD, CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
In

In

Canada: Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

England:

IN

tl

[PATENTED]

Simmonds Aerocessorles,

Ltd.,

London

FASTENINGS
*Trademark Reg. U.

S.

Patent Office
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All three are outstanding in several respects:

RCA produces the finest and most complete line
of de luxe recording equipment. Included are units

first, they are built to provide quality and durability rather than to meet a price; second, they
are designed specifically for the unique require-

or assemblies for every need . . . . complete
"packaged" equipment for field use, a high -quality
recording attachment for mounting on standard
RCA turntables, and a de luxe recording "lathe"
for professional -type installations.

ments of broadcast use; and, third, they are the
result of many years of experience in designing
and building earlier models.
And remember...as the units shown here were
better than preceding models, so will new designs
be even better! Reserve your postwar recorders
now. For information, write to Broadcast Equipment Section, RCA, Camden, N. J. regarding' the
Broadcast Equipmeñt Priority Plan.

,,.

`

.
-

.

i
w

Portable recording equipment. Model
OR -1, economical in price, for good
recordings in the studio or field. A complete recording channel consisting of a
rim -drive turntable with standard recórding and reproducing arms, on amplifier
chain and a loudspeaker unit.

>'

1
1

CS'd
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ed

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.
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,Iltured here' Is the rrecerding , lathe bank of
't I Headquarters, New York City., These RCA
?orders are used in making tr`anseriptions of
(VI news and entec.tainmenf plográms for oveif !s broadcasting.
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Close-up view of the RCA recording model employed at OWI Headquarters. A professional type unit, the 73 -AX Recorder provides highestquality, instantaneous recordings for broadcasting
purposes. 30 to 10,000 cycle frequency response.
Records at 331/2 or 78 r.p.m., outside -in or inside out at 96, 112, 120, 136 or 154 lines per inch.
Speed and groove adjustments at the turn of ~.40a knob.

r-r-
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.

'
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'_J

Recording attachment for turntable mounting. The Model
72-C Recording Unit for control room use with standard

RCA 70-C turntable equipment. Cutting head provides
for a uniform response from 60 to 6000 c);cles.
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teepees were tied with thongs ..

.

1

heated the surface of each p
above its critical temperature
less than one second. At this spee
of heating, there was insufficien
time for the heat to penetrate int
the core and only a thin surfac
layer experienced a change in physi
cal state. The central portion of th
parts retained all their origin;
toughness and strength.
The factory application of thi!
process to the continuous product
tion line surface hardening of bear
ing pins involved the following
equipment: the hopper from whit,
the unhardened parts are fed int,

r

c

-.

i

Vixt103

:41134.-.°b

I

v`}
ut Nt
NE

Case -hardening of chromium -molybde- NE
num steel bearing pins with a 5 -Mc r -f
generator. Inset at right is a micro-,
photo of lie hardened surface. The ¡'
white portion is the outside case which
has a thickness of 0.025 in.

N`NGS
PR 00CI5
pSiE
*

NEO

With keen competition that must follow the first
rush of peacetime business, important details
will influence sales, promote merchandising,
stimulate success. Of these, a major item is
fastenings. America's new products will be efficient, economical, accessible.
Camloc engineers showed plane manufacturers that easily operated doors and removable panels can be secure at 400 M.P.H. They
are ready to design special fastenings for your
product and your budget.,

CAMLOC FASTENER CORPORATION

'

I

''

Copr. 1944 Comloc Fastener Corporotion

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.
164

Y.

the glass tube; the heating coil; a
Megatherm induction unit manufactured by the Federal Tel. an
Radio Corp.; a connection provid',
ing a continuous flow of water fot
quenching, and a work table with
suitable containers for hardened
pins as ejected from the heating
fixture.
The coil used in this bearing pin
application contains five turns of,
small copper tubing wound in a sine
gle layer approximately 1 -in. long',
by i -in. in .diameter. The coil is
grounded and does not carry high
voltage. It is exposed to continuous
wetting by the water used fo
quenching.
The metal was chromium molyb-`
denum steel NE -9442 and the surface hardness developed was Rock.;
well C. 60-about file -hardness. The
pins were finish ground prior tcl
heat treating, and, after the hardening process, there was no scale or
October 1944
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EXTENSIVE STOCKS OF FIBERGLAS
Electrical Insulation

T A. P E S
are available at

M

-R

"Electrical Insulation
Headquarters"

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

-

4

and
.

Complete Protection
of your

Electrical Equipment

.°1

Overloading .. high or low temperatures .. moisture ... corrosive acids, vapors or fumes .. oils
greases
dust or dirt, the destructive elements of ordinary electrical insulations WON'T
AFFECT M -R FIBERGLAS
.

E

.

.

.

INSULATION.
The success story of Fiberglas Insulation abounds with fewer breakdowns, less
maintenance, elimination of waste, savings in labor and materials and proves
its value as the optimum in electrical in-

-R WALL SHEET

M

i

-1..

4.":,.....t.1....

:

c
;

;

sulation protection.
Widths range from
to 14 in ches;
Thicknesses : .003" -.005" -.007"and.010".
Tensile Strength: extraordinary example-tape 1,2" wide' and .003 thick
80 pounds.
Obtain your Fiberglas
Electrical Ins, slation.front,
1

11

;.;

GUIDE
BOOK

*

CW.00141403

--

aN.

Z

WAXIS

B

1O

MITCHELL -RAND
41101.10

L. EC 1 IC
(:,1 1.
IIEÁLIQUARTERS

E

P.

FOR THE ASKING
We today for your free
of Varnished Tubing
fit samples ranging from size 0 to
t 'res from .032 to .325 inches

20 to

other
We aids, are the M -R Guide Book of Elec.
ic Insulation
the Wall Chart with reference
b 1, electrical symbols, allowable capacities of concrs, dielectric averages, thicknesses of insulating
ta ials and tap drill sizes
. . and
the M -R Wax and
oi,ound Guide Book
they are full of valuable informooa .. write for them on your letterhead.
.

I

.

...

...

1

¡AStiL.1
Poi .55 /'

1

N

rile for I klt t describing
Fiberglas and its electrical insulation uses and properties.

.

Rs

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
51

MURRAY STREET

Fiberglas Varnished Tape and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Pothead Compounds
Friction Tape and Splice
Transformer Compounds

TRONICS

-

COrtlandt 7s9264
A

PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbiegs and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types

NEW YORK

7,N, Y.

Fiberglas Saturated Sleeving and Varnished
Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tape
Extruded Plastic Tubing,
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
'
Mica Plate, Tape, Paper, Cloth and
Tubing

October 1944
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WILCO faciIItiesj
Expanded to

MeellWartime

Needs!
But Postwar Industry

will

be

the ultimate gainer from the
many new WILCO products
ac-27

-_-

r r,ti

--

and developments
As the Hourglass indicates

.
at tli
coming of peace, the skill and experienc
gained in the des elopment and applicatiu.
of new WILCO products and technique`
will mean much to automotive, eleetrica
appliance and man} other types of mane
facairing customers.

-;- ---
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Though nos% chiefly applied to the wa!
effort, these new \\ ILCO developments ar.
destined to play as vital a role in the post.
war industrial "comeback" as the) are nov:
p aying in scores of wartime application
Thermostatic Bimetals, Electrical Coil
tacts, and Precious \letal Bimetallic Pro
nets are such important factors in the pr,
cision performance of ships, planes. tank:
gulls, and \ arious instruments of the \rnt
and \avy that the II. \. Wilson Compan
has found it necessary to enlarge its facil,
ties and develop these important new pro
ucts and techniques.
In the postwar period no company wil,
be better equipped to meet individual rer
quirements for 'I hemostatic Bimetals an'
Electrical Contacts on any desired scalp
than the H. A. Wilson Company, pionee
in this field.
WILCO PRODUCTS ARE: ContactsSilver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys, Sit
tered Powder Metal. Thermostatic Meta
-High and Low Temperature with net
high temperature deflection rates. Precio
Metal Collector Rings for rotating control
Silver Clad Steel. Jacketed Wire-Silt''
on Steel, Copper, Invar, or other combin
Lions requested. Silver Clad Steel. Rolle
Gold Plate. Special Materials.
Ir

..

,

THE H. A. WILSON COMPAN
105 Chestnut Street. Newark 5, New Jerst

Thermometals-Electrical Contacts
Precious Metal Bimetallic Produce
166
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ELCO WOULD CONTINUE
produce and deliver promptly
PRECISION

Whatever the application-no matter how exacting the specifications
-ELCO will deliver resistors as you
want them-when you want them

ELCO, too, awaits the go-ahead signal to start producing those "battle tested" resistors for America's new

CI

RESISTORS!

Electronic industries.

N

.

.

e.

4

Y

FOR TODAY'S WAR REQUIREMENTSFOR TOMORROW'S PEACE NEEDS-

specify ELCO !
SPECIFICATIONS:
"T"-

x t/r" dia.-Mountable with
screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 300,000 -ohm
value -1/2% standard acci racy -non in.
ductive pie wound -1/2 watt. 30° C. tem ,
perature' rise in free air --;.100° C. -maximum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var-

"A1"-15/32 long

6-32 flat or filester

,

operating temperature -normal accuracy
1%. Baked varnish finish.

"M"-

"G"- 15/32

long x t/2" dia.-Mountable with
filester head screw. No. 21
tinned copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracy
non inductive pie wound .8 watts. 30°
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. maximum operating temperature. 200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.

value -1/2% standard accuracy -non in
ductive pie wound-1 watt. 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maxi.
mum operating temperature -300 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var
nish finish.
"B -A"- Same as B-1. with leads reversed.

6-32 flat or

/)

T

V

-

o

A -R

\

L

RE'S IS
tl

y

accuracy Baked varnish finish.

15/16 long x /Z" dia.-Mountable.w.tth
6.32 flat or filester 'screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 500.000 ohm

~

1.13/32 lónq x 34" dia.-Mountable with
6.32 screw -1/A x .015 thick strap terminals

-non inductive wound-1 meg ohm maximum resistance -600 volts maximum operating voltage-100° C. maximum operating temperature -1.5 watts -1% normal

"A-11" -Same as A-1, with leads reversed.

:Q

1.1/32 long x 7/16" dia,-Inductively
wound -t/, x .015 strap terminals-35 to
-2 watts. 100° C. maximum

35,000 ohms

nish finish.

"B1"-

-

West -18th Street, New York, N.

GECTRONICS

-

Y.

TORSCOMPANY
Telephone Watkins. 9-47743.

October 1944
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Add Another Star to
UNION
PACIFIC

offr flu

u
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PRODUCED BY STATION WOW, OMAHA, FOR
THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD ON NBC NETWORK SATURDAYS AT 4 P. M.
ICWTI
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Speech
control operator shown
at Gates Console while airing
"Your America" show.
A WOW

"Behind the scenes," WOW's Gates Console is
giving an all-star performance. The Model 30
is designed with true showmanship in appearance
engineered for efficiency that is paying
off during these days when "the show must go
on"-or else! The remarkable performance records these Gates Consoles are providing more
.than six -score stations, are convincing evidence
that Gates studio equipment is engineered for
dependability you get today and will want tomorrow.

Wartime restrictions do not allow the sale of new broadcasting equipment without priority. This equipment is presented merely to acquaint
you with. Gates developments. (May we send you details regarding the
Gates Priority System for prompt postwar delivery?)

RADIO and Supply CO.
U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS, SPEECH EQUIPMENT
RECORDING APPARATUS AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT IN THE ELECTRONICS FIELD

168

Depth of Treatment

The microphotq insert in the ii'
lustration shows a highly magnifie2
view of the hardened surface as de
veloped on the bearing pin. Th(
white portion is that of the hard.
ened outside case, and it will be ob.

served that it extends a distance off'
25 thousandths of an inch beneath
the surface. Of this 25 thóusandths,l
there is no visible change in th41
structure or depth of approximately
15 thousandths of an inch. From
this depth in, there is a slight
change in the apparent structure
in the material, but there was no
measureable loss of hardness inso
far as was determined with a carefully conducted superficial Rockwell
test. The dark portion is that of thf
unaffected core material. At net
point in the 'transition zone froal
fully hardened case to the dark un
affected core material was there
any evidence of softening or tempering of this adjacent interna
layer.
The bearing pin application is
only one of a family which includes,
a wide range of shafts; bearings,,
round and flat surfaces, zones,
spots, cam surfaces, gear teeth,
lever ends and other common ma-11
chine tool parts. The method has
been applied to pieces as small as
it in. in diameter and to bearing
surfaces up to 6 in. iñ diameter.
Cost of operation depends on the
size of the r-f unit, with a 25 -kw
oscillator, it is about 50 cents per
hour.

I

...

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

warpage. This was due to high spe
of the process which makes possib
the surface hardening of parts afte
finish grinding. This eliminate
much costly finishing which hereto
fore has been required on,hardene
steel parts because of sealing an(
distortion.

Handy Gage for
Vibration Testing
By F. R. Jessop
Examiner 1/0 Type Tests
Inspection Board of United Kingdom and
Canada
Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
Montreal, Que.
BECAUSE

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

for the armed forces must perform
under the severest operating conditions, all production is subjected to
vibration testing. The device to be
described has proven very useful
October 1944
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FL WITH THE B -29's
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Even counting all the days and nights put into planning and
preparation by designers, builders and suppliers, B-29 still represents a miracle in achievement-the number of days still seem far
too few for the undertaking..
Built to carry loads beyond former limits, at speeds never before
considered, and safeguarded as no fighting plane before it, the Super Fortress history -maker represents a new high in co-ordination between those who plan and those who build.
Leaders among manufacturers-known for quality of products
and ability to deliver on schedule the various types of equipment
needed, 'were asked to pledge their co-operation in this twentyfour hour a day job. Amphenol is proud to have been chosen to
furnish the electronic connectors and parts for this great weapon.
Engineers in these plants from coast to coast worked simultaneously in designing parts that would meet the requirements set.
Each production department set up a time table of the dates on
which it would make first and subsequent deliveries. And B-29
progressed by the clock.
The first take off was on schedule. Japan was bombed on schedule. And today, American flyers have a marvelous weapon which
gives their talents full play.
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Makers of

SEND FOR THIS

Connectors
(AN, British,
UHF). Fit-

BOOK. Twenty -four

illustrated pages' of

suggestions on dependable wiring-directly
from the benches.
These are things that
other practical men
have worked out and
by which you or your
wiring department can

benefit. Send fora
copy-you
reeding it.

will enjoy

tings, Con-

duittFlexi
Metal
ble

ryand

.

----__

IN CANADA

.

Plastic),

Cable Assemblies, )
U

CORPORATION
AMERICAN .PHENOLIC
Chicago 50 , Illinois
Avenue,
54th
1í30'S.

.

TORONTO
AM!NENOL LIMITED'

(R

CabHFfe,R G1

.

Parts, Plastics for In-

sdustry.
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B -L METALLIC RECTIFIERS
from Milliwatts to Kilowatts
If you have an A. C. - D. C. conversion
problem,.let B -L engineers help you. We
have successfully produced many appliances formerly thought impractical.

many years. They 'are reliable, efficient,
designed to get your job done right!

No matter what rectifier applications you
are considering, B -L will be glad to work
B -L Metallic Rectifiers have been favorwith you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide
ably known to the electrical industry for
Rectifiers for all needs are available.
Write today for Bulletin R-41 giving full details about B -L Selenium Recters.
Bulletin R-38 for full details about B -L Copper Sulphide Rectifiers.
COPPER

SELENIUM

SULPHIDE

1815

THE BENWOOD LINZE COMPANY

Locust Street

St. Louis

3, Mo.
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF COPPER SULPHIDE AND SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
BATTERY CHARGERS, AND D..C. POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRACTICALLY EVERY REQUIREMENT.
170
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Each field of electronic design can fill its needs for correct vacuum
To meet
tube receptacles with National Fabricated Sockets
the demand for the ever-increasing variety of sockets covering
all frequency applications, insulations are available ranging
from paper base laminated phenolic sheet to mica -filled
molded plastics and low -loss ceramics
Contact alloys
of special steels, brasses, phosphor bronze, silica bronze
and beryllium copper are employed utilizing an assortment of mechanical contact designs to fill all wiring requirements and provide dependable long -life electrical
performance.

...

...

-

NATIONAL
FABRICATED PRODUCTS
2650 WEST BELDEN AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ILL.

4amrtacturers
4'.IECTRONICS
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SOCKETS, TERMINAL ASSEMBLIES,
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JACKS and CONNECTORS. for use in every field of electronics.
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for determining the direction
maximum displacement and to a
curately measure that displacemetI

a

t

NPs

to 0.005 in. It is especially usefi
when it is necessary to take mea¡
urements at various points
equipment when studying the effe
of shock mounts.
The device consists of a sma
disc riveted at one end of a rectanil
ular card as shown at (a) in the
lustration. Both the disc and th
rectangular piece may be made
stiff fiber, plastic or metal. The a
sembly is secured to the apparat
under test by means of scotch tap
or other adhesive.
On the disc is drawn, slightly
one sitle of the center, a capital le
ter I. This is made equal in heiglt,','
to the extreme displacement to lip
1¡

,v

),

"44\

4%ká

--f
T

measured during the test. Whe
used in conjunction with a Str
botac, this letter indicates the d

FORMED INSUROK
HAS THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH

WE'LL NEED"
The ability of "Laminated
INSUROK to meet structural

strength requirements has startled
many a 'skeptical engineer. And
Formed Laminated INSUROK, recently introduced for military use,
acquires even greater strength characteristics, solves many product and ,
design problems for which ordinary laminates prove inadequate.
If your product or the one you
are devejoping can bé improved by
the use of plastics with high structural strength, let a Richardson
Plastician help you. Or, if resistance
to chemicals, dielectric qualities, or
moisture resistance is required, let
him suggest the correct type and
grade to meet your individual requirements. His years of experience
may save you time and money. Write
for complete information.

Gage Reading

RN

DETROIT OEEICE
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Made of fiber or plastic, it measures
displacements from 0.005 to 0.3 in.

at

rection of maximum displacement.
This is indicated when the two'
serifs of the letter I (made visible" t
when the Strobotac is set at double
the frequency of vibration) arb
farthest apart. The direction is
that of the upright portion of the
letter, as shown at (b) of the figtire where the vibration is purely]
vertical.
In cases where the vibration is
not purely in one direction, the upright will be double lines, but in the
direction of maximum displacement, these lines will be closest together.
The small dot on the device is
used to determine the frequency of
vibration. This is obtained from
the dial of the Strobotac when it is
adjusted so that the dot is stationary. It is also useful to study the
,

Laminated INSUROK has u'ou the
preference of many designers because
of its favorable weight to strength
ratio. Molded INSUROK is often
preferred because of the intricate
shapes which can be produced in one

molding operation-eliminating assembly and snanafacin ring operations.

J e RICHARDSON
I
NEW ORUNSWICN

in.

Gage for reading displacement of
vibrating equipment and components.
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HIS PROBLEM /S ALSO YOURz. .
This means planning for conversion to peacetime

light now he is looking for a target for one of his

... developing

production

ionders what the postwar world back home will be

better methods and processes. The WPB has encour-

Ike

II

... designing

leadly "tin fish." But on his watch below he'probably

...

and what kind of place it will have for him.

That's his problem

t4J

... and ours,

aged such thinking

...

new products

has even released material for

experimental and development work.

too. For Industry

nust be ready to absorb the boys as they are mus-

TODAY 'is not a day too soon to start!

ered out of the Service.

*
,MAR

á
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Il

BUY

MORE

BEFORE

.
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BONDS

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES ; /NC.
i

/CT.RONIC',S

P
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THAN
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The modern miracles of Electronics, feverishly
developed for the machines of war in the
post few years, may readily prove applicable

/ ¿^

'

11,IAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC., GREENWICH
'LECTRONICS

-

October
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STAMFORD

1

to your plans for the future Look ahead, and
go ahead with Electronics at the controlsl

BRIDGEPORT

NEW MILFORD

NEW YORK
173
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OF RECTIFIERS AND PHOTOTUBES
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CETROÑ
CE -29

Particularly sensitive to
blue and violet light. It MA
spectral sensitivity designation S-4. 5 -Pin base interchangeable with other
similar tubes.

Rectifier designed to meet
rigid Army and Navy spec-

ifications. Incorporates
numerous improvements
insuring efficiency, ruggedness and long -life.

Grid control Rectifier
(Thyratron) especially

suited for industrial use,
such as handling primary
currents of small resistance
welders- motor cons rol, e t c.

Cetron Rectifiers are available in gas and mercury filled, both full
and half wave types in a wide range of ratings.
Cetron Phototubes are produced by us. to take care of almost
over 50 types, both blue and red sensitivity.
every situation
Continental's long experience and careful production methods
insure you the utmost in satisfaction from all the many types of
tubes we make. Write for complete catalog.

...

\\

71.1
174

1\k\

a half wave Argon -filled Rectifier with
screw base, sturdily con-

CE -235 is

structed for long, dependable service.

CET ELECTRONIC

TUIE

ÍLFCi'rHIM

CHICAGO OFFICE,,903 Merchandise

Mart

NEW YORK OFFICE, 265 West 14th Street

October 1944
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The wires and cables you incorporate in your products
must be every bit as dependable as the components you
produce yourself. To back up our fighters today, and
to back up your trade -mark in the peacetime battle of
tomorrow, you can count on Roebling Electrical Wires,
and Cables. The conductors are drawn and stranded
and laid with all the skill of years of wire specialization,
Metal selection, insulation, finish are supervised with
highest integrity.
You can put your trade -mark, without hesitation, on
any electrical product you make in which Roebling Wires
or Cables carry the loads.
JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY
TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY
Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities

r

WELDING ELECTRODE CABLE,

embodying thousands of
separate wires mode by
Roebling to carry heavy

electrical loads with

e

extreme flexibility.

e

o

R0EBLtN.L

PA,CEMÁKER IN
WIRE PRODUCTS

AERIAL. ,WIRE ROPE SYSTEMS
FITTINGS
ROPE AND STRAND
SUSPENSION, BRIDGES
AIRCORD SWAGED TERMINALS AND ASSEMBLIES
WIRE

WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING

!(1

TRONICS

-

October

1944

'

COLD ROLLED STRIP
ROUND AND SHAPED WIRE
AND CABLES
ELECTRICAL WIRES. AND CABLES
HIGH AND LOW CARBON ACID AND BASICOPEN HEARTH STEELS
.
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movement of the equipment whi
being vibrated when the Stroboti'
is adjusted so that the dot tract
the exact path of a vibration cycu

"Think we could get better
control with crystals?"

Ij

Displacement Scale

"Let's call in Crystalab
and be sure."

The device also contains a dran,j
ing of an isosceles triangle wit
sides 2á in. long on a I -in. basj
This contains graduations 1/20
apart on one side to provide dia
placement readings in which eacl
small division is 0.01 in.
When this printed angle is obi
served with the Strobotac set
twice the frequency of vibratioi
two complete angles will be seen a
shown at (b) of the drawing. Tli
reading is made at the point of id
tersection of one graduated lit
with one plain line. To read max
mum displacement, it is necessar
to mount the gage at right angll
to the direction of this displacll
ment as obtained by the rotatin
i1

z

--

FOR THE ANSWER to many communications problems, whether they
involve crystals or not, more and more manufacturers have formed the
habit of calling in Crystalab.
In the supply of crystals to rigid specifications and in their application
to problems of frequency control, Crystalab has been privileged to serve
the industry and the armed services many times. Government procurement
specifications serve as the standard for all of industry and have been met
by Crystalab from the beginning of the demand for crystals in quantity.

From the frequency reading oti
tained with the dot and the dial
placement reading provided by th
angle, it is possible to calculate th
acceleration G from the formula 1
= 0.0511 dj', where d is the toty'
displacement in inches and f thh
frequency of vibration in cycles pI
second.

This was possible only for these reasons:

11

If the frequency of vibration
known, satisfactory readings cai
be made with the unaided eye, a
the I on the disc gives a blurred et
feet which is readily observed an9
read in the same manner as witl!a
the Strobotac. The angle is alai
blurred and the reading is takel
where the two blurred lines meetl
When this method is used, observa
tions of the exact displacement cats
be obtained even where it is impo(i
sible for the observer or instill,
ments to be in a steady state, as all
readings depend only on the spee4
of light for their accuracy.
While no attempt has been made
to do so, it is believed that read
I

1 Crystalab engineers brought to the industry, long experience

in

the solution of electronic and communications problems.

2

Crystalab testing equipment includes the finest instruments
money can buy, plus many special instruments designed and
built in the laboratory, to meet specialized needs.

3

Crystalab manufacturing equipment, most of it specially designed and built, is capable of producing crystals in any quantity,
within the narrowest frequency tolerances.

Crystalab facilities are at your service, ready to help with your current
or postwar -planning problems. If experienced help in electronic research,
design and manufacture is your need, you will do well to ..
.

u

HARTFORD

I

disc.

17-3215

ings of much smaller displacements
could be made by reducing the dimensions of the angle by photographic means and observing the
readings by optical methods.

Co4ryr1¡lht 1914 by Cryatul Rewards Laboratorira, Inc.

CRYSTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
INCORPORATE

'

176

TWENTY-NINE ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

ALMOST 200,000 persons have
been trained in radio occupations
since July, 1940 under the vocational training for war production

program.
October 1944
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craftsmanship accuracy
The RAULAND Tuning Capacitor, shown here, is an excellent example
of high accuracy in performance. Its sturdy,, rugged construction is blended
with a precision -accuracy which insures minutely controlled variations and
a fine degree of tuning. RAULAND engineers and craftsmen take justifiable
pride in their records for design and precision production of electroneered*
communications equipment ... advances which foreshadow wide application
in the post-war world.

PI

tElcaroneering

11:11A2.!!' RADAR

.

- the RAULAND term embracing engineering vision, design and precision craftsmanship.

SOUND

,

.

111

..I r.

_

.

/

&COMMUNICATIONS
."°.+.

+...........__

x

TEL

t

EV/SlOK1

Electroneering is our business
,y

THE RAULAND CORPORATION
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of
their salaries in War Bonds`

E:CTRONJCS

-
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Out of the maelstrom of
war-with its complex of
electronic intricacies in

communication, control,
operation and guidance-have come
these N. Y. T. transformer develop
ments. Ranging from units for navigational aid to firing mechanisms,
these N. Y. T. components are an
integral part of the "sixth sense of
the Army, Navy and Air Forces.
With the quickening tempo of war,
and the casting of furtive looks by
industry towards the post-war fu

-

t78

lure, the importance of transformer
products with comparable accuracy,
efficiency and dependability Hill he
emphasized in civilian production.
The acid tests of combat, will be the
proving grounds of tomorrow's
simple household gadgets and in.
dustry's tools.
N. Y. T. technicians can be instru-

mental in the fulfillment of electronic - functioning phases of your
products. equipment and appliances.
Association with leading electrical
manufacturers and services
as
transformer designers, consultants
and producers
will corroborate
the distinctive and exceptional nature of N. Y. T. facilities.

-

-

The N -Y-T Sample Department is prepared to give immediate consideration

to special problems pertaining to

post-war

applications and deliveries

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO.
26 WAVERLY PLACE

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
October 1944
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LEWYT CORPORATION

62 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN 11, NEW YORK

. with the

1

de e:-.4

Lewyt is not a war baby. Lewyt is a "manufacturer's manufacturer" with
56 years of cost-conscious "know-how". It returns to peace -time contract
manufacturing with long experience in meeting the needs of production
engineers who will have only costs and efficiency in mind.

eirt3.=it

Y wry

t_

or indifference to costa.

.gi.

V.

ISM

The lush days of "Cost Plus" that have placed so little emphasis on production economy will disappear when "C -Day" arrives. Conversion
to civilian goods will again place a premium on efficiency that springs from
a cost "know-how." But cost -sensitive production ctmes only of long experience. It is not born of wartime ... it is a stranger to war production.
Peace-time manufacture survives only as it demonstrates the principles
of profit -and -lo'-; accounting. There is no room for carelessness, or laxity,
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a cross
H/6114'Ol TACE
`Test & Measuring

EQUiPMENT,.

(Corona -P r,oi,e cted)3.

Vibration
Analyzer
(Continued from page 99)

the operation of the analyze 1
study should be made of the bj
diagram shown in Fig. 2. The
trical output of a pickup atta
at some point on the engine or
plane is a function of the vibra
at that point. When a signal fi
the pickup passes through the
lyzer circuit, one frequency e,
ponent out of the complex way
rectified and moves the pen of
recording instrument in a vent
direction by an amount proporti
to the amplitude of the freque,

;11

component.
The output of an electrical 1
ometer, which is coupled to the
gine, is proportional in frequ
and voltage amplitude to the eni
speed. After the output of the ti
ometer is amplified and rectifiedi i
is caused to control the motion,., ,
the recorder pen so that it takY
specific position in the horizo:
direction related to engine spy
Therefore, each curve drawn on
chart denotes the amplitude oj,
oration for one particular ordeit
frequency as the engine speed
ies over the entire range.
In view of the fact that the I
put -of the pickup includes con ti
nents at a number of different
quencies, it is necessary to pros
a method of selecting some part ',1tl
lar component and allowing te
this one to control the action of t
recorder pen. To accomplish It L
selection the output of the pits t
is modulated by the output of
oscillator. The frequency of
oscillator is made to differ fr
that of the narrow -band filter by
amount equal to the compon
which it is desired to measure. '
oscillator frequency is controlled
engine speed as indicated in Fig
To control the frequency of
modulating oscillator, a tuning
pacitor is used which .is opera
by an electric motor. Simu
neously, this motor drives a potel
ometer in a bridge circuit and
each setting of the capacitor th
c

}

OTHER SHÁLLCROSS

PRODUCTS
Write for literature on
any type.
Ayrton-Universal Shunts

it

Ratio Arm Boxes

I

Secondary Standard

Resistors
Multi-Resistance Standards
Megohm Decade

To

Standards
Decade Resistance Boxes
Decade Potentiometers
Heavy -Duty Decade
Standards
Megohmmeters

Shallcross Portable
Kilovoltmeters in types
up to 30 KV are available for rapid delivery.

Megohm Bridges

Percent Limit Bridges
Decibel Meters
Telephone Transmission_
Testing Equipment
Wheatstone Bridges
Fault -Location Bridges
Kelvin -Wheatstone
Bridges
High-Voltage Measuring
Apparatus
Low=Resistance Test Sets
Kilovoltmeter Multipliers
Rotary Selector Switches
Accurate Fixed
Wire -Wound Resistors

Attenuation Pads
Logarithmic Decade Boxes
Portable Galvanometers

From Kilovoltmeter Multipliers to corona protected resistors, Shallcross offers a complete line of measuring and test equipment,
as well as many components, all especially
designed for the high voltages now coming
into more general use. Much of this equipment cannot yet be cataloged completely.
Much more is especially designed to meet
customers' specifications based on the
rapid advancements in radar, television,

radio transmitting, dust precipitators, power
transmission, and similar equipment.
Bring your high -voltage measurement
problems to Shallcross!

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
DEPT. tE-104,

ENGINEERING
180

COLLINGDALE, PA.

DESIGNING

MANUFACTURING

t

1

i

a corresponding setting
When I
the potentiometer.
bridge circuit is in balance,
driving voltage is applied to
motor. However, when the pot
tiometer setting is one that d
is

October 1944
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Why Plastic Plans
Start with Polystyrene
R.

... its huge production and consequent availability in the
future ... its low price ... all these factors point to Styron (Dow Polystyrene).

I,

Its outstanding properties

1

..i

,

!1
4

f

1

say that plastic plans start with Styron (Dow Polystyrene) is to make a big statement. But analysis of the
plastics field shows it to be backed up by many factorsfactors of far-reaching significance.
To

The things that Styron is capable of doing-its wide field
of application-plus the production capacity and resultant
economic advantages create a distinct niche for Styron in
the plastics field.
Let's look at availability, for example. To meet huge war

needs, Styron manufacturing facilities were
tremendously and production zoomed upward.
tensive facilities-the greatest of any plastic
mean that the future price tag on Styron will
perhaps even revolutionary.

expanded

material itself, the properties of Styron are
already well known. Its many uses have been proved
again and again
for electrical applications where
outstanding insulating properties are required
in the
field of science where immunity to acids and alkalies is
important
for precision moldings that must retain
for jewelry, and decoration
their shape and detail
where brilliant color and clear transparency are demanded.
As to the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

You will want to know more about Styron-it is the plastic
to keep your eye on. We'll be glad to send further details.

These ex-

material-

THE DOW CHEMICAL

be right-

New York

.

Chicago

Boston
St. Louis

COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

Philadelphia
Houston

Washington
San Francisco

STYRON

.

.

for fabricators producing moldings, eítrusions;rod, sheet.

ETHOCEL

.

.

for fabricators producing moldings, extrusions, cootlrígsf
available also as Ethocel Sheeting.

SARAN

.

.

Cleveland
Lai Angeles

Detroit
Seattle

ir

e.

II

;DOW PLASTICS INCLUDE

,d11;TRONICS

.

for fabricators producing moldings, extrusions, pipe, tubing,
sheet; available also as Saran Film.

D ow

S

CHEMICALS

(DOW POLYSTYRENE)

-
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PLASTICSMAGNESIUM

INDISENSASSE TO INDUSTRY AND VICTORY

rºl

11Z1

n

12)

under all conditions of
temperature and climate
Blowers produce maximum C.F.M.
with minimum space and weight. LightL -R

weight, high -impact plastic housings.
Turbo -type wheels. Clockwise or counter.11("C:,GTON

ii

0
e,

;11,10

0:15

clockwise rotation.

\\
"..-

Model 11/2
Weight (less motor):

C'\t-

2 oz.

Output: 15 C.F.M. at
8000 R.P.M.

Vni;11

-

(4,

=

Model _2
Weight (less motor):

41/2

oz.

Output: 25 C.F.M. at
8000 R.P.M.

Model 3
Weight (less motor):
12 oz.

ii

Output: 260 C.F.M. at
8000 R.P.M.

LIGHT

COMPACT

EFFICI,ENT

L

-R MANUFACTURING COMPANY
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

182
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Motor "Job Analysis"

bl

5

provides smooth, compact power
""\
db Y oHoltzer-Cabotmotor

Blue

powered
Print machine

...

Experience proves that by giving advance consideration to such operating factors as torque, load cycles,
starting load, reversibility, acceleration, quietness
then building a motor that meets the exact performance conditions
machines operate more efficiently and economically with less maintenance.

...

...

Since standard off-the -shelf motors cannot meet all
performance requirements, the solution is a special
SPECIAL

designed and built by Holtzer-Cabot.
motor
For over 50 years Holtzer-Cabot has concentrated its
energies in designing and building special motors to
meet special operating conditions.
Today, our plant facilities are being utilized for
manufacturing special fractional H.P. motors for war
products, but our motor development engineers will
gladly discuss your post-war fractional H.P. motor
problems and requirements with you.

MOTORS DESIGNED TO FIT THE APPLICATION

HOLTZER-CABOT
Division of First Industrial Corporation

Designers and Builders

125 AMORY STREET, BOSTON 19, MASS.
EICTRON ICS

-

October'
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of Special Fractional HP Motors and Electrical Apparatus

NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO, ILL.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
183

M.EASURE-MENT:S AROUND THE. WORLD

not balance the bride), then thi
motor will be driven in such a di
rection as to bring about a balance,
The potentiometer setting
which the bridge is balanced
different for each applied voltag
and, as a result of the action of
the motor when the bridge is un'
balanced, both the potentiometer)
and tuning capacitor tend to b`
held at a position that corresponds .
to the voltage applied to the bridg,`
circuit. The voltage applied to till'
circuit ís the rectified tachometeli
voltage attenuated by a divide)
with 28 fixed positions. At each pq
sition the divider applies to thi
bridge circuit a voltage proportion
to the engine speed multiplied b1
the selected order, and thus the K tb'
armonic of the motor speed.
The design of the circuit is suc
that the oscillator has a frequen
f), where f is equal
of (92,000
the particular frequency componen
to be measured. This convenient r
lation is attained by designing thy,
circuit and tuning capacitor so thai
the capacitor setting is made pro
portional to the voltage applied ti
the bridge circuit; as pointed out ill
the preceding paragraph, this volts
age is proportional to motor spee4'
multiplied by the pre-selected order
which in turn is proportional to th,
frequency to be checked.
The frequency f from the amplir
fled output of the pickup modulat&
the frequency (92,000 + f) iron'
the oscillator in the modulator cir
cuit arranged to balance out the oéi
cillator frequency. Thus, the two
chief components in the modulator;li
output are the sum and differencel
frequencies.
The output of the modulator
connected to a crystal -type filter
which has a pass band at 92,000 cpi
that is only 4 cycles wide. By meani
of this filter the 92,000 -cps sid
band is readily passed while thI
other side band is rejected. Thi
signal is then mixed in the demodul
lator circuit with the outpu
of the same oscillator, with th.i
chief components of this seconii
modulation being the carrier fr
quency and the upper and low ,
side bands. The high frequencieí
are easily rejected and after thi
frequency f is rectified it is pass
to the recorder to control the poe
tion of the pen.
The main elements comprisin4
the automatic frequency analy!on_
are a tachometer, small controlbox
i
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for the really precise and delicate calibrations

required in the Radio and Electronics Fields, instruments that guarantee amazing precision must be
brought into play. For many years,

MONARCH

MEASURING-TESTING-CALIBRATING EQUIPMENT
has been considered outstanding in helping to produce

and maintain the high standards of operation required
for both war and peace.
When the requirements of war are satisfied to the degree that
we will be ready with new
we can produce for peace
ideas and new products to meet every accumulated need.

...

MONARCH MFG. CO.
.2014
IA4

N. Major Ave. Chicago, III.
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for Top Speed and Lowest Cost of Assembly
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TODAY'S WAR EQUIPMENT

In the U.S. Army crash boats (shown above)
and landing barges built by the Owens
Yacht Company of Baltimore, American
Phillips Screws are used to make speedier,
to get these vitally
stronger fastenings
needed craft into service quicker, and to
make sure they will stand up to the strenu-

...

'
",!
:

u

°

ous service required. Owens workers, using
power drivers, make clean and flush fastenings right down the line, with American
Phillips Screws. No fumbling starts, no
crooked driving, no gouged work -surfaces,
no split screw -heads. This is typical American Phillips Screw performance.
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SCREW HEAD
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TOMORROW'S PEACETIME PRODUCTS

Owens Yacht Company's peacetime pleasure craft, like their present-day war craft,
will feature sturdy, ship-shape fastenings
made by power -driven American Phillips
Screws. In fact, the matchless speed and
controlled accuracy of American Phillips
fastenings will help this well-known
boat builder to meet the pent-up,
FI

urgent demand for his quality product
and still maintain his rock -bottom cost per
fastening. In fact, in all fields of peacetime
production, the production advantages of
American Phillips Screwdriving will continue to be just as important as they were
in meeting wartime delivery schedules ...
on time and with the inspector's OK.
.

.

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY
PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
Illinois Street
Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

Chicago 11: 589 E.

Put the Screws on the enemy... BUY BONDS!

-
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BRUSH SURFACE ANALYZER
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THE SHOP

Yes, war has its good points too. War stimulates progress. Industry
to produce greater
is called upon to deliver as never

before-

quantities of finer equipment. Higher standards of quality insure
our equipment of longer life, dependability and ease of operation.
Surface finish is vital to fine quality. The mated surfaces of
precision -built parts designed to move at high speeds are but one
example of the need for microinch (.000001") smoothness. Such
finishes are accurately measured and recorded for laboratory
study or production -line inspection by the Brush Surface Analyzer.
Write today for a fully illustrated bulletin on
what the Brush Surface Analyzer can do for you.

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,,
3423
186

PERKINS AVENUE

CLEVELAND

14,

OH101
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the successful development
PLASTIC products

KEY to
of

':ie Ever-Lok Cord Connecrár with
as
1; metal collar precision molded-it.

strength and perfect fit necessa
meet the stringent requirements of
ldustrial power systems.
se

t

*

*

absorbing this expansion and contraction without cracking. In addition,
it must possess all the properties required of the finished product such as

*

"

the designer and manufacturer of
iectrical products, this case history
of unusual interest because it serves
an ideal illustration of the basic
lirmula that is the key to the suctssful development of all plastic protcts. Essentially this formula consists
f (1) proper design, (2) a plastic that
,ts the job, and (3) custom molding.
s one step in the development of the
i)rd connector, this mold design was
orked out (see diagram).
the groove (A) in collar (B) is ex ended into the plastic body (C) to
arm a funnel shaped groove for locklg and balanced support of the plug.
Toles (D) for assembling interior con.:ctions are molded at right angles to
oles (E). Slight indentations are
folded to mark positive and negative
erminals (F). White enamel wipe -ins
'!ave clean, sharp marks to identify
erminals. Holes (C) are placed for
crews which hold the connector in
is shell. Rib (H) holds the connector
I correct position in the shell.
'he correct choice of molding ma erial presented an unusual problem
I

Iecause a

MIME

This technique was selected because it
permits speedier molding and insures
accurate placement of inserts.
Durez technicians and service engineers
have played a big part in many of
the new developments to date. This
wide experience equips them to be of
valuable aid. They will be glad to give
their assistance at any time in helping
your product designer and custom
molder work out any plastics materials
problem. Durez Plastics & Chemicals
Inc., 810 Walck Road, N. Tonawanda,
New York.
r-

dielectric strength, resistance to i
pact, moisture, and heat.
From among the more than 300 versatile Durez molding compounds was
selected a phenolic base material that
met every requirement.
In molding this cord connector, the
custom molder (American Insulator
Corporation) used the transfer method
process whereby the phenolic
compound is subjected to heat and
pressure and then forced into the molding cavity where it is shaped and cured.

-a

metal collar under of expansion
n the molding process and contracion upon cooling. So the plastics
ompound used must be capable of

J,ps

molded -in

loes a certain amount

.ECTRONICS

-
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PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
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100./ Kilocycle
Crystal Unit

analyzer unit with the tuning capacitor drive attached to it and the
recorder. Additional equipment required includes the necessary
power -supply units and amplifiers
for the capacitor drive unit and recorder.
Method of Use

During a test flight, the control
unit and recorder are the only parts

'1

[.r.'I'Tyy

-t.
-ai

from
j
Laborator'ies of

Anotherr,

the Research
Scientific Radio

Latest development of our research engineers is the new
and greatly improved 100 kilocycle crystal unit illustrated

of the equipment that require attention. On the panel of the control
unit are two meters, one of which
registers the amplitude of the measured signal while the other indicates the engine speed. Thus an
operator may immediately observe
any abnormally large vibration and
the speed at which it occurs without
reading the recorder. The panel is
also provided with a frequency selector with which the order to be
measured is selected. Also, to permit vibrations of very large amplitude to be kept within the range of
the recorder and indicating meter,
an attenuator is provided in the
signal input circuit of the analyzer.
A potentiometer which determines
the voltage applied to the control device of the tuning capacitor during
calibration, and four controls for
calibrating the set, are also provided on the panel.
Results obtained by the use of
the analyzer are being utilized by
designers of aircraft engines in the
gradual elimination of parts failures caused by excessive 'vibration.

PERSONAL TRANSMITTER

above.

II

This unit, Type SR3, consists of a 100 kilocycle bar, cut
and ground to jewel-like precision to give a temperature
coefficient of .less than two parts per megacycle per degree
centigrade. Metallized by a new process the crystal is rigidly clamped in a new type mounting that gives a new
order of stability to the whole assembly. Designed for
mounting in a standard five prong tube socket, these units
are available for immediate shipment. Write today for
prices and full particulars.

1
1

N

WRITE FOR NEW BROCHURE
Would you like to read the interesting story of
the develoment of the American crystal industry? Send for your copy of our new brochure. It's
as interesting as a tour through our plant. Yours
for the asking.

S/th

0

c

P0ya

738 W. BROADWAY COUNCIL

BLUFFS IA

IEO'MEYERSON WVGEO
E. M.

SNIDEIER

W01í1

MANUFACTURERS OF PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

188

I

l

A portable transmitter like those used

by unlicensed operators and saboteurs
was demonstrated by Charles Wilson.
FCC equipment engineer, before the
Lea committee investigating the FCC

October 1944-ELECTRONICS
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PREVENT CORROSION

Plastiseal Coils have a 12 -year
record of outstanding performance, which
has now been highlighted by the toughest
sort of war applications.
These coils are built up of sealed layers
of Lumarith* (cellulose acetate) which is
chemically inert under the conditions met
within the coil. No paper, wax, varnish or
glue is present-nor any other material which
might permit electrolysis to occur and corrode the winding. The edges of the cellulose
acetate are coalesced by a special process with
the end washers, resulting in a complete seal.
No impregnation whatever is needed.
Even in the presence of moisture and direct current, Plastiseal Coils have exceptional
resistance to corrosion. Appearance, mechanical strength, and insulating qualities are
outstanding.
Plastiseal Coils are one of the many fine
engineered products of Anaconda. Any of our
sales offices will be glad to refer inquiries to
our coil engineering staff.
41216

4!

s Anaconda

Rev.. U. S. PM. Off.

--/

_

The enlarged cross-section above
is distorted to show Plastiseal construction. Each layer of wire is separated by a sheet of cellulose acetate, the edges of which are fused
to the end washers. This protective
construction effectively prevents
corrosion.

a

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York 4
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20 North Wacker

LECTRONICS

-
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Drive 6

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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TUBES AT WORK
190
198
198

New Baird, Tube Gives Television in Color
Routing Cabs by Radio
Robot Radio Stations Forecast Weather
Electronic Operation of a Standard Stop -Watch
Substitute fo'r Car Antenna Checks Capacitance
Skyhook for Gibson Girl
Light and Sound Control for Television Displays

202
218
226
230

orange -red fluorescent powder and
the other with blue-green fluorescent powder.- The construction of
this type of tube is shown at (a) in
Fig. 1. Thus the screen has formed
upon its front face an image containing the orange -red color components and on its back face an
image containing the blue-green
components, these images are
superimposed to give a color picture.
Three Colors

New Baird Tube Gives Television in Color
COLOR AND

STEREOSCOPIC

pictures

that appear directly upon the
screen of a cathode ray tube have

Where three colors are to be used.
the back screen is ridged as shown
at (b) in Fig. 1, and a third cathode-ray beam added; the front face
of the screen giving the red component, one set of sides of the back
ridges giving the green components, and the other sides of the
ridges the blue component.
A two-sided tube has been developed that produces a picture from
a 600 -line, triple -interlaced moving spot transmitter using a cathoderay tube in combination with a
revolving disc with orange -red and
blue-green filters. The receiving
cathode-ray tube is shown in the
diagram of Fig. 1 and in the photograph of Fig. 2. The screen is a
10 -in. diameter disc of thin mica
coated on,one side with blue-green
fluorescent powder and on the other
with orange -red fluorescent powder.
The color may alternatively be pro -

been announced by the English inventor, John L. Baird. The system
employes a new tube called the
Telechrome which differs from the
conventional black and white
cathode-ray tube in that it has two
electron beams and a transparent double -sided screen.
One
FIG. 1 (a)-Arrangement of phosphor
cathode-ray beam produces a bluecoatings in the new television tube for
green picture on the front surface
a two-color system. (b) A ridged back
of the screen, the other a red
on the screen provides two surfaces on
one side of the screen for a three -color
picture on the back surface. To
system
the viewer, the two blend to form
the -color picture.
with fluorescent powders of the apFor stereosccpic viewing, colored
in a
glasses are used, the left and right propriate colors. For example,
two-color system, the two beams
eye pictures corresponding to the
scan the opposite sides of a thin
left and right eye images. Stereo
plate of transparent mica one side
television without the use of glasses
of which has been coated with
has been demonstrated by Mr.
Baird but has not been made practical as yet.
In his first demonstration of
color television, revolving discs
were used for scanning and also to
supply the color component. In a
second method, scanning was accomplished electronically and a
revolving color disc was used. No
moving parts were employed in a
third system where images produced side by side on the face of the
tube were colored by stationary
color filters and superimposed by
projection upon a viewing screen.
The new system is entirely elec- naal
tronic, the colored image appearing
directly upon the fluorescent screen.
Two cathode-ray beams are required for a two-color system and
three for a three -color system. The
s
beams are modulated by the incomá
ing signáls corresponding -to the
FIG. 2-Complete receiver for color and stereoscopie Television with the Telechrome,
primary color picture and impinge
a new cathode-ray tube invented by John L. Baird, noted English television engineer
coated
screens
upon superimposed
.

o

.
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AMERTRAN

SETS

HIGH VOLTAG
-.'

Retain Calibration
Reduce Manual
and

Visual Errors

'

+L

;

<

`

i,L'
,

Test Sets is readily
intervals are
Recalibrating
conditions.
apparent under operating
from comthat
results
saving
time
substantial
usually lengthened-a
This
sustained
degree.
unusual
to
on
sturdiness
bining precision and
easily
acting,
the
positive
do
as
confidence,
accuracy wins operator
proBuilt-in
safeguards
read
dials.
quickly
and
manipulated controls
their
-advantage
is
important
An
equipment.
and
operator
tect both
versatility-multiple secondaries allow quick output range adjustments within which Transtat Regulators provide close control in small

Improved reliability of AmerTran High Voltage

..

G.

.

voltage increments.
Comprising many models, AmerTran High Voltage Test Sets have
ample facilities for all kinds of dielectric and general testing involving
voltage application of any required duration. Into each unit goes
the same craftsmanship that has made AmerTran the standard for
electrical testing in leading industries, utilities and universities since
1901. Write for complete details:
;

r

'4,91

THE

1_1;.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPA
NEWARK 5, N.

178 EMMET STREET

Pioneer Manufacturers

of Transformers, Reactors
and Rectifiers for Electronics
and Power Transmission

....
192

MANVlAlT1JRING SINCE 1901

AT

NEWARK.. N
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N
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Time -Tested

Efficient

Compact

`,
TYPE 4700 G
7TYPE 47O.A

TYPE 47Ó0°

TYPE 4700 H

&ad..

Eue g'aee4c Si1ue illiea

CHARACTERISTICS

CHE efficiency, quality and practicál application of

I

Erie Silver Button Mica Condensers has been
horoughly proven since 1942.
These small condensers consist essentially of a
tack of silvered mica sheets encased in a silver
slated housing. The housing forms one terminal, the
they terminal being connected to the center of the
tack, thus providing the shortest possible electrical
bath through the capacitor.
Types 470 and 4700 have comparatively high
rapacity ranges and their compactness, together with
he wide selection of terminal mounting designs, for
Iy-pass applications makes them ideal components
or V. H. F. and U. H. F. applications, where short
ibbon-type leads and low series inductance are
)rime requisites.
Capacity ranges and electrical characteristics
ire shown at right.
Samples will be sent to interested engineers
>n request.

CAPACITY RANGE:
Type 470 A

-100 MMF to

Type 4700 A-S00 MMF
Type 4700 C-500 MMF
Type 4700 G-500 MMF
Type 4700 H-500 MMF
INITIAL POWER FACTOR:
.12% Maximum Q 1 Mc.

na000C110N

* * *
ECTRONICS
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1000
3000
3000
2000
2000

and

Qa

MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF
MMF

25° C.

500 Volts DC
350 Volts AC
TEST VOLTAGE:

1000 Volts DC
INITIAL LEAKAGE RESISTANCE:
Greater than 10,000 Megohms @ 25° C.

GCQ

7,Gf'c

#e

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.,

MR WON ACNI[YININI

A

to
to
to
to

WORKING VOLTAGE;

Etece,u
IN

C°

LONDON, ENGLAND
Let's

All

Back The

Attack-Buy

TORONTO, CANADA,

EXTRA War Bonds

* * *
193
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vided for the back screen by using
a white powder and coloring the
mica itself.
The tube shown in Fig. 1 (a
may be viewed from both back and
front, but if used in this way one
group of viewers sees a mirror imJ
age. Colored mica must not be'
used, and a filter is inserted be
tween the back viewers and the tube:
to keep the color values correct and
compensate for the light lost in the
mica and fluorescent powder when
the direction of viewing is reversed
The tube shown in Fig. 2 can
only be viewed from the front, but
having one cathode-ray beam perpendicular to the screen simplifies
the setup of the apparatus. The
tubes give a very bright picture )!
due to the absence of color filters
and the fact that special powders
are used giving only the desires(,
colors which are seen additively.
The tubes give excellent stereo,
scopic television images when use{
I

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
KC

_CUT _'C

'

PETERSEN RADIO CO.
°
COUNCIL BLUM. IA
-

We Are

Busy

Operating 24 hrs. per day in the most
modern, efficient crystal plant.

P

'

Every crystal finished individually to exact
frequency mechanically, completely eliminating hand work, assuring highest uniformity
and quality.

r

PETERSEN RADIO CO.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
CRYSTALS EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934

J1

ENGINEERS: Here's

'1

the BIG POINT about

AMPERITE
REGULATORS
AMPERlT6

w30
o
> 20

e

a

>-

.

9eatuua:

-

.

m
.i WITH. AMPERITE
BATTERY 6'CHARGER ,, VOLTAGE VARIES'
VOLTAGE OF 2/V
VARIES APPROX.

50%

'

;

Amperites cut battery
voltage fluctuation from
approximately 50% to 2%.
2. Hermetically sealed
not affected by altitude.
ambient temperature,
humidity.
3. Compact
light
and inexpensive.
Used by U.S. Army, Navy,
and Air Corps.
1.

i

10

L. Baird holds his new double
beam double -phosphor coating cathoderay tube

John

C7

ONLY

.2%.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For delays from 1 to 100 seconds.
by altitude.... Send for catalogue sheet.
Unaffected
Hermetically sealed.
NEW! 4 -page folder will help you solve Current and Voltage Problems:
5', contains much valuable data in practical form-Write for your copy now.

DELAY RELAYS:

'

rtMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York (12), N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.. 560 King St.. W. Toronto;
194

-

'

with a stereoscopic transmitter.
The blue-green and orange -red
ages form a stereoscopic pair wheiltl
viewed through colored glasses.
New Forma. of Scanning

In the present form of scanning.
all the lines in successive frames

are of the same color, the color
changing with each successive
frame. In the new form of scanning now being developed, succes-I
sise lines are of different color and
the number of lines is made a non multiple of the number of colors,
so that every line of the complete
color picture has successively
October 1944
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PLANNING AHEAD

favorable place in the post-war sun
con profitably look to The LELAND Electric
Company for valuable assistance.
for

a

For here at LELAND, Creative Electrical Engineering and advanced technical skill are
teamed together to tackle the knottiest elec-

°

trical problems, and solve them, effectively
and economically. Industry, facing an
exacting competitive era, can use LELAND
ingenuity and experience to advantage.
We invite you to consult with us.

Cre

retrical
-

-

-

.

-,-

44-
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Leland

ELÉtflaIC COMPANY
-Z:r

DAYTON
11, rt

1,

-"or"'

°

'

OHIO

Canada, Leland Electric Canada, Ltd., Guelph, Ontario

tHIS GASOLINE DISPENSING PUMP MOTOR was first to
i.eceive Underwriters' OK. Explosion -resisting, intermittent duty, supplied with or without built-in switch,
overload protection and voltage change switch.
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70 Types

FOR VICTOR

PLUGS & CONNECTORS
SIGNAL CORPS

Types
50-A
54
55

56
58
59
60

61

62
63
64

65
67
68

PLP
56
59
60
61

62
63

65
67
74
76
77
104

64

NAVY SPECIFICATIONS

74
76
77
104
108
109
112

114

150

119
120
124

159
160

125
127
149

354

PLC
56
59
60
61

62
63

291A

56
59

60
61

62
63

64
65
74
76
77
104

No. 212938-1

Other Designs to Order
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to complete sound amplifying and transmitting systems.

la

genious production techniques contribute to Remler precisid!`
The Axis is on the

and final Victory is in sight. Let us help you finish the

rul

joli

Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance
REMLER COMPANY, LTD.

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10, Call

64

NAF
1136.1

equipped for the mass production of many types

reduce costs and speed up deliveries.
PLS

65
67
74
76
77
104

is

radio and electronic devices from humble plugs and connector

PL

:

i

Remler

REMLER
nnounciny

;

SINCE 1916

Communication

fluism¢nt
S
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Thitaker workers have the will and the skill
t) produce wiring assemblies to your specifications.
The girls who work in our plants are
skilled technicians-and we. can prove
it.For example, the picture shown above
illustrates one of the many complicated
assemblies being turned out for war
needs by our St. Joseph plants. The job
looks difficult, and it would 'be except
for the fact that we have a quarter of a

century of experience.

Investigate and you will find that
Whitaker has the "know how" and

i

ample plant facilities to turn out cable
assemblies, wiring harnesses, and flexible leads for power and lighting .. .
Your inquiries are solicited. Whitaker
Cable Corporation, 1307 Burlington
Ave., Kansas City 16, Mo. ... St. Joseph,

Mo....

1

Philadelphia

... Oakland.

izo

les, Wiring Harnesses and Assemblies for Automotive,
Aircraft, Marine and Rodio Equipment
L:TRONIC$-October 1944
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THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY
To1En.

Req. No.

Order No.

01111)

6666

PURCI IASI. ORDER

Date

January 3rd, 1920.
Pbughkeepel., New York.

y.o.It.

Ship via

el

lh.anll.,

1,000,000

Po milk* opal

.,l.Y.

roes
-

16th Prox.

Motor Bruehs.

Your Grade No.2

-

-

-

shown each of the primary colors.II
The object of this is to reduce!:
Where frame by
color flicker.
alteration
is used.4
frame color
becomes
prominent
in any.:,
flicker
single
of
a
color,
large area
for
t
example, if the picture is showiegl
a large blue area, this blue appear;
in the blue frame only. While the
red and green frames are appear.,
ing, it is not shown, so that they
frequency of the repetition is re-IFPI
duced and flicker accentuated.¡1,
With line by line color alteration,
Ib
each color appears in every frame
This form of scanning does not ,[
lend itself to the revolving dice IR
It'
system.
-

Superior Graphite Products Company,

To

NO

le Per our B/P

Mr -l7

ia6.00 Per

Shipping Speolfloation. -

><

.

Shipmente to be made in accordance with schedule,
till [) leaded to you on the let of each month 200,000 of the above quantity to be delivered to
Rllaye Corporation, lbughxeepele, New York 900,000 of the above quantity to co delivered to
lillye Corporation, Toledo, Ohio - Plant No,2.

I. Acknowledgment form attached most
feet to the following conditions:

be

filled In nod returned Immediately.

2.

All over -shipments are made on your renpon,ibility.

3.

The right is

tity

4.

to

~oh

Tab order and In aCYptlna by you are tub"

of quanresent the tight to reject and velum. at your expense, material in mesas

ordered.

order II not filled .i,hin time specified herein.
the W iIlys. Cotpo
In consideration of the purchase of the aloa.0 described ankh,. Relict agrees to defend, protect and save barmkss
product, against all
ration. and its subsidiary or affiliated mmptoien. its or Molt wan -..ern. assigns. eostormen, and the caves of its oroftheir
United States or foreign
nits. at ow or in equity, and from tlawp.. rL,Ln., den..rnd. and judgment. for actual sr allege) Infringement.
lettem patrol ley mayor nl the sale or on of the artistes I.erel.e nureh,.d.

reined to camel this

TIIE ELECTRIC ACTO-I.ITE ley.
-en ha.l'rkm.

A PLAN PROPOSED by Cab Researr

AFTER 25 YEARS

Bureau; Inc., representing the tal
industry, and the Electronic D
partment of General Electric C<
would make it possible to establir;
contact by radio with any cab
any place in Cleveland, redu
cruising mileage and eliminate u'
attended call boxes connected
telephone lines. If approval can
obtained from the FCC, this woo
be the first two-way taxicab rad'
system in the country.
k1
The plan calls for one mail
transmitter for the downtówn arel
and two others to cover the rest 4H
the city. Each transmitter woul I.
have four channels, with 100 cabs
assigned to each channel.
That radio-equipped cabs mig
be very useful in emergencies gro
ing out of fire, crime, and acciden
was pointed out by D. L. Chesney
G -E
commercial engineer.
pointed out that, "the taxicab '
dustry in each major city mig 4
draw up an agreement with th
city permitting the police depaf
ment to commandeer its radio ca
and its headquarters station at an
time that a major public distar
ance should warrant."

CUSTOMER

011

ISÜ

i

WITH US

,/

,

Rooting Cabs by Radio

_

1

quarter of a century ago Superior Carbon Products bégan operations in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. as the
Superior Graphite Products Company. Our "first
customer" was The Electric Auto-Lite Company of
Toledo ... It is a pleasure to be serving Auto-Lite still.
We like to think that perhaps Superior Carbon Brushes have contributed something to the excellence of
the Electric Auto-Lite product.
No, we're not going to deliver a lecture on the value
of quality in keeping customers on one's list. Certainly we will exert every effort to maintain the qualNor on the imity of Superior Carbon Brushes
portance of service and deliveries. However, we promise you our utmost in this respect despite the present
difficult conditions with which we all have to contend.
We will .endeavor to make Superior service worthy
of a place in every customer's picture.
A

.

.

.

Robot Radio Stations Fo
cast Weather

SUPERIOR CARBON PRODUCTS, INC.
9115 GEORGE AVENUE

CLEVELAND 5, OHIO

0.SUPERIORCARBON

BRUSHES
'198

-

AUTOMATIC WEATHER stations
secret locations from the arctic
the tropics are playing a major rol
in coordinating allied land, sea an
air attacks with favorable weather,:
The robot weather bureaus were de.
October 1944
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Sgt. Spring, M.E., E.E., ?IET.F.., CH.E., etc.
time, very likely within
your memory-when a spring was simply a curlicue of wire. You made it. If it
didn't work, you gave it another twit and
tried again. This cut -and -try approach was
certainly not design-and hardly economical manufacture. But it had its day
and that day is over.
Non, to fit a spring precisely for the job
to make it
it must do in your product
an ambassador of the quality and perIIEIIE was a

...

E'VE GOT HIM COVERED

.ro the Hunter Data Book have
prated many ideas for spring.
prated devices that aredoing their
>it'finish off the Axis. This handy
acitacked book is full of informatatou need at your desk or draw rig ,ard. Fora free copy, send your
igtrure on your business letter Da It will be mailed promptly.

...

fornance your customers expect from you,
requires all the scientific knowledge a spring
manufacturer can bring to bear.
The most naive looking spring will often
surrender only to the combined efforts of
calculus, metallurgy and statistical control
of quality. But in 99-44/100 percent of the
problems, science wins out where rule -of thumb would flop. The war has proved the
case for scientific spring making. Future
applications will rest on that proof.

THE BARREL SPRING-The barrel spring is a fundamental spring form, designed to resist, or store up until
wonted, a compressive force, and to compact into the minimum solid height. One of many for -instance
applications' for barrel springs is shown in the Plexiglas model below.

/,

1

aimoor
e

..t...

i

cm[n
PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, LANSDALE, PENNA.

U 1V' T E JR
.

.
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Ej
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INVESTIGATE ROCKBESTOS PERMANENTLY INSULATED
WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

it

d N ° 10,
rating,
volt
in wo7
t
óñT
wocKEsiosFIREpAll
`uflame -resistant
sine
t
diamter,
No.

1551 ,s
t--poitF

H

Rp10

Promptness in getting products on the market will reward peacetime
producers. But staying in the market is -what pays long-term dividends.
firs á8edp7
6
You can secure an advanced position and earn consumer goodwill
tnen
for your products by eliminating potential wire -failures throng
careful wire -planning in the design stages.
The experience of many designers and manufacturers proves that
""=".......tttH'r ntot six uctors
felted
to
.,.N.M..`,.,,,
by giving advance consideration to such factors as operating'
of
° two Asi interH°CKBESTóSTHERMOStpT
and 18 Ab volt service)
temperatures and voltages, dielectric strength, diameters, vibra(for armor low voltageol sysNa, 14. 16
stee
tion, flexing, ambient temperatures, Underwriters' approval,
r
tcRar 6TePTOgiveinsulation
du
etc., possible wire -failures can be eliminated before the product;
asbestoscontrol
signalnd
urw°r11yo
ulo.co
A multi-conductor
reaches the user.
communicating,.
ld-toóbeatp{out
tems.rueBeonbrs,n_resistm8steel ses- -,,.
In wire -planning your product, be sure to investigate Rockbestos
circuits.
ad
I E
villa
trouble Prot
wires, cables and cords. They all have a permanent asbestos ins'-,
W It C H O RD
nd im.V.C .rn
lotion that resists heat, flame, cold, moisture, oil, grease and
WbiGar
600
EST OS
with vatshedcambric
gray, black,
and
r
alkalies. One of the 122 standard constructions will probably
1VG
R N° IS to 410 insulation
in you
oard
gizr.a
meet your requirements. If, however, you have a peculiar
asbestos
fine
sl
pregnated
flameproof
insurance
operating condition or some other special wire requirement,
colored
fire
wlunshionck
not
Combine
Cable
Rockbestos Research will gladly develop a special construcSus
reProot'lbeUunder¡t
switchboards
cu 6rewall acts
Nirc, It
bends
Switchboard
eke"
tion to meet your particular needs.
asbestos
Cable
sharp as
braid
For engineering assistance oil the complete solution of your
VstosAN.C.HnBe
`T
thesamecharacteristics.
have
wire problems, write the nearest branch ofice.or:
cc

w
gtemaC
1

EE

small arid
lightweight,
Tú¿WQ1n30U1volt.
com°ur°sytus
pair or
oCo
pOr16 and ó°und
in twisted
and
devices, rang shielding braid
11"`"*
peratures PteTe
Tu
construction.
ons
,.,t111.ír
tripled
plR
4

oue

n.,

.

""="

.

1

'ó.M

.

K

AvCia
..

ljus

¡PE

G

ta

1'.11D

nd
and
strength are
dielectric
humidity
high
t and

CKBESTOS

8Asohd

or stranded

use where
insulated
es
to
conductors
or
nickel
á
or

tape
6ntshcd

N°' t 4Ó

synthetic
d asbestos
ag

ñbackytÁlors{°Tl
not
lh
resiuucis

hl-Asesulnto
laóosture
purp°s
.here
only, ..d

ietuu`

Also

Rockbestos Products Corporation, 416 Nicoll St.
New Haven 4, Conn.

FOR VICTORY

... BUY

WAR BONDS

ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems

NEW YORK, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO. SEATTLE, PORTLAND. ORE.
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The lrmy-Navy Production Award
for outstan\lírbg achievement in producing vitally im-

WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION

portant materials essential to the war effort will be an

fighting. While yesterday

added incentivcto the management and employees of

sories for pleasure, today they are implements of War.

CTRONICS

-
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to keep producing more
and better equipment for the men who are doing the
WARD

Antennas were acces-

201

veloped and placed in- production'
by Friez Instrument Div. of Bendh'
Aviation Corp. within a year after,
the Navy requested the devices.
The Navy wanted a device whict,
would report automatically el',
weather conditions by radio from'
remote points back to official;
weather control locations, and whiff.
Friez engineers already had the'

ELECTRONICS MEN ,'WILL'SOON, BE READING

-..oeor[ roup

ppoouc

.Q

-BOOK''
PRACTICAL' ;I

FREE FACT

FOR THE

PLANNER!

_

.,'

'"""4-0

i,

_

necessary meterological instrui
ments they had to start more or les
from scratch on equipment for'
power and timing of automatic'
radio devices necessary to broad.
cast reports and data continuously
gathered by recording instrument!
Weather and termite -proof insu
fated houses were developed to
shelter the recording and radio instruments. Since weather in the
English Channel originates around
Greenland, it was necessary to build
the automatic stations able to with.
stand the severe arctic climate of,
that region. For the most part, th
stations require servicing only a
intervals of several months.

'

.
Nu matter

what your business may

a remote 'connection with the

be-if electronics

has even

future of your product or process you will

want a copy of this helpful book.

Electronic Operation of
Standard Stop-Watch
By R. J.

WHY AND

a

J. H. JuPE

llitltl.leaem, England

Executives and engineers interested in finding new sources for large

scale electronic production will find Operadio's new book especially

helpful when projecting specific plans.
32 thought -provoking fact-packed pages! Clearly shows how thoroughly

Operadio is prepared to use advanced skill and resourcefulness in applying electronics to your industry's special problems and new products.
RESERVE YOUR FREE COPY NOW!

oPERADio
OPERADIO PLANT-BROADCASTcO FOR MUSIC

AND VOICE -PAGING

OPERADIO MANUFACTURING

PIN TO YOUR

LETTERHEAD

...

FLEXIFONE INTERCOMMUNICATION

CO.,, DEPT.

E-1 r ST. CHARLES, ILL.

Please send me your free book "Can Electronics Improve Your Product?"
Put me on the list today!

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

202

Jut

over inter
vals of one minute or less the error,
due to human causes, may be ap
preciable and the following descrip
tion deals with apparatus designed
to overcome this. A phototube i9
used so that the mechanism bein
timed is physically separate front
the timing apparatus, with the re
suit that mutual interference is nil.
The light beam can be inter.
rupted or modulated in various
ways but to reduce circuit error
to a minimum the best method is to
operate the relay in the same direction at both ends of the cycle. The
inherent time delays will then cancel out. This device has been in
use for a long time and has been
found to be extremely reliable and
convenient for laboratory work.
Four basic modes of operation
are 'possible, as follows:
1. Double occultation
2. Double illumination ;
3. Single occultation;
4. Single illumination.
A schematic of the circuit for the
IN USING

A

STOP -WATCH

;

October 1944
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post war reconversion
i

-

to clarify your problem to know that we will be

(lumnists, commentators, conferences and. a host

under way immediately when Uncle Sam issues

wonder American industrialists are dizzy!

critics on -the sidelines advising business to

aead"

-

to "Hold back"

-

"Go

the go-ahead signal.

to "Stand still."

Our products comprise new and improved comRed

lights today, green lights tomorrow.

Trough the maze of conflicting regulations, press
leases, industry bulletins, it is sate to predict,
I

,wever,

that civilian production will

resume

sortly. But we must win the war first.

\'e at G. I., realizing that wars always end more

suddenly than they begin, de-

Must')>a4

\ `'.
P

,

EtICTRONICS

v+

-

in

the

electronic and radio fields

-

variable condensers, automatic tuning mechanisms, record changers and new items developed

and perfected from the research of our wartime
experience.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT
CORP.
829 NEWARK AVE., ELIZABETH 3, N.

0

%

ponents

J.

cided long ago on a post war
planning schedule. It may help

October 1944
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"We saved enough weight by using Cannon Plugs to

CANNON PLUGS ARE DEFINITELY
ON THE LIGHT

SIDE...

Sure Cannon Plugs do weigh a little somethingbut the least possible. They're engineered that way.
First off they're designed for aircraft use -not
just' adapted to it. ,They're strong where strength
is needed. Excess weight is saved by cutting out factors that don't contribute to structural soundness.
Then, too, Cannon Plugs are precision built
which means more than just the close fit of all
parts. With Cannon, precision also means burring
and cleaning, trimming down and finishing off all

excess material.

add a little more armament"

Shells are die-cast of alloys that are tough but
light. Pins and sockets machined to closest tolerances to save weight. Inserts, rings, springs, clips
and. clamps -each part designed to do its job
exactly without waste.
The weight saved with one Cannon Plug makes
little difference. But with Cannon Plugs on all the
circuits a great deal is saved-actually several
pounds per plane.
.

Speaking of weight saving, just look
over the lightweight connectors in the
Cannon Type AN series, built strictly
to Army -Navy Specifications. A new
4th Edition Type AN Bulletin is ready
for distribution. It's free for the asking.
Write Dept.A-1 20, Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric. Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.

Canadian Factory and Engineering Office:
Cannon Electric Company, Limited, Toronto
REPRESENTATIVES
204

IN PRINCIPAL CITIES-CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK
October 1944
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82,826
Ban ll'llrs of

RESEARCH
Since Pearl Harbor, International .Detrola research
e1;ineers have logged this amazing total in their successful efforts to develop
al improve Mine Detectors, Aircraft Radio Transmitters, and Receivers, and many
o ter important military electronic devices. The company's
o'Ler engineering groups also have made great contribution to the
gality and volume of electronic weapons streaming from its efficient Detroit
a'iembly lines to the many battlefronts of Victory. The same engineering inventiveness and
trained imagination will be an inseparable
quality of Detrola-built Radio Receivers,
Television Receivers, Automatic Record
Changers, and other electronic instruments.

DETROERRADID

taunt OF 1NiLAMA110101 MIA COAIOüATNNI
1. 11SSEll FELIMANM

E `CTROIVICS

-
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BEARD AT

pUTFELD, DETADR

PRESIDENT

AWL

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

XS

most useful (double occultation) isl
given in Fig. 1.
The phototube is coupled to the
grid of the amplifier tube by resistor R, and capacitor Ct, while in the
anode circuit is an ordinary telephone -type relay. Double -pole don.
ble-throes contacts are provided on
this and its operation is indicated"
by the signal lamp L, being supplied
via contacts 5 and 6. Grid bias of
the tube is adjusted by potentioeleter Rr until sufficient anode cur. 1I
rent flows to give positive operation ii

Pwol
M

1\0111
TiJii:

Despite contraction and ex
pansion caused by heat and
cold, HOWARD'S Octal Type
Base "seals out" all moisture
and dirt by means of a gasket
seated on a sealing ring. Designed for use in radio tubes,
electrolytic condensers, and
practically all types of plug-in

===.
iiii
:iJ
-- .
J

,

------r----.1
------

---

41,11P..

II/AI

1100

.r7elay conloc/s

Magnet

equipment.

4

J

6

Di,

ISepo,3h

?(0000
Ir

MOLDED -IN PINS

Si

BUY WAR

BONDS

l0
el000

n

soua+

1,

CO//

tzy

Because HOWARD Molds -in the pins there is
a complete seal around the pins preventing the
entrance of any moisture or dirt. HOWARD
Octal type base is made in black or natural
Bakelite. Write HOWARD today for prices.

*

5

*

OWARD MANUFACTURING CORP.
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ermanent.Magnet

,

-n

MANUAL
NEW!

A

valuable, up-to-the-minute

manual on the design, production
and application of the modern permanent
magnet. Prepared by The Arnold Engineering Company, this is an authoritative treatise based on many years' experience in the
production of Alnico permanent magnets for a .vide range of
applications.
Contents include such subjects as Magnet Materials, Resistance
Comparisons, Physical and Magnetic Properties, Demagnetization and Energy Curses, Fabrication, Design and Testing.
Charts and tables illustrate and explain various aspects of the
discussion.
Recent improvements have opened many new fields for Per
new magnets to -reduce the cost and improve the efficiency of
many devices.
Write TODAY for your copy on your company letterhead.

MMMMMMM

Tii

ARNOLD ENGINEERING

COMPANY\

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
%.
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Specialists in the Manufacture of ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

1-Circuit for starting and stopping
a stop -watch by two interruptions of a
lightbeam.
Lamp L, is a 230 -volt.
15 -watt bulb
Fig.

of the relay (approximately 3.5 to
4 ma.). The phototube anode potential is adjusted by means of resistance R., both anode supplies being obtained from the metal rect.
fier and smoothed by capacitor C,
in conjunction with

resistor

R..

Operation

Normally, the phototube is illuminated, so that point X is positive
with respect to the cathode of to
amplifier tube. Interruption of the
beam causes the grid potential to
fall to a low value and the relay releases when the anode current
changes. Three things then happen:
The watch is started by the electromagnet being energized; the signal lamp is no longer illuminated;
the anode circuit of the amplifier
tube is opened.
This last is useful as the amplifier
is rendered proof against control
by the phototube while timing is in
progress. Near the end of the timed
'October 1944
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The HOW and WHY
o

of 'variable air condez. sers

..

Here's HOW tc get them.

.

Variable

air condensers of Radio Condenser Company will be

available just as soon as the armed forces' demands end.
WHY use them? Because they provide

sun accurate and distinct tuning. You can't afford
to overlook the fact they are being
used today in radio apparatus of our armed

forces and provide such accurate

tuning that these men-your

post-war prospects

- will want the

same type reception in com-

mercial sets. Give it to them
by using our variable air condensers.

RA.D10

CONDENSER

C

O .

CAMDEN, N. J.

RADIO CONDENSER CO. LTD., TORONTO, CAN.
a ..r *'

.,

lARMy ' ti'NAiVv..
11°.,,.

L

..
EC

RON ICS

-Octobb,

IF

Doing a war job today

1944
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some WAR

TIME Accomplishments

and PEACE TIi?iE Potentialities

of Beryllium Copper

the Metal Congress in Cleveland you will have
the opportunity to see and to handle Micro -processed
parts fabricated from beryllium copper wire and
strip which heretofore have been impossible or impractical to produce in any metal; you will be able
At

to examine specific examples of accomplishments in
beryllium copper which represent attractive cost

savings that can be applied to every -day peace -time
products; you will be able to discuss at

length with competent I -S engineers, the
application of Micro -processing to your Booth C32
products of tomorrow.
Oct. ló
to?0inc

Beryllium Copper can be made to do the
exceptional and even the "impossible" by

..

Micro-processing-it has taken the urgencies of a
war to prove beyond doubt that Instrument Specialties Company puts at your command new Standards
of performance, design, and economy.
Come to Booth C-325 prepared to see several "minor
miracles" and many hundreds of worth -while accomplishrnents which may be stimulating and

applicable.
We believe that the tangible evidence which will be
on display at the I -S Booth deserves the attention of
the men in your organization responsible for your
peace -time product program.

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO., INC.
258 BERGEN BOULEVARD, LITTLE FALLS, NEW JERSEY
ennl : ....111110.

IIEl1
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We're pioneers in high frequency heating with
F' = a
J
23 years of valuable knowledge and experience-at your service.
What we have learned about heater unit circuits can prevent you from making
costly errors in equipment selection and, application.
Our extensive line of equipment offers you the widest range of power and
frequency combinations. Choice is not limited to "standard" units. Let a
pioneering specialist solve your heating problems by giving you exactly the
right installation for your applications. It will pay you to get in touch with
5 Kw
us before you choose ANY high frequency heating unit. Write us today.
71 Kw
14,

equipment ofou a selection
quencies up to
0 megacycles

-

the following
o er range, with
e
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er to full load:
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170,

10

1f

-

Kw

121 Kw
15

Kw

18

Kw

I

25 Kw
40 Kw
100 Kw

DIVISION

OF

"S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY

119 Monroe Street

-

and Build ers of high

Garfield, New Jersey,

Frequency Conve rterb Since

1921
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Dependability!

cycle, pushbutton Si must be opei
ated to reconnect the amplifier b
allowing anode current to pass an
pull in the relay armature. Afte
this, the first occultation will enet
gize the magnet and stop the watct
Switch S, resets the watch to zert
Referring to the schematic, it
will be seen that the current for op
erating the magnet is obtains
from capacitor C which is charge,
to some 300 volts through resist
R, and discharged through the magi
net coils when contact 5 closes onti
4.

AUDIO
DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY
MINN.

MINNEAPOLIS

7,

Although the magnet requirdl

some 50 ma. for its operation, th
rectifier load is only increased gl
about 1.5 ma., and as the discharsl'
is comparatively heavy and of sham
duration, the operation of the dl1
vice is quick and positive.
Sometimes it is neither desirab!
nor possible to achieve double occur
tation of the phototube, in whit)
case a flash of light from a moving
mirror may be used to start ani
stop the watch. The circuit must
then be revised as follows: 1. Inte'
change the positions of the photo,
tube and thé resistance R,; 2. Van
the amplifier tube bias so that th
anode current is normally zero an
change over the connections to
and 6 of the relay. Contacts 1,
will
and 3, also reset button
cut out of the circuit.

S

Single Illumination or Occultation

When operation by single illua
ination or occultation is require

Into the design and manufacture of ADC Transformers, Filters, Equalizers and related electronic
equipment goes the determination of trying to do
every job just a little better. We call it "com-

-

°

,

pounding experience". This ambition to achieve
perfection in all details is the momentum behind the ADC performance record. We are
"Let us help you
sincere in saying
when we can".

Catalog
Availá°bl°=e°

-

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

--Single illumination or occult°
will operate the circuit above.
Except as shown. constants of coo
ponents are the same as Fig.

Fig.

2

Lion

1

210.
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MATTE FINISH
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FINE THREAD ASSURES SNUQ, FIT
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.
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THREADS CLEAN AND LUBRICATED
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PROTECT YOUR WIRES
with CREATIVE 9m.,[at:.,9

GROMMETS

If you are not already using CREATIVE INSULATING

GROMMET BUSHINGS in your chassis, by all means let
us furnish you witlY.samples.
When you see the superb protection these 100% phenolic
bushings give to your wires, and whenyou discover that they
don't "pop out" when you pack your wires through them
snugly, the chances are you will want to specify Creative.
Five standard sizes are available from stock, either from
our plant or from the distributors listed at the right.

h10471sail
Western users
get CREATIVEcan now
grommets from
through: stock directly
DISTRIBUTORS
-

Allied Radio
Corporation
833 West
Jackson

Chicago 7, Boulevard
III,
Lew Bonn
Company

Send for samples and literature.

1211

LaSalle
Minneapolis
4, Minn.

Seattle

L.

Radio Supply,
Inc.
7 Second
Avenue
Washington

21Seanle

CREATIVE'S CUSTOM SERVICE
You don't have to build molds to get Plastic Parts with Inserts such
as knobs, terminals, etc. Get the facts about this unusual custom
service ... Call on CREATIVE.

DIRECT FACTORY
REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Bruce
Cumming
201 N. Wells
Chicago Street

6,
Tel. ANDover M.

Nelson

e

5837

R.

Thomas

Agency,
344 East
Inc.
First Street
Los Angeles
12
Cal.
Tel. Mlchigen
3829

PL S UCS
s

-

-
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978 KENT AVE , BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
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V4UR:,PRINflNG.MACHINE
300

IS DESIG N:E:D T 0::. ,C) P E'RAT-.E
AT

'.

sa

=t ,

r

:

Send for Bulletins 149 LE and 163

U

-

ti

The mercury vapor lamp in your printer is not designed to withstand
the dips and surges of today's heavily loaded power lines.. To neglect this fact ma¡
mean- a burned -out tube. Subsequent replacement entails costly delays in production and
large expenditure for each new lamp. This can be prevented by employing a SECO automatic voltage regulator
to regulate the voltage applied to these lamps.
In the illustration, long lamp.life is assured by SECO regulator type 4209. A constant input voltage of 230
volts to the printing machine is maintained irrespective of line variations up to plus or minus 17.5%. Other'
no internal mechanical adjustments
features of this 9 KVA model are
high efciencyP.
quick response
For low cost insurance against tube failure in your machine, install a SECO regulator.

-

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY,

-

209 LAUREL ST., BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

SUPERIOR eleditic
212
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MAYBE!

Look to your insulation if you want "maybe" left

out of the performance of your instruments, controls

and low tension circuits.
LEXEL

Insulating Tape (cellulose acetate butyrate)

getting the call for such applications because it
gives full protection for any size of wire, with
is

minimum hulk and weight.
The conductor is CENTER -SEALED, by heat, in
a continuous helical tube of LEXEL. This provides

high dielectric strength, high insulation resistance,
low moisture absorption. It is flame retardant and

resists temperature extremes.

Production machinery and fighting equipment are
both being served extensively by LEXEL Insulation.
On your request, we'll gladly send test samples,

specifications and the names of manufacturers supplying LEXEL insulated wire and cable.

CUSTOM-MADE INSULATION !
As a regular service, Dobeckmnñ engineers also develop

laminated insulation products custom-made to special purpose
specifications, such as slot cell and phase insulation for
motors, insulation for shipboard cables and other uses. If
your requirements are unusual, call on us.

LEXEL is

a

reaiIcred trademark of The Dobeckmun Company.'

THE

COMPANY

OBEC
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
WESTERN SALES HEADQUARTERS

E
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"LUBRI-TACT" PORCELAIN TUBE RHEOSTATS

the simplified circuit shown

in

2 may be used, in which case

hi'I'
ti

bias of the tube is adjusted so th
its normal anode current corti!,
sponds to the mean operating
rent of the relay.
Upon occultation, the relay r
drop out, causing C. in Fig. 2
discharge through the magi
winding and so start the wata
While the phototube is in darkne
the anode current will slowly rt
(the time being determined by tt
time constant of R1, R., C1) but
not operate the relay owing to
pull-up current being different fro?
the drop -out value.
When the phototube is illum
nated at the end of the cycle, U
anode current will rise still Furth
and the relay will operate and ene
gize the electromagnet from caps
itor C2. A little later the anode cu
rent will return to its original val
but the relay will still hold in. Th,,1
circuit is then ready to respond to

>°°1°

c_2

y's

a

.

4
1,

.o"

W.

I°

,aí

N

A 81
for 4CCURA
Jagabi
M

RHEOSTATS
Ís

'

beam.I
Modes of operation 3 or 4 at,1
made possible by checking that tli
relay is in the correct condition bl
fore the timing cycle commence/
further occultation of the

Current,
Rheostats
Control
combine ruggedness
thé larBestinstrument
of construcaccuracy. From
ts necessarysize, they permit
cry for theproper the finem the smallest to
equipment
co ntrbl adjustment
with
Jagabi Lubri- which they are usedor functioningthat
of
cated positive tact Rheostats
have a
sliding
sizes and
unique lubriseventy-sixslg contact and
screw djustor
ratings.
adjustment
in four
Availablre
switchboard
ent aril
b
e also
in metal
.Iagabi Compression
or table mounting. -cage types for
jagabhl
Carbon
loads of y controlled
severalhundr screR adjustment can he
short
and vetof time. Fourrs Ins are permissible
from
6
es
a for
amP s up to g g
to 800toa Current ratings
For
tion

Soft iron cores
and armature

Stern -

b

byRheostats

Watch Pace '

descriptivemps.
write for
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e
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"JAGABI" COMPRESSION CARBON RHEOSTATS
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i

o .-.a

Wood block
recessed to
''take watch

Felt lining Detail of Mounting Block

ti

h

y

/p/ate
I

CO.PHILADELPHIA

.

Softke
iron

Removable

lat Bit!/etinant/ data

Rheostat

1705-E

12

.

Fig. 3-Construction of mounting
for adapting a standard stop -watch
an electronic starter

The signal lamps L, and L, may bt
marked to show whether occultatiot
or illumination is required to olr
erate the apparatus. As there are
two capacitors, C. and C in use.
the watch must be reset to zero by
hand, otherwise two reset buttons
are necessary.
The general arrangement of the
October 1944
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CONNECTION
LOOSEN OR MELT OUT:

Burndy HYDENT connection is one point in
zilkircuit that has caused no concern during this
when the "heat"
pw:od of heavy overloads
rally has been on. Being securely and permanctly indented to the wire or cable with the
Bundy HYTOOL, no loosening could occur even
ler a dead short!
It's this complete freedom from worry about
conector troubles that has made the HYDENT
;tnection so widely preferred not only by utilities
I contractors but for electrical equipment as
11. It provides a permanent connection, of high
* ctrical efficiency, and it cuts installation time
to 90%.
HYDENT connectors, made in the form of
II, links, reducers, taps, tees and crabs, are avail -ale for all wire and cable sizes. For complete'
tl;ormation, write
Burndy Engineering Co.,
7 Bruckner Boulevard, New York 54, N. Y:
t

...

...

'CANADA: Canadian Line Materials, Limited, Toronto 13
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1934 introduced the first metal receiving
tubesIn seven short years prior to Pear'
_Harbor over seven and one-half million new radio receivers were
equipped with this finer Ken-Rad product

es

of
ba
Characteristics'
1able
a
"Essential`comPlete
the most
in
f

g

TRANSMITTING TUBES

tube

CATHODE RAY TUBES 1
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 1
EXECUTIVE

OirICEs

OWENSBORO KENTUCKY
EXPORTS

216

IS

MOORE

STREET

N E

w

YORK

RECEIVING TUBES
INCANDESCENT LAMPS'
FLUORESCENT 'LAMP
October 1944
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Crystal Blanks
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
t.

"N,

It,

s

n
rystal Products Company can supply Quartz Crystal
hunks in any of the three stages of manufacture: (1) "rough -

ved" blanks, (2) "semi -finished" blanks, and (3) "electrily finished" blanks.
"Rough -sawed" blanks are cut to the specified angles and
ighly sawed to dimensions.
"Semi -finished" blanks are blanks which have been
(ought to approximate dimensions by machine lapping,
ilowance being made for final hand finishing.
'"Electrically -finished" blanks are finished by hand to the
f; quency desired and electrically tested.
All crystal blanks are cut to specifications from selected
lazilian quartz and guaranteed free from all impurities such
optical twinning, electrical twinning, bubbles, fractures,
-atches, mineral inclusions, and other mechanical and
rctrical imperfections. Dimensions, temperature coeffiints, and frequencies are guaranteed within specifications
1
c

I

ted. Send us

PIlO

CTS COMPANY

¶519 McGee Street, Kansas City,Mo.
Producers of Approved Precision Crystals
for Radio Frequency Control

your holders for replacement of crystal

anks to exact specifications.
tECTRONICS

-
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HERMETIC

SEAL

'
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Terminals

for Transformers, Chokes, Reactors, Capacitators,
and similar units ... where hermetic
sealing is a "MUST"... or where con-

venience and utility are paramount.
Molded of a high dielectric, moisturerepellant, low loss material, Howard
Terminals are easy to use, inexpensive,

convenient and provide

a

positive

method of hermetic sealing. Will not
crack or break when soldered in place.
The mounting ring and pin are
cadmium plated.

Manufacturers' Inquiries Are Invited

HOWARD MFG. CORP.

COUNCIL

BLUFFS

,

IOWA

watch unit is given in Fig: 3,
Clamping nuts hold the watch in lfl
position and a felt pad prevents 6y
damage.
tic
The electro -magnet coils are 3}
in. long by 11 in. in diameter and c
are wound with No. 36 B and S
enamelled copper wire, about 12,000
turns being necessary. A diameter
of i in. is adequate for the cores
while a minimum air gap of 0.02 in.
is satisfactory between armature iG
and pole face.
It should be noted that the screw
which projects through the armature to the pole face must.touch the
latter before the knob of the watch
is fully depressed, otherwise considerable force may be exerted on the
watch mechanism. Thanks are due
the Editor of Electronic Engineering for permission to reproduce
certain copyright material.

Substitute for Car Antenna
Checks Capacitance
By PAUL F. MAGEE
Cross Roads Auto Service, Berlin, Md.
DUE TO THE SHORTAGE

-J

-1'

_

-

,,* '.,,':

-

"'

OUT OF THE BLACK EARTH
N

ATURE has so planned it that out of ,black earth
come beautiful flowers and the foods essential to our very sustenance.
And so it is that from the darkness of the present hour . . . from the
suffering and sacrifice of world war . . . will emerge a greater degree
of understanding among men . . . more freedom for untold millions . . .
and advanced ideas to make man's burdens lighter and life more enjoyable. Astatic, like so many other manufacturing concerns, has been
broadened by the experience of war production, has employed its engineering skill and manufacturing facilities to create new products, the
principles of which will be reflected in Astatic's commercial and civilian

products of a new day.

C.,...,
C. LTD.
o...,»

:

.TItElASTAT.IC
.

21S

:

C011P.ORATI.OH

._TOOMCSION, OHIO

:»

of manpower,

we have not been able to actually
remove or reinstall any car radios,
nor make any adjustments on the
set in the car. However, we have
been repairing them to a great extent on the bench after determining

the capacitance of the car antenna
with a simply -made capacitance
bridge. This instrument enables the
serviceman to line up the radio at
the test bench -under the same conditions as the set encounters when
installed in the car.
A reading is obtained by connecting the bridge unit to the car
antenna with the antenna lead dis
connected from the car radio set.
The unit is then carried in to the
service bench and plugged into the
auto radio for the alignment procedure and a switch is set to connect
the proper capacitance into the receiver input circuit. The time required to take the bridge reading is
practically nil and by recording this
reading the set can be aligned properly without the car antenna at
some later date.
As illustrated in the diagram,
the device is a bridge circuit using
two resistors on one side of the
bridge and two capacitors on the
other side. One of these is a known
October 1944
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ASPERGILLUS NIGER

In the photographs shown here, only the
square patch of filter paper in the center
has been treated with Tropicalized Q -Max
Lacquer. The area free from fungus immediately surrounding the patch shows how
effectively Tropicalized Q -Max controls
fungus growth even on untreated surfaces
adjacent to the treated part.

PENICILLIUM DIGITATUM

z
la -MAX

A-27 H.F. LACQUER

now safeguards Communication and
Wectrical Equipment against

FU N G I

Fungus and mold are ever-present in humid atmospheres, especially in the tropics ...ready to impair
and destroy the fine precision performance of radio,
electronic, signal detector, communication and other
electrical equipment used by our armed forces.
To meet this vital need for adequate fungicidal
protection of war material, Q -Max chemists spent
many months in search of an ideal fungicidal agent
to incorporate into Q -Max lacquer ingredients.
Many highly effective fungicides proved to be
unsatisfactory because they disturbed excellent
electrical characteristics or caused corrosion of metals.
But the search is now over, thanks to the effective
blending of a potent fungicide with the outstanding
dielectric coating material, Q -Max A-27, H. F. Lacquer.
With Q -Max A-27 H. F. Tropicalized Lacquer, no
mixing of fungicides and lacquer is necessary-all
this is done at our factory. Look for the word
TROPICALIZED on the Q -Max label.

PRODUCTS
744 BROAD

Cp

`_

xlal Transmission Line and Fittings

EL'.TRONICS
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CHAETOMIUM
GLOBOSUM

NEWARK, N. J.

Sterling Switches

Auto-Dryaire

.
I.

RHIZOPUS
NIGRICANS

COMPANY, INC.

FACTORY: 346 BERGEN AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, N. J.
O

L.,

Q -MAX CHEMICAL

Antenna and Radiating Systems

DIVISION

0 -Max A-27 Radio Frequency Lacquer
2l!

.

RTS BOXES

SPARE

No. 1025-6

No. 1025-1

18"x9"x9"

12"x6"x6"

t

24

STOCK SIZES

B 9 (Int) for shipboard use, Electrical
and Mechanical. Navy grey finish. Immediate Delivery.

As per specification 42

-

Number

12

6

12

9

6

1025- 3

12

12

6

1025-15
1025-16

1025- 4

12

9

9

1025-

1

1025- 2

No. -1025=14

30"x15"x12"
tPortition-s not (nclúded)'

°

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

Width

Height
6

Length

J

f

Number
1025-13

I

-

Length

I

.

Width': 'Height '

18

18

24

15
15

15

1025-17

24
24

18

12

1025-18
1025-19

24
24

18

15

18

18

24

12

9

30
30

15

9

15

12

'12

9

9

9

12

9

1025- 5

18

9

6

1025- 6

18

9

9

1025- 7

18

12

9

1025- 8

18

6

6

1025- 9

18

15

9

1025-20
1025-23
1025.14

1025-10

18

12

6

1025-22

1025-11

18

15

12

1025-21

36
42

1025-12

18

12

12

1025-24

42

[

12

12

CO/
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e4vA
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e
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COLE STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N.
,FACTORY: BROOKLYN, N.
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ANTENNAS

ENGINEERS

BY

CONDENSERS

TUBE
SOCKETS
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INSULATORS
IA

fY

Johnson Radio Engineers have been specialists in insulator design for radio
i'
fq

frequencies for almost

a

quarter

of a

century. Shapes to provide strength for

strains and stresses-reinforced mounting holes and carefully designed mountings

-high

internal resistance to radio frequency voltage-long leakage

careful treatment to present

a

path-

INDUCTORS

surface that will not collect dirt and foreign

matter-quality hardware, not punched

nuts and poorly formed

parts-materials

selected for their radio frequency characteristics, not the "flower pot" variety

of ceramics.

BROADCAST
To Johnson Engineers an insulator is_a

piece of radio apparatus and given

EQUIPMENT

the same careful attention in design and production. As a result you can't buy

better insulator than Johnson. Send your next insulator problem to Johnson
for recommendations and quotations. No obligation.
a

1

Ask for Catalog 968D.

.

CONCENTRIC
LINE

JOHNS -ON

E. F.

JOHNSON`C0.

Waseca, MIawesM

amoús name in )2ada

LETRONICS

-
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capacitance and the other unknom
When connected as shown, the re
lay furnishes the buzzing sound ti
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Every problem of spring design and materials is a subject feuengineering analysis. For example, when springs are to be used
in 'electrically operated devices, they will cushion shock, or store
energy, or exert force. This they must do accurately. Thus a
good brush spring must not only keep carbon in contact with commutator, but also preserve a definite gradient, applying its force within

narrow limits.
Likewise where springs conduct electric current, the choice of proper material, such as beryllium copper or other copper alloys for certain functions, is
of first importance for both conductivity and heat resistance. For satisfactory
performance, engineer and manufacturer must consider the exact application
of the spring in every detail. Reliable is equipped to give you the correct
spring for the job.

Consult with us on your requirements. Reliable Catalog No.

44 supplied on

request.

THE RELIABLE SPRING & WIRE FORMS CO.
'3147 Fulton Rd., Cleveland 7, Ohio

Rep

tafives

In

Principal Cities

YOU CAN RELY ON

el/able...;ROUND AND FLAT
WIRE SPRINGS

222

co.

pacitance of a car antenna. The unit
acts as electrical substitute for the
antenna when it is necessary to align
the receiver on the bench.
Plug -la
antenna adapters permit quick check.

tins.

CLIPS

HOOKS

LIGHT STAMPINGS

BENDS
'

provide an audible sound for bar
ancing the known capacitance
the unknown capacitance of the an
tenna circuit in the car.
The transformer is a line -to
voice -coil type. The voice -coil wind
ing is connected in series with th
relay, battery and switch.
Three flashlight batteries haul
lasted for a long time. The layou
of the components is not critical an
all of the parts were installed in
box 6 x 9 x 4 in. The dial is mounte
on one end and was calibrated wit!
the aid of a capacitance meter use
in normal service work.
The device has sufficient antenn
effect to permit operation of the se
Dial Reading

Cap. in

µµf

tv,

100
160
300
550
900
1250

o

20
40
60
80
100

tl' R

hes
Ocf
Cry

without an additional antenna con
nected if the set is operating properly. By using the unit on ever'
set, a sense of judgment can be obtained as to whether the repaired
set is satisfactory. The set
aligned for greatest sensitivity
from one end óf the band to the
other, even if the oscillator trim
mer capacitor has to be varied
slightly to obtain satisfactory re.
sults.
A tuning gang having three 365µµf sections connected in parallel
has sufficient capacitance to cover

te

foo

IS
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The

impossible
is

done
here
I

p,N3114

-.
R.e metals

are of increasing impor-

ttce in radio transmitting tubes, and
ti simple operation above is proof of
chlett's ability to handle them. Here
[dyllium is being rolled into sheets
I in 0.004 to 0.020 inch thick, sheets
t t are vacuum -tight, and have adeglte ductility at high temperatures.
=ormerly it was believed to be imlksible to make beryllium malleable,
131 Machlett decided to produce it in
th form, because it then could be used
a part of the envelope in an X-ray
tLe. This would result in new tubes of
suerior utility in certain important ap-

p:ations, particularly X-ray diffract:, one vital use of which is in determiing the axes of quartz crystals, for
rtlio frequency control; also there are
EL:CTRONICS

-

October 1944

manifold uses in metallography.

-

So Machlett did the impossible
beryllium was made malleable. Details
are given in a scientific paper, copies
of which are available.

Such an achievement is typical of
the Machlett determination to overcome obstacles to the production of the
most effective and desirable types of
vacuum tubes, whether they be r -f oscillators for communications or induction
heating, or X-ray tubes for industrial,
scientific, medical or dental uses. The
type of skill that produces "impossible"
malleable beryllium is reflectéd in the
construction of the Machlett ML -893
illustrated here
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Connecticut.

1

ML-893-high power
oscillator and ompli-

fiertubeforradioand
J

iijr

...

industrial purposes.

CH LEtT
RAY TUBES SINCE 1898

:es DA? THEIR LARGEST MAKER
-
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ADAPTABLE and DEPENDABLE

RESISTORS

and dependability of resistors asFor over fifty years industry has looked to Ward
sume primary importance in the assembly of
Leonard for both resistors and resistor assemblies.
large rheostat control units. The wide
This experience has given Ward
range of resistance values and caLeonard Engineers the viewpoint of
asst e
pacities that can be built up from the
user and designer. It is reflected in
Ward Leonard line is limitless. The
-the'. completeness of the Ward
many types and mounting arrangeLeonard line of Resistors.
ments permit the meeting of load reWhatever your requirements you
quirements in minimum space. It is
will find a Ward Leonard Resistor
obvious In an assembly as shown
that exactly meets your conditions.
above that the dependability of the
Send for Bulletins.
individual resistor is an absolute
This motor operated Ward Leonard assembled rheostat is built up from several
essential.
types of Ward Leonard Msidrs.
ADAPTABILITY

.

WARP LEO

ARMb

E,.,

-INAVY

-

RELAYS
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LEONARD

ELECTRIC

BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

RESISTORS

Electric control
WARD

RD

COMPANY,

R_
32

RHEOSTATS
devices since 1892.

SOUTH

STREET,

l

MOUNT

VERNON,
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; T F0RMED;PHEN0LITE*
Opénsr wide avenues for your
successful Post -War Products
*A formable thermosetting sheet

material-makes parts

more resistant to shock

a typical Post Formed
Phenolite baffle used in
aircraft construction.

'Ws is

LETRONICS

Post Formed Phenolite parts are playing an important role in today's airplane construction because of their
ability to withstand tremendous impact
without fracture. This impact strength
is approximately ten times that of usual
molded parts.
This remarkable property, combined
with Phenolite's other exceptional
characteristics-resistance to wear and
moisture, light weight (about one-half
the weight of aluminum), excellent
electrical insulator-recommends the
broad advantageous use of Post
Formed parts in countless peacetime
products.
Post Formed Phenolite Parts are

economical to produce. The sheet is
heated to forming temperature (a
matter of seconds). After heating, it is
formed in an inexpensive wooden
mold with standard press equipment.
Practically any desired form or shape
may be achieved. Forming takes place
in a few minutes. There are no rough
edges to be sanded-no flash to be
removed. Fabrication may be done
before or after forming.
Just now we can supply material for
war applications only, but our technical
men will be glad to work with your
engineers on your peacetime projects.
Write us now on Post
Formed Phenolite.

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
Wilmington,
Delaware

-- October

Offices in Principal Cities

1944
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With components mounted in a wooden
box, the capacitance bridge can bel
carried to the car to check the antenna
and back to the bench for substitution
of the correct capacitance

9

almost any installation using sid
of -car antennas. A 600-µµf capac'
tor may be connected temporarily
facilitate testing an under -car all.
tenna. This temporary connectio
can be made across the gang insidh
the box.
The unit can also be used for reg
ular checking of capacitance, but
of little value where voltage mus
be applied in the checking proces.,
The dial scale can be elaborated ú
any extent, but the values given
below were sufficient for our pun
i

e

.

.

.
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New Influence

in Tomorrow's Designs
Throughout the entire war,` Permoflux Acoustical Devices have consistently surpassed the
efficiency specifications, of Army and Navy
.requirements. In addition-, they have established new standards of durability under the
most gruelling service conditions. Permoflux
products for postwar will reflect these achievements as they render improved performance
in hundreds of applications. Let us consult
with you on your specific, design problems.
BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

R

TRADE

rLu

MARK

P.ERMOFLUX CORPORATION
4916-22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS
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pose.

Skyhook for Gibson Girl
THE 300 -FT ANTENNA used with

tbt

Gibson Girl emergency transmitta
(shown on the cover of the Sep
tember, 1943 issue of ELI
TRONICS) is supported by a yells'
kite made of steel and cambri;
Combined with the transmitter, ti
kite is standard equipment i
rubber life rafts on all bomb
and transport planes.
The framework of the kite
formed of stainless steel tubi
that is first passivated to remo
all foreign matter from the me
and is then put through a 200-hou
salt -spray test to provide a stand
and of resistance to the climati
conditions which may later be en
October 1944
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Manufacturers with an eye on postwar markets are "getting the range
through their wartime experience
with Western non-ferrous metals .. .
"tailored for specialized requirements.
We are thoroughly experienced in
meeting requirements that call for
close tolerances, exacting tempers
and finishes, and in producing highest quality metals that are easy to

Jíwire

BRASS
PRODUCTS
.k,,.
C

stamp, form, draw, buff and plate.
The greatly increased capacity of
our mills at East Alton, Ill., and
New Haven, Conn., will enable us to
supply additional
additional customers with
high-grade Western metals-in sheet
or strip, cut lengths or long coils,
drawn or stamped parts. An invitation to discuss your copper and
copper base alloy requirements will
be appreciated.

BRASS MILLS
Division of WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY, East Alton, Ill.

ASS
EICTRONICS

BRONZE

-
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PHOSPHOR BRONZE

NICKEL SILVER

COPPER
227
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
born under the lash of wartime necessity
will find welcome use for
PEACETIME PRODUCTS TOMORROW
Sockets, Plugs, Switches, Contacts,
Terminal Boards and Assemblies to perform electronic applications unheard of
prior to Pearl Harbor Day was the crying need two short years ago.
Franklin engineers, like all American
Industry, tackled the job with one purpose in mind ... to quickly supply the
armed services with newly designed
electrical fittings to perform required
electronic applications while withstanding most severe manhandling.
By discarding every precedent and
starting from scratch Franklin engineers developed new Sockets, Plugs,
Switches, Contacts, Terminal Boards
and Assemblies which found high
favor with manufacturers of electronic
units and with the armed services.
Franklin's New Line developed for today's war equipment will find many
applications for tomorrow's peacetime
electronic equipment.

A. W. FRANKLIN

228

Terminal Strips

Plugs Switches

,

MANUFACTURING CORP.;
175 YARICK STREET

Sockets

J

Plastic Fabrications

«

NEW YORK, 14, N.

Metal Stampings Assemblies

October 1944
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The

way we head and thread
this Handle -Bolt

¡Ifqpá'epte a

a

t.

r

You probably won't have any handle bolt jobs,
hut you'll have others, and we may be able to
handle them as advantageously as we did this
one for the Cleveland Ordnance office.
A supplier was needed to produce millions of
handle bolts for steel ammunition containers.
One requirement was a fast lead thread
split
seconds count when these containers are opened
in the field.
Inside of two weeks from the time we got the
inquiry, we worked out the design, made samples
and got approval. Eight days more saw the first
test lot shipped and two weeks later production

...

shipments began. In that time we had made
tools, dies, taps and roller dies.
The design was worked out to permit quantity
production by heading and roll threading. The
purpose of the "steeple" head, as our men in the
shop dubbed it, is to permit sufficient stock for
the size of hole required, and vet keep within a

THE
ILI:TRONICS

practicable limit of volume of material for successful heading operation. We produced a double
lead thread which more than met the requirements for speed of action, and also permitted
much faster production than the type of thread
originally specified.
Send far copy

of this
booklet containing IS

brief, diagrammatic
C7

stories of important
saving on headed and
threaded parts. Ask

for the "Savings"
booklet.

lÍo"E.
AND

R0

C

r

NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND 4,

-

October 1944
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from "High -Vacuum Headquarters"

;,

NEW VACUUM COATING UNIT
MODEL LC1-500-3
This important new I)PI unit is intended for the
application of low -reflection coatings, or the depositing
of metals such as silver, gold, aluminum, etc.-or
metallic salts-on glass, metal, crystalline« materials,
and plastics.
FEATURES

1. A utomalie bell jar lift
ease of operation.

For

2. High-racuum rake An optional feature enabling the diffusion pump to run continuously.

,thermocouple gauge to read
temperatures in bell jar, heater

Fast evacuation cycle Less
than two minutes. If very fast
evacuation cycle is necessary, a
large roughing pump can be incorporated, making pressures

Light and Sound Control
for Telex iaion Displays
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED stony

of 0.0001 mm. Hg. possible
in less than two minutes.

4. Rugged construction
Unit is designed and built
for production work, without sacrificing appearance.
5. Low maintenance Not
much that can "go wrong."
In case of trouble, machine
can be serviced easily.

A

6. Simplicity Location of

w

valves, gauges, switches
makes for easy operation.
Because of construction features, machine is easy to
keep clean.

Completeness Unit

comes ready for operation.
Includes high-speed diffu-

sion pump, mechanical
pump, forepressure gauge,
Pirani and Ionization gauges
to read pressures in bell jar,
I. on-V«vsam Ia,.iPmont
Mb coating inch, .r for Infor,n.tion
.n faopa.r ..awasa fr....N f. wait
Write

Division-f.. Narfh.r I.rall. aoue
other needs.

DP
INC

MGM
Ilk ADM/MITER S
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rolled steel clamps which have all
been given the corrosion tests he!
the skirts to the frame.
A product of Hoffman Rndi
Corp. of Los Angeles, Calif., the
kite can ride out a wind of 50 mile
per hour and permits the trier
mitter to cover a range of
square miles in average weather
The kite stands 36 in. high whe_
open and weighs but 121 os.

and filament gauges and controls, pneumatic bell -jar lift,
wiring and other necessary service connections.

3.

7.

eduntered in the various war
Small corks are inserted in
open ends of the tubing to rtute
them watertight.
The skirts of the kite are Ira!
of a water-repellent cambric ttie
has a tensile strength of 39.4 c
the warp and are given buoyae,,
by corner paddings of kapok. Corr

DISTILLATIOf

1

PRODUCTS, INC.

VACUUM EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Y.
ROCHESTER 13,

windows that allow full daytint
television, without regard to th
amount of daylight and noises fror
the street, have been designed h
the Television Workshop of Net
York. Constructed in arcade fast
ion, and recessed from the build
ing line, the postwar video wit
dows would be built at an angle et 1G
60 deg, thus permitting passers -h
to come in off the sidewalk to vies
a store's window video screening
eliminating sidewalk congestionthe chief objection heretofore t
store -window television.
A photoelectric device automat
cally adjusts itself to the amour
of light coming from the outsid
and shades the video screens to a
low full daytime viewing.
An acoustical device adjusts th,
audio portion of the program to
level several decibels above sire'
noises, projecting the sound onl
within the arcade area, thus over
coming the objection ,of the cit)
fathers to sound amplification fro
store windows.
The postwar display windows art'
designed to utilize screens which
are 18 x 24 in., with merchandise to
be displayed around the screen,
When larger screens become available, the windows could be adjust
to accommodate screens up to three
by -four feet and more.
II
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IN AIRLINE GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT

uuaAQ1`ó:
Model TG 14
2500 WATT

(Typical basic installation for operation on 2.5
to 20 megacycles, including: one MP -36 A
three phase rectifier; two MT -92 A modulator
units; six MT -90 A high frequency RF unitsall encased in sleet cabinets with forced draft
ventilation.)

...

Exceptional Sturdiness
Great Flexibility
Complete Tropicalization

.. .

llidix Radio*-center of radio research and production for the aviation industryha now turned its broad experience and extensive facilities to the production of
th finest of ground station equipment-and here is one result: a new, unit -type
in Illation providing an unlimited number of operating channels in the frequency
roe of 200-425 kc. and 2.5 to 20 mc.... with sufficient power supply capacity
topermit simultaneous operation of 2 radio telephone, 1 radio telephone and
2 rlegraph, or 3 telegraph channels
and designed to allow quick installation
o! dditional RF channels as traffic loads increase.
Qlistructed to the quality requirements which have made the products of Bendix
Pilo the Standard of the Aviation Industry, this equipment has hermetically
sCrd transformers for tropical use, and is studded throughout with other features
tossure peak performance under all conditions. As a further guarantee of reliabilin special attention has been given to adequate overload protection, and improved
esitrical design assures the effective reduction of Harmonic Radiation to a minimum.
Irarmation as to dimensions, weight, construction, electrical characteristics and
ev-service features will be sent promptly on request.

...

The MS -97 Remote Control Unit, built to
individual requirements, provides a method
of installing control equipment in a manner
which will place all the equipment in locations readily accessible to the operator.
The compact low structure of this unit
permits it to be installed in such a way that
the operator may have a full unobstructed
view in all directions.

*riot-rum or

emu;

AVIATION

coero.Anor

RADIO DIVISION
BENDIX AVIATION

TANDARD
EICTRCSNICS
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If your post-war products will require dry batteries,
be sure to include RAY -O -VAC in your plans.

The

"know-

how" that has solved innumerable problems of portable
power for our armed forces can be of great valueto you.
Ray -O -Vac engineers are at your service to aid in

planning products powered by dry cells . For details,

Ny

write Dept. 1-A Ray -O -Vac Company, Madisón, Wis.

FARM

-

TALK

RAY-0 -VAC COMPANY
Madison 4, Wisconsin
Other Factories at CLINTON, MASS.. LANCASTER,
OHIO. SIOUX CITY, IA.. FOND DU [AC. WIS..
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

October 1944
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Open -Grid
Tubes
(Continued from page

128)'

no case did omission of the

[7-"5- .°
...

gri

leak lead to excessively high plat
current or to high operating tea
peratures, nor did the grid big
become high enough to block tb
tube. In the ageing test, open-gri
tubes also performed better tba'
tubes with a grid leak. The noi1
is also less with a cathode resists
(of proper size) than without ow'
With a fixed bias resistor and var;
able plate voltage the least not
was obtained with a plate volta
of about 90 volts for a 6SJ7 tub'i

..-

Conclusions

If the tubes are to. be operat1l
with nearly zero grid bias the lows¡
noise level obtained by the
sion of the grid leak is especial
noticeable. From Table 1 it can4
seen that for optimum grid bias t
ratio of noise with a grid 19ak
the noise without a grid leak is 1.1
and for zero bias this same ratio
1.97. This shows the advantage
operating without a grid leak
omit''

-

i

1

zero bias.

Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. Dependable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline -driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for yoilr postwar needs ín power plants,
motors, converters and battery chargers.
DYNAMOTORS
GENERATORS

...
....

CONVERTERS
D C MOTORS

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

-

'0

Operation of a tube without
grid leak seems practical in appli
tions involving low-level operation
with no d -c potentials in the prÉltl
ceding stage, and a negative grQ thel
bias of not more than about 2 voila¡
Tests were also performed o Igat
pentode -connected 6SJ7 tubes an
on 6J5 tubes, and similar result
were obtained.

is/
bklb
ífl

t

ur
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GIRL POLICE RADIO OPEI
ATORS, Ruth Boddy and Jean Pi
nell, are employed by the Missou.State Patrol. They have been wall
ing at the net control station in J(1
Person City.

CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE, NEW YORK

.
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RECESS
<i
!T TAKES!
WHAT

S!

i

.

\

r.`

at the center corners
Phillips Recess above - and
picture of some real screw

KE A LOOK

If the

itt a

trgineering!
71ESE

CORNERS

aren't square!

'hey're rounded into a series of
flat planes. It's these flat planes
tat hold drivers in the Phillips
recess so well.
LIEN NOTICE how the4 wings and
16 flat planes are angled. It's
ate scientifically determined de:'ee of these angles that elimiites fumbling starts . .. makes it
';lssible to use full turning power
. makes it hard to burr Phillips
.ead Screws, and reduces wear
it Phillips Bits and Drivers. .

FOR ANOTHER INSTANCE of Phillips
engineering ingenuity, note the
depth of the Phillips Recess. It's
not too deep ... not too shallow.
It's just the right depth to give
Phillips Recessed Head Screws
the strength to stand up under
the heaviest driving pressures.
Just the right depth to give maximum turning power with a minimum of effort ... to keep drivers
in proper alignment with screws!
COST LESS!
Switch to screws with
the scientifically engineered Phillips Recess
they cost less because they help you produce
more! Available in any head
style, type, or size.

-

PHILLIPS'
MACHINE SCREWS

SELF.TAPPING

American Strew Co.. Providence, R;

1.

Atlantic Screw Works,. Hartford, Conn.
,.The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.

f-'

SCREWS

-

Centre! Screw Co.. Chicago. 114
Chandler Products Corp.. Cleveland. Ohio
..Continental Screw Co., New'Bedford. Miss.
The Corbin Screw Corp.. New Britain, Conn.
General -Screw Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.'
'

SCREWS

STOVE BOLTS

The H. M. Harper Co.. Chicago,',Ill.
International Screw Co., Detroit;,Mich
The Lamson & Sessions Co.. Cleveland, Ohio

TO MAKE WARTIME

QUOTAS AND
PEACETIME PROFITS

Faster starting: Driver point
automatically centers in the
Phillips Recess ,...fits snugly.
Fumbling, wobbly starts, slant
driving' are eliminated. Work
is made trouble-proof, for
green hands.
Faster Driving: Spiral and
power driving are made prac
tícal. Driver won't slip from
recess to ,spoil material or injure worker. '(Average, time
saving ís 50%.)
Easier Driving: Turning power
is fully utilized. Workers
maintain speed without tiring.

IDENTIFY ITC

,.

Center corners of
Phillips Recess ore
rounded .. ,
NOT square.

Better Fastening: Screws are
set-up uniformly tight, with-

out burring or breaking of
screw heads. The ' job . is
stronger, and the'ornamental
recess adds to appearance.

Manufacturers Screw Products, Chicago, III.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co., Milford, Conn.
The National Strew & Mfg -Co., Cleveland, Ohio
New England Screw Co.. Keene. N H,
ParkerKalbn Corp.. New York, N. Y.

bottom of Phillips
Recess is .pearly

flat...

NOT tapered to o
sharp ppint..

Pawtucket Strew Co.. Pawtucket, R. 1. .
Pheell Manufacturing Co.. Chicago, Ill.
'
Reading Screw Co.. Norristown, Pa.
Russell Burdsatl & Ward Bolt & Nut
Co.. Port Chester. N. Y.
Sunni Manufacturing Co.. Waterville, Coen.
Shakeproef Inc.. Chicago, 111.
'
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Ca., Southington,
Conn.
.

Wolverine Bolt Co., Detroit, Mich.

,
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Grid-Current Characteristics of Typical Tubes....
Electroaarcoais Therapy
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Grid -Current Ofaracteriatic of
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piral Tube..
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DULLING THE PAST

y

here can be made fully a. accurate.
is used.
The circuit shown in Fig.

By LOW ELL
L \t'. Zexri.

..

1

1l t

few years, consid-

erable interest has been shown in
the applications of vacuum tubes to
such problems as the measurement
of dirtrt voltage and current. In
particular, tubes have been used in
stabilized vacuum -tube voltmeter
circuits which have sufficiently high
input re: istances that little effect is
had on the measured circuit. Likewise, vacuum -tube microammeteri;
and micro- microammeters such 6.
that of A. W. Vance` require high
input resistances. These problems
are the same as those met when designing a phototube amplifier where
the tube must react to very low

light intensities.

,n+rwelerwer--1-i

,d

The pra_edure is first to run the
grid -voltage vs plate -current curve
for the tube in question, using the
same values of plate, screen if a
l

pentode) and heater voltage under
which it is desired to operate. At a
given value of E , the plate current
is read on u1 with S both open and
closed. The difference in plate current with and without R,, in the circuit can be converted to a change
in grid voltage from the static cure
previously plotted. The grid current is determined by dividing the
change in grid voltage by the grid
resistance R.

I

Fig. l --Circuit used in obtalatng
for curves of grid- ureat eh-,
atice by the tnd-rect method

t

The accuracy of the meth(
ponds on the acturac1 of the t'
current and grid bias meter,.
the accuracy to which the grid
sistance is known. The overall
curacy can quite readily be t

within +15 percent.
The tube types selected for aft
urement are all readily avail
and are considered representat
types. The curves of Fir. 2 F
the grid current l,, that may lx
pected from an average GJ5 tric_j
These curves show that some )
provement can be obtained by 'ell
ering the heater voltage below
1

The obvious method of obtaining
input resistance combined

high

with high stability is to use specially designed low grid -current
tubes in a balanced degenerative
circuit. However, in many instances
the relatively high cost of such
tubes and the lack of necessity of
the use of extremely high values of
input resistance make it desirable
to seek some more readily available
and less expensive tube. Since data
concerning the grid current characteristics in the negative grid region is not available for the more
common tubes, it is the purpose of
this article to give some data on a
few receiving type vacuum tubes.
The measurement of the minute
currents that flow in the grid circuit
of a negative -grid, direct -current
amplifier must be done indirectly
unless a very sensitive galvanometer is available, and even then the
grid current of the best of the receiving -type tubes can not be measured. The indirect method which
was used to obtain the data given
Vance, A.

1936.
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TESTING FOUR-IN -ONE DYN tMOTOI(

r
1

..

3

Test panel for Westinghouse druamotors having lour separate output voltages frtC
14 10 300 volts. Output voltages are held constant for normal input -voltage vat
by a requlatoe field which weakens when the input voltage risen and strengtbes1
when the voltage drops
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Ohmite Dummy Antenna.
Used in Testing Critical
Transmitting Equipment

r

Here's what COLLINS RADIO CO.,
well-known transmitter manufacturer, says: "Within its power range

... the most convenient to use, the most

.

stable and the most accurate Dummy
Antenna we have encountered . .
Used successfully for testing and measuring power output
Gives long life
without detectable deterioration."
.

a
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l
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E

4

.
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40,

l

fF,

Proved by use before war came ... Ohmite R.F.
Units today are performing vital functions in
the production and operation of vital war equipment. An interesting example is the use of
Ohmite hermetically -sealed, glass -enclosed gas filled dummy antenna resistors by Collins Radio
Company, and other well-known manufacturers
for testing and measuring power output.
Other Ohmite Units doing specialized jobs
in radio frequency applications are Vitreous
Enameled Non -Inductive Power -Size Resistors,
Parasitic Suppressor and R.F. Plate Chokes.
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ONMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4816 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, Illinois
Foremost Manufacturers of
For complete data, write on
company letterhead for helpful Catalog and Engineering
Manual No. 40. Address 4816
Flournoy St., Chicago 44, Ill.
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Power Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches
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MES KNIGHTS
Crystal Controlled"

Frequency Sta ndard
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This is the ideal secondary frequency standard to check frequency of
oscillators and transmitters, to calibrate and align receivers, etc. Can
be used by the. crystal manufacturer to= check frequency standards
for' production. Useful many ways irf'the electronic laboratory or
factory. Provides output up to 40 megacycles at 1,000, 100 and 10
kilocycle. inter4als. Complete cost only $59.50. Descriptive catalog
sheet on request.

1

C RYSTALSI

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

The JAMES KNIGHTS Co.
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS
cC
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WHEN YOU USE BH
FIBERGLAS SLEEVING!

BH EXTRA FLEXIBLE
FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

Here's an Insulation that Handles Easter,
Cuts Cleaner and Saves Time

IF you're exasperated by ordinary sleeving that
frays on the ends, works stiffly and doesn't hold
up in use ... then you'll certainly want the lowdown on BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving!
For this is .a really flexible and definitely non fraying sleeviñg-built around the excellent insulating qualities of Fiberglas by an exclusive

WO

BH process.
Fiberglas, you know, is moisture -resistant,
high in dielectric and tensile strength and is
shunned by fungus growths and unharmed by
most chemicals. "Punishment" tests prove that
BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving has even
more advantages. It is permanently non -fraying
and non -stiffening. It won't burn bécause both
yarns and impregnation are non -inflammable.
And it lasts indefinitely without cracking or
rotting.
Assembly and repair men say BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving is a pleasure to handle
and a sure bet for long life in the most severe
service. So why tolerate a less efficient sleeving
any longer? BH is available in all standard colors
and all sizes from No. 20 to S/e", inclusive.Write for
samples today and make your own comparison!
.

NOT THIS

NON -FRAYING
NOT THIS

J
THIS i>

NON -STIFFENING

NON -BURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TUBING NON -BURNING
FLEXIBLE
VARNISHED TUBING
SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING
PRODUCTS

:IJ7TRONICS

-

BENTLEY, HARRIS' MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E Conshohocken, Penna.

October 1944
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Fig. 2-Grid-current curves of a 6J5
tube with 40 volts applied to the plate

Capacitor with
standard wax.

Capacitor with
treated wax.

INSL-X

After

21111

5

days' actual exposure

Q1

23

II

Qh

a

FUNGICIDAL CONCENTRATE
for ELECTRONIC WAXES
MEETS U. S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS REQUIREMENTS

Prominent manufacturers find INSL-X I -1T
Fungicidal Concentrate for Electronic Waxes
highly effective in the treatment of impregnating
waxes for coils and parts
in the surface treafresistors,
ment of phenolic
tube sockets, etc.
for protection of ' cotton wire coverings
for
wax paper, labels, etc.

rated 6.3 volts. It is probable that
decreasing the voltage below 4.0`'
volts would result in still more re.
duction. of grid current, but at such
a low heater temperature that plate.
current saturation is easily reached.
Operation of a tube near the maximum emission results in instability
therefore it is advisable not to re
duce the heater temperature too
far.
Need for Low Voltage

Figure 3 is a similar set of curve)
for a 6SJ7GT connected as a pen.
tode. Here the variable paramete,
is plate and screen grid voltage
The curves make it quite obvious
that for low grid current it is to
decided advantage that the highest
voltage present within the tube envelope be not much greater than 40
volts. Higher voltages than this
cause slight ionization of the minute amounts of gas remaining
IÓ '

INSL-X I -1T will not vaporize or lose potency
at bath temperatures. Official tests show INSL-X
Fungkides are non-toxic to humans. INSL-X fun-.
gicides are non -corrosive to metals.

65J7GT
Eso

Ep

E 6.3va-c

For chlorinated naphthalene ("Halowax")
INSL-X.I-2T is recommended.

E

150v

J

INFORMATIVE LITERATURE ON FUNGUS PREVENTION ..AVAILABLE UPON' REQUEST.

THE INSL-X CO., Inc.
.

Chiéogo1

-
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Dgfrolt

857 Meeker Ave.
Los Angeles

BrOoklyn 22, N. Y.
Phlladelphla

.i

-9

-7
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Fig.
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in Volts

-3

-I

010"'

(CI- C.)

3-Grid-current

curves

for

o

6SJ7GT connected as a pentode
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HERE'S no place-yin postwar radio mer-

1

chandising for guesswork and "maybe."
And the exhaustive customer survey we've
jut had made-it covers 5,000 radio-homes, scierifically apportioned to every stage of the marke from top to bottom should put Old Man
`11aybe" out of the picture for keeps!
'his 5,000 radio -home survey brings home clear
aht bell the buyers' tremendous insistence on top
gitlity in radio equipment. They expect and will

-

seek out the very best ... and back up their insistence with plenty of cold cash.
The distribution of your radio sales promises
some important changes, too. Changes in the ratios
between radios and radio phonographs, between
consoles and table models. Changes and improvements which people want, and which will
be reflected in all postwar Stromberg-Carlson
equipment ... a pretty pleasant prospect for every
Stromberg-Carlson dealer!

.

a
e

s

ii WORD

PRE -VIEW OF THE POSTWAR

TPIMBERG-CARLSON

VOW

s

.

P

©

.

r

;

TROMBERG-

DEALER FRANCHISE

have-soon after Victory-a fine line

f fromberg-Carlson FM and AM radios,
)hrograph combinations, and television reeiers in a wide range of prices.

CARLSON

ill have a policy.of distribution planned
every Authorized Dealer a good profit
p rtunity on the Stromberg-Carlson line.

Ve

a cve

the Stromberg-Carlson name will be even
io widely and more favorably known than

.

01

ve before.
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ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK
RADIOS, TELEVISION, TELEPHONES,
AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
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the lid is still down
Only the most hazy hints may be given as to what you can expect In the way of more accurate, highly specialized electronic
instruments when military secrecy is removed.
Into the past two years, a normal ten years of technological
progress has been crammed. Out of it will come electronic instruments of amazing accuracy and of such rugged construction
as to defy mechanical error. -hp- engineering has contributed
much to these advancements. Some of the new -hp- instruments
which are today doing combat service will set new standards
in your laboratory and plant tomorrow.
If you are interested in radio broadcasting, television or
frequency modulation ... carrier current work, industrial heat -

-hp-

-üg-or, electronic controls,' has an important date on you:
calendar of plans .. , a real stake in your future. Even though

I

.I

vital technical data cannot be released publicly today it
practical idea for you to make known your requirements null
so that much time may be saved in ultimately obtaining tliq
is{

solution to your problem. Among new. instruments alreadjl
perfected you may'finLI just what is required. -hp- engine
are at your service without
cost or obligation.
Direct Canadian inquiries
to Atlas Radio Corp., 560 King
á;
St. West, Toronto 2, Canada.

ro

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Box 929A

242

Station A

Palo Alto, California

October 1944
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RECONVERSION
WITH LOW COST, QUALITY BLUEPRINTS
AT HIGH SPEED...30 FEET PER MINUTE
Whether you use the services of commercial blueprinters,
operate your own reproduction department, or are planning
to install one, you will find Blueprints are the best; the
fastest, and the cheapest per square foot of all tracing
reproductions (as low as a cent and even less).
PEASE "22-16", illustrated, using good tracings and fast
paper produces easy to read, permanent Blueprints with
sharp lines, at 20 feet per minute. Pease "22", not illustrated,
has a production speed of 30 feet per minute.
PEASE SENSITIZED PAPERS, for use with Pease and
other reproduction machines, are uniformly dependable for

producing quality Blueprints, Blueline Prints, Brownprints
(Negatives), Brownline Prints and Multazo Whiteprints
(Dry Direct Process).
WRITE

FOR

LITERATURE

AND

PRICES

THE C. F. PEASE COMPA"NY
2639

11.11.

WEST IRVING PARK ROAD

nvi ti.h

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

:

T

,

.

I

A31"22-16" Continuous Blueprinting and
oiling Machine has an actual production
cof 20 feet per minute. Pease "22" (not
toed) has a speed of 30 feet per minute.
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Push -Button De Luxe

m

talS

This Ucinite push-button switch is used in planes for turret control. It tires
machine guns, and operates gun cameras and intercommunication microphones. On
the Republic '"Thunderbolt" it is used to squirt water into the carburetor for emergency spurts of speed. (See the Ucinite ad in the September 23rd Saturday Even-

te

Jo

ing Post.)
An exclusive Ucinite design, this push-button switch represents a departure in
switch operation. Its wide acceptance is due to its special usefulness in close quarters
and its ability to operate Under extreme variations Of air Íressure and temperature.
Here is one war developed gadget with it real postwar future.

Specialists in RADIO

hi

ob

ELECTRONICS

LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES

Néivtoriville :60,. Mass. .
División of United :Carr Fastener Corp:.
246

CERAMIC SOCKETS
.

JACKS

-

PLUGS

BANANA PINS á

'CONNECTORS
October 1944
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electrical instruments are delicate by their very
nature, the conditions under which they must serve
re seldom ideal-these days especially. Before entrusting
iem with vital responsibilities, it frequently becomes
ecessary to learn just how much abuse they can withstand.
Vith Simpson Instruments performance can be proved
eforehand right in the Simpson laboratories. Complete
icilities are provided to simulate practically any operating
onditions, and to make an instrument live many, many

WHILE

"

Simpson Shook Test- Instrument it mounted
in sliding carriage, and dropped against bottorn plate. Vertical scale permits shock of
impact to be computedin multiples of g, the
acceleration of gravity.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200-5218 Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill.

';
r'

,

v

ears in a day.

mportant innovations in design and construction have
esulted. Exhaustive breakdown tests show that the Simpson
nstruments of today are far more rugged than would
¡aye been thought possible just a few years ago.
'o users of electrical instruments and testing equipment,
nis fact points out the value of Simpson's long experience.
While constant research and -testing can isolate specific
troblems of design or construction, it's the practical know sow Simpson has stored up through more than 35 years
,hat supplies the answers.
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Specially designed
Simpson Vibration Test
equipment provides rapid movement of instruments in three different planes.
Variable speed regulator permits
vibration of any desired intensity.

Model 260
High Sensitivity Tester

o

Ranges to 5000 volts, both AC and DC.
at 20,000 ohms per volt DC, and 1000
ohms per volt AC. Current readings

from

I

microampere to

S00

milliam-

peres. Resistance readings from 1/1 ohm
10 megohms. Five decibel ranges,

.

to

-10 to +52

li

u.
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Buy War Bonds and
EICTRONICS
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to the point 1G = 0, and the other is
zero plate current.
In order to have stable operation,
it is necessary to use a grid circuit
resistance sufficiently small that the
IR drop across the grid resistance
is small compared to the available
grid swing. As an example, if the
6J5 of Fig. 2 were to be used it
would not be advisable to attempt
to use a grid circuit resistance
greater than 25 megohms. With
this grid resistor, the loss of bias
due to grid current is a maximum
of 0.1 volt. In many cases, this loss
can not be tolerated and even less
grid resistance can be used.

t

Comparison

Figure 6 is probably the most
significant set of curves presented.
This shows the magnitude of variations in grid current that may be
expected from tube to tube. Tube
No. 1 is the best of a group of 12

r'

NI1ó

GET IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT ON INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC
MODERN production systems require fast -acting
electronic control and measurement methods to keep pace with
high speed output. The rugged,
high -power IGNITRON rectifier. tube pictured, for instance,
speeded the aluminum -magnesium program by supplying the
vast amount of D.C. power required. Industry everywhere
needs increasing numbers of
transmitting, X -Ray, Cathode
Ray, Photo -electric, rectifying,
and grid control tubes.

I=

'I¿ 0-

ADVANTAGES OF THE

III.15510'
Kr

DUPLEX -SPEAKER

TubeNa/

The Altec Lansing multi -

'TubeNo2

Type 38 Fbntode

cellular two-way speaker

E

p

o

E 225v

E04.50

a

a0i

ó

1Ó

E

-c

provides high quality sound

l0

uniformily over a horizon-

9

5

.

5X10-'
10-9

tal area of 60 degrees. In
the vertical plane, the area

TubeNa3

E,,

of sound distribution is a
Full

40 degrees. Two more

reasons why the Duplex
speaker revolutionizes the

methods of sound repro-

duction.

SEND FOR

1

BULLETINS

LT

LANSING CORPORATION

1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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-3

5

in Volts(d-c)

Fig. 6-Curves of grid current obtained
from three tubes of the same type

W -J specializes in giving
coast -to -coast emergency service
on industrial tubes and other
electronic supplies. Days, often
weeks, are saved. Vital production and research schedules are
maintained with this unique
service. Write or phone for
complete information. Or, test
us today .. with an order!

type 38 tubes purchased about three
years ago. Tube No. 2 is an average
tube and tube No. 3 is a very poor
tube which was purchased recently.
This is not meant to infer that
tubes of recent manufacture are
poorer with respect to grid current
than older tubes since only two recent tubes were available for test.
It is quite obvious from this data
that the type 38, on the average,
shows superior grid -current char-
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ASK FOR W -J AVAILABILITY LIST.
,,,ul

acteristics.

Two tubes, whose grid current
approximated that of tube No. 1,
were used in a balanced bridge circuit for measuring small light intensities falling on a pair of type 929 phototubes. The amplifier was
stable, and reliable data was ob-

uc
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1?adio a.rtd

WALKER=JIMIESON;INC.

,.311-S.3

;

W.E'STE'RN

ÁVE.z'CNICAGO

11

PHONE: CANAL 2525
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wington Seamless Bias Varnished Cambric Tape
:niticoduced

by Irvington shortly after the turn of

.hecentury, the development of Seamless Bias
-a{Ibric

Tape made possible-

..Fhe successful use of bias tape on taping machines
.

he production of tight, smooth uniformly protected

findings of any contour
..fhe elimination of air pockets caused by the coiling
!fleet of taping a conductor at an angle with
traight cut tape
..rhe saving of time and material by ending cutting
waste.

`nl-ovements in manufacturing technique and
ish formulation have earned continuing rec
Ig,tion of Irvington Seamless Bias Varnished
;a lyric Tape as a leader in its field. Laboratory

and field performances:repeatedly attest to its tin;
formity, workability, stable low power factor and
resistance to deterioration. Through studied, careful preparation of the base cloth, smooth surfaces,
unusual flexibility and tearing strength are assured, without sacrifice of electrical properties.
And, although offering ample elongation, Irvington Seamless Bias Varnished Cambric Tape, after
stretching, retains 70 percent, or more, of its
original high dielectric strength, regardless of
thickness, finish, or color.
For detailed technical* data, write for catalog

"Irvington Varnished Insulation" and supplementary information. Address Dept: 106..

IRVINGTON PRODUCTS: Varnished Fabrics and Papers; Slot Insulation; Flexible Varnished Tubings and Saturated
Sleevings; Extruded Plastic Tubings; Harvel and Irvington Insulating Varnishes; Cardolite Resins; Fibron Plastic Tape.

truington Varnish & Insulator Company
Irvington 11, New Jersey, U. S. A.
¡Plants at Irvington, New Jersey, and Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
EL;TRONICS

-
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WESTON
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SENSIIROí
RELAY

MVO

=

-

,

fi

*sWESTON
Before costly and intricate amplification is included in tomorrow's
circuits, check the SENSITROL and other WESTON Sensitive
relays. More than likely, you'll find amplification unnecessary
that a tiny Sensitrol relay will give you. the positive control you
seek. For SENSITROL Relays, which in pre-war days controlled
at values low as 2 microamperes,. now provide positive control at
input values of a far lower order. This extreme sensitivity, plus the
other virtues of ,the Sensitrol such as its cost and weight saving,
and its trouble -free operation, may be just the thing to round -out
or make entirely practical the device or circuit you have in mind.
Why not obtain all the facts on "what's ahead" in sensitive
relays and indicating instruments by contacting WESTON today.
Check with them, too, for all war instrument requirements.
laboratory Standards

... Precision

and
AC Portables
Instrument Transformers
. Sensitive
Relays
. DC,
AC, and
Thermo Switchboard and Panel Instruments.

..

...

RELAYS
in pre-war days provided

positive control at energy
levels low as 2 microamperes ... today are many,
many times more sensitive!

DC

..

%

-A

*Sensitrol
registered trade-mark designating the contact -making instruments
and relays, the contacts of which are magnetic, us manufactured exclusively by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation.

WE STON

r
Specialized Test Equipment ... Light
Measurement and Control Devices..
Exposure Meters...Aircraft Instruments,
Electric Tachometers.,.Dial Thermometers.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 608 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, N.
250
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More than 350 standard ratings to choose from,
in sizes and shapes to meet your requirements best

-

PYRANOL CAPACITORS
lot ..C' LIC,trONS

High capacitance per cubic inch, because of
Pyranol's unusual dielectric properties.
COMPACTNESS

SPACE -SAVING SHAPES- Many of the ratings are available in
oval, cylindrical, or rectangular cases to make your design problems
easier.

CONVENIENCE- They will work equally
well mounted in any position.

DEPENDABILITY- Hermetically sealed for
permanence and uniformity of characteristics.
LONG LIFE- Ensured bysuperior materials,
supervised manufacture, individual testing.
the G -E trade name for askarel, a synthetic, nonintiamrriable liquid used in treating G -E

Pyranol

is_

P

#1319'.0,2r

POANO

a*

AC(

'ICNONf

!f

CERL aeL
132

,....,
rtSent7":

SURE TO GET

trase

time -savings catalogs
(GEA-2621A and GEA20270. They cover ow
compl.te fina for o-c and
d -c applications. General
El.ctric, Sch.n.ctody, N.r.

capacitors.

.GENERAL
EL
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tained at light levels which gave
photo current of approximately 10
amperes. A grid circuit resistance

e

-

of 5 x 10° ohms was used.

to a possible maximum of 5 x103
óhms cari bé used' with a -number of
the common receiving type vacuum
tubes. If it is necessary to gQ
higher than this, it will be neces
sary to pick the tubes to be used by
actual measurement of grid current
and to operate the tubes at a plate

PAíNÚLT'S:

voltage not exceeding about 40 volts
and a heater or filament voltage 20
percent below normal.

Speed Up
Power Tool

Assembly

.

.

ing with fingers.
This is possible only with Palnuts
because of their unique construction.
Rounded top permits easy pick-up
with simple Palnut socket attachment. Eliminates fumbling and frequent' dropping of nuts. Assembles
speedily in any position, whether
driver is vertical or horizontal.

OTHER SAVINGS! One Palnut takes the
place of a nut and lockwasher. You
tighten and lock with one piece, saving
parts-time-weight-cost, while speeding
assembly.
Send description of your assembly for
specific recommendations and samples.
Write for Palnut Manual No. 2, which
gives detailed information.

77

Cordier St.

COMPANY
Irvington 11,

N.

.

.

Electrouarcosis Therapy

'

Your workers can pick up Palnuts
automatically with a power driver
from a "supply tray", then run them
onto work without handling or start-

THE PALNUT

11

It may' be concludéld from thil
data that grid circuit resistance ujl

.

1

OF AN ELECTRIC current fo.
inducing convulsions was reported
by Cerletti and Bini in 1938, and
since then this method has grad.
ually replaced both insulin and con
vulsant drug therapy.
Insulin has been used in the
treatment of insanity for several
years. A coma is produced by the
injection of sufficient insulin to re
duce the blood sugar to a point
where the patient is. unconscious
This condition is maintained foi
some time and is often accompan

THE USE

This Palnut Socket for
Yankee and power drivers
has a spring finger inside
which holds Palnuts securely
in socket while starting them
on thread and tightening to
locked position.

DOUBLE LOCKING ACTION

1111111

'K//
A

When the
tightened,

VIII

NIWP-J

A

Palnut

is

its arched,
slotted, spring steel jaws
grip the bolt like a chuck
(B -B), while spring tension is exerted upward on
the bolt thread and downward on the part (A-A),
securely locking both.

J.

r

ied by convulsions.
It was noted by many psychi!
atrists that these convulsion.
seemed to produce an especially';
marked improvement in the pat
tient's mental condition, so various

more directly convulsant drugs
were used. About the same effect
was produced with a considerably
simpler technique.
In the electroshock treatment, an
electric current is passed through
the brain by the application of cone
ducting electrodes to the intact
scalp on the sides of the head. From
70 to 150 volts at a frequency of 60
cycles is usually applied for a period of 0.1 to 0.5 seconds. (An electronic timer for this purpose is described by Paul Traugott in the
November, 1943 issue of ELECTRON
ICs and its circuit is shown in the

11t

-

ci

illustration.)'
Brain Current

Self-Locking
252

PALNUTS

The total current flow between
the electrodes is ordinarily between
300 and 1000'ma. A very small percentage of this current actually
passes through the brain, most of if
October 1944
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FOR THERMAL TIME DELAY

USE

Whether it's for protection or for control.... there is a Klixon Snap Acting Control that will meet your exact operation requirements.
These small, compact, light -weight Klixon Controls operate surely
and accurately every. time. Their simple foolproof actuating element
does
.. the scientifically calibrated Spencer thermostatic disc
fussy
and
other
magnets
toggles,
relays,
away with complicated
parts-nothing that tends to stick or wear out. This disc "snaps"
always providing accuto a quick, clean break or ,q solid make
of Klixon Condependable
performance
The'
control.
rate, efficient
trols is unaffected by shock, motion, vibration or altitude.
If you have a control or protection problem such as motor or transformer overheat protection, electrical circuit overload 'protection,
thermal time/delays or temperature control for radio-investigate
Klixon Snap -Acting Controls. One of the many standard types will
probably meet your requirements. Write for complete information.

...

K.L.IXÓN

,7-1»

CONTROLS

...

y

Type C-7220 Precision Snap Switch
12 amps. 30 Volts D.C.. 125 Volts A.C.

?

Type PM (NAF-1131) Circuit Brooker.

Type ER Series. Ambient Compensated
Time Delayed Relays:
.

11)
4

PT

Type C-2851 Thermostat. For such use
as Roughing Controls on Outer Crystal
Ovens.

Type B-3120 Thermostat and Heater,
Crystal Dew Point Control.

!
Type C-4351 Thermostat. Used for Tube
Warming, Tube Cooling, High Limit
Controls, etc.

IECTRONICS

-
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SPINCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY5 Aftlsboro, Mass.

Type
Tem

RT

Thermostat. Adjustable

perature Control.

251

th

zifr.a`4

K-100.28

[[

Capacity 100 mmf
Spacing .022"

{f}r

K-140

'

Maximum Capacity 140 mmf
Minimum Capacity
6 mmf
Has 29'plates spaced .022"
(Photo 11/2 times actual size,

I/,r
IÍiig14''rii

KAAR
VARIABLE

,

_

Ill.

f

f

AIR CONDENSERS
,fi

FOR TANK CIRCUIT

K-150
150.050

050

Capacity 150 mmf
Spacing .050"

AND ANTENNA TUNING

The small cross-section of Kaar
condensers allows a number of
them to be assembled in multichannel radio equipment in a
minimum amount of space. Every
Kaar capacitor is substantially
constructed with soldered and
plated brass rotor and stator plates.
Shafts can be furnished slotted for
screwdriver adjustment, and tapered lock nuts and split bushings
assure positive locking without
disturbing the adjustment.
Special types are available with
very wide air gaps, double rotors

Use this reliable

West Coast source for
Variable Air Condeñsers
Kaar Engineering Company now
offers prompt delivery of standard and special types of variable
air condensers suitable for many
applications in radio transmitters
and receivers. They are particularly useful as tank and antenna
tuning capacitors in low and medium power transmitters.

and stators, high maximum capacities or special mounting brackets.
Further information will be gladly furnished upon request.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: FRAZAR AND HANSEN
301 Clay Street

San Francisco, Calif.
r

731

-

Crystal

CRYSTALS- Lowdrift quartz

for medium and high frequen-

harmonic types available in
various holders.

MOBILE RECEIVERS

controlled superheterodyne'
cies. Easy to service.

plates. Fundamental and

-

TRANSMITTERS Mobile,
marine, and central station
transmitters for medium and

high frequencies. Instant
heating, quickly serviced.

MICROPHONES-Type 4C
single button carbon. Superb voice quality, high
output. moisture resistant.

POWER PACKS-Heavy
duty vibrators and power
supplies for transmitters, receivers. 6, 12, 32 volts DC.

Jp

1

254
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AJAX-NORTHRUP

y

r-..

.i

1T

1

r

The little coil pictured above focuses 6 kilowatts of high frequency current into a small complicated joint, and
produces perfectly brazed bourdon gauge parts at an
at low unit heating cost, with
amazing rate of speed
no distortion and no clean-up required.

-

HARDENING
.

.

Aptly named a focus inductor, the coil was designed
by Ajax -Northrup engineers to control and accurately
no need to heat the whole part
concentrate the heat
joint.
small
just to braze one
This particular coil may not fit your work, but suitable
inductors or furnaces can be designed to do your production heating jobs with higher speed and quality.

-

BRAZING
,,o
;

A.
0

!

,
fr. i '.

,1

.'

do several operations with the same Ajax -Northrup
equipment.

II

AJAX-NORTHRUP

°

-

By simply changing inexpensive coils and jigs, you can

...,r

For over a quarter of a century Ajax -Northrup en-

gineers have successfully solved hundreds of heat-

'`pr'

ing problems with focused high -frequency heat.

We may already have solved problems similar to
yours. Call on the full weight of our experience to
help you revolutionize your production heating
and melting for war now and for peace later.

FORGING

73

AJAX-NORTHRUP
HIGH -FREQUENCY;;
CORPORATION ,_-

AJAX ELECTROTHERMIC

...

Ajax. Pork

THE AJAI METAL COMPANY. Nos-Ferran legal Metals.
ASSOCIATE COMPANIES
Fermis.
AJAX ELECTRIC FURNACE CORPORATION. Alas -Wyatt Isdacllos

MAX ELECTRIC COMPANY. INC.
AJAX

LECTRONICS

-

ENGINEERING

Ajn-Nsltan

CORPORATION,

October 1944

Als.lsu

Solt B:11 Fsrncss,
Ms1UaA

brunt.

HEATING
TRENTON 5, N. J.

MELTING
255

flowing through the scalp. Wilt
the current is applied, the patiet
goes into a con\ ulsion closely r
sembling an epileptic seizure, whit

RESISTANCE PLUS

ceases in a few seconds. He usual]
becomes conscious in 9 or 10 mil
utes, but remains somewhat cot
fused for about a half hour. EI
cellent results have been reporter
with this method in some types c
insanity especially manic depressive
psychosis and schizophrenia.

From the tropics to the
arctics on land, sea and
in the air, HARDWICK,
HINDLE resistors and rheo-

-

r.

An interesting variation of th

stats are serving with

above method is electronarcosis, dte
scribed by Drs. Frostig, van Hai
reveld, Reznick, Tyler, and Wiersm'
in the Archives of Neurology an
Psychiatry, 51: 232-242, 1944. I
1902, Leduc produced electrons;

distinction.

t

t.

..s

Circuit of electronic timer for control of
therapeutic electric shocks. The neon

bulb is used as a voltage stabilizer
the screen -arid circuit

1.

in

cosis in dogs by passing a unidirec j -1
tional pulse current from the head.
to the sahum, and later tried it onliin/
himself., with the assistance of Maly m
herbe and Rouxeau. After the application of the electrodes, the current was slowly increased. At a low-5
level there was considerable discom, fort at the site of the electrodes,
which ceased on further increase of
the current. He soon lost his ability to speak, and at a slightly higher
level was unable to move. He heard
whab5lwas said to him, but understanding was dreamlike and painful stimuli felt dull and far away.
About 1910, electronarcosis was
used as a method of anesthesia in
a few clinical surgical operations
with: some success. The present
study was apparently not made with
electrical anesthesia especially in Il
view, but to elucidate further the
physiology involved. The first experirn nts were performed on dogs, ,`
-

t

{

{'

.

1

y

-Tr'.

HARDWICK,

HINI.E, INC.

RHEOSTATS and RESISTORS'
DIVISION

.

OF

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
ESTABIÍSHED 1886

Newark
266

5, N. J., U. S. A.
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Method Promises Savings

Cabinet, Furniture, and Piano Assembly

PEEPS

EAT

(ON SLUING
of making curved corners inTHIS METHOD

Lumber
core

Reinforcing
block

volves complicated
construction requiring
slotting, steaming, and

veneers
'=Sow slots

bending.
iíigh-speed quantity production of both flat and curved lamirled sections is now practical with the aid of electronic heat to
gluing. This conclusion is based on extensive war -time
Olication experience which shows that on large -production
ns, electronic heating offers definite economies.
a,ed

v

'J

;
'

=

-

a;. ?,

- ;;-

1

'ctronic heat is produced by passing high -frequency electric

4ient (produced by electron tubes) through the piece or the
Re line where heat is needed. The electric power is converted
(heat in the glue lines instantly, and glue temperature can be
used to the hardening point in a matter of seconds or minutes.
1: example, the use of electronic heat to set scarf, edge, and
Inflated joints by the Tolerton Lumber Company, Alliance,
(lo, speeded up production of aircraft spars by 700%! The
cipon below will bring you detailed information.

curved
plywood section could replace the
corner piece shown above. Plywood
section would be stronger, lighter,
quicker to manufacture, and, when
glued with electronic heat, would
WITH ELECTRONIC GLUING, a

be cheaper.

.rvod-section gluing is illustrated at the right; how electronic
lilt makes possible a simpler, stronger construction is clearly
_ 1,wn. The gluing time on such an operation need not be more
tun a few minutes, thus large drying areas and quantities of
nips, etc., are eliminated.
1

iiw about your problem? If you are-or plan to be-engaged
i the manufacture of glued wood structures where high-speed
R hug would save you time,
money, plant investment, or where
i i suspect other benefits might be obtained, write to us, outlining
)ir problem. RCA electronic engineers will be glad to consider
Tir application in the light of their wide experience, and recomaind the proper use of RCA electronic heating equipment. RCA
íctronic generators are available now on priority. Address:
ldio Corporation of America, Electronic Apparatus Section,
lx 70-41a, Camden, N. J.

RCA

engineers

have had wide experience in building and applying
electronic generators such as this
RCA 15 -kw unit
which delivers up
to about 50,000
BTU per hour.

RCA ELECTRONIC HEAT
-I

BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

SEND FOR MORE INFORMATION
RCA, Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-41H, Camden, N.J.

Gentlemen: Please send me the specialized information on
Electronic Heating for Wood Aircraft which shows how
curved sections can be glued faster with electronic heat.

RADIO
OF

CORPORATION

AMERICA

RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

Name
Company

Street
City

Zone

State
70.628I.41

LECTRONICS

-
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... shirt

sleeve

worker of the future.
836

Kin to Mars in conflagration II, electronics
aids in the destruction of our enemies, The
tremendous activating forces behind its devel-

opment have dwindled the required inception development time span to months instead of
decades. Necessity is truly the mother of invention!
Yet, at th's very 'time, electronics' military aspect is being rapidly
superseded by one of constructive essence. The same guidance, control, directing, communicating, counting and detecting functions will
be utilized by civilization in the home, school and industry. Out of the
maelstrom will come added health, comforts and better living-thanks
to electronic tubes now at work.
E -E Power Rectifiers, Grid Control Rectifiers and Amplifiers are engineered by technicians keenly aware of present and future application trends. Each unit incorporates advantage -characteristics
that assure maximum performance even under adverse
operating conditions.
Why not write today for the informative E -E Data
Book-no obligation is incurred.

i

ELECTRONIC
ENTERPRISES, INC.

\\ \

ELECTRONIC

¡,.-`,.

a_

-

\\

*kl

GENERAL OFFICES: 65-67 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEWARK, 4, N. J.
EXPORT DIVISION: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 7, NEW YORK
CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE

258
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ALLIED

r

MODEL

oil'

RELAYThe Allied BOL relay-a power relay built to
operate on 2.5 watts and to withstand 5.0 watts

continuously applied.
Can also be supplied as a time delay relay slugged for slow operation-slow release or slow-action.
Now available in

pole construction.
pole construction available shortly.
Overall size 21/4"x
Weight 8 ozs.

11/4"x

2

3

and

4

11/4"

Write for the latest Allied catalog describing
type BOL and other precision-built relays.'

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
2 EAST END AVE.
FACTORIES:

E:CTRONICS

-
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NEW

NEW YORK, N.Y.

(AT 79th STREET)

,YORK

PLANTSVILLE

CHICAGO

LOS

ANGELES
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the later experiments on sail
phrenic patients as a variant of t 1/
standard electroshock therapy,
Apparently any current capal
of stimulating the central nervo
system can be used to produce eh
tronarcosis. This requires a motif'
ately rapid variation of current
duration and slope, repeated ati
suitable frequency. Sixty or fill
I

cycle alternating current is mt
generally available, so all of the
periments were done with tl
power source.

FAST, EFFICIENT

NATION-WIDE SERVICE
on Etietveitul in
ELECTRONICS

and RADIO

call ALLIED first
...
corner of the Nation ... come calls

save time

From every
to ALLIED for "rush delivery" of vital supplies supplies to keep production humming
help men in
aid laboratory research
training and men in action. For it's wellknown that in this arsenal of supply are
centralized today's largest and most complete
stocks under one roof ... over 10,000 electronic
and radio items'.
Furthermore, our close contact with all
leading manufacturers enables us to speed
procurement of "hard -to -get"' items.
Wherever you are ... whatever you need .. .
call Allied First. Our central location in the
heart of U. S. transportation means faster
all -ways!
service

...

-

...

...

NEW R -F RESONANCE and
COIL WINDING CALCULATOR

Easy to use! For fast ac-

curate determination of
resonance factors and coil
winding data. No. 37-955,
Postpaid, 25c.

FREE
Complete Up-to-date

BUYING GUIDE

Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 6800

ALLIED RADIO CORP.

833 WEST JACKSON BLVD., DEPT. 24-K-4, CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS

OVER 10,000
Tubes

Condensers

Relays
Switches
Rectifiers
Wire 8 Cable
Speakers
Receivers
Training Kits

Capacitors
Resistors
Rheostats
Coils
Sockets
Photo Cells
Batteries
L
260

ITEMS-such as:

Transformers

Code Equip.

Microphones
Headphones
Public Address
Test Equip.

Intercom.
Power Supplies
Converters
Generators
Chargers

Effect. on Humans

In the dog, it was found that
symptoms shown on application
the current were quite variah
ranging from a quiet narcosis to
olent convulsions. In man, the.
are always some convulsive sym
toms present but they never rea
the intensity shown in the dog. T
initial current used was 150 to 2
ma for thirty seconds, after whi
it was decreased to a point whe
respiration returned, between
and 90 ma. Nine schizophrenic p'
tients were used as the subjects
the human experiments and a tots
of over 100 electronarcoses were
duced. All had shown signs of d
mentia praecox for over four yea
and were physically healthy.
Application of the current w
immediately followed by a ligh'
ning-like movement of the arms at
legs, followed by a phase of rigi
ity. The chest was fixed in a pos
tion of maximal inspiration ail,
there was complete arrest of respi1
ation during the high initial cu
rent flow. It usually resumed alb
reduction of the current to tl
lower prolonged level, but was som
j
times delayed fot a total of 50
70 seconds. The heart stoppf
beating for few seconds after cu
rent flow started and then start
again at a low rate, about 20 p
minute. The eyes were closed a
the pupils were constricted and di
not react to light. In women, a
erection of the nipple occurred.
When the current was decreas
the rigidity ceased and there wet
usually a few seconds of coon
shaking and clonic twitches. Th1
patient was then in a relaxed stag
for three to five minutes. Spontarl
eous movements, primitive in chat
acter, appeared thereafter. The sll
pine patient tried to roll over or si
up. Reflexes, which had been a
October 1944
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Your PostWar Products with

r1
{

E

MEYEIICORD DICALS
CC

Meyercord Decals are washable, durable and easily applied with 1\ ater or
cement to any commercial surface at
production line speed. They save time,
cost, materials and weight.

variety of successful war uses
under gruelling combat and climatic
conditions have even more firmly established Meyercord Decalcomania as the
perfect material for post-war product
identification and instructions.
A wide

Designs may be reproduced in any size
or number of colors, and can be applied to flat, convex or concave surfaces
...even rubber and crinkled finish. Investigate the amazing variety of uses
for Meyercord Decals in every branch
of your business. Address Dept. 9-10.

Meyercord Decal nameplates, lubricating guides, wiring diagrams, instructions, dial faces, serial and patent numbers, etc., can nox be made resistant
to acid, abrasion, moisture, heat, cold,
petroleum vibrations, fungus growth.

ir

FREE DESIGNING SERVICE

Alannfadure.rs and designers arc invited to avail themselves of 4Wevercord's

free designing and technical constella-

tion service on postwar identification.

111-"---0

loNtf

IV,

'

.

°

_

MEYE RCOR D Co:

CHICAGO

.

44,

ILLINOIS

C

AN EXTRA BOND NOW
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1STANDARD TYPE

4TRANSMITTING

RECEIVING TUBES

TUBES

SYLVANIA "LOCK -IN"

FACSIMILE
ISv

RECEIVING TUBES

l

»-J

RECORDING TUBES

m

Ipll,r Irllr r¡r),

r

;
A

MINIATURE RADIO
RECEIVING TUBES l

CATHODE RAY

TUBES

,NEED ELECTRON

TUBES?
GAS VOLTAGE

REGULATOR TUBES'

MINIATURE AND
F.

STANDARD SIZE

STROBOTRONS1

4THERMOCOUPLE
TUBES.

A RADIO

TUBE

PARTS

DID you know that Sylvania is now making an ever-increa
ing variety of electron tubes for war uses? What is mor

PIRANI' TUBESv

Sylvania now has the experience and facilities to produce eve
more of these vital components to your specifications after th
war. If you have an electron tube problem, bring it to Sylvanii
Our engineers will assist you in finding a practical solution. Fe,
information, write to Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 500 FifI
Avenue, New York 18, N. Y.

One
::WELDS..",

.

;

AÑD,IÉADS'

Standard-:the Highest Anywhere Known

°.

..

.

5150145Mlot

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18, N.Y
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Unique research,

I

engineering, tool

-51:

design and production skills combine,
not only to build control devices that

fulfill the most exacting requirements,
also to build

but

special purpose

devices for which no specifications exist.

Our list of customers, the most exacting
in government, aviation

and manu-

facturing, attest to these skills.

Manufacturers of
o

'

asr/ok/Pealsand Components ... for
Electric, Electronic and
Mechanical Applications

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
Brooklyn 17, N.Y.
585 Dean Street
An

Affiliate of

.ECTRONICS

-

AN OUTSTANDING DESIGN!
1I50 H.P. CAPACITOR MOTOR
TYPE J-70
... 3

SEVEN weeks from inquiry to delivery
4 weeks to production.

final sample

...

-60 Cycles, 115 Volts
Phase

-3400

perature rise

R.P.M.

weeks to engineer

Single

Low tem-

High efficiency:

Diameter 35/16", Overall
length 31/8", Shaft diameter
5/16", Weight 3 lbs. Applications are for driving
blowers in high ambient
temperatures and for
powering small control
devices of all types.
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THE FRED GOAT CO., INC., Esf. 1893
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sent during the earlier period, b
gan to reappear. The pupils beg:
to react to light. After the initi
symptoms had passed, the respi
atory and heart rates were consi,
erably higher than normal.

.

.sr

Subject's Sensations

59'j,

The patients were unconsciot
during the entire applications
the current, but some patient
stated that they remembered
flash of light at the beginning i
the treatment, which may hai
been due to the stimulation of tl;:
c

1''.

optic system by the high initi

25 ly°pD.

current. It is interesting to no(
that according to the results of
tained in electroshock therapy a
electronarcosis, electrocution is a1
parently completely painless. N,
patient reported any unpleasar
sensations during electronarcosia
A few minutes after termination o
the treatment the patient usuall
reacted to his name and a few mi
utes later tried to answer questions
In the dog, the placement of th
electrodes had little effect on th
results, which would be expecte
because the brain of the dog is quit
small in comparison to the muscu
lar and bony covering. These facia
tors tend to equalize the current' I''
flow in various parts of the brans
1

e

THE

CONDENSER
LINE OF

UNSURPASSED

In man, the main symptoms or
electronarcosis were unchanged b3
the placement of the electrodes, bu
there were minor differences. Love
placement of the electrodes cause(
a profuse secretion of saliva aril
tears, which was not present Witt
the electrodes higher on the headI.raor
With the electrodes over the frontL,
part of the skull, the pupils werf, .;¡h
constricted and did not react tc.t
light in the first period of the elect obis
tronarcosis. With the electrode'
farther to the back, the pupils were
less constricted and reacted to light
earlier. With the occipital location,
there was greater respiratory depression than with the frontal lo -'m
cation.-W.E.G.
u

QUALITY

t h

1

PAPER, OIL

AND ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

INDUSTRIAL
CONDENSER CORPORATION
1725 W. NO.RT.H AVE., CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
QUICK DELIVERY FROM DISTR'IB.UTOR'S STOCKS

ge,z1

WHEN GENERAL INGLES was
in the South Pacific, he visited one
headquarters in New Guinea which
consisted of a one-story shack made
of salvaged lumber and .grass. He 10
said he began to feel at home when
he saw a sign as tall as the shack,
on which was painted "The Pentagon."
'
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CHASSIS MOUNTED

SOLA
CONSTANT VOLTAGE

t0

Iltl

TRANSFORMER

'PJ

IONSTANT LIGHT INTENSITY
br

in the JONES & LAMSON comparator

o

éI

with built-in

is maintained

CONSTANT VOLTAGE

a

Jones & Lamson Machine Comjny
uses SOLA Constant Voltage
tr
tV ansformers as a "built-in" compoant of their Optical Comparators
f h obtain desired illumination with
vsximum lamp life. They have found
tat these transformers give consist'tly satisfactory results.
Because of the extreme brilliance
aiuired of these lamps, the filaJants run very hot. By incorporatig a SOLA Constant Voltage Transhu

';te

et

this responsibility on to the user.

former as a component part of the
Comparator, illumination may be
held at maximum values without
danger of lamp disruption from line
voltage fluctuations.

Automatic, self -protecting SOLA
Constant Voltage Transformers instantly correct line voltage fluctuations as great as 30% to within 1%
of rated requirements. They have no
moving parts, require no manual supervision. They are available in
standard units from 10VA to 15KVA,
or special units can be built to exact
design specifications.

t

ru

Rt

Y'

sl

t !t -/

,,'

Hundreds of similar case histories
emphasize the advantages of prop iding dependable, automatic voltage
regulation within the equipment,

rather than risk dissatisfaction
and constant servicing by passing

.

Y

.

To

owners,
(

Manufacturers:

Built-in voltage control guarantees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications.
Ask for Bulletin

Tansformers
II Burner

for:

Ignition

.ECTRONICS

-

DCV.74

Constant Voltage Cold Cathode Lighting Mercury Lamps Series Lighting Fluorescent Lighting X -Ray Equipment Luminous Tube Signs
Radio Power Controls Signal Systems Door Bells and Chimes etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, III.
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MODEL No. 666S-4.

'All -Purpose Pocket Size Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter
A new modernistic styled, compact unit that provides an answer to
all Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter requirements. Incorporates all the
testing facilities of larger, more costly equipment. A.C. and D.C.
Volts 0-2.5-10-50-250-1000-5000 (D.C. at 10,000 ohms per
volt; A.C. 1000 ohms per volt); 0-.1-1-10-100-1000 D.C. Milliamperes, at 100 millivolts; 0-10 D.C. amperes at 100 millivolts;
Resistance 0-400 Ohms (10 ohm center scale); 0-40,000 ohms
(500 ohms center scale) 0-4 Megohms (50,000 ohm center scale)..
Self contained batteries. Selector switch control for all ranges.
Completely insulated black molded case and panel, attractive
streamlined design. (Leather carrying case also available to hold
tester and accessories.)
The Triplett Line-more comprehensive than ever--goes today for war, needs but its exacting services in war assure
you the final answer for post-war equipment requirements.

ri

.-

,,.._,

Battery slides into placo,
Easily inserted or removed.

i

SET BY
STANDARDS ARE

ELECTRICAL
BLUFFTON
266

INSTR,IIMENT CO.
OHIO

*

Twenty position selector

switch control for all ranges.
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MACHINERY and MANPOWER

...Yours

on

Contract-

Looking for new -unit production without
crippling your own manufacturing facilities? Hesitant about calling outside help?

Consider these facts:

like adding

a

wing

to your plant"

Foote, Pierson is a 48 year old organization
engaged in contract manufacture during a
large part of its business life.
Foote, Pierson puts at your disposal a modern machine shop well equipped and laid
out to accommodate quick change-overs.
At its machines

- its drills, lathes, millers,

of workers with
a surprisingly high proportion of skilled

presses-are loyal groups
men and women.

In charge of this personnel is a group of
trained technicians. Their varied work at
Foote, Pierson insures resourcefulness and
ingenuity ... applied specialized knowledge to the fresh challenges of new prob-

with planning ... supervises the manufacture ,of prodúct or component, whichever you need ... controls
operations in plating and finishing, assembly, inspection and checking, packing,
warehousing and storage. The company's
Newark plant is favorably located for rail,
water and air freight.

lems

1

... starts

Talk over your product ideas now with
Foote, Pierson. Learn how this specialized
manufacturing organization is qualified to
make parts or articles for you and to deliver them to you or to your markets.

® 5375

3Eli»

32.3CE1Et.ON
73 Hudson Street

G'O IlWC

Newark 4, N. J.

many components of telegroph
tote, Pieribn. helped pioneer instruments used in municipal fire and police alarm systems, stock tickers, Xray apparatus,
apparatus.
rodio
communication
equipment, instruments and aircraft

ELECTRONICS

-
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Capacitor
Plates
(Continued from page 136)

one that makes E a minimum.
Adding T to both sides of
(17) gives

Ec

n E27'(1
+
Differentiating Eq. (18) with
S+I'

=

u'

E

7'

7r

r

spect to T, remembering th a
(S + T) is constant, and they'
equating dE/dT to zero results ill
the condition
(1
E7,= 'T
Substituting Eq. (19) in (1T1
results in
(211
= 2.77
SIT = +
spacinl
plate
ratio
of
best
as the
to plate thickness. Note that th
best value of SIT as found abov
1

.511
%()R14-/

falls within the limits suggested
Ekstrand.

QQ

f

ulity

KEEP THE

Alternate Forms
11

Equation (17) may be made mor
symmetrical by dividing through

TRAFFIC

by T.

CRYSTAL CLEAR

ETkrET+1
Ea,.

T

manufacturers a

supply of crystals delivered on regular schedules, at commercial prices, and in all crystal frequency ranges.

Call on us, won't you, if we can help?

PAN-ELectronics LABoratories,

Inc.

500 Spring St., N. W., Atlanta, Georgia

J
268

PRODUCERS OF STANDARDAND SPECIAL
ÁQUNTITY

1

(+<1+1)

where Ea = v/S.
The form of Eq. (21) suggests.
that it may be generalized into

Postwar the field will broaden. In fm and in many other
radio and electronic devices, crystal control will be relied
upon, increasingly.

And we are ready to consult with electronics engineers, to
aid without obligation in the development of circuits, in
the application of new circuits made possible by certain
of our special crystals.

(21

Another useful form is

Pan -El Control Crystals are busy doing a job in a wide
variety of fields. Wherever ,v.h.f. is at work closing the
gap between mobile units, these precise little bits of crystal
are keeping the "traffic" on frequency, warding off stray
signals.

So we are ready to assure electronics

h

.

ETE =O K(ET)r

(2:i,'.

where K is to be determined byl
experiment.
Ekstrand- published some meal -i
urements on the sparkover voltage('
of three capacitors with rounded
edges at frequencies of 60 cycles,
700 kc and 1500'kc.-Table (1) lists
calculated values of maximum gradients on these capacitors as determined by means of Eq. (22). Any
modification by corona of effective
plate thickness has been neglected.
Frequency -Independent Sparkover

At 60 cycles, the calculated maximum gradients at sparkover do not
vary more than about ten percent
with a mean value of 83.8 kv per
inch. This value for the sparkover
gradient is of the expected order
for low frequencies. Only one caOctober 1944
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,the playback
equa/S

personal.
Sona/

=

Y"

perfprma
nca

AGAI N
Just as a fine mirror

Aride

azU2t5rn

AIVpI0ó1SCS

faithfully reflects the
tR

r'

rr

R

Jane Pickens popular singing

*

,I

,

.1

sistent in density. Sizes from 12
inches in diameter and larger, in-

image before it, so sloes the playback of an Audiodisc
recording duplicate the original performance. Each

cluding master, are available on aluminum* or

Audiodisc blank has an absolutely smooth surface
that does not deteriorate under ' arious storage and

base only. Order Audiodiscs from your distribu-

operating conditions. The coating of the Audiodisc
is homogeneous, uniformly fine in grain, and con-

discs and Audiopoints, 444 Madison Avenue,

Ihey

glass base. Eight and 10 inch diameters on glass

tor; or write Audio Devices, Inc., makers of Audio.
New York 22, N.Y.

aea A» 1heonaellee4

iluminum base limited by WPB to professional uses

tLECTRONICS

-
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A hard landing or even the opening jerk of the
chute can prove disastrous to electronic tubes
unless they are designed and built to take it.
Tubes have no knees to bend or body sway to
relieve the shock
their ability to withstand
shock and still maintain design characteristics
has to be built into them at the factory.

...

To be sure that the TUNG-SOL Electronic
Tubes used for this and other severe services are
able to withstand rough usage, they are given the
"Tumble Test". The admirable way they stand

up under it is a tribute to TUNG-SOL
engineering and careful production.

Many of the ruggedness features demanded
by the Army and Navy were characteristic of
TUNG-SOL Electronic Tubes before the war.
Manufacturers and users of electronic equipment
and controls will find at TUNG-SOL a complete
line of war -proven tubes that .will meet every
peace -time requirement. Let our engineers think
with you when you are planning your post-war
products.

II

The "Tumble Test"
at

TUNG-SOL

is

regularly made on all
tubes of new design
and tubes picked out
at regular intervals

from production.

ELECTRONIC TUBES

Tubes are put into
the various sized angular chambers
and tumbled. The
larger the chamber the greater the shock. Thus the
amount of abuse each tube will withstand is determined,
giving our engineers accurate data for design and construction improvements.

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

-"-ayr_\,

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ALL -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND
CURRENT INTERMITTORS

270
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WILKESON STFEE7, BUFFALO' 2
S.,

í 08

1LL1N.iS

i

PAUL SELLER,

NINTH STREET, INDIANAPOLIS 2

Santay Corporation introduces its new

trademark "Symbol of Precision Craftsmanship!"

Whenever you see it associated with a thermoplastic product, metal stamping or electromechanical assembly, you'll know that Santay's
specialized precision craftsmanship has been
and always will be employed to give you
the greatest possible satisfaction.
E.CTRONICS

-
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i

pacitor, with a ratio of S/T eql
to. 1.705, approximates this va,
for 700 and 1500 kc. The other t,
give breakdown gradients p
gressively lower for increasing f
quencies. These facts seem to in
cate that a critical value may ex
for S/T, below which sparkover
comes relatively independent of f

I

1

RE ÇT1F IE;RS

869-B
O R HIGH
VOLTAGE

F

HALF -WAVO,
"

-

,-.

.

MERCURY
VAPOR

for S/T.
(b) Evaluation of K in El
(23).
(c) Determination of the re
tion between corona onset a
the radius of curvature of the pla

.

:i

i

quency.
Note that the sparkover p
formance of these three capacit{
at 60 cycles can be predicted fr
Eq. (22), at least to common en!.
veering accuracy. For use in te'
ing this relationship further, I
(21) and (22) are plotted in Fig
Implications of the forego
analysis suggest several leads
experimental verification or gull
fication, as follows:
(a) Verification of the best val.i

edge.

(d)

Effect

of increasing fr

quency.
REFERENCES

(t)

I. DOUBLE Protection Against Loose

Peek, F. W., "Dielectric Phenomena

high Voltage Engineering," third
Lion, McGraw-Hill

80-31.

Anodes
3. LARGER,
Heavy-duty'
Carbon
Anode
3. Withstands High - peak Inverse
Voltages with No Arc Back
4. Designed for ROUGHER Use

ell

Book Co., 1929,

(2) Ekstraud, P. A., Radio -Frequency Spam
Over In Air, ¡'roo. I. R. E., '18, No.
June, 1940, p. 262-280.
Same as (1), chapters 4 and 0.
(8)
4) Darrow, S. K., "Electrical Phenowe>I
In Gases," Williams and 1Vllklns CI

1

1982, chapter 9.

(8) 011endorf, R. It., uud Pohlhausen, HI
'Theory of Functions." Technolol
Press, 1942. p. 138-140.

Withstands Vibration

IDEAL for INDUCTION HEATING
MAXIMUM PEAK'INVERSE ANODE VOLTAGE (25.150 cycles)

=

X-RAY CLIPPER SPARS
t

20,000 volts.

Maximum Peak Anode Current (25-150 cycles) = 10 t nperes
Average Anode Current 2.5 amperes (In-phase filament excitation)
Typical Conditions

in A Single Phase, Full -Wave

Circuit

12

í

.r

tubes)

A.C. Input voltage, 7070 (RMS per tube)-D.C. Output voltage, 6380
Maximum D.C. Load current-5 amperes

ARPIN 575-A MERCURY VAPOR RECTIFIER
Two tubes for full -wave rectification in single phase circuits deliver 5000 volts
D.C. at 3 amps. with good regulation. Filament 5 volts, 10 amps. Peak plate
current 6 amps. Peak inverse voltage 15.000 volts. Fully guaranteed.

Write Today for the

Pl

sc

NEW ARPIN CATALOG
ARPIN MANUFACTURING CO a
272

l

422 Alden Street
Orange, New Jersey
.

insure safety in flight. duralumin
of the extensive wing section of a
Clipper .are x-rayed for possible hidden
flaws that escape visual inspection
To

0

spars

5
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CERAMIC
CAPACITORS
at

<<

HIGH

ÍG

VOLTAGE

These capacitors are
by
Centralab for speengineered
cial applications ... accumulative
capacities ranging from 2MMF to
20MMF in zero temperature coefficient ... to 4MMF to4OMMF in maximum negative (N750 PPM) temperature coefficient.
Individually the capacity ranges
are as follows:
855

2MMF to 5MMF in zero T. C.
4MMF to 1OMMF in N750

854

5MMF to 1OMMF in zero T. C.
IOMMF to 20MMF in N750

853

1OMMF to 20MMF in zero T. C.
20MMF to 40MMF in N750

PQ

ti

hb
Q

l

Working voltages from 8,000 to
10,000 D.C. Energy dissipation up
to 2 KVA with 15°C rise.

End lead or axial screw terminals
available.
Send for Bulletin No.

Producers of Variable Resistors
Selector Switches

4

Ceramic Capacitors,
Fixed and Variahle
Steatite Insulators.

814.

i
Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee

E

:TRONtCS

-
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY p
Television possibilities; postwar technical education;
Coast-Guard radio; plant broadcasting; relay experiments; conventions; notes from Washington on production, station sales, and communications fellowships

TECHNICAL PAPERS scheduled to

presented at the Rochester F
War Conference on Nov. 13 and'
include the following subjects:
by

The 'Reactance Theorem for a Resona
W. R. MacLean, Polytechnic Inst.

Brooklyn.

k Resonant Cavity Method for Measun
Dielectric Properties at 11 -II -F, by C.

ONE STANDARD flat-faced 10 -in tele-

vision picture tube may result from
activities of Corning Glass Co.,
makers of the envelopes for practically all cathode-ray tubes. Heretofore it has been impossible to use
automatic equipment on production
of envelopes because of the wide
range of sizes, shapes, and compositions. Hand -made techniques have
been responsible for high prices.
A special new department at

.

Corning will combine the development of envelopes with development
of machinery for large -quantity
production. Having surveyed the
field, the company feels that standardization is quite feasible, with
particular interest having been
shown in the 10 -in. size. Resulting
picture will be six by eight, a new
size for American receivers, though
used in British sets. Demand is estimated at one million tubes a year.

VA

\\.

Dakin, F. G. Boggs. Westli
house Elec. C Mfg. Co.
The RCA Laboratories at Princeton,
E. W. Engstrom, Radio Corp. of \merit
Low Frequency Compensation of Mn
stage Video Amplifiers, by M. J. Larson if
A. E. Newlon, Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Trends in Receiving Tube Design 11%
Works, T.

Toward a Standard Television Picture Tube

Meeting

Application, by L. R. Martin, Radio Cc
of America.
StandnrdizatIon of Capacitors for Civil
Equipment, by J. 1. Cornell, Solar r

'

Corp.

nl

Report of RMA Director of Engineerti
The Organization of Research iu
Radio Industry after the War. by Rut
Mlaciaurin, Massachusetts Inst. of T
no logy.
Electronic Tube Trends, by II. M. W
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Silicone Products of Interest to
Radio Industry. by Shailer L. l:a.ss f
'1'.
1. xauppi, Dow Corning Corp.
Designing Thoriated Tungsten Cathol
by IL .1. Dailey, Westinghouse Elec. .f- Ñ
do.
W. U. G. Baker.

Salvage of

Electronic Products

Costs for Television Broadcasting Equipment
CONSIDERING THAT 480

of the 917

broadcasting stations in the U. S.
have invested less than $30,000 in
equipment, Leonard F. Cramer,
executive vice president of Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories believes the
avérage
prospective
television
broadcaster of the future will be
thinking in terms of station costs
near $250,000. Speaking recently
to the television seminar of the Radio Executives Club of New York
he presented the following figures
based on pre-war costs:
Studio Equipment and Transmitter
mounted

Iconoscope cameras
on push dollies
Studio Control Desk

2

Electrically

controlled

etc.

Fireproofing film studio
Equipment spares and test instruments

TOTAL

10,000
1,500
'

13,000

$64,500
$258,500

Middle East
right, inventor of
the magnetic wire recorder developed at Armour Research Foundation, demonstrates its features for
Louis P. Birk, director of public information for the United Nations
MARVIN CAMRAS,

$23,000

2,500
12,000
6,000
35,000

..7.

AND

RECLAIM

ev,

Ore.

Walkie-talkies are the portico'
consideration of recent instruction,'
sent by the Signal Corps of
Army to signal depots in the U.':
and abroad. Older reradiatid' l
models are dismantled and strippil' 2,
of 85 parts, 27 of which can be
used in or with other Signal Coil
equipment. Even the quartz cry
tails are turned over to a field
grinding unit for further use. R
sistors and capacitors with pigtai
less than an inch are reluctant)
scrapped.

$153,500

$40,500

Installation, Sound, Lighting
$15,000
Studio installation
Soundproofing, elec. wiring, etc
25,000

1

Inn

65,000
10,000

Field Pickup Equipment
2
Field pickup cameras with
controls
$24,000
8,000
Relay transmitter
2,000
Relay receiver
Field audio equipment
1,500
Truck with generator and antenna
5,000

274
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type of electronic product used
the Navy, six material and red,
tribution centers are being estel
lished on the Pacific Coast. Obit
lete, battle -worn, and surplus equl
ment is to be reclaimed, and red
tributed as replacements, spa
parts or scrap. Centers will be
Irvington, Stockton, Torrance, ai
San ,Francisco, Calif., and Sale',

1

camera

dolly
Special film projectors
Iconoscope film pickup cameras
Master control board
Transmitter, 25 kw video -12.5
kw audio, with/control console
Antenna
2
2

TO

Studio lighting, sound equipment,

Elections in RMA
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. The unit is to be taken to the
Middle East for use in refugee
camps. Health and hygiene, friendly
relations, and public information
and instruction will be featured.

RECENTLY ANNOUNCED

departmer

directors of RMA include: by-law
and organization, Leslie F. Muter
engineering, W. R. G. Baker; ill
dustry reconversion, A. W. Wells
NEMA tube classification, W. R. q,
Baker; RTPB television reporting,
October 1944 -ELECTRONIC,1
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RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

IPecia1ists.in the Development: óf UHF .Equipment
IECTRON ICS
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Ray H. Manson. In the transmits
division, the following sect(
chairmen have been listed: rad
transmitter tubes, H. C. Vane(

broadcast transmitters, C. W. Mi
ler; emergency service communio
tion, F. A. Gunther; aviation equil
ment, J. W. Hammond; marin
equipment, F. R. McMullen; an,
piezoelectric quartz crystals, G. l
W right.
Other section chairmen are
school sound systems, amplifier an
sound equipment division, Lau;
ence A. King; crystals, parts divi
sion, F. D. Bliley; insulations (tut) V
ing, tape, sleeving, varnishes, and ()
sealings), parts division, John R
Apgar; metal stampings and meta
specialties, parts division, W. VF
Barry; plastics and molded parta
parts division, R. R. Titus; speak 4
era and parts (including headset ti
and magnets), parts division, W
Henry C. Forster.
a
y1

1 III
1141 h

Ieat

taVtavt a
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Police Lineup by Television
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for the apprehen
sion of criminals after the war ma)
well be the telecast police lineup be(
which a central station might famili
iarize police over a large area wit,'
the lawbreakers under current cus'
tody. Speaking before a meeting of
the New York State Association of
Chiefs of Police, Commissioner Edward J. Hickey of the Connecticut
State Police hoped such facilities
might be available to combat a possible post-war crime wave.
In another talk at the same conference, Frank J. Wilson, chief of
the U. S. Secret Service suggested
that similar facilities could be used
to make the public familiar with the
particular tricks of confidence men
thought to be operating in a certain
area, to dramatize the conditions
leading to juvenile delinquency, and
to generally aid in law enforcement.
A NEW WEAPON

'

aR

COMVAPNY

1

Large-Screen Television
Prospects
of the Skiatron and
supersonic light relays which make
it possible to project a great number of picture elements simultaneously, Scophony Corp. of America
expects to merchandise a postwar
home television receiver with a flat,
projected picture 18 x 14i in. for a
price somewhere in the vicinity of
BASED ON USE

T..

FM &TELEVISION TOWERS

.

$200.
A

274

similar model was introduced
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PLANTS IN

Space factor as high as 95% ... thin glass
films insulate adjacent laminations.

Very low losses in direction of rolling

High incremental permeability

High, low -density permeability

Very high, high -density permeability

331/3% more flux -carrying capacity

30% to 50% lighter weight

HIPERSIL CORES
COMBINE THESE ADVANTAGES:

li,tis.ri

ir

25 CITIES

1

...OFFICES

EVERYWHERE

...

& Mfg. Co., for High PERmeability SILicon steel.

*Registered Trade -Mark Westinghouse Electric

Hipersil Cores release engineers from the
limitations of ordinary silicon steel. Hipersil
affords a wider range of linear response...
approximately 5/3 greater straight-line response for winding and core section. Construction is simplified because there are no
only 2
"tissue-thin" laminations to stack
or 4 pieces 'to handle. Learn the facts about
Hipersil. Write for Booklet B-3223. Address:
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., P. 0. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. J -7o433

/o

,

WestinghouseHIPERSIL

altitudes up to 50,000 feet.

This aircraft transformer is tangible proof
of the weight and space savings made by
Hipersil Cores.
With them, engineers cut the weight of the
transformer to 8 ounces, approximately 40%
less than the nearest competitive item of the
same output. The unit has a low temperature
rise of 30° which permits operation over all
ambients from minus 65° to plus 70° C at all

i

1

HIPERSIL* CORES

Í Í

FREQUENCY. METERS

ll

'U4.593,rk_-.e90

1..."

.71 q- .).
7

o

Y

'

,

with Paramount Pictures. Pro
jected pictures 18 ft wide were user
successfully in two London theater. t
before the war.

}.

-

Jungle Conditions-One of the laboratory tests simulating field
use is a minimum run of
120 hours at 120° F. 95 RH. Component parts
have previously beeri tested at 180° F.

IF you had to work in a jungle, the

stifling heat and humidity ap-

0021.2II,I11201.,[NCY MrT2n

proaching the saturation point might
get You ... but not J -B -T Frequency
1161

.t

Meters. These meters can take it ...
and do ...heat and moisture notwith-

1124

1

..,..2.°
°.,-..,
nwp

2LW_'

standing.
.

..

Suspended in open bottom bell jars
over steaming water. J -B -T FreModel 21 FX-21/2 inch instrument
with plastic case for use where
weight and space are important.
quency Meters consistently indicate
correct frequency or speed although dripping wet. This is so because
in J -B -T simplified construction, the only moving part
is the reed, which throws off moisture as it operates,
and because all component parts are protected by
the most advanced moisture -resistant finishes.
Jungle -proofing is not the only assurance of reliability. J -B -T Vibrating Reed Frequency Meters are
also unaffected by mechanical shocks, voltage drop,
change in wave form or external magnetic fields.

431

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

CHAPEL STREET

NEW HAVEN .8, CONNECTICUT

1V-Jtl-2
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Postwar Educational
Trend
to the G.I. Bill of Rights
every eligible veteran will hav1
about $1,000, exclusive of his bonus;
to spend studying for a betted
peacetime job. In 1939 there were
125 students in technical and trade
schools to each 100 in 'regular college. Feeling that many of the vet
ACCORDING

'
119.

erans will prefer trade school prep- 1
aration to courses in history, literature, or foreign languages, a
group of technical schools is form- 2
ing a trade association, headed by ,13
Dr. J. S. Noffsinger, Washington,
D. C., to raise standards of ethics,
improve courses, and bring tech -11'
tept

'

I
I

nical schools in closer touch with
industry. Individual schools will be
inspected, revised, and placed on an
approved list which will give their

graduates greater prestige among

,

:

employers.
Ii

Send for illustrated bulletin VF.43 including VF 43.
IA on 400 cycle meters
and VF 43-IB on the new
compact 21/2 inch meters.

(Manufactured under Triplett Patents and/or Patents Pending)

J -B -T

in England just before the war
priced at £70 or approximately $3;
at prewar sterling rates. The low,
price will depend upon large -sea
production, according to Arthl
Levey, president of the compant
who addressed a recent session
the television seminar of Radio E.
ecutives Club in 'New York recent];
A larger model which included di
same electronic gear, but a modit
cation of the optical system, pr
duced a picture 24 x 20 in.
Among company developmen
some of which are currently cor1
nected with secret projects, is
scrambling device which makes
possible for television programs
be directed to special, authorize
subscribers, while television pr
jection for theaters is anticipate
through the company's connectio

Coast -Guard Radio
CELEBRATING In'S 154th anniversary,
the U. S. Coast Guard points out
that its history includes pioneer
woi-k on ship and aeronautical radio. The Revenue Cutter Service,
as the Coast Guard was called then,
first used wireless telegraphy in
1903 for ship -to-shore communication. Credit for establishment of
the standard 500-kc distress freOctober 1944
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THERE

IS NO

SUBSTITUTE FOR
EXPERIENCE

..

serve to remind
us how closely the history of
radio is interwoven with that of
the Magnavox Company.
THESE EXAMPLES

I

In 1915 Magnavox engineers produced
this "daddy" of all loud speakers-the
horn - type electro - dynamic speaker.
Today the electro -dynamic loud
speaker is the "voice" of modern sound
reproduction in radio, sound motion
pictures and all other kindred fields.

a
i

T ),t

C

1

11

S$1;1-e<J-4)1.1

In 1922 Magnavox engineers developed this historic instrument the
first amplified radio -phonograph. As
the forerunner of all present day
radio - phonograph combinations, it
marked an important advance in the
development of sound reproduction.

-

ECTRONICS

-
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In 1911 the electro -dynamic
reproducer, developed by this
company's engineers, completely
revolutionized the art of sound reproduction. The same principle is
used in all radios today.
Magnavox for years has been
not only the world's largest supplier of loud speakers, but also one
of the largest producers of electrolytic condensers. This experience
dates from the original "Mershon"
to the current Magnavox type.

..,_.

á_

F
.---- ',J

,T-i
.

,

Another important step forward was
achieved with this first single -dial
radio produced by Magnavox in 1923.
Its importance at the time is appreciated when we remember that all
previous radio sets required the use
of three dials for tuning in a station.

The experimental work that
built the Magnavox reputation is
constantly perpetuated now intensified and broadened by highly
diversified war work. Magnavox is
your logical source for components and for cooperation in your
future projects. The Magnavox
Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

-

a'nnvox
Solenoids
Capacitors
Communication and Electronic Equipment

Loud Speakers

The cone type of electro -dynamic
speaker was introduced by Magnavox
engineers in 1927. It was the prototype
of all electro -dynamic speakers in
use today, recognized throughout the
world as the most efficient means for
the electrical reproduction of sound.
279

quency and for the use of the tel
"sparks" in connection with op.
ators belongs to this service. Lat
when the Revenue Cutter Sery
and the Life Saving Service h
been merged to form the Co:
Guard, radio was first used for al
craft communication and fi

o.

\

.\
\ ..

;
. .
1
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`
:
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guidance. Detailed pioneering
volved the rotatable electrostai'
tally -shielded d -f antenna al
cathode-ray direction indicating i
struments.

...

MODEL

Radio Relay Allocation

300

HITHERTO

ELECTRONIC

220

DECADE

AMPLIFIER

:.

News by Plant Broadcast
bl ORE

MODEL

untie(

tern between New York and Boato:
Facilities will be suitable for fr
facsimile, and television broadcal
relay as well as telegraph and tel
phone communication.
Two Class 2, 10 -watt stations at
provided for in the present author
ization, while seven fully automats
relay stations are planned for th
intervening space. Cost is est
mated at $1,000,000.

YOLTMETER
MODEL

COMMERCIALLY

frequencies have been allocated
American Tel. & Tel. Co. for e
perimentation on a radio relay ay,1

THAN

5,000,000 America I

'

workers have been kept up to dat
on recent military development
through sound systems installed it
war plants from coast to coast
Stromberg-Carlson Company hair
conducted a survey among users o
such apparatus.
Keeping the workers continual)
apprised as to the true situation'(
has made it possible, at the same
time, to utilize the driving power of
the worker's reaction and to cir-1
cumvent gossip.
Most of the plants reported casting their communication systems ink,
this role had previously used them '
mainly for paging officials, broad -i
casting speeches, and in general
utilizing the facilities in the manner of talking bulletin boards.

402

MULTIPLIER

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred
million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy 2% over most of the
range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with
logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.
Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also
be used as a highly stable amplifier, 70 DB
gain, flat to 150,000 cycles.
.

.

CONVENTIONS TO COME
Oct. 2-5. Forty -Ninth Annual meeting, Boston, Mass.

tlitLAWI%E. LABogATotIEs,
B.O.ONTON, -NEW JERSEY,

MUNICIPAL

1

Irwin Shulsinger,

41 St., New York, N. Y.
U. S. A.

I

Oct. 5-7.
.1

280

INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION,
secretary, 8 East

SIGNAL

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
CONFERENCE, Chicago, Ill., B. Dud -
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TR/Ck Mr./ones

...and we know it!

know, vary
/considerably. Not only in regard to
physical properties after molding, but
in regard to molding behavior as well.
In other words, your plastic part has to
be designed in full recognition of your
material. That's why we say that the
selection of material is another job for
}1LASTIC MATERIALS, you

your custom molder!
But Kurz-Kasch does more than team
up these two functions. In growing up
with the plastics industry, we've found
Why Kurz-Kasch for Plastics? Kurz-Kasch
offers a 28 -year-old reputation for thoroughly

engineered, quality production. One of the
largest, best -equipped exclusive
custom molding plants in the

country -75,000 square feet of
floor space with 125 compression
and transfer presses of all sizes.
BUY

BONDS!

ALL

YOU

it wise to insist that experts on mold -

making, molding and finishing add
their opinions during the planning
stage. This way, you can rest assured
that your job will be estimated right
-produced right-and delivered right
on schedule.
This service is available from the
moment you first wonder if plastics
will fit into your program. In fact,
that's the time to get the most out of it.
We urge you to feel free to use it-now!
Complete mold-making and finishing faciliExtensive production sequences of
ties
radio -frequency preheating equipment, with
full experience in their use.
Completely equipped shop for
production of inserts
For satisfaction in plastics, key these facilities into your production line.
CAN-WHENEVER

YOU CAN

KURZ- KA S CH

For over 25 years Planners and Molders in Plastics
Kurz-Kasch, Inc., 1425 South Broadway, Dayton 1, Ohio
Los Angeles
Detroit G Indianapolis
Branch Soles Offices: New York
Chicago
St. Louis
Toronto, Canada. Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City
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ley, secretary, 520
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

MOTOR DATA
No. 124
°

N.

Michigatl

Oct. 12-14. Fall Meeting, Buffalo
N. Y. ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY
Colin G. Fink, secretary, Columbia
University, New York 27, N. Y.

L-'

Oct. 16-18. Fifty -Sixth Semi -An
nual Fall Conference, New York
N. Y. SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURÉ
ENGINEERS. W. C. Kunzmann, vieE
president, Hotel Pennsylvania, Ne;I
York, N. Y.

Oct. 16-19. Twenty-Fifth Annual
Meeting, Cleveland, Ohio. AMERI
CAN WELDING SOCIETY, M. M. Kelly,

secretary, 33 West 39 St., New York
18, N. Y.

Oct. 19-21.

Equipment
.

i

Chicago, Ill. PARTS DIV., RMA; As

\.s.

1'M
M O TO R
Torque 3.5 in. oz. at 4500 RPM

EICOR

eursraivlect
srrsrwi
i-1rrro
our 11-

I-)

INr;vr

Ttwsr4cs

isltTstete CrJSTMT_aT

n vChTs

a

-

-

Unique in design and
construction, this permanent
magnet field motor has been
selected for many applications
having critical space and weight
factors. Wound as a shunt
motor, its output characteristics
are adaptable for a wide
variety of power requirements.

FEATURE
iN
1OsvC.1N.0
.

Electronic Parts and
Industry Conference,'

.

?'1'114-

PM MOTOR
Watts Output Int.

:;_I

- 1310

(max.)

Torque at 7000 RPM (in.oz.)

11
1

Torque at 4500 RPM (in.oz.)

3.5

Lock Torque

6

(in. oz.)

S

ELECTRICAL
Alnico field magnets
No field losses
Low starting current
Reversible with change
of polarity
Low RF interference
Armature windings varnish
impregnated and baked

Volts Input

(min.)

5

Volts Input

(max.)

32

MECHANICAL

Temperature Rise Int.

50°C

Weight

11

Completely enclosed
Mounting in any position
Aluminum end brackets
Laminated pole pieces
Stainless steel shaft
Rotation on boll bearings
Commutator mica insulated

Shaft Diameter

(max.)

oz.

.250"

Length less Shaft

23/4"

Overall Diameter

11'/32"

-1

SOCIATION OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
AND EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS;

EASTERN DIY., SALES MANAGERS
CLUB ; and NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION; H. W.'

Clough, chairman, PO Box 5070-Al
5070-A,
Chicago 80, Ill.
Oct. 20.
Annual Meeting, New
York, N. Y. ENGINEERS COUNCILI
FOR

PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT,

Tyler, secretary, 29 West 39í
St., New York 18, N. Y.
S. L.

Oct. 20-21. Twenty -Ninth Annual
Meeting, New York, N. Y. OPTICAL
AMERICA.

SOCIETY

OF

Hardy,

secretary,

Arthur

C.

Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge
39, Mass.

Nov. 2-3. National Time and Motion Study Clinic, Chicago, Ill. IN- a
DUSTRIAL
MANAGEMENT SOCIETY,
C. S. Becker, vice president, 205
Nest Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill.

Nov. 9-10. Fall Meeting, Dayton,
Ohio. INSTITUTE OF THE AERONAU-

Robert R. Dexter,
secretary, 1505 RCA Bldg. West,

TICAL SCIENCES,

Rockefeller Center, New York

20,

N. Y.

Nov. 13-14. Rochester Fall Meeting
&

War Radio Conference. Rochester,

N.

Y. ROCHESTER FALL MEETING
COMMITTEE, Virgil M. Graham,

ElecoI INc:,
DYNAMOTORS

.1501 'W.. Congresss'St., Chicago? U. S. A.
D. C. MOTORS POWER PLANTS
CONVERTERS

ceporr: Ad Avriemo, 89. Brood St.,.New York,

282

U. S. A.

Coble: Avriemo, New York

chairman, PO Box 750, Williamsport, Pa.
Nov. 13-14. Annual Fall Convention,
New York, N. Y. SOCIETY OF THE
October 1944
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still is not a
Eteit
modern, airport serving

your community to best
advantage, if it does
not have radio facilities

Ed4~ y a modCus ~t, úc

mú,* de e¢ted
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

owlet

cevt iopito4ta.tee,

u<w,

6. Radio navigational facilities.
Adequate all-weather runways.
7. Weather information.
requirefor
normal
Sufficient service
ments.
8. Terminal facilities including restaurants,
taxi service, etc.
Hangar space.
9. Accessible location.
Lights.
10. Safe approaches from all directions.
Control tower.
and-an able, adequately paid airport manager who can
make the fullest use of his facilities in the interests of the
public, flyers and the airlines.

of RADIO RECEPTOR-is the provision of radio facilities for navigation-for traffic control-for communication. Chances are RADIO RECEPTOR
may guide the planes to your airport. Let
ranges supplied to the CAA
continue the job and bring them
equipment
RADIO RECEPTOR traffic control
down to the runways and up to the gates.

Our

job-that

-

-

Competent counsel on airport traffic control radio now available-equipment
supplied when conditions permit. Plan now-purchase later.

ti.íjactic~ )6 vutge, áx )) AuGlercatdoK
"IIIGIIWAYS OF '1'IIE AI11 9!

Se.cal Aai awl

which discusses radio navigation and traffic control in all its phases, military and
past, present and future. Free to those writing on their letterhead.

civilian-

INc.
RECEPTOR COMPANY,
RADIO STREET
NEW YORK II. N.Y.
25I WEST

19the

Airway and Airport Rodio Equipment

SINCE
ECTRONICS

-
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Communications Equipment

1922

IN

Industrial Electronics

RADIO AND

Electronic Power Generators

ELECTRONICS
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PLASTICS

-

INDUSTRY,

C.

S.

Shi

maker, meeting chairman, Di
Chemical Co., 30 Rockefeller Plat
New York 20, N. Y.

. Material thickness may
vary _á sixteenth of an.inch lots
for c blind rivet-and stiff give

-

Dec. 7-8, First Annual Conferen
New York, N. Y. TELEVISION Bao4
CASTERS ASSOCIATION, Will Balti
secretary, 500 Fifth Ave., NI
York 18, N. Y.

-

you 'a perfect job.

D.C. BIAS
:

MIN.IMUM

MAXIMUM
.

.

Production oft t
vilian radios will be resumed aft
Germany surrenders, and not befo
such time, the Radio Industry A visory Committee was told by lea
ing WPB officials at a recent meet IT
ing in Washington.
These officials told the committi
that the radio -radar production pn
gram for 1944 must continue it
ward through December and abo
16.4 percent above the July outpt.
rate. Army and Navy officials cola,
curred in this estimate of over '
increase during the remainder i
the year.
CIVILIAN RADIO.

.

NQMINAL
ME

MI

'

CHERRY RIVETS GIVE

-

GENEROUS TOLERANCES
IN GRIP LENGTH!

FORESTRY OPERATION. With sever
provisos, FCC has amended its rule!
so a licensed operator who is th'
holder of a radiotelephone or
dio -telegraph first or second clasi
license may be on duty as the operl,
ator of one or more forestry sta
tions licensed in the name of th,
same person, municipality, or stat
at any location within the reliable
daytime communication range o.
each such station in lieu of tht
transmitter locations or contro
point(s) during actual operation oI,

Don't hesitate to use blind rivets
just because the materials used
may vary slightly in thickness in

different areas. Use Cherry Rivets.
As long as you stay within the

generous tolerances specified,
you'll get

a

Cherry Rivet head (patented): (1) slips easily into the tool,
(2) provides a positive grip, (3)
keeps the rivet parts assembled
as a unit.

"

,

rt.y-

I1e¡jlrnatz

UPHILL PRODUCTION. The forthcom-i

t:
;

i4.

®-

ERR! RIVETS. THEIR mANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION ARE COVERED BY U.S. PATENTS ISSUED AND PENDING

LILW
LOS.
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1ec

ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

I

the transmitting apparatus employ
ing telephony.

good finished job.

The

'

Here's a handbook on
Cherry Rivets. Read it
and find out how tough
jobs con be mode easy

with Cherrys. Writefor
A-43 to
Dept. A-120, Cherry
Rivet Company, 231

Handbook

Winston Street, Los
Angeles 13. Calif.

ing months will be more critica.
than any period previously faced
the electronic industry, and as a
.consequence the industry and WPB'
must effect the maximum coopera-.
tion on all problems, Ray C. Ellis,
director of WPB's radio and radar
division, recently advised the Indus-

j
I

trial Instrument Industry Advisory
Committee.
Reasons for the need of closer co
operation include problems of cancellation of contracts, reconversion,
and labor which must be anticipated, he said. Commenting on the
overall electronic industry production rate, Mr. Ellis pointed out that
July, 1944, showed an increase of

1

-
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6Zualíty ín Quantity
control of the design, selection of all materials, and methods of
manufacture of all parts to the final assembly,
WITH COMPLETE

inspection and delivery,-Jefferson Electric
Transformers arc laboratory correct whether required in small lots or hundreds of thousands.
War-time demands have further emphasized
the ability to maintain high uniform standards
of quality on a mass production basis. Under
the stimulus of War effort, ads anecd types of

machinery, and improved manufacturing technique, you can count on still better Jefferson
Electric products for your post-war needs.
Consulting now with Jefferson Electric transformer engineering specialists will save time
for you later . . . JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago), Illinois.
In Canada: Canadian Jefferson Electric Company. Limited, 384 Pape Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario.

s

JEFFERSON

ooeVau6

TRANSFORMERS
1:Zt110NrGS

-

Ocle4..c 1144

205

approximately 16.4 percent ov
July, 1943. Production rose ti
percent in June, but was still foi
percent behind schedule in Jul
largely because of a 60- to 90 -da
lag between the new design on t'
drawing board and final assemb
of the parts.
Serious manpower shortages e1
ist in the production of certail
component parts for signal equil
ment, such as dry -cell batteries an
transformers. About 22,000 ne'
workers will be needed in key ele
tronic plants between now and th
end of the year, WMC estimato
and an additional 12,000 a mont
will have to be found for replac
ments at the current rate.
About half the present worker
are women, according to WMC, an
that percentage can be stepped u,
to two-thirds if they can be re
era ited. Chief difficulty in addin;
to the labor force in this field, WM(i
points out, is that most of the plantii
center in labor shortage areas
around Chicago; near Philadelph
and Newark and in the Buffalo'
Syracuse, and Schenectady areas.

i*

INSULATORS
Not subject to thermal shock. Non
hygroscopic. High surface resistance. Shaped to
specification.

t

quartz

mercury arcs

)

HYDROGEN ARCS IN QUARTZ
FUSED QUARTZ ROD,

TUBING, PLATES and SPECIAL SHAPES

HANOVIA
CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E-11
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NEWARK 5, N. J.

T

;

job....

ULTRA VIOLET LAMPS

1.

1

are a "Main factor" of the high power electronic
tube. Quartz is the best electrical insulator known
to science. Many other qualities make it ideal for
the

t

MORE BATTERIES.

Demand for bat
according to the Signa_ Corps officers who are charged with
the duty of procuring all batteries,
for all the armed services, is stilt
sharply on the upswing. Deliveries'
of all types of batteries have in-,
creased about two-thirds .since the
beginning of this year but monthly1 ü
rates must be increased another 40;
percent. The current monthly production of battery cells runs close to
a hundred million, which is still far
short of what is desired.

teries,

STATION SALES. FCC has asked
Congressional direction as to the
policy it should follow in passing on
the sale of radio stations where the
sales prices are far in excess of the
going -concern and physical -property values of the stations and appear to involve considerable compensation for the radio frequencies
themselves.
In identical letters to Senate Interstate Commerce Committee
Chairman Burton K. Wheeler and
to Rep. Clarence Lea, Chairman of
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, FCC chairman James Lawrence Fly suggested
the "tremendously high prices"
which radio stations command in
the present market indicates the
October 1944
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And now we add
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ro

make CLOTH serve more

t.

applied to coated
a naturally
loth to secure a decorative effect or to simulate
embossed
of
forms
common
the
most
rregular surface. One of
so-called
many
and
finishes
reatment copies various leather
and
value
imitation leathers" have all of the appearance
'mbossing is a surface treatment generally

people... more ways ..

.

addition, are waterproof, non -porous and uniform. Various coarse fabric textures
are embossed as well as all-over designs. A combination of
embossing with printing (color on high spots) produces unmuch

of the durability of leather and,

in

limited pleasing contrasts.

CURRENT HOLLISTON PRODUCTION

includes COATED AND IMPREGCLOTHS rubber, starch -filled,
.
BASE
.
SEPARATOR
INSULATING
CLOTH
NATED FABRICS...
CLOTH,
glazed. TRACING AND BLUE PRINT CLOTHS white and blue, ink or pencil. MAP
TAG CLOTHS,
PHOTO CLOTH, self-adhesive. REINFORCING FABRICS. SIGN, LABEL AND
waterproof to take any ink, meet any inking problem. BOOK -BINDING CLOTHS. SHADE
proof.
CLOTH, impregnated waterproof, opaque, translucent or light

H.
I

.ja'`'r

We urge you to consider CLOTH; and invite you to consult with
developments for your specific requirements.

N\41/l4hvil,

14

us

concerning possibilities and

EMBOSSING
Proprodolls
ducer P
cooling.
or
plastic
the
ducer in
way damaged uses
no
in
is
industrial
structure
marks
For certain
lines or
weakened.
may create
ressUndure

a

relief pattern

is

The

embossing

of functional
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sellers may be profiting from thei
lien on a radio frequency whic
they have been authorized to ua
under the Communications Act o
1934, but whose ownership uncle
the Act is reserved to the public
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"flat -top" depends
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And so, across the entire fighting front
in tanks
and ships and in planes
the lives of our fighting
men, the success of their missions and the safe return
of equipment permits of no compromise in quality.

...

FCCI

t

coil winding.

...

Windings by Coto -Coil fire remote guns
release
a single bomb or a salvo. The applications are countless
many cannot be told, but the importance of
never failing dependability is apparent to all.

...

Whether you build equipment for the armed services
or for industry, you cannot afford to use any coils but
the best.

REGULATIONS FOR RADIO SERVICEMEN. Information has been compiled

COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917

by domestic and foreign branch of

CO;

COTO=COIL
65 PAVILION AVE..'

á

N
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INC.

PROVIDENCE 5, R. I.

°

v.

has adopted a new application Form
340, to be used when filing an application -for. construction of a non-'
commercial educational broadcast
station. This form supersedes Form
309 and supplemental Form 313
but Form 309 continues to be used `
for several classes of broadcast stations other than standard.
Form 340 is expected to be more
convenient to applicants desiring
noncommercial educational broadcast facilities, and at the same time .W
the form will supply the Commission with additional information
concerning the service planned and
the technical equipment proposed to
be installed. The new application
form now available will be used by
the many nonprofit educational
agenies planning the construction
.of f-m broadcast stations for the
advancement of their educational
work and the transmission of educational and entertainment programs to the general public.
.1

4
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INSIDE STORY
The destiny

PRICING.

price schedule that previously gov
erned manufacturers' maximun
prices for consumer -type radio re
ceivers and phonographs has beet
revoked, and the articles trans
ferred to coverage by the regulatiot
affecting most other consumers
durable goods, the Office of Pricc
Administration has announced.
This transfer to coverage war
made because the previous regula'
tion covering the articles dealt only
with price control problems that k
were acute in 1942, before civilian'
production was completely shut off,
and is not suited to present condi-;h
tions. In particular, it does not provide a method for pricing new models of radio receivers and phonographs.

.

the radio and radar division of
WPB to guide radio repairmen now
in business as well as exrepairmen
and men discharged from military
service. In order that they may
October

1944- ELECTRONICS
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... so theta 'lands"'with
the extra force needed to
fill the die.
Iñ this Reed-Prentice
Plastic 'Injection Moulding .Machine, granulated
plastic material is forced
through aheated cylinder
into -the die at continuous
high speed; under high

pressure.- Photoswitch

f,
>r,

Electronic Timer T15U
actuates controls within
the hydraulic system that
provide maximum pressure, at the exact instant, with the fractional

Why Electronic Timing is the Best Answer
for Split -Second Repeat -Cycle Accuracy

second timing required

It:

it

fr

Photoswitch Electronic Timers function with split-second accuracy ...
or inertia. Electronic operation
without fatigue
frictional wear
all moving
eliminates clockwork, springs, mechanical clutches
parts subject to wear and failure
provides consistently accurate
control without danger of speed-up or slow -down, and with extremely
long life assured. Photoswitch Electronic Timers are used extensively
to initiate automatic operation of precision production grinders, millers,
profilers and other machine tools; to insure maximum safety and efficiency in X-ray equipment; to provide split-second control in welding.
molding, spraying
and to afford the high degree of accuracy needed
in process control.

...

...
...

to complete the injection
stroke.

...

...

t:º
11

Write to

Y

PHOTOSWITCH, INCORPORATED
Cambridge 42, Massachusetts
for Bulletin 900-A.

HbTOSWITCH

INCORPORATED

PIOTOELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
El:TRONICS

-
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FOR

EVERY INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE
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hors to obtain necessal
materials to carry' on or enter itI
the radio repair business, they sl
be guided by specialists in the fi
service branch of regional and d
trict offices who are familiar wi ,
WPB orders and the problems
civilian radio in wartime.
Summaries of applicable regu
tions include those pertaining E
creation of an inventory, replai

know

BUILT LIKE A BATTLESHIP

..and just as

i

indestructible

Discriminating radio transmitter manufacturers believe
that the very best components are not too good for their high power equipment.
Such manufacturers are using Cardwell condensers typified by the
Type WX-95-VS heavy duty transmitting capacitor (illustrated).
The customers of these manufacturers know that a component, embodying master craftsmanship of such superior quality, is the
.
finest money can buy and, indeed

..

ment of components and tubes, a
purchase of tools and test equ
ment.
Another pertinent ruling is
recent issue by OPA (Office
Price Administration) which b
restricted gasoline -rationing mi
age to those radio repairmen
are working on government government -agency -equipment.

111

COMMUNICATIONS

FELLOWSHI.

Training of Latin American en
neers in the regulatory and opt
ating procedures of communid'
tions in the United States is t
aim of a program sponsored
the State Department which h
allocated $10,000 to FCC for su
work. Rules and regulations ha
been formulated by FCC to gove
the awarding of fellowships to ,,
plicants from other Americ'1
republics.
Fellowships shall be of the
terne -training type which may
elude orientation in FCC office
instruction in the engineering
partments; and training in mo
toting stations of the Commissiot

The Standard of Comparison

I

1

Fr

..r

i.

.

.4

'r

:_
"

i"

o,

i

I

besides visits to other govetli
agencies,
ment
private cot
munication companies, and otht
background sources. Rules whi:
has e been established cover quail
fications, award of fellowships, a,
lowances, and expenses.
if

Specifications:
Type WX-95-VS

Capacity-100-42

Airgap-1

mmf ds.

inch.

Peak Voltage-20,000 volts.
Size -151/2" x 151/2" x 133/4" long.
Frame-Cast aluminum end plates with brass tie rods.
Rotor
brass plates pressed and soldered into solid brass barrel.
Stator-1/e" brass plates pressed and soldered into massive brass
stator blocks; equipped with electrostatic shields, on blocks
and stator studs, to minimize corona losses.
Rotor Contacts-Laminated phosphor bronze'selfcleaning brush.
Finish-Polished lacquered brass-End Castings satin finish aluminum, lacquered.
Bearings-Ball thrust rear- shoulder front bearing.
Shaft Extension Diameter-% inch.

-1"

BUSINESS NEWS
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS ASSII
CIATION has been formed in Ne'l:
York, N. Y. Membership is draw'

from companies active in the metrl
politan and nearby areas.

Insulation-Mycalex.

'STANDARD.
C ÁRDWELL

,OF

.

TH.E
81
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ALLEIJ D. .CARDWELL

PROSPECT STREET

°

'

COMPARISON
CONDES
N- ERS

MANUFACTURING CÓRPORATION
BROOKLYN

1,

N. Y.

MILW 1UKEE INDUSTRIAL DES1GNElt
has moved to new quarters at 74n

North Fourth St. Milwaukee

3,

INTERNATION 11, BUSINESS MI
CHINES CORP. and GENERAL ELES'
TRIC Co. have collaborated on a pro

posed network joining Washington
Ness York, and Schenectady ant
which will operate in the region be
October 1944
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NIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY
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HARVEY
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5O0 to 1000 VOLTS
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REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

If

you're looking for a dependable, controllable
source of laboratory D.C. power for operation
with pulse generators, measurement equipment,
constant frequency oscillators, amplifiers and
other equipment requiring a constant flow of I).C.
voltage, it will pay you to get in touch with
Harvey of Cambridge.
The Harvey Regulated Power Supply 106 Pd
vs ill meet your every requirement in the lower
voltages. It has a I.C. output variable from
between 200 to 300 volts that is regulated to

within

»OS!,

./

rOLTA9

OfF
C

one per cent.

The Mew Harvey Regulated Power Supply
206 Pd is for higher voltages.
This latest
Harvey development operates in two ranges 500700 at % of an ampere and 700 to 1000 at .2
of an ampere. Both ranges have accurate regulation to one per cent or better.
Whatever your requirements, one of these
Harvey Regulated Power Supply units ill meet
them with efficient, dependable performance.
We'd he happy to supply you with complete
information on either or both of them.
NY

'HARVEY;
OF

CAMBRIDGE

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE
E:CTRONICS

-
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tween 1900 and 2300 Mc. Facilities
are to be used for relay purposed
possibly including television, fni
radiotype. and facsimile.
MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER

CORI

has completed a new plant at Ch
cago, Ill., and will combine genera
offices with production facilities
there.
AMERICAN

TELEPHONE & TELF
and SOUTHERN BEL
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co. hav'
been given FCC permission to spent
GRAPH

MOTORS for

ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS

CO.

an estimated $6 million on coaxia
lines between Atlanta, Ga., am
Dallas, Tex.

;

I

RAILROAD ha
planned to equip its Harrisburg
main -line division with radiotelel
phone equipment in 300 freight and
passenger locomotives and 90 ca
booses. Cost has been set at $1 mil
PENNSYLVANIA

lion.
DEJUR-AMSCO CORP. has complete(
plant No. 2 in Long Island City, N
Y. Facilities cover 75,000 sq ft.
NATIONAL RAD10 INSTITUTE, WashI

ington, D. C. has completed 30 year,
of service to the industry.

V-

1/30 HP-115
60 Cy.- A.
Mounting. Ball Bearing.

C.-

1

Ph. 1725 RPM.

C.

C.

Flange

Cut shows one of many types and sizes of Ohio Motors
designed for driving Electronic Devices.

RANGE
1/100 to
1/100 to
1/100 to

HP.-A.C.
1 HP.-D.C.
V4 HP.-A.C. Synchronous.

PRESS WIRELESS INC. has arranged
to move its executive offices from
Chicago to 1475 Broadway, New?i
York, N. Y.

RCA VICTOR DIV., RADIO CORP. OFI
AMERICA will introduce the first
electron microscope into the labor-

atones of Australia for war production research. It will be delivered to the Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research.

1 to 100 oz. ft. A.C. Torque.
Shell type motors for built-in applications to

FAIRCHILD CAMERA & INSTRUMENT

I

has been assigned an approved quality -control rating by
USAAF. This means that duplicate;,
Army inspection during detail,!,
fabrication will be eliminated and
the company will be given full re-'
CORP.

4

HP.-D.C. and

to

71

HP.

All usual voltages and cycles.

What is your problem?

THE OHIO ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
5908 Maurice Avenue Cleveland 4, Ohio

i

sponsibility.
RCA VICTOR Div., RADIO CORP. OF
AMERICA, has finished its millionth!'

II

Type X crystal which was placed in
a gold-plated container for ceremonial purposes.
PRATT INSTITUTE,

Brooklyn, N.

Y.

has announced a forthcoming series
of tuition -free ESMWT courses ineluding introduction to radio, radio
292
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For Your

PoStWaV1ts
Connectors
INTRODUCING

It your postwar plans

.

will involve

coaxial cable connectors, cable
plugs or special design Pads of
similar nature .we invite your conof our Products and
sideration
facilities.
8esidés offering a comprehensive
ne of standard units,
assesses a unique ector
nearing skill and knowledge i» this
field that may Prove of valuable
help and economy to you.

MINIATURE

BATTERY PLUGS

rr.
yoFüvi

n

(Illustrations aré
actual size)

Anticipating the trend
to

midget devices,
presents this
new, easy
IRC
Pins are
-grip battery

firmly

plug.
imbedded in
molded
positive contact.
bakelite_
Side
entries reduce
-positioned
lead
strain on
Fitting all
soldered
connections.
miniature
batteries, these
should find
wide
plugs
application
in many
equipment
types
of
especially in the
radio, hearing
medical
apparatus, and
-aid,
appliance fields.
Available in two
-pin or three
-pin models.
Specifications and
samples on
request.

to insure

I
*CONCTpR DIVISION

OF

.1RNA1l
N. dROA
8,PA.
0AL11E51510CE
101

gt.,

PHlLAHELPHIA

,rORMitlY CONNiCiOR
CORPORATION

1944
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.

COe

_

construction and testing, elemenr
of electronics, industrial electro]
ics, and u -h -f techniques.

_

GENERAL

OUR COPY IS
ti

READY FOR MAILING

ELBCTRIC

CO.,

P

Schene,1

tady, N. Y., has launched a prograt
which will eventually see all tt
parts of its electronic activity cel
tered in an industrial developmeti
on the outskirts of Syracuse, N. I
Construction of the plant has bee
planned for the end of wartime.
KANSAS CITY & SOUTHERN RAIL

has completed an installatio
of two-way radiotelephone ¿ommun Íi
ication along its entire main-lin
560 -mile right of way.
ROAD

1

RCA VICTOR DIV.,

RADIO CORP.

OP

has established a com
prehensive re-employment progra
which will affect the 6000 forme'
workers serving in the armed
forces.
AMERICA,

has installed t
two-way f -m radiotelephone corn
munication system which gives in
stant contact throughout the entir
length of the Panama Canal.
GALVIN MFG. CORP.

FORT

WORTH

ELECTRONICS

n

CLUB

has been organized by 19 charter
members connected with local industries. Monthly ',méétings are¡
scheduled:

This new 44 page book gives you the
complete story of "SPRING -LIFE" BELLOWS
By engineers-for engineers-y et with information and illustrations socomplete that all men engaged in manufacturing
can gather a full knowledge of bellows and their functions.
This informative book tells all about "Spring-life" Bellows,
including their characteristics, construction and applications, plus data charts and other valuable information to
assist engineers in determining bellows requirements.
Also included in this book are illustrations and information
pertaining to Cook Pressure Detector Switches,. and an
introduction to the Cook "MetaLastic" Division. This catalog will be sent to you immediately upon receipt of a request
on your letterhead.
if
have
an
you
Remember,
extremely urgent problem, wire
or 'phone us, and we shall be pleased to quickly dispatch a
field engineer from óne of our district offices to assist you.

09K
2

1
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SOUTHPORT

,

ECTRRRR:-

AVENUE

CHICAGO 14,

ILLINOIS

Y

DEFOREST'S

TRAINING

INC.,

Chi-

cago, Ill., has listed twelve lecturer
which are to be given there between
Sept. 20 and Dec. 6 on. subjects related to industrial, electronic engineering. Covered will be funda-

mentals,
rectifiers,
thyratrons,
measuring, welding, motor control,
phototubes, elevator control, x-ray,
heating, and lighting.

El

!I

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS has

made tests on two-way radio communication in the Montreal terminal
area.
COOPER UNION,

New York, N. Y.,

has scheduled a series of engineering courses for evening attendance
starting Oct 2. Communications 1.1
ii
principles, advanced electric circuits, and electrical engineering for
other than electrical engineering t
students are to be included.

NEARLY $9,000,000 worth of
equipment would be needed if the
FCC were to approve the applications for FM stations now on file.
October 1944
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DON'T LET OLD-FASHIONED RESISTORS

CRAMP YOUR ENGINEERING STYLE!

only
Resistors
wound with
The

CERAMIC -INSULATED
WIRE.
INSULATION t,4PPl/fD
8FFaRF `Y/RF WOUND

It

{

A

Major Resistor Improvement-Not just a minor change

Don't waste time engineering "around"
the handicaps imposed by conventional
resistors! Use Sprague Koolohms and get
exactly what you want.
No power resistor can be one whit better
than the insulation given its windingsand Koolohm ceramic insulation applied.
to the wire before it is wound gives you
the maximum in this respect. Koolohms
can be used safely up to their full rated.
wattage values. Their use of insulated
wire permits larger wire sizes to be used,
'

Si

and guards against shorts and changed

values. They give more resistance ín
smaller. size, and are readily adaptable to
almost any mounting style best suited to
your production.

Stándárd Sprague Koolohms include
power types. Other Sprague
Resistors include bobbin types, hermetically sealed power resistors, 5- to 150 watts, and meter multipliers. Write for
new catalog-just off the press.
5- to 120 -watt

Resistor Division
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)
North Adams, Mass.

8PR

81J

Totally Different... _Ou.tstandingly Superior
'

:LECTRONICS

-

T.111. R KO. U. S. 1' \T. O IrF.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equipment; issue new technical bulletins, and
new catalogs
Vibration Fatigue Testing

comes supplied with an amplifies
and recorder .which will give a
graphic record between 0.1 and 80
MODEL 10-HA is a vibration fatigue
cps
at a sensitivity of 1 millivolt
testing machine which is designed
and
2 cm total deflection or a
to meet all requirements for a farange
from zero to 80 cycles for 60
tigue testing machine that will submillivolts
and 2 cm deflection. A
ject parts up to 10 lb in weight to
high
speed
writer can be supplied
vibration produced horizontally in
which
will
extend the frequency
simple harmonic motion. It has a
range
to
approximately
200 cycles.
range from 10 to 55 cps (600 to.
3,300 vibrations per minute) which The phase correction is such that
are increased and decreased auto- perfect square-wave response from
0.5 to 80 cycles is realized with the
matically at a uniform rate.
A 4-page bulletin, No. 610, de- one -millivolt sensitivity connection.
Electro -Physical
Laboratories,
scribes and illustrates Model 10 -HA,
Inc.,
45 West 18 St., New York,
as well as other vibration machines
available from All American Tool N. Y.
& Mfg. Co., 1014 Fullerton Ave.,
Chicago 14, Ill.

Machine.

watch or other means of .timing
necessary. After the initial heatú
time has been determined, the tine'
can be cut out by means of a selel
tor switch which is included in tll
assembly. A 3-stage timer ant
matically controls the heating ant
quenching positions of the cycl
A signal -type pilot light indlcatt

heating is taking place.
Induction Heating Corp., 389
fayette St., New York 3, N. Y.

Li

Secondary Frequency
Standard
THIS SECONDARY FREQUENCY stand
and is crystal controlled with a he
metically-sealed MD cut dual-fre,l

quency crystal. It provides usefu
output up to 40 Mc at 1,000-kc

°

''

w%

?!

'

.

r.;

Hardening and Quench Table

ILLUSTRATED IS A general-purpose;
100-kc and 10-kc intervals. It optwo
-station hardening and quench erates from 60 cps, 115 v line. The'
Direct-Recording
table used in connection with 'high- unit is housed in ,a sturdy metal
Electrocardiograph
frequencyinduction heating gener= cabinet. INSTANTANEOUS, permanent, stand - :, ators: The unit is suited -to a wide
The James Knight Co., Sandand readings_ may be. obtained with variety of machine parts
requiring wich. )Il.
this inkless, direct -recording elec- surface hardening or localized heat trocardiograph (Type EPL) which
is for use in electro-medical.analyNew 'Type of UHF Cables
sis, and laboratory research. The inNERD SIZES AND TY11ÉS of solid -distrument is compact, lightweight
electric coaxial cables, used in uhf
and portable, and requires no pho' and radar-équipmentfor the armed
tographic processing. The recorder
services,L have been 'added to this
may be used in conjunction with
° manufacturer's line of cables. The
other equipment for laboratory recables are manufactured in five
search.
The electrocardiograph
basic types:
.

.

,E

.F

5,1 -4

ing.

The table has quick -change
that jobs can be
set up in 2 to 3 min to change a
heating coil. The unit is flexible
enough for low production requirements. An initial timer is provided
to indicate the heating time for a
new job or a new part and no stop
coil connections so

oe

`

a

:r

_

Basic types of high -frequency cables.
From left to right: coaxial air-spaced,
spiral delay, twin -conductor. dual coaxial, coaxial solid dielectric and

armored coaxial cables

296
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The ECA STORY
For

almost a quarter of a century, most of the principals
and personnel of ECA have hod the opportunity to grow
and expand with electronics. We've had experience pro;
ducing many different types of highly specialized appaincluding sound systems, test equipment and
ratus
other ele 1to.tic devices.

-

ECA

engineers, designers and technicians are all accustomed

to working to exacting laboratory standards. Rich in the fundamentals of radio and electronics, we can approach any problem with full confidence that the ultimate result will prove
eminently satisfactory.

Naturally, during these crucial war years, our
entire production is devoted to materials needed
by the Armed Forces. Much of this equipment
is of an extremely delicate and precise nature.
All require maximum attention to design and
construction to meet the standards of ECA
as well as the government.
r

i

While devoting our working time 100% to war
production, we have not forgotten home front activities. The
Electronic Corporation of America is proud that each succeeding war bond drive has been over -subscribed, and we're
equally proud of the blood donor award given to us by
the American Red Cross.
Regularly at ECA, representatives of management meet
with representatives of labor to discuss company
policy, to fix production quotas, and to look after the
needs of the individual worker. We have found that
harmonious labor-management relations stimulate the
output, efficiency and progress of our organization.

Under these splendid conditions will future ECA products be
manufactured. Modern production techniques, trained personnel and precision laboratory and plant facilities will be utilized
to produce superior ECA radios and electronic devices for
home, industry and medical science. This, in effect, is the
ECA story.

We

Q

/tteamed to decd yo«
atl.4e
A,.

ott .eea< fi

:MIST PUBLISHED!

eatio c

4 t..

.

,

ass.,5

What are the prospects for the future? How can America's vast industrial setup be pot to
most .effectivee
u'' for o prosperous and abundant economy.? ,What are the joint Iesponsibilities of management and'loborl Can small business súrvivel How can American business,'
and industry achieve additional markets worth of least 25 billión dollars? Is the attainment
of full scale empJoymenta,wishful dream'or an actual possibility? The answers to these, and
other vital -gyestions; ore supplied in "A Plan for Americo at Peace." Write. for y'our copy'
_
.. we'll gladly send if to you without, charge or obligation.

,

plan

f°,.

,

-

-".d:

atiY

t

':.

.

,

" ,-{

.

r

ELECTRONIC" CORP. OF AMERICA
45 WEST lSth STREET
'

listen in
William

I

S.

NEW YORK II, N.Y. WATKINS 9-.1870

-

t

.;

Mkt

Johannes Steel, WMCA, New York, _every Monday, Wednesday, fñdñy.etlr
UNCENSORED Commentaries on the News.
sponsored by the Electronic Corporation of Americo.
Gallmor, WHN, New York, Monday through Friday, at 9 P.M.

-

ECA will offer a new plan of distribution at the Electronic Ports and Equipment Industry Conference in Chicago. Be sure to talk to

e:CTRONICS-adobe,

1944

us

about it.
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stitch in time

.

The first of these is called Coax
ial. This line includes sizes from I
in. outside diameter up to and it
eluding cables over 1 in. in outsid

diameter. Standard designs includ
single and double -braided construt
tions with standard and armors
covering.

Ili

Dual -coaxial lines have been di
veloped to fill the need for parallt
circuits having a high degree o
electrical balance.
Twin -conductor lines, sometime
called "Twinaz" are balance'
shielded pairs, usually somewha
smaller than dual -coaxial lines, an,
provide nearly as good an electrica
balance.
For low capacitance require

or

saves nine

.. .

For certain uses there is no sub-

Mica. When substitu-

stitute

For

tion

attempted trouble Follows.

is

ments, there is available a line o:
coaxial air -spaced cables whic'
can be made in any required lengtll
and which have capacitances as lot
as 8 micro-microfarads per foot.
The fifth type of cable is a spra1
delay line which is for special tea?
sets requiring lines with an appreciable delay or very high, impel
ances. Some of these lines have in 1t
1 -ft. length an electrical equivalen
to that of 15 ft of coaxial cable.
All of these types are designed'
generally, for 50 to 70 ohms impedj
ance, and the type of cable selected
is predicated by power requirement)
or power loss limitations.
A bulletin called "Intelin Coaxial
Cable Impedance Nomographs" is
also available.
Intelin Products Div., Federal,
Telephone & Radio' Corp., Newark']
N. J.

Alignment Tool

When you think of MICA "think of MACALLEN.

r.

.....

t

16 áIAOPs1L1.EN STREET

.0:

W. lWrhDteSt*n

I''

A NEW TOOL FOR precision align.L
ment of padding capacitors in radio.
receivers and transmitters is Ty
TL -207 which is available from
General Cement Mfg. Co., Rockford,
Ill.

j

Shockproof Relays

e Macallenompany;

Cli>ltt,.AhiQi

li

Shit.
<1^

-

BOSTON 27

Ct.EVkLANn: 1005 L*sdsr

4i`i,';t:r10.1204,s.,

THESE RELAYS ARE wound to spe-

cifications and are available in single or double pole. They have been
subjected to vibration and other
tests. A single relay measures 1
in. wide, 21 in. long and 11 in. high.
H. C. Evans & Co., 1528 W. Ad; t
ams St., Ch icago, Ill.
.
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"They make
everything
in their line
from the raw
material to

,r

fT..;- `

_A -

'

1_t r

J.

the finished

It.

product."

°.,
_

.

I/

This

J

,v

R

.

;

;1

sentence was written about a news-

worthy feature of Connecticut Telephone and Electric

.=1.'1,1 -

operations nearly forty years ago. It has been im-

portant ever since.
This Division's facilities for complete fabrication of

electrical parts and devices within its own plants are
unusual. Because of them,the production of vital com-

munications equipment, aircraft ignition devices and

other urgently needed war material is being speeded.
It permits important manufacturing economies. It

gives us better control of the equipment we make.
These things are important in war and peace alike.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE
& ELECTRIC

DIVISION

GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTR'CES, INC.
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
TELEPHONIC SYSTEMS
DEVICES

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC
HOSPITAL AND SCHOOL COM-

MUNICATIONS AND SIGNALLINGSYSTEMS
E(CTRONICS

-October 1944

IGNITION SYSTEMS
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Thermoplastics Welding
Machine

CHECK TELEVISION. EQUIPMENT

Az:1RCU`
,

SECOND!

A

THIS MACHINE utilizes high -1
quency current to weld many
of thermoplastics material. I
capable of welding about 35 ft
minute. The weld created is Iva
tight, moisture -proof and air-tig
The machine itself resembles an'
.at
.

,

dinary sewing machine, but
welder can be modified to of
physical forms and can be adopt,
as a step in the process of fabric
tion, or can be incorporated it
other machines. The manufactur4
state that the machine is not i
ready for distribution.
Richardson -Allen Co., 15 West
St., New York, N. Y.

Electron Tubes
AVAILABLE TO

equipment manu

turers against WPB rated

or

are the following new elect'
tubes:

THE

AUTOMATIC

ROBOT

Television-as well as any other type
checked with 'the ROTOBRIDGE
and reactance values.

.

.

.

INSPECTOR

of electronic equipment-can be
for wiring errors, for resistance

Versatile' and vigilant, the Rótobridge is designed for intensive, 24 -hour
duty. With robot-like fidelity and exactness, the Rotobridge does what
you want it to do, without hitch or hesitation. A 10% resistance tolerance at one point? A 25% capacity tolerance elsewhere? You get it
with the Rotobridge . . where and as you want it
.
. -accurately,
automatically. And when the Rotobridge detects an error, it stops
red warning signal-and keeps on flashdead and instantly flashes
ing it until its human co-worker attends to the defect.
.

.

a

The Rotobridge can be put to work on several small sub -assemblies or
on a complete set, involving as many as 120 circuits. Two or three of
these robots working simultaneously are all you need to inspect a
30 or 40 tube set-up. And they'll do it in five minutes flat!

Write for complete details.
COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY
120 Greenwich Street
New York 6, N. Y.

300

1P29 is a gas phototube (viols
green sensitive) for colorimeti
applications. Spectral respónse 0
curs over the spectral range fro
about 4000 to 8000 Angstroms, wide
maximum sensitivity at approlt
mately 4200 Angstroms. Sensiti
ity at maximum response is 0.11
microamp per miorowatt of radial
flux.
3B25 js a half-wave gas rec
fier of a hot -cathode type. It
xenon filled and is ruggedly cot
structed to withstand severe vibril
tion. It can be operated under toll

ditions

where ambient
atures of -75 to +90 deg

temperli
C are ena
will withstant1

countered. The tube
a peak inverse voltage of 4000 volbl
and will deliver an average anod
current of 0.5 amp.
6AL5 is a miniature twin diod
featuring high perveance. It is fat
use as a detector in circuits utilli
Odober 1944 -ELECTRONICS

1

;CREW MA CHINE PARTS

r

FROM PHENOL FIBRE, VULCANIZED FIBRE,
LUCITE, POLYSTYRENE OR ANY OTHER

SPECIFIED PLASTIC MATERIAL

r
41

.-=--

O

_

,.

Producing Screw Machine Parts in large or small quantities
is but one of our many specialized functions as specification fabricators. Here, in our modern plant, skilled operators fashion many such parts of all sizes and shapes from
many different materials on precision machines which
guarantee accuracy to extremely close tolerances.
Send us the specifications for your next screw machine
requirements and let us prove to you that we can produce
and more economically! We
faster
these parts better
have a large stock of standard materials on hand at all
times-all of which meet Army, Navy and Air Corps
specifications.

...

...

r

r
1.

ILK

¡

spec~. q

na144L at

GLASS BONDED MICA, PHENOL FIBRE,

'

/

ISrron

.,

11'FABRICATORS, INC.
'!!

112 N.

VULCANIZED FIBRE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS,
CORK, CORPRENE AND OTHER MATERIALS

f1TZHUGH ST., ROCHESTER 4, N.Y.

.

.

ak

e

ranch Offices: NEW YORK: 420 LEXINGTON AVE.,DETROIT: 14319 STRATHMOOR AVE.
PHILADELPHIA: 6710 HOLLIS ST., CHICAGO: 4317 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
I
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ing wide -band amplifiers. It
low internal resistance and will g
an increased signal voltage fro
low-resistance diode load. E
diode unit can be used indepe'
ently of the other or combined
parallel or full -wave arrange
This tube is an Army -Navy p

*/

E`ECT

ferred type.

Cs

6F4 tube is an acorn triode of
heater type intended for use p
madly as an oscillator at f
quencies up to about 1200 Mc.
features are high perveance a

MOST

tER<<VRR tt
WITHOUT

EXCEPTION._

reduced lead inductance. At

fOR USE IN ARMY-__;
RADIOS AHD_- fir..
r`

i

and with 100 volts on plate, approl
mately 45 milliwatts can be o'
tained.
Radio Corporation of Americ
Harrison, N. J.

tSNIS

1MSNM
_,

m

erate frequencies (in class C os
lator service with 150 volts
plate) a single 6F4 tube is capat,11
of giving a power output of a
proximately 1.8 watts. At 1200 1!°

0.'101.541*
:

New Tubes
THREE NEW TUBE TYPES

ACCURACY CANNOT

BE

availabl
include 6AK5, which is a shall
cutoff r -f pentode; the 6AL5, a v
twin diode; and the 6AQ6, which
a double -diode-triode. These tubel
are being manufactured in accord'
ance with WPB -authorized produel
tion schedules and are availabl
from Hytron Corp.. Salem, 11Iass.

COM-

PROMISED WITH IN THESE WAR
DAYS OF LIGHTNING

WORLD WIDE

SPEEDS AND

Miniature Diffusion Pumps

COMMUNICATIONS,

DESIGNATED AS Type VMF, the I1'
small, compact metal pumps prnl
duce a vacuum of 10-° mm of hg
They are for use with the new -styli
rotary exhaust machines in which
a diffusion pump moves around with
each tube, as well as for portable
electron microscopes and similar ap-!
paratus. The pumps utilize a fracy
tionating principle which does not;:
require any liquid air trap. Heatitransfer problems are eliminated by!
a boiler design. The units are nor- Il
mally cooled by water, but special
air-cooled models are also available.
The pumps are available in three f

ALL TUNED INTO OUR PRESENT
TEMPO BY PRECISION

GEARS.

fi

,

1

!

,r

r,

.

uaker City Gear Works.
INCORPORATED

1910-32 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
302
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VIEWED FROM ANY ANGLE
QUALITY PREDOMINATES!
ALL COMPONENTS ON TERMINAL BOARDS THAT
USE DOUBLE BARRIER TERMINALS-EASY SERVICE

TERMINAL BOARDS VACUUM IMPREGNATED WITH
FUNGICIDE VARNISH-MOISTURE PROOF
°

L

k

VINYLITE AND GLASS INSULATED WIREFUNGICIDE TREATED

PLATING AND PAINTING THAT WILL WITHSTAND NORMAL SALT SPRAY TESTS

ho

OIL FILLED PAPER FILTER CONDENSERSBY-PASSES PAPER, MOLDED IN BAKELITE

d

.

o

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS ARE IN HERMETICALLY SEALED CASES
F. C. C.

APPROVED FOR LOW RADIAF. OSCILLATOR

TION FROM H.

-

Master engineering takes
nothing for granted.

3

TECHNICAL RADIO

C.O.

275 NINTH ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,'U. S. A.

EXPORT AGENTS: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 CLAY ST., S. F., CAL.

LECTRONICS

-
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different sizes:

VMF-6 measures!

21 in. in diameter and 6 in. high;
VMF-20 measures 5', in. in diam.'
eter and 91 in. high; and VMF-101

which measures 7i in. high, 3$ in
wide, and weighs 25 lb. Other charJi
acteristics of type VMF-10 area
speed 10 liters/sec. at 10' mm hg j
ultimate vacuum 1x x10'° mm hg''
with Octoil-S; required forepres.
sure 0.125 mm hg; heater power

watts.
Distillation Products, Inc.,
chester, N. Y.
135

Ro-

H-F Coil Supports
Made of Nylon
PRINTLOID, INC.,

-

THE

temperature coefficient of expansion of Chace Manganese Alloy No. 772 is
twice as great as that of ordinary steel ... considerably higher than aluminum, particularly
at elevated temperatures
and far beyond
that of any other strong alloy. Its expansion
rate is independent of thermal treatment, and
is not altered by cooling to -100° F. Thus it
makes 'possible unusual differential expansion

...

(91 Mercer St.,
New York 12, N. Y.) have issued
a release in which they say that it
is expected that when the supply of
Nylon becomes sufficient for all
needs, it will make its appearance
in the form of rods, sheets and
tubes, just as most other plastics.
As a prelude to such production,
DuPont recently produced a small
quantity of Nylon in sheet form.

designs.

Chace Manganese Alloy No. 772 affords an
unusual combination of useful engineering
properties. It has an electrical resistivity about
60% higher than most resistance alloys in common use ... a thermal conductivity only about
2% the value of copper ... a vibration damping
constant about 25 times greater than steel. It
can be machined, stamped, drawn, extruded,
and welded to itself or other metals.
S

AVAILABLE
STR1P5

°R.

_

.

-.

Ñ-: :.

¡Áop PEs.

EElSopspNv"

s N.

,.1

sºP'.

e_.

CH ueCECA.

Thermostatic

304

_

1

Birretas and Special Alloys

1630 BEARD AVE

DETROIT

"p AlP

.

Complete engineering and research facilities
available... Bulletin No. A-942, giving detailed
information regarding Chace Manganese Alloy
No. 772, sent on request.

_o

These sheets were made experimentally in small moulding presses
by laboratory methods. Federal
Telephone & Radio Corporation required a quantity of high frequency coil supports for some equipment they were producing. Printloid, Inc., fabricated these parts
out of the new experimental sheets.
Printloid will welcome inquiries
concerning Nylon for electronic and
other vital war uses.

9 , MICH.

'Hermetically-Sealed Leads
THESE LEADS ARE constructed of
Pyrex glass with Kovar electrodes

and Kovar metal collars. They may
be used in transformers, capacitors,
coils, filters, and any other component requiring good lead -termination. A variety of standard sizes
and shapes are available, and any
shape or size can be furnished upon
specification. The leads have high
dielectric strength and are practically immune to thermal or me October 1944-'ELECTRONICS

IÍ

FIBERGLAS*
Électrical Insulation

Tape's.

Permit substantial
space and weight savings in

FLUORESCENT
ailaZ4-aid
Design and Construction
Smaller, lighter,

sign -lighting

control

and signal.. transformers .also possible
a critical space problem-in ballast coils, transformers or other electrical equipment-where bulky insulations on the wire and around the coils are major factors in
establishing the size and weight of your design? Then don't
overlook the exceptionally low space factor of Fiberglas

Do you have

r
erglas tapes are

tlable in tight
medium weaves,
widths comntly ,required for,
h dating electrical
,

insulation-particularly tapes.
If space is at a premium-remember that a thinner inorganic Fiberglas tape will do the job of a thicker organic tape.
And, too, Fiberglas tape will take much less space than
equivalent inorganicmaterials. Because Fiberglas tape has
superior tensile strength, it also permits a tighter, more cont-

ft all

p.ducts, in thick .G

.or` .003",
i", .007";' .010"
,

pact wrapping of coils.

.015".

'or-

I'

',a.t'

,

t

.

High thermal resistance.' Although total

effectiveness
forms an
Fiberglas
impregnation,
depends
on
insulation
of
insulating base which does not deteriorate from heat far
above that encountered in electrical apparatus.

WHAT IS FIBERGLAS?
Fiberglas is the trade name for glass in the form
of fine fibers or filaments. These fibers are twisted
into yarns, served on wire, woven into tapes and
cloths, braided into sleevings, or twisted into
cords-untreated or treated-to ,fill every electrical insulation need.
I

'

FIBERGLAS
T.111. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ELECTRICAL INSULATIONS

'ARNS
.ECTRONICS

Besides low space factor and less weight in designed product,Fiberglas insulations have other advantages, for example:

-

TAPES
October 1944

CORD

SLEEVING

No change with age-of-particular importance in standby equipment, or where equipment stands idle over long
periods of time. The glass fibers do not deteriorate; even
though moisture should penetrate the outer impregnation.

Not affected by moisture or most acids.

-Again, total

effectiveness depends on impregnation, but should impregnating varnish fail, moisture will not disintegrate the glass
fibers-and often will permit motor to be dried out and
run again.
Fiberglas electrical insulations are
immediately available in all the
forms and sizes used in the electrical

industry. For complete information,
write Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, 1860 Nicholas Building,
Toledo 1, Ohio; in Canada, Fiberglas
Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario.

CLOTH AND OTHER FORMS
305

chanical shock. They are col
pletely free from absorption
moisture and humidity, and t
surface of the glass insulator p1
vides maximum water-sheddill
properties. The electrode and G
lar are easily soldered, brazed

NEON

.`'

i

1
I

,

PILOT LIGHT
3000 Hour

Continuous Operation
Warm Glow
Visible from All Angles
The Gothard Neon Lamp Pilot Light will burn
continuously for approximately 3000 hours,
as compared with the approximate 500 hour
life of ordinary lamps. It operates on 110
volts and consumes only 1/a watt. The unbreakable lucite protective cap, designed and
made for Gothard exclusively, provides perfect light dispersion of its warm neon glow
in all directions. Lucite cap unscrews for
lamp change. Bakelite socket. Polished and
chrome plated jewel holder. 1" mounting hole.
Colors: red, green, amber, blue and clear.
Ask for complete information on this and
wide range of the Gothard Lights.

The Ultimate

in

light penetration
and diffusion

Request
New Gofhord
CATALOG

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
.

1310 NORTH NINTH STREET,
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
EXPORT DIVISION -25 Warren Street. New York 7, N. Y.
CABLES-Simonfrice, New York.

a .p

welded to a unit enclosure. Anothl
feature claimed for these leads lE
that the use of Pyrex and Kovl
form an absolutely gas and moi
ture-tight chemical bond, so thl
internal gas pressure may be mai
tained in units using them. Th
bond also minimizes the stress a

strain

of severe temperatur'
changes.
Electrical Industries, Inc., 41'
Summer Ave., Newark 4, N. J.

Resin -Bonded Plywood
Tubing
PLYTUBE IS THE NAME

is

HARD!

Extremely rugged and tough, STAR
STEATITE is the ideal material for use
in high frequency electronic applications. It can be molded into exact
shapes and machined to, close tolerances. It resists great
mechanical shock and extreme conditions of heat and
humidity.
It has a very low power factor and dielectric loss. The
Star product meets Government specifications.
After the war our great productive facilities will be at
your disposal.

PORE

of a

plywofllll

tubing fabricated from thin vet
neers and a thermosetting synthetic
resin. According to the manufac,
tuner, laboratory tests show that
weight for weight, Plytube wi
carry a heavier load than steel tubing. Urea Formaldhyde is the mated
rial used as its bonding agent,
though Phenol may also be used
Veneers, selected for their overall
strength, are built up so that stress

OMPANY
i

5
=
,,,

ELECTRONICS DEPT..

TRENTON. NEW JERSEY

f+
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*owl,
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ILECTRONIC APPLICATIONS
0
ea&

mac:~ pet

2UCicte 7eee&e .S1404
White power drive and remote control flexible shafts
have long been the accepted standard in the aircraft, radio
and electronic fields. .Applications are many and varied, and
war -born electronic developments have swelled their number.
S. S.

This wide -scale acceptance and use of S. S.

White Flexible

Shafts by engineers throughout industry has been won and
held through
(I) Unmatched excellence in quality and performance.
(2)

Widest selection of

sizes and

characteristics in both the power drive

and remote control types.
(3)

S. White engineering cooperation in applying flexible shafts to specific requirements.

Authoritative caliber of S.

When you need flexible shafts, or have a,power drivé or
remote control problem remember it's .. .

S. S.

WHITE

FOR

FLEXIBLE, SHAFTS

For basic

flexible shaft data

write today for BULLETIN

HITEINDUS
CO.TRIAL

THEI S. S. WFIfTE DENTAL MFG.

DEPT.

FLEXIBLE

MOLDED

:ECTRONICS

-

October 19'44

E

10 EAST

40th

SHAFTS

MOLDED
RESISTORS

43

DIVISION

ST., NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS
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H AR VEY is now`,n'.distributor

of

WZ
1111111.E',QU:1-PMEN1'
the "Royal Family" of pickups, cutters, jewel points
AUDAX,' now available through HARVEY, distributor of
fine radio and electronic equipment, represents the ultimate iii professional recording accessories. AUDAX
Pickups ore made with the unique "relayed -flux" principle
so largely responsible for the sharp, clear-cut facsimile
reproduction of Microdyne. Into the Pickups, as well as
the Cutters and Jewel Points, has gone the delicate precision craftsmanship of masters of the trade. Long noted
for its engineering and mechanical perfection, AUDAX
equipment is used in radio stations, recording studios and wherever, the
performance requirements are exacting.

9

PICK-UP

FACTS!

T 111-T T TIT
RADIO COMPANY

T

Write today for this valu-

able booklet which contains the answers to most
questions in the field of
sound reproduction, written by Maximilian Weil,
leading authority on the
subject.

.

Upon receipt of suitable

priority, HARVEY can
promise you reasonably prompt deliveries
of all AUDAX products.

i'

,w'-,

wr

-

r41'

r
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an inch.
Plymold Corp., Lawrence, Mast

Socket Wiring Plugs and
Tube Pin Straighteners
Two

PRODUCTS

available from th

manufacturer include a miniatuil
socket wiring plug which is pluggy
into a socket during wiring to keel
the socke,t soldering lugs propett
aligned. The plug is designed
minimize tube failure due to gla.1

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

uN!
nTTEN-S44
¡y -

and strain in any direction al
upon the total columnar grain fib(
of the veneer layers. Plytube
water, flame, splinter and rot pro
It has low electrical conductivi
is dimensionally stable under
treme temperature ranges, and
especially suitable for use in s
zero weather. Among the ma
types of products made from P
tube are radio antenna masts whi t
measure up to 90 ft high, and w
tennas and instrument covers
aircraft. The material is also ava
able in any reasonable lengths 5
straight tubing. Inside diamete',
measure from to 18 in. Wall thick
nesses measure from 0.05 to 0.50

-

-

^rasu.i'x
ie=12fKP

H
U

fONI

strains when tubes are plugge
into sockets. The plug is made

Sivt

i

one piece, of a zinc base alloy. Th,N,c,
pins are made of stainless steel.

'Gob

C.T. C. TURRET TERMINAL LUGS are being ordered into
action by more and more radio and electronics
tuaunftctu'rcrs. here's why
First they're quick to 'apply. list swage 'em
to the boárds and in.a jiffy you' have good, lino
Turret Terminals.
Second-they save soldering time. Sufficient
metal is used ill their' construction to provide
strength, but not enough tc draw beat and increase soldering time.
Third quick deliver;. Turret Terminal Lugs
to meet a wide range of terniinal hoard thicknesses are in stock.
Make C.T.C. TURRET TERMINAL LUGS your next
order of the clay. Write, phone or wire-

-

.

.

,`I,
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(
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I
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CAMBRIDGE
439

308

71e,itoti~:e

CONCORD AVENUE

CORPORATION

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

MO

Ip

The tube pima straighteners for
miniature tubes also have a zinc
'base alloy. The' inserts are made of
either hardened tool steel or of
stainless steel.
Radio Accessory Div., Star Ex-

pansion Bolt Co., 147 Cedar St.,'
New York 6, N. Y.
October 1944
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AN IMPORTANT NEW

Sit/WA-7049a~

CONTACT DEVELOPMENT
ISICKPOLE MOLDED
:ONTACT TYPES

Silver -Graphite
Slier -Copper -Graphite

Gold -Graphite

Silver -Nickel
liver -Molybdenum
Silver -Tungsten
Silver -Nickel Molybdenum
Slier -Nickel -Tungsten

and dozens of
special alloys.

One-third smaller by volume and with half as many parts! That, in brief, is the
story of a circuit breaker produced by a leading manufacturer, and made
possible by use of silver -tungsten contacts utilizing the recently developed
Stackpole "FW 41" formula.
Thanks to the efficiency of this new contact material, the interrupting
capacity of the circuit breaker in its new small size has actually been increased
from 10,000 amperes to 15,000 amperes. On special test, it has interrupted
21,000 amperes without apparent damage!
FW 41 is hut one of many Stackpole contact developments of outstanc,ing
importance to electrical equipment manufacturers who realize that contact
problems do not stay solved-that today's "best" may well be obsc:.zte

tomorrow.
Stackpole engineers welcome the oppoLtunity to study your particular
contact application in the light of recent improvements, making their
recommendations and suggestions accordingly. The Stackpole contact
laboratory includes ample facilities for making contact tests under actual
operating conditions.

STACK PO LE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.

IVOLDED
E
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Railroad Dynamotors, and
Hand Generators

Wherever Prtis:on

Çounit0

are for use
communications systems for ral
road use. They are designated I
Magmotor series, and utilize a pe,
manent magnet instead of fiel
coils. The units are rated 28 v d'
input, and have an output of 350
at 100 ma. The dynamotors al
equipped with precision -fitted bal
THESE DYNAMOTORS
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Products of "MERIT"' are passing the test
Complying with the most exacting requirements for precision
workmanship and durable construction. MERIT has established
its ability to produce in quantity and deliver promptly-

11:

ye -J'

Transformers
Coils
Reactors
Electrical Windings of All Types for
Radio, Radar and Electronic Applications.

Today these dependable MERIT precision parts are secret weapons; tomorrow when they can be shown in detail as MERIT
standard products you will want them in solving the problems of

f,
.

bearings to eliminate all end thru
and play occasioned by train motio
and vibration.
This manufacturer also has avai
able a new type hand-generato
which has a maximum output of 10
watts. It is a permanent magne

-

1

f

new electronic era.

a

Illustrated: High Voltage Transformers A2123 (small) and:::
A2124. Designed (or high altitudes. Oilfilled and Hermetic sealed.v

G C

Sinn

-r<

192

MERIT COIL &'TRANSFORMER CORP.
311..North Desplainf

s St. º:

.

CHICAGO 6,

ILL..

BUTTON TYPE.
FLAT OR STEPPED
TYPE

FOR

CRYSTALS

SQUARE AND

OBLONG
CLOSEST
TOLERANCES
EXCELLENT

FINISH

MINIMUM
LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS

IN MAN HOURS
AND COSTS

GEMEX°:....

COMPANY..:.
UNION, N: ji
310

PROMPT
DELIVERIES
Send for

full information

hand -generator which requires nl
outside electricity to operate. Th
cranks have been improved to pre-,
vent breakage due to operational
leakage. A shatterproof unit enj
closed with the meter, tells the operators when the output is being
held to the correct value.
Carter Motor Corp., 1608 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Radio Noise -Suppression
Capacitor
COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT Pyranol,

radio noise-suppression capacitors,
are especially ,designed to reduce,
noise voltage
(particularly at
higher frequencies) from generators, inverters, motors, and other
equipment. The capacitors are of
the thru-stud type with a terminal

at each end. One line of a d -c or a -c
power circuit can be fed through

1

I

the unit, thereby reducing internal
inductance and resistance, and in October 1944
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MONITOR with
1

1.

"1

ISee iá, wide

band- all at once

typical monitoring station-up to the present time-each received signal has
required the active attendance of an operator and a receiver-the operator turning
the dials ceaselessly and recording the signals on the air. With the aid of PANOIn the

RAMIC RECEPTION, however, just one piece of equipment con do the work of
many. Because PANORAMIC RECEPTION SHOWS ALL SIGNALS ON A GIVEN
BAND OF THE RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM SIMULTANEOUSLY, one operator
fatigue.
can cover wider bonds of the spectrum with more accuracy and less operator
intermittent
and
open
channels
Without dial manipulation, he can see immediately
the stations;
signals. Moreover, the patterns on the screen tell him the frequencies of
is AM, FM,
whether
the
station
him;
their stability; their signal strength as they reach
or CW; and the type and extent of interference.
promonitoring, os in direction finding, navigation, production, and laboratory
Its
timesaver.
an
indispensable
becoming
is
cedure, PANORAMIC RECEPTION
problems.
laboratory
industrial
and
to
your
solutions
new
unique capabilities will offer
be used
Allow one of our engineers to explain how PANORAMIC RECEPTION may
In

to your best advantage.
NSW r.nrt

interesting booklet "From One Ham to Another." Available on request. Fully illustrated.

PANO RAM I

RD.10

00RI'ORAT:I.0N

242 250 WEST

:

TRONICS
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creasing filter efficiency for a given
capacitance. The units can be
mounted in any position and will
operate over a temperature range
of ±50 deg C. The capacitó 's are
rated 0-100 amp, 250 v maximum

1,

o

STATIONS!

siuDIOSI

o- G
%Oa

SCNOO15

1

You Can Get Them

I

Vee oaé
a.c. or d.c., 0.55 microfarad. They
are designed to meet exacting..- vibration tests required by AAF-

i
J

specifications. Bulletin GEA-4308;,
contains complete information.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Time Delay Relays
IN ORDER TO OPEN the main control
circuit in case an added overload
period exceeds a predetermined time
interval on a line, Type TD8 ac-

1

The No. 37105

Steatite Terminal Strip
Another exclusive Millen

cumulative time-delay relay may be
used to add the time interval of
momentary overload surges occurring in quick succession.
Also available is Type TD5 time delay relay which will withstand
momentary shocks without affecting the switch circuit. It has a
cam -operated switch mechanism.
The R. W. Cramer Co., Inc., Cen-.
terbrook, Conn.

"De-

signed for Application" product is
the No. 37105 Steatite five -terminal
strip. Lugs soldered as well as
mechanically attached to floating
screw machine units. Easy to mount
with series of round holes for integral chassis bushings. Ideal answer
to the "tropicalization" problem.

Split -Contact Switches
THESE DOUBLE -THROW,

split-contact
switches may be used to switch an
operation from a d -c control to an
a -c control. Two sets of contacts
are mechanically interlinked but
electrically isolated. Transfer action
is a matter of a few milliseconds.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., .INC.

w,wi.u.n

GOULDMOODY

EEaek Sear

r

I

GLASS BASE

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"

discs by many leading engineers
have been earned by distinguished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the difference in quality of reproduction, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of
"Black Seal" construction. Choice
of two weights
thin, flexible,
interchangeable with aluminum,
or medium weight both with
four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically
available to broadcasting sta-

-

-

tions, recording studios and

schools. Enclosure of your prior:
ity rating will facilitate delivery

Old Aluminum Blanks Recoated with
"Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

RECORDING DLANR DIVISION

395 BROADWAY
wn..,.

771u.wo.w.rt'

NEW YORK 13. N.

Y.

EXPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.
IS sROAD STRUT. N. T.
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One battleship needs as many telephones
as a city of 10,000
When U. S. warships go into action,
telephone equipment transmits or-

iers instantly, clearly.
For the huge battleship "Wiszonsin," Western Electric supplied
two separate telephone systems
using equipment designed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
1. Sound powered telephone system
-with 2200 instruments connecting all battle stations. These bat-

tle phones operate on current ers, submarines, merchant ships too
generated by the speaker's voice, must have telephone equipment.
so damage to the ship's electrical
Today Western Electric long a
interrupt
cannot
supply
power
pioneer and leader in the field of
is
communications.
sound -transmission apparatus
largest
producer
of
nation's
the
with
system
announcing
2. Rattle
20 transmitter stations and over electronic and communications
300 loudspeakers which broadcast equipment to aid our armed forces
at sea, on land and in the air.
orders in a giant voice.
All this for just one battleship!
To speed Victory, buy War Bonds
regularly-and hold on to them!
Aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroy-

-

-

-

ikNNIVER$4RY

We51'¢rtr

Electric

ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

LECTRONICS

-
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azao

WE CAN

1.11

Send For This

HELP

REED

YOU

800 Page

WITH YOUR
PRIORITY
REQUIREMENTS

Catalog

for

RADIO

Pi/

A Complete
Source of Supply

.

PARTS

for
TUBES

Everything
in the

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

RADIO -ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRY

Capacitor Motors

* 10,000 Items in Stock
* Fast Delivery Assured
-4(.22 Years'

The switches may also be used to
control four isolated circuits by
pairs, eliminating the use of relays
and other isolating means from the
circuit. The switches themselves
have two contacts on both the normally open and normally closed side
as shown in the accompanying illustration. Outside dimensions are'
the same as the manufacturer's
basic SP switch. Catalog No. BZ3YT describes pin -plunger types.
Types D and S plunger designs are
also available.
Micro Switch Corp., Freeport, III.

THESE MOTORS

Available

free of
charge to authorized
purchasing agents and

Experience

engineers who write on
company stationery.
Address Box E. O.

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
Telephone BArclay 7-1840

(Type J-70) may be
used for driving blowers in high
ambient temperatures and for powering small control devices of all
types. Units are rated 60 cycles,
115 v, single phase, 3400 rpm. They
have a low temperature rise. Each

'11

& ELECTRONICS CO.
212 FULTON ST.

ÑEW=YORK7

I

°

.1

.

Model DR -1Z

Versatile is the word for Atlas
latest
Sound's
creation, the DR -12 Little
Giant (Bell diameter 7 in. Overall length 72
in.) Its construction gives equally gratifying service
when used for marine application, factor}, police and
other communications
a design that has proven
itself more than equal to War's rigorous demands.
.

.

.

Write for detailed description.

1449 39th Street
31'4

Brooklyn, New York

unit weighs 3 lb and measures 3tá
in. in diameter, overall 'length 31
in., shaft diameter rb in. Also available are motors which will deliver
1/25 hp and can be wound for 2 or
3 phase. Higher speeds and hp for
400 -cycle applications are available.
Eastern Air Devices, Inc., 585
Dean St., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

Flat Keying Relay
THE CHATTER HAS BEEN removed
from Series 200 relays by a new im-

provement which consists of an energy -absorbing material, sealed
within a contact-carrying cage. The
compound used is not affected by
age, oil or moisture. These improved relays have no bounce and
will key up to 150 words per min, or
60 impulses per second. Input is 50
milliwatts. The armature of the
units is mica insulated and is suitable for keying a 50 -Mc r -f signal.
Contacts will carry up to 2 amp.
Kurman Electric Co., 35-18 37th
St., Long Island City, N. Y.
October 1944
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Delco Radio Products =aañ

Dependability

- `.

ti

X 1

i

.

\

that
All over the world Delco Radio products are in useful service. They -prove daily

designs developed
the name Delta Radio means dependability . . . dependable
and skill.
with care and imagination; dependable products built with craftsmanship
Radio -_stands for engineering
In radio and electronic equipment, the name Delco
vision-manufacturing precision.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS FIGHT-BUY MORE WAR BONDS

DIVISION

OF

RA
ECTRONICS

-
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Potentiometers
THIS

A

wtiielectric
therillosetting.
Li üi Plástic
.

-

.

-

with many tniqué.

.

MANUFACTURER

announces

that they will again be able to supply potentiometers (Type N-103)
made of non -substitute materials.
Wartime restrictions changed the
specifications for control shafts
from aluminum to steel in standard
'sizes of 24 in. lengths, and now the
manufacturer is reverting again to
aluminum shafts extending 3 in.
from the end of a e in. bushing.
Universal fluted mills which simplify filing and allow for all types of
knobs will be used.
Centralab, 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

-chara.Cterigtics
Rubber Latex Insulation
-'DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

I.-37.

0.76

NÓ VACUÚM'IMPREGNATION

For spraying

NUBUN IS THE NAME of a

DUPLICATING

nd

PROFILING

AUTO ENGRAVER
Accurate Engraving
with Unskilled Operators
Unskilled operators will profile or accurate?
reproduce in smooth lines any design, nun
ber, letter, emblem, signature; on iron, brad
copper, aluminum, soft steels and all plastic
Here are some of its other uses
Drills' a series of holes, or. profiles sme
parts.
Cuts an even channel for wiring on panels
Increases accuracy and production.
Works from original drawing or
Etches glass and similar items.
Will not cause distortion.

...

new synthetic rubber latex insulation for
power and communication cable. It
has improved electrical and physical
characteristics for applications
where replacement, servicing and For complete information on this and othe
space are important factors. Other models and prices write Dept. K.
features claimed for it include
greater resistance to destructi 're AUTO ENGRAVER CO.
forces, flexibility, impermeability
to water and laminated construc- 1116 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19
tion. Nubun insulation is made
from a special modification of huna
ARGON
HELIUM
KRYPTON
S synthetic rubber.
NEON
XENON
MIXTURES
United States Rubber Co. Rockefeller Center, New York, N. Y.

or dipping

430

F-

FUNGICIDE... a non volatile, non-toxiccoating, resistant to Fungi and Mold growth.

900 OPAQUE ..Insulating coat
acts as vitreous enamel coating
...withstands temps. of 5500 F.
made in variety of colors.

803 Pentode Tube
MASS PRODUCTION of Type 803 pentode tube for military and priority
orders is now being done by Taylo"
Tubes; 2312 Wabansia Ave., Chi

RARE GASES
ANP MIXTURES

cago, Ill.

Y

430 GC-TRANSPARENT

.. For
very deep penetration. Forms

very strong mechanical bond
between wire and coil.

COILS

. RESISTORS

CONDENSERS
LAMINATIONS ETC:

Write for detailed Factor -Data

LIQUID
PLASTICS CO:

e

Phenolic Insulating Alaterla'
RESINOx No. 7934 is a new phenolic

molding compound which may be
used as an insulating medium in
high -frequency apparatus. It has a
low dielectric constant and power
factor, low water and moisture absorption (0.03 percent under ASTM
tests which call for 24 -hour water
immersion) and relatively high heat
resistance. This new material is
mica -filled and is based on a newly
developed phenol - formaldehyde
resin.
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis
4, Mo.

Spectroscopically Pure

.

Easily removed from bulb
u'ithout contamination
e

.

.

Scientific uses for LINDE rare gases include

2. Work with rectifying and stroboscopic
devices.

3. Metallurgical research.
4. Work with inert atmospheres, where heat
conduction must be increased or decreased.
Many standard mixtures are available.
Special mixtures for experimental purposes
can be supplied upon request.
The word "Linde" is

THE LINDE AIR
30

E.

In

a

trade -mark of

PRODUCTS COMPANY

Unit or Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
42nd St., New York 17
! Office; in Principal Cities
Conoda: Dominion Oxygen Company, ltd., Toronto

ELIZABETH & NEPPERHAN AVES.

YONKERS 3, N. Y.

-

1. The study of electrical discharges.

October 1944
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\.55S THAN a MINUTE/
,.

THE BROWNING FREQUENCY METER, used
by police and other emergency radio facilities
for the past five years, is still the best meter for
such services because it was specifically designed for them. The design, which permits determination of any five frequencies from 1.5 to
120 Mc., makes for simplicity of operation
which requires less than one minute to check
one frequency. All Browning development work
aims at specific, rather than broad, uses. Thus,
all Browninq.equipment is best for its particular
job. Furthermore, Browning Laboratory facilities-áreavailable for study and solution of your
own, specific electronic engineering problems.
Write for data.

-

.

-.

J
.

-LA;BORATOR IES;

WINCHESTER;
-

ECTRONICS
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RESISTORS,
"Reditou
WIDELY FAVORED because of
NOISELESS operation, DURABILITY

pCllD

and
TYPE 65X

a.11

Actual Size
Other types available
values
the lower

In

to 10 megohms
NOISE TESTED

37

At slight additional cost, resistors in
the Standard Range are supplied with
each resistor noise tested to the following standard: "For the complete audio

GIVES FULL.

of the different
Resistors
shows Illustrations
Molded
White
W
S
types o S
about
Price
detailsetc
copy,
givese
with
and
Write
dimensions,
on request.
be
List wí11

It

for It

-

...

1000 ohms

BULLETIN

RESISTOR

fine PERFORMANCE in
cÍimates
STANDARD RANGE

frequency range, resistors shall have
less noise than corresponds to a
change of resistance of 1 part in

fodaylled

1,000,000."

HIGH VALUES

\lorP

15 megohms to
1,000,000 megohms

HITEIIYDUSTRML

S.S.

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.

DoT. R.

MAIM

14.11.T.
AIECEAFT ACCESSORIES'

MOLDED
MOLDED

DIVISION

10 EAST 40Th ST., NEW YORE

SHAFTS

,ESISTOES

PLASTICS

P5101555 SHAII

TOOLS

NEW BOOKS
i

Automatic Control
Engineering
By ED SINCLAIR SMITH, research
gineer, Eclipse-Pioneer Division
Bendix Aviation Corporation. h
Graw-Hill Book Co., New York. sI
pages, price $4.00.
THE

AUTHOR

has

included t

material necessary to enable anyo:
who has studied engineering to to
derstand and apply the principles
control to any application or prtl
ess. Considerable attention is giv+l
to terminology. Definitions are p11
sented as adopted by the A.S.M.
Division of Industrial Instrumen,
and Regulators, German standartI
and the 1941 Temperature Si'y1
1

posium.
To orient the reader, principl
are enumerated which underlie ti
characteristics of meters and co
trollers, lags in plants, main co
ponents of controllers, steady-hun
ing performance, transient pe
formance, and the application
regulators to plants. Although o
a few pages deal -specifically wij.
electronic control principles, mu
of the non -electronic information
vitally essential to engineers see.
ing electronic solutions to contr
rent
problems.-.T. K.
he

NOW YOU CAN DO YOUR OWN

BRANDING on PLASTICS!
WE SHOW YOU HOW
WE ENGINEER THE JOB
WE BUILD THE TOOLS
1-d

t=

.

* Rogan's

exclusive plastic branding process
'A,..,
has been employed extensively to speed production of many important war plastics. The
bakelite Azimuth Dial illustrated, is one example
of Rogañ s accuracy in branding. In fact, this important assignment was
entrusted only to Rogan.
However, wartime demands for this service in some ordnance plants,
have required the application on their own premises. So, Rogan engineers have arranged a method whereby anyone can do his own
branding on plastics right in his own plant. Rogan will engineer each

iob completely and build all the necessary tools. Will provide clear.
simple instructions that will permit anyone to do the lob expertly. All
you need do is to send us blue prints and other specific data, and
we'll give you a quick cost and time estimate.
Take advantage of this new Rogan service . . . send us 'your
,.'kpecifications today.

ROG

.N

2003 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
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BROT

ERS

CHICAGO '16, ILLINOIS
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Beloved Scientist, life of

Elihu Thomson
By DAVID O. WOODBURY, Whittled
House, New York. 1944. Price $3.5

trio

ALTHOUGH THE DIVIDING line be PIo
tween a scientist and an invento
ladle
is sometimes narrow, there can ,
no doubt about Elihu Thomson'
place in' the world-he was one o'
our great scientists. This story di
David Woodbury's is not. only
biography of a' beloved scientist
with an eager, creative mind whicx
respected other minds ; it is the
story of the electric light, the arc
lamp, the transformer, of dynamos!
and motors, electric welding, meter
ing of electric current and voltage
and power, of voltage regulator)}.Y
For Eliliu Thomson lived in an age'
of golden opportunity, as a contemporary (and often a competitor) of
Edison, Brush, Bell, Westinghouse,
Tesla, Röntgen, Marconi, Sprague,
Lodge, Pupin. The book is also;
HYPE

PE
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102
ERIES
M

WITH MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

102-A-Two stage-Fixed gain 55 db. Input
impedance 30, 250 or 600 ohms; output impedance
600 ohms. Frequency response 30-16,000 Cycles ± .5
26 VU with less than 1 '1. hardb. Power output
monic content. Requires external power supply 275
Volts DC 30 M.A., and 6.3 Volts AC .75 Amps. When
a 102 Series Amplifier is used in conjunction with a
101 Series Amplifier, the latter is capable of supplying
the necessary power.

er

TYPE

<

+

he 102 Series

Amplifiers consist of four dif-

tended for high grade public address installa-

,''rent amplifiers

available simply by changing

tions. Input stage electronic mixing.

Ismail input panel on the master chassis. Except
'tr the

TYPE

102-C-Three stage-Fixed gain 95 db.

TYPE

102-D-Two. stage-Input impedance 600

input panel, they all have the same trans -

fission characteristics. Designed for the highest

ipe audio service, they will meet frequency mod -

lotion requirements as to frequency response,

ohms and bridging. Fixed gain 600 ohm input
61 db. Bridging input

fixed gain 45 db.
7.2

a

:.`

do"

ewer output vs. distortion and noise level.

1116

T-

.01_` 7

Ñ

(PE 102-A as illustrated and described above;,

/

.

/
o

"(PE

102-B-Three stage -Gain 95 db.

In

-

The 3A Mounting Frame, requiring 10'!, inches rack space, will
accommodate up to THREE 102 Series Amplifiers and is suitable
for wall mounting cabinet or rack and panel installations.

The Laing e ví

'INCORPORATED

-

Company

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND `REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

37 W. 65 St., 23

1050 Howard St., 3

1000 N. Seward St., 38
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inventor Thomson unhappy. It
the story of imagination and i
genuity brought to service on t
highest plane; of the great adve
ture of bringing electricity out
the laboratory and into the factor1
the street car, the home.
Elihu Thomson's place in tho
great days is secure; he was inter
ested in theory as well as practice
he worked with the utmost call
weighing, pondering, measuring
He knew what he was doing; h'
was humane; a social being as well
as possessor of nearly seven ho
dred patents.
"Beloved Scientist" is good read
ing for those whose lives have be
spent in the electric industry; fot
the youngsters coming on, it shoul(
provide much inspiration.-K.H.
i

o
>)

i

E. W. Rice, Jr.
The book is also the story
many patent dogfights; and of
mercenary who seemed bent o
making the days of the scientisl

R.

BENDER

the story of the foundation of th
General Electric Company and
its early days; of Charles Coffin ani

/

011EIL-II1 unn

MFG: CO

321 EIGHTH AVENUE SO.

MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN.

Í.

ti

u
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Radio Direction Finders

1

1

By DONALD S. BOND, McGraw-Hi!'
Book Co., New York 18, N. Y.-194;
287 pages,
$3.00.

TRANSFORMERS
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
=ft-y,5.4d

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

INTERSTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
CUBA, N.Y.

CLYDE, N.Y.

mir

320.

illustrations,

price

THIS BOOK, the third in the Mc.
Grave -Hill communication series
edited by Beverly Dudley, is th,
first published in this country ex.
elusively on the subject of direction
finders. The author, an experienced
engineer in the field of direction
finder design, writes specifically for

ACME. ENGINEERED

HIGH LEAKAGE REACTANCE
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

162

;

1

a

electrical engineers and others havving.'a broad. engineering training
and little if any experience in this
particular,specialized field-., The author has made available in usable
and organized form as much of the
.existing technical data on the development of direction finders as
could be crammed into a volume
whose size is-not so great as to discourage a busy engineer in need of
information. Application of the
subject matter to specific problems Ii
is illustrated by means of examples I
worked out in the -text.
The book starts out with a chap- `
ter giving general information and
standard test procedures on direction finders. These data are tied
in with data usually taken in making performance measurements on
I
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REPULSION MOTOR
BELT -DRIVEN LOAD
7-1

-----i

4-b

II

S0

60

70 80
VOLTS

PEED CONTROL
VARIAC continuously adjustable auto -transformers
fractional
are widely used to control the speed of
horsepower motors. They provide %exceptionally
These
smooth control with very low power losses.
successtypes of control, however, cannot 'be used
motor
the
fully with all a -c motors; both the type of

the variand the type of load determine whether
able auto -transformer can be used.

can be
For example, repulsion and series motors
controlled over a wide range of speeds; induction

control,
motors do not lend themselves to voltage
effective
the
except with a fan -type load where
load varies greatly with speed.

9 0.100

-WITH

-

120

110

ARIACS

split-phase motor with automatic cut-out
cannot be controlled successfully. Repulsion -start
induction motors can be controlled only during the
The

time that the repulsion -start system is cut in, and if
the winding is designed for continuous duty.

VARIACS are incorporated in so many motor operated devices that many manufacturers now
consider the adaptability of this control when
choosing or designing the motor to be used.

A detailed discussion of VARIAC motor speed
control appears in a recent issue of the General
Radio Experimenter.

May we send you

copy?

a

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 892

VARIAC.

VARIACS are available (with suitable priority rating) in power
ratings between 170 va and 7,000 va; prices are between $10.00
and $100.00.
"Qambridge 31, Mass.

IMADE

ONLY. BY

ELECTRONICS

NERAL R DIO COMPAN

NEW
.

LONA

'

CHICAGO

Los ANGE'LES'

o

-
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LU XT.RO N`
PHOTOCELLS
Luxtron* .Photo -Electric
.

Cells Operate -Instruments

'and Instrument Relays
Without Auxiliary Voltage or Amplification..

communications receivers, A goodly
part of the material is in handbook
form. Chapters on wave propagation, directivie antenna systems,
aural null direction finders; performance characteristics of loop
input circuits, visual direction finders and radio navigational aids
comprise the main body of the text.
A rather complete description of
the Mark I aircraft automatic direction finder is included in the
chapter on visual direction finders.
A mathematical appendix is included wherein the derivation of
some of the formulas not derived in
the text are to be found.
The many footnote references
and bibliographies at the end of
each chapter should facilitate further study on the part of those in
need of additional information.-

COPROXI
RECTIFIERS
Include Many
.

Extras. for
Longer, Life

w.o.s.

Foundations of Wireless
By M. G. SCROGGIE. Published by Iliffe
& Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford
St., London, S. E. 1., 4th ed., 1943, 358

pages, price 7s, 6d.

This pigtail
model is only one of
a
of mountings
and
only

-contact

A COMPLETE NEW EDITION of a wellknown British basic textbook on

-

series

indicates

of the complete
range of
Luxtron'
one

_-

Napes and sizes

able.

Their high -efficiency conversion
of light energy into electric

power, permits applications in
great variety.
Bulk and complexities are minimized: War applications impress their dependability and
.

durability daily:
Luxtron* Photocells are wholly
American in both materials and
manufacture.
Send for illustrated,

engineering

literature and let us co-operate
with you on special problems
and applications.
*Reg. U. 5. Pat. Off.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC._
82 Meadow Street, New

1.22

Haven ID. Cone.

radio.
Twenty-one chapters are provided
and a simple listing of their headings indicates the logical treatment of the subject: an outline of
broadcasting, elementary electrical
otions, capacitance and inductance,

alternating currents, a -c circuits,
the tuned circuit, the triode valve,
oscillation, .the transmitter, detection, the single -valve receiver; re-

action, radio -frequency amplification ; screened valves, selectivity in
the r -f amplifier, audio frequency
and output stages, designing a receiver, the superheterodyne and its
frequency changer, tuning circuits
in the i -f amplifier, automatic contrOls, power supplies, radiation and
aerials, and transmission lines. The
preface
explains
mathematical
formulas and symbols for readers
having no technical training.
Although most of the terms used
are standard for both British and
American practice, there are some
few variations that would be unfamiliar to readers on this side of the
Atlantic. To overcome this there is
a two -page appendix that lists terms
and their equivalents, with distinctively American expressions
printed in italics.-K.S.P.

"COPROX" MODEL CX-2E4-A9, ringconnected and mounted in tube base, detects phase differentials in A.C. currents

and small D.C. potentials
to balanced A.C. circuits. Maximum 4.5 volts
continuous. Shown here in actual size.
applied

Special terminals, or pre -soldered
lead wires, prevent. overheating
during assembly: Standard Units
sealed with waterproof lacquers,.
critical -application units potted
in -wax. Standard "pellets" -gold
coated on front surface, forming
positive contact] for critical 2spplications, gold used on bath
sides. High leakage,, but very
low forward resistance. Highly
adaptable mountings.
To these extras, add Bradley's
ability to' produce ,'Coprox" rectifiers for special applications,
then:
Ask for sámples'and

full technicál dato.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
ti Meadow Street. Nee. Haven Conn
1t1,
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in one year produced and delivered
2,564,913

:

of these
SMALL PRECISION PARTS
This handful of 59 of these small steel

parts weighs only 5.9 ounces.

,....

Yet this 5.9 ounces represents 6.83
hours of precision work, subject to most
critical inspection.

Through Wordsworth Engineering for
Mass Production and Wadsworth Operating Economies, a 36% Cost Reduction has
been effected and passed on to the customer.

WADSWORTH

FACILITIES
Die Making
Jigs & Fixtures

making small precision parts for
forty-five major companies which normally manufacture such products as radio equipment, refrigerators, automotive parts, precision instruments:
VADSwORT1-I is

Gage Making
Model Building
Milling
Drilling
Turning
Stamping
Screw Machining
Hard Soldering
Line Assembly
Polishing
Lacquering

After the war, Wadsworth's small parts facilities
can be of important assistance to many manufac-turers in holding sales in a competitive market...

:

Photo Etching
Silk Screening
Product Decorating

We shall be pleased to discuss with you the pro-

duction of those small parts and assemblies you
have found a problem in the past and may soon
require again.

Metals Laboratory
Engineering Design
Product Design

CURRENTLY
SERVING THESE
INDUSTRIES
SMALL PARTS DIVISION

Aircraft
Automotive
Bearing
Electronics
Instruments
Machine Tool
Small Arms

Refrigeration

:LECTRONICS
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WATCH CASE CO., Inc.

DAYTON, KENTUCKY, SUBURB OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
(CINCINNATI EXCHANGE)
PHONE COLONIAL 8194
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STAMPINGS, CASTÍÑGs'
and FORGINGS
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Cleaned Rapidly
Using
LEIMAN
t

BROS.

,_,
i

"I

'MONEY

Full Flow

-

Self Feeding
Cabinet Type-work
done inside cabinet.

SAND
BLAST

?!

Cabinet Type

-

against top
on outside.

aperture

work

done by pressing

For Mass Production or Small Jobs
ON

ALL METALS
AND

Wherever critical temperature is concerned,
countless manufacturers have learned to depend on the precision and ruggedness of H -B
Thermostats and Red Top Thermo -regulators
(adjustable thermostats). They know they
can count on H -B Instruments to eliminate
guesswork, simplify supervision and aid in
increasing the quantity and quality of production. Ranges of application are from
minus 30 to plus 350° F. Temperatures can
be maintained with these instruments to an
accuracy of a fraction of a degree. Many
shapes and sizes now available on short
order-single units, or in quantity lots.
Time to get your production operating tem-

perature -perfect

Plastics Hard Rubber Bakelite Glass

LEIMAN BROS.
155 Christie Street, Newark 5, N. J.

is

now. Request bulletin

4-759 telling how. H -B Instrument Company,
2524 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia 32, Pa.
DOUBLE

H.
DIAMOND

THERMOMETERS

THERMOSTATS RELAY!
HYDROMETER

rHERMO-RÉCULATORS

324
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THE GREEKS HAD

TEAE
EIKQN

I'VE

MEANING

DISTANCE

MEANING

COINED

WORDS FOR IT:

ONE

IMAGE
WORD:

CRYSTALS
FOR FREQUENCY CONTROL

SUPEILSO%ff I1EEItATO1tS

'
/

DESIGNED TO INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS

ELEOT1LOi%ffEVUIP1UET
,-

L

TELE 11SION

:

FOLLOWING VICTORY

others were
Long before the war, at a time when
in terms
limited
pictures
television
satisfied with

with the deS. SAGALL pushed ahead
FOOT
velopment of large screen television. TWO
large
were
which
pictures
and
the
home
for
pictures
enough to be viewed by thousands at London
by his
Motion Picture Theatres were actually realized
organization.
the founder
A pioneer of large screen television,
SCOPHONY
years-of
many
in 1930, and ,head-for
presiLTD., British television company-S. SAGALL is

of Inches,

1P

1E qL

305 EAST 63rd

11CoINI

STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

dent of TELICON CORPORATION.
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REINSU
TERMINALS
AND
ALLTIME
°

LIMr

ATE

,VOLVED

INLABORe TS

OF SEPIN THE USE
SLEETING

-ARATE INSULATION'
e

.

°

-

SERVICE

pRotrinE

v

EFFI-

MAXIMUM
`HHE SAME
-'SS TERBYSOLDER
GIVEN
CIENCY
rtEEVING,
SEPARATE
f. MINALS WITH

DATA

PERFORMANCE

the i
flash-over
against
1. For protection
AMP Pre-Insu-j
the installed
of
sulation
less than
extends not
`Termütal
direc° fated
parts in the
metal
1/32" beyond
conductor.
tion of attached
thick takes
o

2

Heavy pie -insulation

.017"

and
terminal installation
pressúre=type
and -abuse
abrasion'
assides against
in'stácking,
be éncountered
which may
service.
installing, ór
voltage of in-down
break
Terminals is
3. Minimum
-Insulated
Pre
stalled, AMP
D. C. by test,
1500 Volts
afh`
F. does rot
250°
at
baking
4. 121our
fect the insulation.
with ASTM Spedin,áccórdance
5. " Tetied
the' AMP Pre-40T,
ficatión #D350
does' ` nót suppdrt
, Terminal
Insulated

THE

ANfl USE!
TO CR/MP
READY

ond4:fulletiñ
Send for samples

Uc

I

0

P

EASY IDENTIFICATION

for

RED insulation
to IB
sixes 22

wire
for
BLUE insulation
14
to
iti
wire sizes
and hand
(press dies
with
tools are marked
color of ter.
matching will crimp)
mina's they

N ACCESSORIES,

i
1
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M1AUME

'TOUCH PK.

p

AIRCRAFT-MARINE PRODUCTS INC.
1521-53N0RTH FOURTH

i

G

R

~CIAO

A

rec

V

°

combustion.

IDS

I

a

-

m0

DWI/Jo 'ED
IS
TFRhIfi/NA1

SIRE ET, NARRISOURS, PA.
LTD,
TORONTO. ONTARIO,

soiora,rsr

.k

W/a1N6

TradenyrRRes.

U. S.

erVtCrf
Pat Qd,
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Impartial Answer
to

a

Rectifier Question

{

Here are the three types of low -voltage rectifiers
most commonly used-copper oxide, selenium
and Tungar. They're all good. Which is best? The
answer to that question depends entirely upon the
application and the conditions under which the
rectifying unit must operate.
General Electric alone designs and manufactures
all three types. The quality, efficiency and economical performance 'of G -E rectifying units have long
been established. Through years of experience
G -E engineers know that only after a careful
analysis of the job and the conditions under which
the units must operate can the proper rectifiers
be selected.
When next you need rectifiers, consult G.E. first.
Remember G.E. and only G.E. builds the three types
of low -voltage rectifiers commonly used. It will
pay you well to ggt impartial advice from G -E engineers regarding your particular rectifier needs.
For more information, write to Section A1048- I 19,
Appliance and Merchandise Department, General
Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
BUY

WAR

BONDS

AND

KEEP

copper
oxide

=x

THEM

Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G-E
All Girl Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC. "The
World Today" news every weekday 6:45 P.M. EWT, CBS.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
iungor

ELECTRONICS
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l'EAyAGONS

SOLVES

THIS

PROBLEM

OUR
ON

POST-WAR

PRECISION

PARTSI

fp

Especially designed and built for
the electronic laboratory
We have found these mobile Tea Wagons useful in our
own electronic laboratory and are, therefore, offering

them for sale to others.
Well built of 1/." plywood/ will stand any normal
abuse.
Desk type slide for notes, etc.
4= Composition castors 21/2" in diameter.
Available in two sizes, with or without doors to enclose lower compartment.
SIZES
Width

24"
36"

.

Height

Without Doors

18"

33"
34"

$18.95
$23.95

for THIS

ADECO
GUIDE - BOOK

and PRICES

Depth

24"

WRITE

It points

With Doors
-

$23.95 ,
$28.95

Woodworking Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO COMPANY

the way to
able source
a dependcision parts
for prearid
of supply
for your
assemblies
post-war requirements
on a contract

basis. As
cialists in
speclose:tolerance
duction, the
prohon. offers- Adeco organizci..
to _meet
complete facilities
specificationsr most exacting
the field 'ot_ particularly in
hydraulics...
Send for
this

helpful book today.

Mystic, Conn.

qernple

AIRCRAFT'& DIESIL,EQUIPMENT CORP.

444

North Rtivenswood Avenue
-

Chicago 40, Illinois
Your Partners' in Precision

October

1944- ELECTRONICS

Proud is the wearer of this breast ribbon,
for it is a testimonial to his conspicuous
bravery on the field of battle.

-

are we of the pennant that
The
flies over our Willimantic plant
Army and Navy "E", awarded "For High
Achievement" in war need production.

-Equally proud

,

-*
Q`

Jagii'
A. .5.`
a

At countless vital points in communications equipment, El Menco Molded Mica
Capacitors serve unobtrusively, but with
efficiency that has become a recognized
standard.

Our New Capacitor Catalog for manufacturers of electronic equipment is now
ready for distribution. Send for it todayon your firm letterhead.

MOLDED MICA CAPACITORS

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO.

Willimantic, Connecticut

EIZTRONICS

-
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Clare Type "C" d.c. Relay
with Plug -In Mounting.

iOºM

A

IMJ

I
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C

t
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E

Contact springs employing any

of these basic forms can be

.

furnished.

i=4.%.Z.%
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s
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WHY CLARE "Custom -Built" RELAYS
GIVE MOST RELIABLE OPERATION
Under Severe Conditions of Temperature ... Humidity ..
Atmospheric Pressure

... Voltage ... Vibration

.

Clare "Custom -Built" Relays offer design engineers a flexibility of construction and operating characteristics to exactly fit the demands of the widest
variety of modern industrial uses.
These Clare "Custom -Built" Relays are the product of young -minded thinking
of an organization devoted to the manufacture of relays ... created to
free the industrial designer from the limitations of ordinary, telephone type
relays. Clare "custom -building" selects from a wide range of precisely built
materials exactly those most suited to perform the special functions of the
application. All Clare Relays are carefully designed, well manufactured from
best materials and precisely adjusted for perfect operation.
Does your -design call for definite times for operation and release of the relay
high speed keying without contact chatter ... margin operation which may
include.close pick-up and drop -out values
the transfer and switching of
high frequency circuits? These and many other special relay functions find
Clare Relays give most reliable operation under severe conditions of temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, voltage and vibration.
Clare "custom -building" meets these exacting requirements with a design
that permits each Clare Relay a wide range of contact ratings ... choice of five
different contact forms or any combination of them
either flat or hemispherical contacts of rare metals or special alloys ... coil windings to match
ahe Circuit and application.
Simplify your design, reduce your overall relay costs, insure better and more
dependable performance by calling on Clare to supply a "custom-built" relay
exactly suited to your application. Send for the Clare catalog and data book.
Address: C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 \V. Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois.
.Sales engineers in all principal cities. Cable address: CLARELAY.
.

.

.

...

...

Sia\tt.
ve§.
High voltage spring pile-up
insulators of special heat
treated Bakelite. Has minimum cold flow properties,
low moisture absorption
conte nl.

ID
B

Double arm armature
assembly of stainless
steel shaft operating
in a marine brass yoke.

Contacts ore welded

to nickel silver

springs by special
process.

'CLARE

Spring bushing insula
tors ore mode of Bakelite rod under patented
process.

FEATURES OF
CLARE RELAYS
Permit exceptional service in spots
where hard usage, long life and absolute dependability are of prime consideration:
1

THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
This consists of the heelpiece, armature
and coil core, all of the highest quality
magnetic iron. After all machining operations are comrlete, these units are
annealed in precision controlled furnaces. The armature assembly is fastened securely to the heelpiece with
screw and clamping washes.

2

is

THE COILS

ti

These are wound on a spool assembly
which consists of a coil core equipped
with spool heads and acetate or bakelite winding washers. Both coil core
and spool heads are insulated from the
wiring. Coils are usually wound with
enameled copper wire but other types
of insulation are used for special -applications.

ti

3
THE SPRING ASSEMBLY
This consists of contact springs and insulators assembled to the heelpiece. The
assembly is clamped under hydraulic
pressure and special high -tensile screws
are fastened with a power driver to insure a rigid assembly.

4
THE CONTACTS
Contacts of various materials and sizes
are available. These may he of precious
metals or alloys, such as silver, palladium-irridium, tungsten and elkonium.
Various types can be incorporated in
one relay.

RELAYS
.

"Custom -Built" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical, Electronic and Industrial
.330
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Product of Frank Adam Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

HERE'S WHY

PLASKON WAS CHOSEN

FOR

THIS IMPORTANT CIRCUIT BREAKER JOB
is an ideal material for insulating
purposes. Protection against arcing, flash -over

PLASKON

Y

and uncontrolled high -voltage electrical currents
is assured by Plaskon's unusual dielectric properties. Under these conditions extremely condensed
chemical residues, high in insulation value, form
on the surface of the molded Plaskon unit. Long
exposure to high humidities, even immersion in

adua.ctaged

ane
laskon Urea -Formaldehyde
Compound
1 Wide range of lightfast hues, from
translucent natural and pure

Y

white to jet black.
ZSmooth surface, eye-catching,
warm to touch.
Completely resistant to common
organic solvents. impervious to
oils and grease.

extremely high flexural,
impact and tensile strength.
Highly resistant to arcing and
tracking under high voltages and
high frequencies.

1Possesses

PASKON DIVISION

`.G

14-0td1\

salt solution for 24 hours, fail to 'destroy the
resistance of Plaskon to arcing.

strong, shock -resisting, and non shattering. It can be economically molded into

Plaskon

any shape required and any color desired. Investigate Plaskon for your requirements on utility and
decorative needs in the electrical service field.

pea4vea.c %1Zate,l:iaea ó°'t seectzceaC

Plaskon Grade
Compound

1. A Plaskon urea -formaldehyde of
good quality, lower in price than
regular Plaskon, and adaptable to
economy production requirements.
2. High resistance to, and retains
lustre. surface and color in, presence of water, common organic
solvents, soaps, etc.
3. Identical unusual d ielectricstrength
and freedom from arcing and
tracking as regular Plaskon.
Furnished in one shade of black
and brown only.

1. Assures ample protection where
water or high humidity prevent
the use of urea compounds.

2. Exceptional resistance to acids
and alkalies. Non -porous, noncorrodiole.
3. Under extreme conditions of heat

and humidity, is nontracking.
highly resistant .o arcing, and has
high dielectric strength.
4. Highest heat resistance of all lightcolored plastics.

LIBBEYOWENSFORD GLASS COMPANY

1.

Materials bonded by Plaskon
Resin Glue cannot be separated
at glue line-the material fails first.

2. Plaskon glue line is completely

moisture -resistant, cannot be
weakened by mold or fungi.

3. Maintains its tenacious grip in
heavy-duty service for years, under
water, on land, in the air.

2136 SYLVAN AVENUE

Canadian Agent: Canadian Industries, Ltd., Montreal,

of interest to engineers and fabricators alike.

,-_____.k<oe1=.°
October

Plaskon Resin
Glue

TOLEDO 6, OHIO

P. Q.

te/a7f,r7fild~14.

I

-

2,e44.9.9.:

Plaskon Melamine
Compound

2

The properties and characteristics of Ploskon
in molded form, and the proper methods of
fabrication, are discussed in detail in this
valuable Plaskon handbook. Its contents will be
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Check the Quality Features

of the Drake No. 500 Series
Time Tested .. Millions have been used since March
1940!
Available in any quantity with any type of bracket.
Sturdy Bakelite Molded insulating casting shields
socket from outside contact.
Center contact lead wire mechanically secured before
soldering.
Both lead wires withstand over 25 lbs. tension.
Rounded eyelet edges prevent cut or frayed lead wire
insulation.
V' 1000 volts minimum breakdown voltage between
contacts and to ground.
Casting mechanically secured to bracket .. can't turn.
Socket mechanically secured within casting . . can't
turn or be pulled out.
Outer contact secured within socket . contact won't
protrude when lamp removed.

it ,f.

.

O

Consider this better underwriters' ep
proved DRAKE Dial Light Assembly for
war or peace -time products. Lead wire
-can be any length for 2% in. to 4 ft.
Prompt shipment in any quantity assured. May we send samples or our newest catalog?

THE NO.

ti
TYPE

52711

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES
z
.

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
1713. WEST HUBBA.RD ST., CHi.CAGO 22, U.S.A.

IT'S A FACT- you can g`
more production with She
man UNI-CRIMP Solderless Tei!
minals, because this terminal I
designed to go on the wire easieJ
and faster.
Installed with hand crimpint
pliers or any of the standard tyrI
of indenting dies, the UNI-CRIMI
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Get the UNI-CRIMP specificai
tions. Write for Bulletin UC-2.
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Ciiiaudagraph Speakers, Inc.
391.1 S.

Export Div.,

connection that

greater mechanical strength ant
resistance to vibration, couplei
with high conductivity.
Tongue, barrel, and insulatiot
gripping ears are formed from c
single piece of fine grain, spe
cially rolled, pure electrolytic cop
per of the highest conductivity
obtainable. Entire inside of barrel
is serrated, to grip the full cir
cumference of the wire.

AJ

The result of precision engineer- 7
ing, painstaking production and
inherent stamina. This is the bat.
tletested background you get with
every Cinaudagraph Speaker. If
delivery is slow, please remember
the armed forces have first choice.
Watch Cinaudagraph Speakers
after Victory!
t

a

r

Michigan Ave., Chicago

13 E.

e

40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

.yaect%eA ,Áíacte

ail -ate Woitid

H. B. Sherman
I

^"I

Mfg.

Co;

Battle Creek, Mich.

1

i

The Sherman

UNI-CRIMP.

Solderless
October

TerminaN\
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MEETING THE RICHEST

INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
Nationally recognized engineering talent ... sharpened
by intelligent specialization
broadened by the ex...

. . .

acting tests of war
explains, in part, PLASTIC'S
amazing progress in the field of thermoplastic insulation.
Also responsible are latest equipment, careful materials
control, and a personnel whose loyalty and devotion is
"above and beyond the call of duty." You can utilize to
advantage . . . in today's planning and tomorrow's prothis experience and ability. Available for the
duction
asking is the "know how" which can make your product
a BETTER product. You can DEPEND on PLASTIC for
development
design
delivery.

...

...

...
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.
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TRADITION
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THE first successfully operated

the equipment which The Ansonia

they did not exist. We look

submarine in the world's

Electrical Company produces

forward to providing the

history was dreamed,. constructed

comes from the Naugatuck Valley,

abilities in peace. Not merely

and tested during the Revolutionary War- only a few miles from

where looking ahead is the oldest

cause of specialized mechanical,

tradition!

equipment, but because meeting

the site. of the factory which now
produces some of the most vital

communications equipment for our
Jap - dreaded undersea avengers!

In part, this is coincidence; but
in a deeper sense it is natural that

In the last two years, we at
Ansonia have met problems-

334

!

and economically has been and

ht

is

connected with providing war

our real business, we anticipate
meeting .similar and more difficult,

material in quantity-which pre-

peacetime industrial problems

viously were unsolved because

volving electrical cables.

39.

in-

ANSONIA ELECTRICAL COMPANY
Specializing in

i

"A,koseal" a Thermoplastic Insulation
ANSONIA
CONNECTICUT

A NK O S E A L

CHECK ANKOSEAL

be- T

new needs in our field efficiently

THE
multi-conductor insulated cables are among the most
promising of Ansonia war -proven
developments. If you have, or expect
to have_ a use for electrical cables-

salve,

A Wholly -Owned Subsidiary of

NOMA ELECTRIC
GENERAL OFFICES

-In

CORPORATION
NEW YORK, N. Y.

peacetime makers of the famous Noma Lights-the greatest name in decóratite
lighting. Now, manufacturers of fixed mica dielectric capacitors and other radio, radar
and electronic equipment.
October 1944
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PLE TE PROTECTION

'7TEEL-SIX" Portable TESTING INSTRUMENTS
PANEL INSTRUMENTS
Included in the broad range of electrical instruments
that bear the R -S mark are the 3.5" miniature panel
instruments shown below. These are built in commercial types and to A.S.A. War Standard C
39.2-1944. OtherR-S instruments include switchboard
and portable types to meet practically every industrial, power and laboratory need. Let us quote prices
and deliveries on your instrument requirements.

160
SG

2U0

cwLn

Roller -Smith "Steel -Six" portable testing instruments were designed primarily for general testing where a highly accurate, and
moderately priced instrument is required. The rugged all -metal
case is both dust- and moisture -proof and also furnishes full magnetic shielding of the movement. Large window openings cornbined with well -designed dials set exceptionally close to the front
of the case afford unusr al readability. Instruments are approximately 6" square by 4" in depth. Ratings cover a broad range of
resting requirements.

250

307

"Steel -Six" testing instruments are supplied with single or multi ranges for the measurement of direct current in amperes, milliamperes. volts and millivolts; for alternating current measurements
of amperes, milliamperes, volts, watts, power factor and frequency.
Catalog 4340 contains complete information. Send fora copy today.

ROLLER -SMITH

BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

Canadian Plant: ROLLER -SMITH MARSIAND LTD., Kitchener, Ontario
Soles Representatives

in all Principal Cities

ELZTRONICS
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STANDARD

AND

PRECISION

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

OF

EVERY

TYPE
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WHAT

ELECTRONIC PARTS
DO YOU NEED

in

a_MURRY?

_HARRISON has it!
Most probably in Stock for immediate délivery

ATTENUATORS

Send for this

SINCE 1925

TECH LA01

BY

MASTER

Still your best source
of supply for the prod-

BUYERS

ucts of A L L leading
Manufacturers.

GUIDE...
those directly
connected with
high priority purchasing.
Kindly write on Company
letterhead, giving your title.

Call WOrth 2-6276

WWI

FREEto

FIRST!

A.RRISON RADIO CORPORATION
17 WEST BROADWAY
Telephone'- WOrth 2-6276

NEW YORK' CITY 7
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FOR

High current density, low contact drop, low
electrical noise, and self -lubrication are
characteristics of this silver -impregnated
molded graphite that may be the answer
to your electrical' brush problems.

Low

loss

on

step upon request.

TRY SILVER GRAPHALLOY
FOR BRUSHES

prac-

edonce

ot

An Invitation to All Electrical Designers

on'1

No, 43l

gulletln

CONTACTS

contact resistance and non -welding
when breaking surge currents are inherent
properties of this unique combination of

conductive silver and self-lubricating
graphite.

Graphalloy will be gladly furnished for test on your
applications. Silver Grapholloy is usually silver ploted to permit easy
soldering to leaf springs or holders. Why not
WRITE NOW for your test samples?
SAMPLES of Silver

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION
YONKERS. NEW YORK
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SLIP -RING AND .COMMUTATOR -BRUSHES AND CONTACTS
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PORTABLE POWER PROBLEMS

Beaut

MONTH-AUTOMATIC FLIGHT RECORDER

THIS

.

ELECTRIC
ELECTR IC
SOLDERING
IRONS
sturdily built for

are

the hard usage of in-

dustrial

service.

Have

plug type tips and are
constructed on the unit

^

system with each vital

I" part, such as heating

element, easily removable and
In

5

replaceable.

from

sizes,

50

watts to 550 watts.
RADIO FLIGHT REPORTER accurately supplements test-pilot observations on
performances of new planes. From a 70 -point system of gauges, vibration, strain and
engine performance readings arc flashed to the ground receiver. When this amazing
device was developed by Consolidated Vultee, the portable power vas supplied by
Burgess Batteries, used in all laboratory testing and development work at Vultee Field.
THE

TEMPERATURE
REGULATING

STAND
thermostatically controlled device for the regulation of the temperature
of an electric soldering iron.
When placed on and connected to this stand, iron
may be maintained at working temperature or through
This is a

,

adjustment on bottom of
stand at low or warm
temperatures.

N.

i
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{
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AT THE GROUND STATION, a Burgess -powered receiver records all data on ticker
tape, sound film and disks. Analysis of film and disks permits engineers accurately to
determine the planes' performance under varied conditions. New, special purpose batteries are constantly being developed by Burgess engineers. Let them solve your
problems whenever they involve industrial applications of portable power.

1

L
k1

FREE

...

80 -PAGE ENGINEERING MANUAL!

descriptive pages, 25 charts and 36 data tables on dry battery cha-acteristics for electronic applications. Tabbed for'ready-reference. Write
Dept. 9 for your free copy. Burgess Battery Company, Freeport, III.

31
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For further information or

II

descriptive literature, write
Address

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL

City

State

HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.
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NEW GUIDj(
TO PRECISION -MO
PLASTICS
By Sillcoeks-Miller

critical

ENGINEERING
Requirements
Vacuum Impregnation

With years of specialized experience ... using the finest available equipment, plus that which we developed ourselves .. .
our war time manufacturing of highly specialized components has become noted for meeting an exceedingly wide
range of requirements.
While it is impossible to show minute details of receiver
and transmitter special coils in the equipment sketched here
. suffice it to say that these unusual production items will
in time fill a popular demand when all the needs of war conditions have been met.
We are always glad to consider and help solve the problems
of companies who appreciate finer engineering and production, such as is incorporated in everything we make.

FREE BOOKLET
PRESENTS 4 - POINT

SERVICE TO
DESIGN

Single End Slug Tuned Low

HELP

1AmI

ENGINEERS

I .3Ííe

and High Frequency I.F.'s

How the facilities and experi-

I kept

ence of Sillcocks-Miller specialists can help you solve
your problems in precision fabricated plastics is told in a
new illustrated booklet now
available.

Air Tuned Components

High Frequency

RF

and Oscillator Coils

Conventional
R F.

Oscillators

ii 4

.
With equipment such as
.this, developed in part
by our own production
staff . . . every possible
check is made to insure
the finest quality of
manufacture.

.

'mg a

DIM

grap

Designers and manufacturers
in need of plastic parts and
products made to extremely
close tolerances will find The
Sillcocks-Miller Company a
most dependable source for
design and development service and for highest quality
production.

Hermetically Sealed

-,.t:,
>:r:

ime

..

Whether you are now using
plastics or want to learn why
it will pay you to convert to
plastics, you should have a
copy of this helpful booklet.
without
Write for it today
obligation.
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SILLCOCKS-MILLER

gro

CO.

Office & Factory

Sidi) .INl)UCTOIRW,
.1056.
338

N.

WOOD ST., CH'I.CAGO

22,11.L.

IA W. PARKER AVE., MAPLEWOOD, N.J.

Meals, Address:

DE?

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.

Costs You Less to Pay a Little
More for Sillcocks-MillerQualityl
It
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Dependable

TELEX
1

ealleé

t 6- Praee Pon ta$ee

Iee.Cllognaft! rirsa:lla.eCe
Complete

with storage

battery attachment.' Self-

RECEIVERS
Cheek the

Clarity of
His Message

ontained 100 -cycle
imer. Simultaneous viewing and photography. Per/
anent magnet oscillo°graph assembly. Electromagnetically damped gal'ranometers. D. C. sensitivities' as high as 0.7.millimeters per micro - amp.
Widely used for vibration
and strain' testing. 'High
galvanometer sensitivity
makes possible application without amplifiers to
many problems.

and 24=trace oscillographs
clso available. Write on your
cmpany letterhead for oscilIgraph folder.
:-

I

r

..

Photograph Signal Corps, U. S. Army

Telex in Italy:
At his command post just beyond the
range of enemy artillery in Italy a general and his staff plan their strategy.
When the general gives orders, dependable Telex Receivers check the clarity
of his message.
A marvelous sensitivity for detailsomething in which Telex engineers
have always excelled gives Telex
Magnetic Receivers exceptional clarity.
Such engineering preparation guarantees maximum dependability to private
and general alike-the kind of dependability that stands up under fire.
In solving your .electronic development problems, the experience of Telex
engineers in creating the first wearable
Electronic Hearing Aid and in serving
the U.S. Signal Corps should be of great
help to you. Write us today.

-

Telex Experience Offers:

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS DIVISION

Magnetic Receivers:

Vol.-Approx. 0.3 cu. in.
Impedance-Up to 5000
Cu.

ohms.

Sensitivity

-

18

dynes

/sq.

for 10 microwatt input.
Rugged and
Construction

cm.

stable, using only finest materials, precisely machined-no
diaphragm spacing washers
in Telex receivers.

Transformers and Chokes:

EILAND RESEARCH
CORPORATION
0

E.

Sth Ave., Denver 9, Colo., U.S.A.

E',CTRONICS

-
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1121.

Cu.

to .15 cu. in.

Windings-To

PRODUCTS COMPANY
TELEX PARK

Vol.- Down

Core Material-High permeability steel alloys.

MINNEAPO LIS

your specs.
Limit of six outside leads on
smallest cores.)
(

MINNESOTA
339
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FUNGUS

#512-A

FUNGUS

;

Fungicide.

bearing

non -mercury

#96-A

Contains

'

#522-A
VARNISH

RESISTANT

FUNGUS
mercury

Contains

bearing

Fungicide.

#524
COATING
FUNGUS

RESISTANT

DURAD
mercury
Contains

bearing

Coatings

for Bulletin

MAAS

_`t

i

e

Dulac

coatings
properties
All these

junction
blocks,
generators
terminal
of motors, F.
insulators,
250°
windings @
for phenolic
fixed
hours
and the Bake 3/4
blocks
and dynamotors.
Equipment."

the Lifeline

of Communications
and Communication
of Radio,

for'Tpopicalization

Signal

N.

NEWARK,
ALL
FOR

Resistant

FINISHES
COMPANY,
SPECIALTY W.
1228
AND
PICO

SYNTHETICS
CHICAGO,
WALDSTEIN
AVE.,
ENAMELS,

&

OF LACQUERS,

PRODUCERS
OFFICES
BRANCH

Fungus

<:::,

Fungicide.

Protecting

"Dulac

''\

insulating
changes.
excellent
temperature
sudden

LACQUER
RESISTANT

FUNGUS

.

coatings,
the requirementsfungus-growth
meet
high
tropical
which
are of
prevent
agents
They
Navy,
resistance.
and the
and shorts.
Corps
moisture
arcing
type
good
causes
on any
have
which
spray,
and
dip or
content
and #522-A
brush,
solid
by
#512-A,
in 1 hour.
applied
#96-A,
hard
Easily
and
have
#86-A,
minutes
retardant,
of surface. -free in 15
fire
withstand
tack
are also
air dry
and will
THESE

VARNISH
RESISTANT

'

-

fungicidal
containing of the Signal

#86-A

LACQUER
RESISTANT

o,

ti

Signal
MEET
No. 71-2202-A
Spec.

Ir

-.
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"GUTHMAN .. .LderinINUCTRONICS"

I. GUTHMAN &
15
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COINC.oED

SOUTH. THROOP STREETCHICAGO

PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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"Depend on Diamond "
A SLOGAN FOR THE FUTURE

TO THE

POINT

When peace is here again-"Depen1
on Diamond"-should be your sló=
gan. We are now manufacturing to
the toughest specifications of the
armed forces and are producing
cordage to their satisfaction. In
peace we shall produce the type and
quality of cordage you must depend
on for your electrical appliances.
FROM START TO FINISH

Diamond Wire & Cable Company is
a complete plant from the actual
drawing of the copper to the assembled cords.

DIAMOND
WIRE & CABLÉ1C0.

,p-oE1ElloAeiE' e.,

-410'

Chicago Heights, Illinois
Manufacturers of electrical flexible cord, cables,
and Instrument wires for radio and appliances

SHIPPED ON SCHEDULE
this box contains

GOAT

If your
plans for

11

the future
involve
electronics,
perhaps our
facilities
and wide
experience
can be of
help to you ;
4

;.

We shall be glad to answer
your inquiries. You will not
be obligated in any way.

o

Au

IV

IP

lc

S

ELECTRONIC TUBE PARTS
FOR OVER 15 YEARS Goat's production planning and control

methods have been keyed to the exacting requirements of the
radio tube industry. Goat parts must be shipped on schedule
because failure to live up to delivery promises may tie up an
entire tube production department. At the same time, the Goat
organization is prepared to give the extra service needed to
provide 'unusual delivery requirements occasionally demanded
by the radio industry.

Among our present products are il
.Electronic Sound Devices "inter- I
communicating Systems Industrial'
Voice-Paging and Broadcasting
Equipment
Permanent and Portable Amplifying Systems Record.
Ing and Disc=Playing Units Elec-

tronic, Controls ,,O,pérating
Sequence Recorders

,

Special Electronic Devices.

Other

L.

In,

METAL STAMPINGS,-INC.

AFFILIATE OF THE FRED GOAT CO., INC.

EST.

314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN 17,
342

1893

N. Y.

.BELL

SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
Columbus 3. Ohio

1189 Essex Ave.

Export OR! 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

October 1944
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Complete

Fungicide

treatment
(Wax or Varnish).

Comco Model 132

IN PRODUCTION
A line of Comco transmitters

each engi.
and receivers
.
neered for its specific require.
airlines, police and
ment
ship -to emergency services
all applications where
shore

Compact VHF crystal controlled, fixed frequency, superheterodyne, single channel reception
-inch relay rack panel. Designed for
airport traffic control, aeronautical ground stations, or point-to-point service. Local or remote
operation, monitoring, etc. Frequency range

-51

-

100 to 156 Mc.

.

.

I

'1

...

assurance of performance
vital. Man) of these original
models have been adapted to
is

military service. Back of this
design are years of actual field
experience, dating from the
early days of domestic and foreign airline communications. In
addition to this sound foundation are three years continuous
production of military equipment which is now serving in
many parts of the world.

Dehydrating

.+

.

...

-

--Comco Model 82-F

-

Fixed -tuned, single frequency, crystal controlled, radio telephone receiver. Frequency range
2 to 8 Mc. Other frequencies available on
special order. Designed for airport control,
aeronautical ground stations and other services
requiring dependable local or unattended remote operation. Standard Rack Panel 3V, -inches
by 19 -inches.

Automatic Dipping

1

Comco Model 170

Vacuum Impregnating

VHF Airport Transmitter. 50 Watts outPot-frequency range 100 to 150 Mc. Designed for airport traffic control and
aeronautical ground stations.
Comco Model 127 -AA, similar to Model
170, available for 278 Kc. operation. Frequency range 200 to 550 Kc.

Pressure Impregnating

Centrifuging

a-

Spraying

.s'/jA

o1111'
1,

Oe

Polishing
e

Daily
PICK - UP

AND DELIVERY

In METROPOLITAN AREA

PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING

CORP.

666 VAN HOUTEN AVE,
CLIFTON, N. J.

48CTRONICS
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military models
compact, light -weight,
come()

.I.

#

11
°
¿fey_
A

call

transmitting and receiving
equipment, designed for use

in combat vehicles, ambulances, aircraft and crash -boats. Our present military
model 150 and others will be
available_ later for general
use where space and weight
limitations are prime factors.

We are ready, at War's end, to do a big job for
the big use to which radio communication will be
put. We can work with you now on your engineering
and design, developing equipment which we are set
up to manufacture
, or we can help you adapt
our standard Comco civilian equipment to your requirements.

COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, Inc.
Manufacturers of Radio and Electronic Equipment

CORAL GABLES.

coMco

34,

FLORIDA
343
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Sparked

bye`

the world's most powerful magneto
dustproof, moistureproof, and salt air proof.
Naturally; the Case people are
proud of this precision-built magneto. But no more ;so than is 'The
Wheeler Insulated Wire Company,
Inc. For we at Wheeler supply the
coil windings which help make this
the world's most powerful magneto.
For the 35 years of its existence,

heavy-duty tractor,
made by J. I. Case Company, is performing equally important work
whether pulling four plows on a
farm, or pulling giant planes around
airports.
It is equipped with a Case Magneto which, chronoscope tests show,
produces a spark of longer life than
any other magneto. And it is built
for constant heavy-duty strainsc--'

Wheeler Insulated Wire Company,
Inc. has devoted its entire manufacturing capacity to a comparatively
few customers. But they have been
mighty good customers!
Wartime demands have greatly
expanded our production capacity,
and we hope to have many new customers for Wheeler products when
Victory permits.

rHIS

The Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT 4, CONN.

Manufacturers of Magnet Wire... Litz Wire
Coil Windings... Transformers

.

344
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AND A BRASS "RING"! ...

but by no means a molder's joy*ride. This
switch bódy comprises a circular arrangement of 1.5 cylindrical contact points extending
vertically-a circular arrangement of 14 wire connection terminals extending horizontally -1 brass bushing centrally positioned. The extremely high -impact -strength plastic
material specified for molding this assembly in place and into one flawlessly formed
and, therefor, difficult to
unit contained large pieces. of fabric in the formulation
handle. By coupling the transfer method with experienced molding know-how, Consolidated successfully converted the blue print into the plastic part illustrated-with
no distortion to the 30 inserts... and with no material over -flow. Do you 'have like
problems? We are at your service! Contact our home office or nearest branch.

...

a

consolidated

MOLDED PRODUCTS G'
309 CHERRY STREET, SCRANTON

New York, 1790 Broadway

.

M
P
W:TRONICS

- Odkr

1944

--'

PA.

Bridgeport, Rocky Ridge Drive. Cleveland, 5713 Euclid Ave.

"Oetroit','5SO Maccabees Blds.. Chicago. 549' W. Randolph St.

YOUR °YLUE ,PRINT

-

2.

--_'
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CONANT'S

,,

160c

(.7

t

Photo courtesy
Stark Electrical Instrument Co.,
Toronto, Can.

Series i6o-C (.16o" diameter discs-compact assembly)
is the smallest of the Conant family of instrument
rectifiers. To attain the utmost in compactness these
rectifiers have been stripped of all non -essential
material. Not even a mounting bracket remains.
(Weight -from 1.2.93 to 1.743 grams.) They are easily
mounted, however, as illustrated above. Here the
rectifier fits neatly into a midget fuse clip.

Such mounting permits the rectifier leads to extend in
any direction by combining any of three positions
of the rectifier in the clip with angular mounting of the
clip. This greatly simplifies the job of assembly
or replacement.

711 VI// CORROSIOI

WITH THE "RIGHT"'

PAPER
Protect electrical ports from deteriorating, chemi
cal fumes and free acidity with Central's engi

neered
exacting
content.
finished

-

electrical papers
they are made Mill
specifications controlling their chemicoll'
Because of our self contained "pulp t9l
paper" mills Central electrical paper

can

Complete protection from damage is provided for the
rectifier assembly by the full metal case and a
special moisture -proof seal..

Wherever the saving of space and weight is important,
for all applications embracing high sensitivity and
higher frequencies, choose Conant's Mighty Midget,

be made t'o meet almost any technical
specification for physical strength, thickness, die
lectric strength, and chemical purity.
Be sure you ore using the right electrical pape.
-.our laboratories ore at your disposal.

`

ti

+.4L

FREE BOOKLET.

Y*4E110R

Series i6o-C.

'01
1

en4titwieni eW ee41't
i
20 Vesey St., New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
1215 Harmon

346

PI.,

Minneapolis 3, Minn.

1

STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S.

1526 Ivy St., Denver, Colo.

Paper

-

upl
Q©NTI`RALIG]Q

A.

nCG. U. S.

4214 Country ClubDr.,LongBeach7,Cal.
4205 N.E. 22nd Ave., Portland 11, Ore.
Caixa Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmouth Rd., Toronto, Canada

rrF',¡

PT.

t

OFF.

CENTRAL PAPER COMPANY
I

2017 -Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
7935 Eustis St., Dallas 18, Texas
4018 Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Write for "Industrial

The New Production Answer."

ó

ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
6500 0

'

1

Tells how Industrial Pope
con improve products, cut
costs and increase production.

NCORPORATID

.2460 LAKESHORE DRIVE, MUSKEGON, MICH.

October 1944
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PRECISION METAL WORKING
REQUIREMENTS?
versatility-the ABILITY to do sheet
metal work, stamping and fabricating-the
Do you require

ABILITY to build metal boxes and cases in a wide
variety of sizes-to build cabinets, chassis, odd

IRO
CORE
R.F.
CHOKES
Physically compact
High Q

Available in standard inductances of
.5 mh, 1.0 mh, 2.5
mh, 5.0 mh, 10 mh.
Inductance tol.

shaped flat pieces, strips, panels, housing, etc.?
Do you require the ABILITY to do precision work
to extremely close tolerance? What about the
ABILITY of helping work out a design or design
change that can save up to thousands of dollars

and speed delivery of many weeks?
if the answer to any of the above questions is
YES, write us for further information or consulta-

tion on specific jobs.

PORTER
METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
490 JOHNSON AVE.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

f 3%

Write for dolo sheet.
Precision manufacturers of all
types of IF' and RF coils,

chokes,

11
-

and

transformers.

ESSEX
ELECTRONICS
1060 Broad St., N9wark,.N. J.
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VITAL UNITS. ARE

C -D

INSULATED;;

THESE VULCOID Bushings
used as generator Lead Bushings
... must be strong ... good electrical insulators . . . and resist
carbon deposit from arcs.

.-

THIS DIAMOND FIBRE
part is a switch gear baffle plate
support. It must be a good insumust be mechanically
lator
strong and must be readily

...

fabricated.

A

B

.0

D

12v

+

o

12.v

Many hundreds of C -D insulating parts are
used in our Naval Equipment. C -D insulating

materials are engineered to meet specific electrical, mechanical and thermal problems .
THIS DILECTO Dynometer Terminal Board must
have high stable electrical insulating properties even
in high humidity
must engrave readily and must
be strong.

:::

CP-44

Booklet GF gives technical data on all C-D ma-

terials.... Send for your
copy today!

DISTRICT OFFICES: New York - Cleveland - Chicago - Spartanburg,
S. C.
West Coast Rep., Marwood, Ltd., San Francisco - Sales Offices in principal cities

.FIBRE

or

COMPANY

Established 1895:. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911-NEW aljK
.348
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DO YOU KNOW THEY WON'T "FORGET"

LOCK WASHER?

+a
r

v...!

.

THEY CAN'T "FORGET" WITH

1'

y7

FASTENER UNITS!

The Sems Fastener Unit is a combination of a
rr-e-assembled Shakeproof Lock Washer and Screw...
a lock washer is on every screw, and it can't drop off!
Using Sems Units makes the entire assembly operation faster
and more efficient with the assurance of locked -tight
parts. Sems Units help solve many other assembly line
problems especially by eliminating unnecessary, time -wasting

operations. Shakeproof Engineers can prove these
advantages and show you the most practical way of using
a
this fastening on your products. Write today
field engineer will consult with you immediately!

...

VA(.i%

FASTENER UNITS

Reg. U. S. Pot. OR.

Pre -Assembled Shakeproof Lock Washer and Screw

porker can't "forget" the lock washer Lock washer
an't drop off No lost or wasted lock washers Only
Speeds assembly
Saves time
ne unit to handle
Write for Free Test Kit No. 23

/ ITT
inc.
LIU
i
-3;C

'IA

"

4/1-re,lvtti

r

Distributor of Shakeproof Products Manufactured by ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
2501 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago 39, 1111nois
Plants at Chicago and Elgin, Illinois
In Canada: Canada Illinois Tools, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Los Angeles Office
5670 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Detroit Office
2895

E.

Grand Blvd., Detroit 2, Mich.

Other Shakeproof Products Include:
Slielieproef Lock washers
with Exclusive Unwed Twisted Teeth

ECTRONICS

-
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Shakeproof

Type 1 TkroadCuttltsg
Screws for Metals

Shakeproof

Type 25 Thread -Cutting
Screws for Mastics

Shakeproof Quick

Fasteners... for Itntnodlate
Opening and°Locking
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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You don't hove to solder

through a window to install an ANDREW plug
or jack. Just remove one
screw, slide the sections
apart with your fingers
and solder. This is o new
improvement invented
and used exclusively by

41

ANDREW.

j.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN
31

,tN

'

CO.

ti
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1111111111111.7.

Street
363 East 75thIllinois
Chicago 19,

f/

e

e

9

offers this easy
accessibility for
soldering.

ANDREW coaxial plugs and jacks are used as connectors for flexible coaxial lines, and fit many' of the
standard Army and Navy approved cables. They are
especially useful where a simple panel mounting plugin type of connector is required.
Machined from brass bar stock, these sturdy plugs
and jacks provide a positive connection between the
outer conductors and between the inner conductors.
Inner conductor contacts arc silver plated to obtain
maximum conductivity. Insulation is the best grade of
Mycalex. Patch cords are made of low -loss flexible
coaxial lines of 72 ohms surge impedance. Patch panels
consist of 24 jacks mounted on a 19" relay rack panel.

ANDREW

aa

ONLY ANDREW

in moderate quantities from stock

NO.

.

.

-0-

-1.:1

v'
G

-yet-.,orz.

[12

WIRE WOUND

Illustration shows panel with patch cord in place.

,

* This

latest Clarostat Type 59
wire -wound rheostat or potentio- ';
meter is a still tougher control. And:)
provably so. "It copes with extreme
vibration and mechanical abuse
fully matching its electrical ruggedd'
ness. Note these refinements:

ei1

.,a...-...+.
a
^-

r.:.o

...,..

T
AFTER VICTORY

"Children! Turn off your book and go to sleep!"
"five-foot shelf of books"
may well hold thousands of volumes
of this sort-books on micro -film, projection on screen, wall or bedroom ceiling. Educators especialh can use them
to make study hooks more enjoyable.
The equipment to make and project
such books will call for infinite precision...available on a mass -production,
low-cost basis.
That has been our preoccupation for
the last thirty years and war has only
intensified the lessons we've learned
ToMMORNOW'S

about mass production of close tolerance on an efficient basis.
Like Many producers for the war
effort, we have completed the initial
phase of our war program. Adjustments
now make it possible to a limited extent
to invite inquiries for production of
precision parts for future del'very.
(Below) A few of the many
thousands of Our precision
parts that help 'Keep'ern
flying and fighting."
Let's all back the

attack-

ERICSSON
SCREW
25

MACHINE

PRODUCJS

ERICSSON
utLeo

Metal locating pin.
Will not break or
tear off.
Metal strap grounds
metal cover. Keyed
cover will not loosen
or turn. Fully dust proof.

between winding
and "L" and "R"
terminals.

Bushing keyed into
bakelite casing. Cannot slip or turn when

insulation betwee
winding and shalt.

Center rail and ter
minal in one piece.

Direct

1500 v.

connection

breakdown

*Write for
Literature

`J
1911

Buy EXTRA War Bonds

-

t.

LAROSTA

CO., INC.

LAFAYETTE STREET, BROOKLYN I,

N. Y.

CIAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.

350

locking nut is tight
ly drawn up.
L'OW

October

285-7 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.1,
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BIUNP EQUIPMENT-preeivionized - eneél,anically and electronically

- for finer performance
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Fairchild"No. 539
Portable Recorder

-

_

Ir

.,°.:+

at the critical 33.3 rpm speed
' OW' is the direct result of variation in turntable speed.
particularly at the critical
its positive elimination
calls for the positive Fairchild drive.
rpm speed
The Fairchild turntable is driven direct from the center.
'le 33.3 rpm speed is obtained by a 54 to 1 gear -and -worm
rñuction of the 1800 rpm synchronous motor speed. The
c:nness of the speed is obtained by a carefully calculated
Wing of the drive mechanism to keep the motor pulling
dhstantly; by careful precision control of all drive alignments
`let might cause intermittent grab and release; by carefully
I'tintained .0002" tolerances in all moving parts.
The 33.3 rpm speed is translated into 78 rpm by a precision

-

-

+

friction -bail -race stepup.

The Fairchild No. 539 Portable Recorder is equipped with
the positive Fairchild drive. It was developed to meet the
exacting needs of radio and communications for studio quality recording in the field. And it is built with mechanical
skill
skill long practiced in .0002" tolerance production of
aerial cameras, aircraft sextants and aircraft computing gun
sights.

-

Descriptive and priority data are available. Address New
10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant: 88-06
York Once: 475
Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

-

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

a(71:072(X/CAMERA

AND INSTRUMENT
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MOLDED

TERMINAL
STRIPS
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sPECIALIST5

ASSEMBLED

pV

WITH HARDWARE

IM

Available
2

in lengths from I to 20 terminals.
Types: NAS 17 and NAS 18. Prompt deliveries.

We concentrate all our

research, engineering
and production skill on
meeting your most difficult coil requirements.
In our wide experience

#4.
36

we have met and

7-11 ELKINS ST., SO. BOSTON 27, MASS.
YEARS OF PLASTIC MOLDING EXPERIENCE-

solved problems as
complex as. any now
confronting you. Our

engineering staff

UNDO 54,41
,d1N
r,

IL

is

available for consultation without obligation.

414?)

Z

_LINE

_.-

o

©ó0000u00 [J[I[Il}[
la00%law
EEC QDDo
WE INVITE YOUR
INQUIRIES

footortvols

R1.31/1
ION IÑ ST ONG ER

ACCURACY

G

GRETERI
Permometal', the osmium alloy tip on Permopivots,' gives them
an endurance far in excess of ordinary pivots. The greater
resistance to wear found in Permopivots even under severe
vibration is due to the alloy's extremely low co -efficient of friction and its complete freedom from abrasive material. Permopivots are also non -corrosive and non-magnetic. Write for com-

plete information.

PER M O, Incorporated
6423
CHICAGO
RAVENSWOOD AVENUE
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WINDING C0.
44-62 Johnes Street
NEWBURGH, NEW YORK
NEW YORK OFFICE: 53 PARK PLACE

REctor 2-5334
26, ILLINOIS
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MEET
FREED

THIS

MEMBER

OF

TRANSFORMER

THE

FAMILY

JIVING AMERICA
TIME AND EFFORT
and use ways
rid means for saving time
nd effort is.a typical Amer :an trait. Railway Express,
rith its fast trains coordi'ated with super -swift Air
ixpress planes; is a time
nd effort -saving shipping
ervice,, unique in world
ransportation. These fa today, are being
itilized to the utmost in
Meeting the fast transporta on needs of government,
idustry and the public.
Íóu can help Express coninue to carry its share of
i)day's. enormous shipping
sad-and help yourself,
io-hy doing three simple
rings Tack your shipments
ecurely ... address them
'learly...get them off early.
hit of our experience, we
now "-1 shipment started
fight is half-way there."
D

DEVELOP

specklird
1. A cross-section of the bushing
assembly, showing special neoprene
gasket which insures perfect hermclic sealing and is completely
Sturdily confungus rests14n1.
structed screw machine part set in
high dielectric steatite bushing
makes miring and soldering easy.

2.

Completely soldered swim asconstant, unfailing service
under the most adverse climatic
conditions.

sures

3.

Large 'sire studs mount trans-

formers'to cover internally, snaking
the complete unit absolutely shockproof.

ng,
N> Gddpl+- "/r/ C!'LPíy
la all stJuúce G'
This transformer, built to withstand the most.

severe usage, incorporates many features that
are a tribute to the resourcefulness and sound
basic knowledge of our engineering staff.
A reference to the numbered arrows indicates
why Freed Transformers have been able to
meet all the latest requirements of the Army
and Navy . . . We urge any engineer struggling with an intricate problem to consult
us without delay.

FREED TRANSFORMERS
°

RAIL -AIR SERVICE

E'CTRONICS

-
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FREED 'TRANSFO.RMER -COMPANY
74,aSPRING STREET,
NEW YORK
°

-
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the Highest Quality
the. Smallest Size
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The new Type H,B Insulated Bradleyunit, just put into pro-

duction, matches in dependability and appearance the Allen-

xnth

Bradley Type

urbe

4 -watt and the Type GB -watt fixed
resistors, which are recognized by engineers as "tops" in
quality for all radio and radar applications.
The new

EB

1

Allen-Bradley

2

-watt insulated resistor can

urtg

be

safely used up to its"listed rating ... you do not have to de rate this resistor, irrespective of its application. Note the test

data given below.
The Type

HI Bradleyunit

available for early delivery

in

M. A. standard values from 10 ohms to 0.47 megohms,
tolerances of 5, 10, and 20 per cent.

in

is

R.

TYPE NB BRADLEYUNIT PASSES ALL TESTS
Will meet American War Standard tests including salt
water immersion test and Army and Navy 200 -hour
salt spray test AN-QQ-S-91. Under Continuous Load
Test of 175% load for 100 hours, or 100% load for
1000 hours, resistance change will be less than 596.
Maximum continuous load at 40°C. ambient temperature is 2 watts. Max. continuous RMS voltage drop
-1000 v. Max. momentary peak voltage drop -2000 v.

Substitute this ,new 2 -watt resistor in your equipment, and

gain space, improve dependability, and reduce rejections.

Allen-Bradley Co.,

110 W.

Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

Sio

STABLE

RADIO RESISTORS

QII A IITY

354
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resto is taking Orders for Post -War Deliveries
NOW YOU CAN PLAN AHEAD
station manager, you have probably been getting
Areports from your engineers saying that your transtion recording and playback tables are nearing the
at of their useful life.
5

a

other pre-war mechanical equipment
115 are showing the effects of four or more years of hard,
ctinuous service during times when replacement parts
rue been hard to get, some of them inferior substitute
mferials, and when skilled personnel has not been avail.tlº for proper operation and maintenance.

3 Shortages have occurred continually in parts, principally motors, rubber parts and aluminum castings, as well
as in labor, which have further impaired our efforts to
keep shipments of our standard recording equipment
up to date.

it your car and

to get your statioa equip Yti CAN BE AMONG
trot back in shape if you place your order for new turn ale equipment now. Presto will assign your order a
plference number based on the date and time of the post nick on our order. This number will appear on our
* inowledgement.
THE FIRST

y

'

no shipments will
for
demand
equipment is commilitary
bÍmade until the
are removed.
restrictions
plitely satisfied and priority
1V,en that time comes, your Presto preference number will
t¿b the place of a government priority in determining the
ci+ivery of Presto equipment.
PRIORITY NEED BE FURNISHED as

IS REQUIRED. Simply fill out the Presto postorder form. If you need more information, send for
ti complete Presto catalog. Be assured that any improve tints that may he added in our post-war products will be
ihluded in the equipment you receive. There will be no
njor changes in Presto equipment during the first year or
to after the war because until that time our engineering
durtment will be devoted entirely to war work. The fully
d'eloped equipment designs that gave you service during
ti long war period should, we believe, he adequate for
tl1 time immediately after the war. You will, however,
r:eive the benefit of our experience in manufacturing
rtording and reproducing equipment for military service
vlich we have gained during wartime.
NI

DEPOSIT

wr

VNY

our backlog of orders is such that many
orders received now, even those bearing AA -1 priorities,
may not be shipped for eight to twelve months. By that
time, government priorities may not be necessary.

4

As a result,

Your order now will help us to plan our production schedule in advance for various types of
equipment, resulting in speedier deliveries for you.

Your order, placed today, will not become binding on
either of us until we give you firm price and delivery quotations based on post-war material costs and labor conditions. If your plans should change after you have placed
your order, simply cancel the order and release your preference number to the next in line. That's all there is to it.
WHEN YOU ORDER BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT FOR NEW
STATIONS, AM, FM OR TELEVISION, specify Presto trans-

cription recording and playback tables. Many manufacturers of high grade radio transmitters and studio input
equipment do not make turntable equipment. Therefore,
ask the transmitter manufacturer to include Presto tables.
They will pass your requirements on to us. We will deliver
when they do.
WRITE TODAY FOR THE PRESTO POST-WAR ORDER FORM

Complete catalog sent on request

ARE WE TALKING ABOUT "POST-WAR" NOW?

kmay seem premature until you know these facts:

l'Since early in 1942, Presto, like all other electronic
,Juipment manufacturers, has been 100% in war work.
i,is has meant manufacturing a variety of equipment
ceded more critically than recording equipment.

demand for sound record and reproducing equipment has been far beyond any
ludent estimate we could have made.

7.At the same time, the military

IECTRONICS

-
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PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION
242 WEST 55th

STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y., U.S. A.

Walter
BACK THE

P. Downs Ltd., in Canada

ATTACK-BUY WAR BONDS
356
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AGASTAT'

YICTCYRY*

ELECTRO PNEUMATIC RELAY

_c
AGASTAT
MO.

TYPE

COMPACT:

NO

a

IN NIGH

4

IN
1y, IN
1%I

DEEP

WIDE

d:"
M11t

TIMING

COIL

I

1

'i

,\\ I

MOM

ELIIAEIETN

24

V.

.

COUiII
5
DC

SEC.
CV.

WEIGHT:
Iy, POUNDS

N AlL1ILal

AI,tJNGSi 6A5

11111r

.".1
G Fr

.

L

FOR

ELIZABETH
Ours is the plant behind

rrrr

many plants

AMERICAN. GAS

... molding

Al'

#-\ NEWJERSEY

ACCUMULATOR

,`

COMPANY'

plastic parts for numerous

contractors who are supplying the Navy,
the Army Air forces, and the Signal Corps.

Molding millions of precision
plastic parts for the Armed Forces is
still our big job, but we have the
time, the equipment and a highly
skilled staff to handle a limited number of new contracts-and do a

If this

tiny ULTRA -HIGH

.F_REQUENCY'1

-F TRANSFORMER fits into YouR'plans...
tl

better molding

41V-

job, on time.

Whether for
production now,
or after the War,

our engineers
are ready to
work with you

immediately.
Write us today

and let us know

your molding
problems.

member: Society of
the Plastics Industry

Automatic

Injection Molding
Small and large parts

ro 11 -OZ. SHOTS
Lumarith, Tenite,
Fibestos, Plastacelle,
Crystallite, Lucite,
Ethyl Cellulose,
Polystrene, Lustron,
Styron, Vinylite, Loalin,
Cellulose Acetate and
others ... all molded to
your exacting
specifications.

your traustoruler worries are over. It's the LS -1 Transformer, developed by C. T. C. for some high priority radio and electronic
equipment and only recently released for more general applications.
Tested and proved, this precision built, slug tuned transformer
will meet your highest standards of quality and performance.
And C. T. C. will do every thing possible to meet your delivery
requirements.
For 'complete information on the LS -1, write, phone or wire

*VICTORY:
MArSVFACTVRING
.

-.CÓMPASSY."

1724

W.

Arcade Place, Chicago
FSTABLISNED 1900
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CAMBRIDGE
439

12, III.
-

7

rtt8«ed CORPORATION

CONCORD AVENUE

o

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.
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and
built for long
Designed and
life at 85°C.
filled and sealed

...

Dried, impregnated, human hands
by
of body
without contact

all possibility
thus avoiding

:
.

=.f;

w

4.

factor at operthan 2% power
temperature.
and
ating voltage
Condensers

are mechanically

and do not

depend on

of oil

caused
temperatures
leaks at high
-blow"
by "solder
ín UL and
for acceptance

eliminating

5.

Available
ballasts.
ETL approved
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COLLINS AUTOTUNE*
The Key to Precision Control
THE Autotune was conceived and engineered by
Collins many years ago. It was the result of a
growing dissatisfaction with slow, haphazard
methods of tuning radio equipment and a persistent effort to improve them.

What is it? How does it work?

The Collins Autotune head shown above is a
mechanical device for turning a control shaft
and stopping it precisely at any one of several
pre -determined positions.
The Collins Autotune system consists of a
number of Autotune heads, all driven by a single electric motor, each quickly and simultaneously repositioning a separate and non -interrelated tuning shaft to new settings chosen in

advance by the operator. At the touch of a button or flip of a dial, the Collins transmitter or
receiver is thus completely and exactly tuned to
the wanted channel in a matter of seconds.
Collins communications equipment, Autotune
controlled, was adopted by American Airlines,
Braniff Airways, Tropical Radio Telegraph Co.
and others long before the war. Reliability has
been demonstrated through the years under all
service conditions.
The Collins transmitter design and the Auto tune have proved so advantageous to the Armed
Services that military authorities have requested
other large companies, in addition to Collins, to
build them. The Collins Radio Company, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

ri,]LLINS

1

t

U. B. Patn lswd and
358
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Why we are known as

FINE WIRE SPECIALISTS
Drawing fine wire with rigid requirements of
close tolerance, perfect roundness and faultless surface condition is an every day production accomplishment at North American
Philips.
If your specifications call for fine wire below .003 diameter in silver, nickel, copper,
aluminum alloy, resistance wire, or plated
wires up to .010 such as gold, copper and
nickel on silver, tungsten, molybdenum, alloys,
etc., we solicit your inquiry.
Manufacturers who have come to us with
their problems usually remain as steady
customers. They look upon North American

Philips as fine wire specialists because we have:
Efficient equipment designed by us to
meet our own exacting specifications.
Superior craftsmanship.
A specialized engineering service.
Knowledge of processes and techniques developed by a technical organization with a background of over fifty
years' experience in its fields.
An increasing number of manufacturers are
finding our specialized skill of great value in
helping them meet wartime production schedules with low losses. Why .not bring us your
fine wire problems?

f:°;'rFrequency

PRODUCTS: In addition to fine wire and diamond dies for our own drawing, we
make: Tungsten and Molybdenum products; Quartz Oscillator Plates; Amplifier, Transmitting,
Rectifier and Cathode Ray Tubes; Searchray (X-ray) Equipment; X-ray Diffraction Apparatus;
Medical X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories; Electronic. Measuring Instruments; High
When in New York, be sure to visit our Industrial
Heating Equipment.

Bo.NORELCO

.M:`

Electronics Showroom.

01'61C0 Electronic Products by

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

Ree. U. S. Pat. Off.

.
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Designing and Building
Complete Rectifiers.
to meet any industrial or laboratory requirements is

our business. This includes analyzing the problem
and writing the specifications.
We have built:
A 12 volt 3,000 ampere unit
A 10,000 volt .01 ampere .unit
A 7.5 volt 90,000 am pei e group
A 12 volt 10 ampere portable unit

among hundreds of others for special applications.

We have also built
one like this

;a

YUJI}_
o

s-

.c

No, this is not a development model.
what the customer ordered.

1

..

This

.

is

exactly

".ONE 3,000 volt rectifier unit, continuously variable
0-3000 volts, capacity 500 milliamperes, filtered to below
-?Yo
ofo ripple, DC voltmeter and ammeter, input 115 volts,
single phase...etc."

''Y
%
,

.1111

(4)
Send us your DC

problem-let us submit our recomDetailed description and photographs, also
literature on other types-on request.
mendations.

Selenium, High Vacuum, Mercury Vapor, Argon, Grid Control

W. GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC..
GREEN EXCHANGE BLDG.. 130 CEDAR ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

RECTIFIER
'

11360
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TRANSFORMER

8
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u

y+

,

`

1

o

BROUGHT UP TO PAR BY

I

FOSTER
as then being supplied to him, to Foster
Some weeks ago a manufacturer brought this unit,

model of this transformer had
Engineers for examination. Performance of the original
maximum resistance.
failed to meet a certain high standard of minimum inductance and
reduced its over-all dimenFoster re -designed it, met the exacting specifications, somewhat

with the
sions, yet kept the new Foster model interchangeable

old-no

costly changes

were required in the product of which this transformer is a part.
It is another example

of Foster skill and experience in designing and building transformers

post-war world of electronic
for specific requirements that will be of great value in the,
transformers, output transequipment. Our experience covers close tolerance vibrator
audio filters
formers, microphone transformers, saturable reactors, ,power transformers,
designed and custom-built to the most exacting individual requirements.
and reactors

...

e

SPECIALISTS IN

.

R
'SINCE 1938
BUILDING TRAN.S:PÓRMES

A. P. irosirma. COMPANY

.

TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS
719 WYOMING. AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO
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AC TIMING MOTOR

Available 450 RPM
(or faster) to I REV.
per moutht mama.
factored to your
specific voltage,
frequency,«peed

and

PI

SS

IA,/,l

torque

requirements.

.."4

N

During peacetime, as the World's largest loop
aerial manufacturers, our job was to build the
highest "Q" loop for every size and kind of
radio receiver. If you make midgets you get
the same DX Isoso-loop quality that goes into
the large consoles. All of our present day
efforts are devoted to making DX Xtals but we
would like to discuss your post war receiver
plans with you.

TIME

IS PRECIOUSPLAN TODAY FOR
TOMORROW

Timing is vital today-indispensable tomorrow!
Compact, rugged and with extreme flexibility, Haydon timing
motors lead the field. Manufactured to your specific voltage,
frequency, speed and torque requirements, they are available
with brake for instant stop reversible, and with shift device for
automatic reset.
Whatever Your Timing Problems
May Be ... our timing engineers
are ready and willing to help you
solve them-Just drop a line to
our Timing Engineering Service
Department.

Dx

DX C1?YSTAL' CC:

-

GENERAL OFFICES: 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL., U.S.A.

XTALS
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Transformers
for Combat

ti
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.
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In Active -Service
Over the Entire: Globe'
d

nA

makers

of

lew at complete

the

H a don

line of

Synchronous Timing

Motors, Haydon

'ManafacturingCom- 'MONaraeTURING'COMPAST
INCOnrORaTrO
pony offers a complete TIMING ENGI
.9.44m4i4,
VEERING SERVICE
.
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DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA, N.

Y.
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proudly offer to the industry the rich experience and resources of
an organization peculiarly fitted to supply you and advise you on resistance problems. Call upon us freely-without obligation.
WE

The latest HAINES catalog shows current models in lead, lug
and ferrule type resistors, available for prompt delivery. Send
for a copy of this valuable catalog.
a c6rdial invitation to meet us at the EPEI Conference
We extend
y
d.

5'

.

Booth 139, Stevens Hotel
:..e

CABLE.*

.

11.

TELEPHONE
EVERGREEN 6.0036

ESS

HAINMANCO

C

FOR PRECISION

.

HAINES MANUFACTURING CORP.
"necfranic Components"
248-2Z4 McKIBBIN STREET
BROOKLYN 6,N,.Y.,
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

Excerpts front New Home
Study Lessons Being Prepared under the Direction
of the CREI Director of
Engineering Texts

.
-

y

.r-1`."--

IQ 3

'

THE BOOTS SELF-LOCKING
RADIO ANCHOR NUT, SIZE NO.' 6

c

Designed especially for Radio
and Electronic products

A MIDGET
WITH A GIANT'S GRIP!
ACTUAL

Circuit
Equivalents
To many engineers every circuit is
a separate problem; any change in
a given circuit requires a new
analysis. Generally, this analysis
is based on the fundamental relationship known as Kirchoff's and
Ohm's Laws. In a previous article
in "CREI NEWS" we presented a
simplification known as Theve
nip's Theorem by means of which
much arduous computation could
he avoided and often a much
simpler physical picture obtained.
Now, a series of articles titled,
"Circuit Equivalents" will present
further material and viewpoints to
enable the engineer to simplify
circuit computations.
Part I, in the October issue of
"CREI NEWS," will deal with
such preliminary matters as the
meaning of impedance function,
the classification of networks, the
meaning of circuit equivalents and
the requirements for two -terminal
and four-terminal equivalents.
You will find this material interesting as it represents a discussion
of networks from a somewhat dif
ferent viewpoint from that found
in the usual text books. It is not
a mere recitation of certain theoretical facts, but instead, it is a
demonstration of the application
of such rules to practical circuit
problems encountered by the
radio engineer.

SIZE'

The severest vibration can't shake this
Boots Nut loose. lis all -metal, built-in
lock holds it secure against axial play.

N

akes assembly and maintenance sim-

Can he used over and os er again.

temperature and corrosion. And
that's not al!!
Ipler.
gnores

Sturdy and compact, its small size
saves space.... helps smarten product
design.
Will not vibrate loose.
Handier to use than a clinch nut.
No punch needed, so no thread dis-

BOOTS

tortion.

,11lows Itttsh surface on

opposite side

without chamfering.

Motion picture-"All Work And No Play"lb nun. sound -30 minutes.
Fur information write Dept. A-7

Boots Aircraft Nut Corporation
General Offices
New Canaan, Conn.
Representatives in New York

Chicogo

Detroit

Indianapolis

SELF-LOCKING NUTS
There's No Excuse

r`
Los Angeles

foro Nurshok»,q

Low

.
Kansas City

MYIAMOTOR S,

.Dallos

Toronto

Montreal

Vancouver

CÁRTER

t9~`án' 9r,544/tua
`V~~.~:04,m (Iffl,l,l

These articles are available free
of charge. Simply write to the
Institute and request the October
issue of "THE CREI NEWS"'
containing the article on "Circuit
Equivalents."
'

-

_
THOUSANDS of Carter'Products are

faithfully providing dependable, efficient service in ',leading communications

The subject of "Circuit Equivalents"
is but one of many that are being
constantly revised and added to
CREI lessons by A. Preisman, Director of Engineering Teats, under the
personal supervision of CREI President, E. H. Rietzke. CItEI home
study courses are of college calibre
for the professional engineer and
technician who recognizes CREI training as a proven program for personal
advancement in the field of Radio Electronics. Complete details of the
home study courses sent on request.
.
. Ask
for 36-page booklet.

stir
`

equipment allover the globe; Send for
S

latest Catalog of

CARTER PRODUCTS

Today.

.

u,

CAPITOL RADIO

-

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
E. H.

RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practical RndioElectronics Engineering for Professional
Self -t m proven, en t

\

-

Dept. E -10,3224 -16th St., N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.
Contractors to the U. S. Navy-U. S. Coast Guard-Canadian Broadcasting Corp.-Producers of Well-Trained Technical Itadiomen
for Industry
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-

MILWAUKEE AVE.

CABLE: GENEMOTOR
CARTER, a well known name In radio for over
twenty years.
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PRECISION PARTS
COAT TURNTABLES'
with

1

FLOCK

1t p

M,411

'

1,"

For high acoustical value, for a
rich velvety finish at low cost, for ease and economy in
application-you'll find Cellusuede Flock the ideal material
for coating the turntables on phonographs. And this is only
one of the thousand ways to use this versatile material!
Cellusuede can be applied to almost any surface by sifting
or spraying, and there is a wide selection of brilliant, eyecatching colors from which to choose. Rayon or Cotton Flock
is available for immediate shipment.

1r
11311111 t1

Precision
The Ace
Plant.

Metal-Workin'

4

HAVE AN ACE
UP YOUR SLEEVE
FOR POST-WAR

Write for Color Card.
Samples and Prices

J

How about that post-war product
you have been rolling around in your
mind? Let Ace help you plan its construction and production. Ace has a
complete service offering many real
advantages to anyone considering
products that involve small parts
and assemblies requiring stamping,
machining, heat -treating, orgrinding.
Here under one roof are the ingenuity and modern equipment to
help you design that product of
make the necessary tools
yours
and put it, into producand dies
tion. Furthermore, on certain products, we have a complete sales and
merchandising staff to put it on the
market, if you so desire.
As a veteran of World War II on
the production -front and three -time
winner of the Army -Navy "E"
Award, Ace has acquired the knack
of machining delicate parts to incredible accuracies-and doing it
fast, on a mass -production basis. In
terms of peace-time production, this
speed -with -accuracy offers important
competitive advant ages. Have an Ace
up your sleeve. Plan with Ace now.

...

...

Z

)°
The Standard for Accuracy and Performance.

For instruments, indicators, relays, switches-there are
no finer springs than Manross hairsprings. Get the benefits
of sound experience in design and modern research in
materials.

Send for Brochure of
Specifications and Design
ACE

ANROSS

F.

for. Precision Parts

SONS

ASSOCIATED SPRING CORPORATION
BR S TO L ,.:.CON N £. CT.;[.;C U T

DIVISION OF

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

C

:ffilihátilmre.$.
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1255 E. ERIE AVE., PHILADELPHIA 24, PA.
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... MAKE

EASY WORK

OF NUTS IN TIGHT PLACES
nie

X(ELIT E

HOLLOW SHAFT NUT DRIVERS

A real expediter of jobs on
radio panels, telephone and
power switchboards. The hollow shaft slips over protruding studs; accurately machined socket accommodates
two nuts. Genuine shock-

proof XceLite handle. Shafts
insulated if desired. Seven
sizes, from 5/16" to 5/8" (nut
sizes). Priorities required
sales restricted. Ask your
hardware, radio or mill supply dealer or write Dept. C.

with

-

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
ORCHARD PARK

NEW YORK

BACK THE ATTACK-KEEP THE WAR BONDS YOU BUY
eeffe,,.....emm................... ........ ................. ....... .....1............ ........,.,..e...,..11...............,.....,......1..11.1.........1......,.........1.1......1..... ......1..1....................,..
.

ENGINEERS....

Are You Concerned With
YOUR POST WAR FUTURE
The Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation.
the manufacturing unit of the International
Telephone & Telegraph Corporation with its
multiple business activities extending to all

parts

We need the following personnel!
Men with long experience or recent
graduates considered.

of the civilized world, will

accept applications from experienced men for immediate
employment with almost limitless post war
possibilities. These positions should interest
those with an eye to the future and whose
interest lies in forging ahead with this internationally known organization whose expansion plans for post war are of great magnitude covering all types of radio & telephone
communications. Advancement as rapid as
ability warrants. Majority of positions are
located in the New York area!

ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS
ELECTRICAL
RADIO

MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
TRANSFORMER DESIGN
SALES AND APPLICATION ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
TOOL DESIGNERS
TECHNICAL WRITERS

Look Ahead With Federal!
inconvenient to apply in person, write letter in full, detailing
about yourself, education, experience, age, etc., to Personnel Manager

r,
,

We've engineered and built
thousands of small, fractional
II.P. blower motors for operating cooling fans for hot
shots such as radio tubes and
transformers in many types
of aircraft and radio installations: Competent engineering
and precision manufacturing
facilities assure volume pro-.
duction of small motors designed to your exact performance

specifications-for

any

-

job that requires compact,
lust v. dependable power. Tell
us

your requirements.

U

FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO CORP.
39

EAST NEWARK
................ u...............

.
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Central Avenue

NEW JERSEY

Steal! ,/Yiatars,
1318 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO

22, ILLINOIS

Design . Engineering . Production

.............................1.....,.., .........
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GILAPRITE

AODESLT

FOR PREVENTION OF LOCAL OVERHEATING

In the Pliotron modulator -amplifier (WL-849) for broad-

cast radio and aviation control stations, the graphite anode
prevents local overheating and distortion where large
areas are involved.

FOR DIMENSIONAL

STABILITY

Three grids make it imperative that the anode in this aircooled RF power amplifier and oscillator (WL-803)
should not change shape, and hence the tube's characteristics, while operating. Graphite gives the anode this
essential stability.

of graphite-nearly perfect
(lack body radiation, negligible coefficient of expansion,
Ind excellent heat conductivity-dictate its use in the
modes of the three electronic tubes illustrated.
The tubes are but a few of the many in which "Naiional" High Purity Graphite anodes and other tube
components are specified. And the physical properties
mentioned are but a few of those which make graphite a
basic material for a wide variety of industrial and communications electronic tubes.
"National" electronic graphite of unmatched purity
s available for your requirements. For information on
Ilectronic graphite and other "National" graphite prodicts, write to our nearest Division Office.
THESE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Keep your eye on the infantry

FOR DISSIPATION OF EXCESSIVE HEAT

This Rectigon 289416-workhorse rectifier tube for garage
and home bauery chargers for over 30 years-must get rid
rf a tremendous quantity of heat. Its graphite anode handles the heat with ease.

..

the doughboy does it!

The word "National" is a registered trade -mark of National Carbon Company, Inc.

COMPANY, INC.
NATIONAL CARBON
and
Unit of Union Carbide

Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
ELECTRONICS
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MODEL 79-B

BOONTON

nd

610

RECISION Tube Company

SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY: continuously variable 60 to 100,000 cycles.
PULSE WIDTH: continuously variable 0.5 to 40 microseconds.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Approximately 150 volts positive.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 6Y6G cathode follower with 1000 ohm load.
R. F. MODULATOR: Built-in carrier modulator applies pulse modulation to any
r.f. carrier below 100 mc.
MISCELLANEOUS: Displaced sync output, individually calibrated frequency and
pulse width .dials, 117 volt, 40-60 cycles operation, size 14"xl0"x10",
wt. 31 lbs.
Price: $295.00 F.O.B. BOONTON
Delivery on priority

MEASUREMENTS

IrJ[33DM

s IP

are proud to announce expan-

tith
a

.sion of their seamless tube' °u
to include fabrication

1
111°division

is VI

of nickel tubing to close toler-

at

ances. Sizes available range
d

CORPO-RATION

from'/º"0.D. to 0.0125"O.D.

d,

NEW JERSEY

with any wall thickness. Tubing can be furnished in ran-

The Importance of

dom lengths or cut to exact

MICA

size.Your immediate inquiries

for National Defense -

of

i.dr

are invited.

Radio equipment used in tanks
contains tubes and condensers
in which Mica insulation plays
a

Ct

Make Precision Tube your

vital part.

first source for accurately

drawn seamless brass,
FOR

aluminum, copper and

EVERY

rFI

'

RADIO
ELECTRICAL
AND
ELECTRONIC

nickel tubing.
kI

USE

T

PRECISION TUBE COMPANY
3828 TERRACE STREET(ZONE 28)
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

RADIO & MICA CORP:,'
Joseph J. Long, Preddent

I

538 63rd
.

SALES DEPARTMENT:

215-05 27th.AVENUE, BAYSIDE,

1.

I., N. Y.

Telephone: Wlndsór 9-8300
eh

368
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Street. Brooklyn 20. N. if.:

Esfablished'1917

s

611

,
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Today it!.s.. different...
'_,

,/

0
Rlilt now, instead

and prepare I ou for the more exacting
business and industrial requirements of
the post-war world.

of trained executises

bring for jobs, the jobs are looking for
Industry really needs men who un rand the basic principles behind to -

t1,1!

There is a scientific quality about the
Institute's training which appeals to technical men. It is basic, broad in scope and
fits well into a busy, war -time schedule.
It further provides access to the thinking
and experience of the nation's Lamed

production recordto guide that effort.
ability
the
with

d s spectacular

ountless opportunities await these
and their services will continue to
b'_nluable during the years -after the
n. is won.

he very practical, time -tested law of
suply and demand is working overtime
fothe production man who knows the
rlciples of: Cost Finding, Production
L'uitrol, Purchasing and Storing, Factory
( Ianization, Personnel Management,
A ertising and the other major funcri,is of business and industry.

JI

Thousands must be trained

demand for such men far exceeds
supply., Thousands more must be
tined to fill this vital need. This train al must include not only the subjects
t ted to their jobs of today, but also

industrialists.
Noted Contributors

the fundamentals underlying all business. A foundation is thus laid for the
future, and efficiency is improved by
adjusting particular tasks to the over-all
picture. And remember-post-war America will mean opportunity to the man
whose knowledge encompasses all of
the principal divisions of business and
industry.
The Alexander Hamilton Institute can
give you this added training which will
enable you to do your present job better,

famous Inspirational Booklet
")AGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS"

is

í4 -page booklet which represents the
erience of 31 years in training men for
.cess. Today's timely edition, written in
t1 light of recent world-wide developrmts, can be of immense value to you.
It demonstrates how the Institute can
re you immediate help in your present

INSTITUTE

-

OMoret 1944

FREE!

position, while preparing you for post-war
opportunities. It discusses subjects directly
related to the work you are doing now,
PLUS other subjects of fundamental value
to the business executive.
There are no copies for the merely curious; but to any man of serious purpose, it
is sent free and without obligation.

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

LECTRONICS

These men realize the desperate need
for such training in the production world
of today, and for that reason contribute
their help. Among the noted contributors are: Frederick W. Pickard, Vice
President and Director, E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co.; Clifton Slusser,
Vice President, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. and Thomas J. Watson, President,
International Business Machines Corp.

Alexander Hamilton Institute
York
Dept. 195, 71 West 23rd Street, New York 10, New
In Canada, 54 Wellington Street, West, Toronto 1, Ont.
Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the 64 -page book-"FORGING AHEAD
IN BUSINESS."
Name
Firm Name
Business Address

Position
Home Address
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For the Best in Mechanical, Electrical,

HO:L TX
-

:

I

Th:ermal,, and Chemical Protection -

EL'ECTRONI:C º
IV S U

LÁ TIO

Almost any kind of
varnish will probably

PRODUCT

-

Ñ.'

RE,S13TANCt"TESTER

;:

wliN

work
for a while.
But, for the best service

from your equipment,
you need a varnish formulated
to EXACTLY fit the operating conditions of your product. There's a
Pedigree electrical insulating varnish that will give you longer,
more dependable service in the
field at lower cost.

-

Write today for the free Pedigree varnish catalog
or submit your problem
}y

to

!

a

`)

.

Sélect the

PEDIGREEw

Pedigree

VARNISH
Ideally Suited
tó .Your Job.

varnish specialist.

.r-

Ike

P. D. GEORGE CO.

5200 N. SECOND ST.,

SPOTS
Generates full voltage regardless of
cranking direction.

FAULTY

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Call ,In the Pedigree Varnish. Man Nearest You.,

INSULATION
You can guard against
possible insulation failures
in electrical circuits and
equipment by testing with
the Holtzer-Cabot Insulation ResistanceTester. This

11
Visual indication of

correct testing voltage.

you want

portable self-contained

unit spots faulty insulation
before it can become dangerous. Here's how it
works connect terminal
marked "L" to the electrical
circuit and terminal "GRD"
to a ground ... rotate the
bandcrank of the generator at speed which lights
up indicating buttons . .
reading on the scale indicates if insulation is faulty
or not.
The Holtzer-Cabot Insulation Resistance Tester requires no batteries or
external power supply. It

-

"CRYSTALS
CABLES.

..

ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES

CABINETS

Light Weight.

the plant, laboratory or
field. The generator delivers 500 volts testing

Telephone Peru, Indiana

voltage regardless of
Portable.

HOLTZER-CABOT
Division of First Industrial Corporotion

370

.

HARNESSES

is always ready to use in

400

.

Easy to read. scale.

.

cranking direction. Range
is from 0 to 100 megohms.
Protect your equipment
.from insulation failures by
making periodic insulationtests with the HoltzerCabot Insulation Resistance Tester. Write for
bulletin today.

Qr

-

STUART STREET, BOSTON 17, MASS.

;151

Serving the Radio and Electronic Industries with precision engineered products.

Wrn -TWALISEE-:
.
mFG.
General
:

.:

Offices: PERU, `IRDIAIIA °..

0.

oCable Assembly Division:- ROCHESTER, InDIAnA'=
?ds
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SCREWS

II

f-

1

kinds,

\

001

principle 'an eye to .the future, on ear

.

s

eai

the experience and engineering resourcefulness
in coping with the vast diversity of sound problems in wartime applications-can now be concentrated en masse on peacetime industrial,
professional, worship and entertainment projects.
With easement of WPB restrictions for Industrial
sound systems. indicative of further latitude In
the not -too -distant future, DAVID BOGEN engineers and technicians are available for collab-

oration in post-war plannings.

NEWINGLAND ['SCREW CO
KEENE.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
cordial invitation is extended
to sound equipment distributors,
A

II

-

to the ground' is particularly symbolic, in
the custom -designing of special sound systems by
DAVID BOGEN. Overall facilities-embodying

sizes and
and
standard
shapes,
Conspecial designs.
tract and engineered
screw specialties, precision made, economically produced.

All

The

-

SHEET METAL SCREWS

°

MACHINE, SCREW NUTS
MACHINE SCREWS

-T-'--

.

service men and
to.
technicians
meet representatives of the DAVID BOGEN organization at the

PLASTIC INSETS
HOLDING PINS
SPECIAL RIVETS
ALL TYPES OF HEADS
AND THREADS

Parts
Electronic
and
Equipment
Industry Confer-

ence,

October

20th
19th,
21st, at the

and

Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.

..

ó
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-
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SOLDERI.NG1RON:°
OR ''EV ÉRY>:.TY.PE-,Of :

-

lv.v
r

CIO

_
+.r:...r.vyl.ry

.

ELECTRÓNIC:-:1WORKi.;
From that mighty mite

Drake No. 400 to the highpeed production "honey"
Ile

-101
ae Drake No. 600-10 there is a
sigh

quality Drake Soldering

iron "just right" for the job.

.,

rake Heat Controls and the
)rake "Magic Cup" Stand are
tnportant soldering aids.

--

SEE
1.r

YOUR RADIO
PARTS JOBBER

RAKE ELECTRIC WORKS; INC
656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
ELECTRONICS
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CO.;.
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'

91:15'::B'.w"'1S.^."
11o,én SoondJqtoms

INC

BOGEN :SOUND:SYST'EMS
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INSPECTION ON THE LINE

MAKING HISTORY IN COMMUNICATIONS
Inspection before assembly, quality control ... more than that ... team
work from 'material dispatcher, assembler, inspector, to the girl on the
packing line
have made possible the fine achievement represented
by the Army and Navy "E" Award presented to the men and women of
the Universal Microphone Company.

...

-

FOR FINE

In production of military microphones before Pearl Harbor, Universal
had the necessary "know how" for immediate war production. The
engineering experience and production efficiency of war production will
be reflected in the electronic voice communication components offered by Universal to consumers in the future.
Until then BUY WAR BONDS.

-

ACHIEVEMENT_

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301

372

CLAY STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA

CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING

STREET WEST, TORONTO

1, ONTARIO,

October 1944
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Silent Power At Work.

PEOPLE who make radio and other electrical
equipment have a lot of good things to say
about Mallory magnesium -copper sulphide rectifiers.

moving parts,

.oecaaise that mewls more depend-

...

rectifier units for the following:
Rectostarters' for the aviation
field ... Automotive and avia
lion battery chargers... Recto power supplies for low voltage,
medium and high current
applications.

ability-less chance of something
going wrong.
But most of all, Mallory rectifiers
are famous for their silent opera-

P. R.

MALLORY

(iny an Extra War (fond

R.

MALLORY 8CO..Jnc.

ALLOR

Mallory magnesium -copper sulphide rectifiers are adaptable to

numerous other applicationssome of them of the greatest dif-

ficulty. For additional information, see ydur Mallory distributor
or write direct.

tion. That's because they have no

M.P.

wear out.

For these and other reasons, Mallory rectifiers are in
supplygreat demand today for-battery charging
ing, power for magnetic chucks, communications
equipment, instrument manufacturing and testiná,
as a power supply for laboratory work and wherever
a dependable source of low potential direct current

construction, for instance, is a feature they
tppreciate, because that's important in wartime
ipplications. They find it highly useful that Mallory
rectifiers are built to withstand high ambient temis required.
peratures as well as extremely low temperatures.
And they talk about the absence of
liquids, bulbs and sparking contacts,
Mallory manufactures complete

mugged

... nothing to

I

&

Ce:, Inc., INDIANAPOLIS

6, INDIANA
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MAGNESIUM COPPER SULPHIDE RECTIFIERSSTATIONARY AND PORTABLE D. C. POWER SUPPLIESBATTERY CHARGERS AND AVIATION RECTOS,TARTERS*
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DO YOU NEED-.-0 f Small Stampings
-0,

.__

Special Terminals
Soldering Lugs
Precision Washers

`

up to 5/8" O. D.
Manufactured to Your Specifications
Large Tool Room Facilities
plus 20 Years Experience insure

HIGH GRADE STAMPINGS
QUICK DELIVERIES

a

on Medium and Large Quantities

411

Let

Us

Quote on Your Requirements
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DIEBEL DIE & MFG. CO.
3658 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago .13, III. Phone WELlingfon
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TELEVISION

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Hazeltine
Armstrong F. M.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

305 EAST 63rd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N.

CCOMPANY StaEEt
10 ORAN

AUDIO OSCILLATORS

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
PHONOGRAPHS... Licensed, by RCA

Y.

n tI

BUTTERFIELD

8-7800

he only pre-war manufacturer óf Hóncé ttdc
ew York Metropolitan area to earn botlt:these awar
October 1944
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DIAL LIGHT SOCKET
.

d .

Tensile strength of leads and connections far in excess of requirements.

plastic shell molded around
bracket' providing a secure bond with
mechanical strength far beyond any
normal requirement.

Tough,

Rounded edge will not cut or fray wire
insulation.
o

-

t

.

Voltage Breakdown between contacts
1200 Volts. Voltage Breakdown to ground

5

-5000

Volts.

Lug on contact fits in groove in shell so
that contact cannot be turned or twisted
when inserting lamp.

Center contact mounted so that it cannot protrude from shell and short on
chassis when lamp is removed.
Plastic shell is recessed for contacts,
which cannot be pushed or pulled out
of position.

Stronger, tougher, neavy walled plastic
shell.

i

' 4 TIMES
y

A variety of different mounting bracket
styles available, suitable for practically
any mounting.

ACTUAL
.

'SIZE

Your Present and Post -War Production

for

40th ANNIVERSARY

1904-1944
year Lens celebrates Its
year of service to the
communications Industry.
This

40th

for their superior mechanical
qualities and electrical choracteristics.
Now these sockets are still further improved, with even greater mechanical
strength. A stronger, tougher plastic shell is attached to the bracket with a
new type of construction that provides a virtually unbreakable bond between
shell and bracket. Its excellent electrical, characteristics are maintained.
Consider these Lenz Dial Sockets for your present and post war production.
Write for sample today.
Lenz Dial Light Sockets have always been known

ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
LENZ

Since 1904

In Business

ELECTRIC
ELECTRONICS
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through direct wire transmission or
with modulated radio carrier waves
PURPOSE: To control a number of operations in a variable sequence
from a remote location where the physical limitations and economic
factors, such as distance, dictate the use of only one pair of wires or
radio carrier waves.
FEATURES: Range

Sensitivity

-

-

1.0

to 20 cycles per second.

than 3.0 seconds from impression of a 5 volt
0.0012 ampere current pulse of constant amplitude and at the resonant frequency to which the relay is adjusted.
Selectivity Resonant frequency plus or minus 2.5% under above
conditions for response.
Less

-

Stability

-

Excellent over a wide range of ambient temperature
and pressure.

Contact Capacity

-

In

controlled circuit, 50 milliamperes.

An illustrated technical bulletin will be furnished on request.

A -i6

WALLACE & TIERNAN
BELLEVILLE. 9
t
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PRODUCTS, INC.
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111,

.

10,

20,

40,

60,

80,

100,

120,

14a

160,

180,

190

.

:

Accuracy 10 pails in 1,000,000
Output: 30 volts at 500,000 ohms

Input: 105-125V, 50-60c, 40»-acts
Weight; 50 pounds

inpoible

?/(JeI2/, Mere

ii

---

This Multi -frequency generator furnishes the frequencies shown above at
the turn of a switch. All frequencies are
obtained from a temperature-compensated tuning fork and voltage -stabilized
circuit.
With this unit it is possible to calibrate
oscillators at many selected points without encountering complex oscilloscope
patterns. One of the uncertainties involved in development work on tuned

circuits, filters, reeds-and in time measurement can be minimized with the aid
of this instrument.
Developed primarily to check frequency
meters for precision war work, this
Multi -frequency generator possesses a
rugged durability and dependability in
service that will prove an extra value to
many laboratories.
Additional information available on request.
.

Mann fact gre,' of
the,

Mesta

American Time Products,
580 Fitch Avenue

and distributor of
Western Electric

INC.

.New York 19, N. Y.

Watch - rate Recorders

ELECTRONICS

-
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MINIATURE TUBE SET ASSEMBLY
CUT TUBE FAILURES WITH THE

*STAR
DOUBLE-CHECK SYSTEM

ENLARGED

ACTUAL
SIZE

are

71 other "specials"
Catalog

it 18.

The pR

OOD

DETAIL

threads

heads,

on fasten
aeoldí
angfi
osadaPt d mo
alloy
are PW g Y

Special

lustrat ed in
tables of
w hich includes
sdarod
11%1
per
weights
e4ua
piece, dec.11%Write for it.
fractions. etc.
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Assure high set production by °Quipping
you,
Assembly Departments with
STAR MINIA.
TURE SOCKET WIRING PLUGS
to align
socket contacts during wiring,
and
STAR
MINIATURE TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS'
to provide an easy, perfect fit when tube is
inserted. A simple "double-check" that insures
smoother assembly flow and fewer tube failures.
Fills a ieguirement for your Assembly
ment and meets the specifications of Depart
WPB
Sub -Committee on Miniature Tubes.

"THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF
MINIATURE SOCKET WIRING PLUGS"

-

For complete information
and prices
write
RADIO ACCESSORY DIVISION

.MORE' WAR BONRS

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
147 Cedar Street, New York,

6, N. Y. ii[?

iii

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

'.
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BUT THERE IS

Such

at terminals.

i/an 14004

SO LET OUR TWENTY YEARS

OF EXPERIENCE GUIDE YOU

ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO., INC.
12

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum metal to metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires

Vestry St., New York 13, N. Y.

6 SIZES
cover every requirement. From 3/4"
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
to 21/2" wide and Ilk" high with
1/4"-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve as
well as simplify your electrical infra connecting problems. Write t o day
for catalog and prices.

HOWARD

B.

JONES COMPANY

2460 West George Street

BAKELITE SHEETS:, RODS, TUBES
378
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Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

JLECTROMIC EQUTAMEKT.
.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
MANUFACTURING

/

-

ENGINEERING.
-DESIGNING

TO ORDER..

EX BASSETT
F

INCORPORATED.
O R T LAUDERDALE

.

FL ORIDA...

l

formerly requiring automatic or hand screw
machines can now be done at much less cost
through the combination of this new air chuck
and any drill press. The Redmer Air Chuck is a
collet air chuck using standard Brown & Sharpe
type screw machine collets. The collet remains
stationary, the opening and closing controlled by
a sleeve action.
Work

WANTED

By using a collet as the chucking means, slight
variations in the diameter of the work as frequently experienced with automatic and hand
screw machine products can be permitted without
sacrificing accuracy or concentricity. Thus accomplishing an important saving in time and cost.

CONSULTING
RADIO
ENGINEER
For complete. home receiver design

Í'

Collet Chuck Relieves
Second Operation Work on Screw Machines

Now-Air Operated

To produce chassis
for manufacture.

ready

This

can be a profitable, long
time project to supplement our engineering department. Please address
your inquiry to Department
620 N.

P-721, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

ELECTRONICS

-

October 1944

11,

Illinois

The air chuck is an ideal tool for holding parts
for drilling, milling, slotting, burring, chamfering, boring, counterboring, tapping, threading,
reaming and other work where the machine operation should be concentric with the chucking surface. It is adaptable to many different jobs merely
by changing collet and stop. This results in saving
The
of valuable production metals and materials.
chuck will take any type work whether round,
hex, square or rectangular, and permits full efficiency of the operator, as it is operated by a foot

An air operated collet holding
fixture for precision chucking
or machine tools

operated valve thus leaving hands free to load and
unload-reducing fatigue and cutting unproductive time to a minintum.
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum, too, is a help on the
job. For chewing gum helps relieve dry throat,
and helps ease fatigue brought on by the strain of
work. And at the same time you are chewing and
getting the benefits of swell tasting Wrigley's
Spearmint, both hands are free and you need not
take a "time out." The Army and Navy have recognized these benefits and are now shipping overseas only, all of the limited production of Wrigley's
Spearmint. When Wrigley's Spearmint can again
valube produced in sufficient quantity for all, the
able benefits of Wrigley's Spearmint Gum now
being proven on the battlefield will apply to industry here at home.
You tan get complete information from Redmer Air Devices
Corp., 601 West Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, III.

Chuck con be mounted on angle

for angle milling job

Y-153
3.79

ELECTROSTATIC UOLTN1ETER
"PORTABLE
.PROJECTING
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RANGES
0- 150 Volts
0- 300 Volts
0- 450 Volts
0- 600 Volts
0- 750 Volts
0-1000 Volts
0-1500 Volts

J'

dit

0-2000 Volts
0-2500 Volts
0-3000 Volts
0-3500 Volts
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AND POWER
PROBLEM IN AIRCRAFT BUILDING

IT SIMPLIFIED A LIGHT

Another accomplishment of the Hubbell Development Laboratory, an engineering organization prodrecing electrical sockets, receptacles, switches and connectors to meet the specific needs of any industry.

_

aircraft created the situation
where a number of people had to work inside the
crapped confines of aircraft sections .... each person bring in in a power tool, or light, on the end of a long extension
attached to an outside receptacle. The result frequent .vas an annoying confusion of wires.

product. They are described below. Similarly, every new
product or improvement receives the full benefit of
Hubbell's long experience in the design and manufacture
of electrical connections. Most of the sockets, receptacles,
connectors, plugs and switches now in common use have
been Hubbell engineered, wholly, or in part.

request of one of the large aircraft companies, the
-,bbell Development Laboratory designed the Four
?-let Twist-Tice Cluster Receptacle. With this device a
sl;le power line running into the airplane provided a
cthvenient outlet for four tools. This simplified working
et,ditions and made for more efficient production.

If you require aspecial purpose fitting that has to do with
electrical wiring, write to the Hubbell Development
Laboratory. One of our technical advisers would be glad
to call and discuss your requirements.

[ASS PRODUCTION of

1

'I.

.1

1

A the

Te understanding way in which the Hubbell Laboratory
wrks is represented by the conveniences designed into this

THE

HUBBELL TWIST-TITE CLUSTER
RECEPTACLE

1

Four outlets which receive all

sindard plugs.

I TWIST-TITE feature which pre ;Its accidental pulling out of plugs.
Large hook for conveniently
ca

aging up the receptacle.

°:CTRONICS

APPLICATION SUGGESTIONS WELCOMED. If you believe that the
modification of any electrical outlet receptacl_, switch, or connecting
device NS ill give the product broader application, send your suggestions to the Hubbell Laboratory. Also, if you have any Hubbell products, the uses of which you think are unusual, we would like to know
about them. Your ideas may help others solve a problem.

-

Ocfo

,r
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TRADE

MARK

PROVIDES...
4. Adjustable
.296 to .562.

gripsfor cords from

5. Solderless connections fór incoming wires.

6. All parts corrosion resistant.

HUBBELL
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
HARVEY HUBBELL, INC.

OF

1523 STATE

ST., BRIDGEPORT

2, CONN.

lBI

..

¡
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s-'--,_: _.
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INDUSTRIAL
TUBE TESTER

..

/
1
mt.
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METAL -COATING PROCESS,;

N . t~

.,

'

,,,

HEAYIEA

ONLY

RAPID ELECTROLYTE-RAPI
CLEANER-RAPID APPLICATOR

Plating current is obtained from dry
cells, storage battery, or any convenient
source of direct current at 3 to 6 V., or
use Rapid Plating Rectifier for heavy
work.
For .silver 'surfacing bus bar connec
tions, lugs. switch blades, etc. For plating or touching up miscellaneous surfaces with cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper
and gold. Building up limited areas.
Hard surfacing with nickel. Used in
shop or field. Special applicators designed to speed up production line jobs.

Pulsing circuit allows the peak load
current to flow through the tube for

General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

COATINGS

METAL

formance of a thyratron tube.

one-half cycle, approximately once
per second.
Other units in the new General
Electric line of laboratory measuring instruments include: Visual
alignment signal generator, regulated power supply, wave meters,
wide band oscilloscopes, square
wave generators. Electronics Dept.,

FOR

ECONOMICAL
REQUIRES

*4116',7

Offers a simple means of testing
various types of thyratron tubes.
Semi -portable. Designed so that
non -technical personnel can quickly
and easily use it.
Measures arc voltage at peak emission current in determining the per-

FAST AND

Our laboratory is glad to cooperate.
No obligation

,".clo

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ELECTRONIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Electroplating Process, Inc.
1414 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
621 Graybar Bldg.
237 Rialto Bldg.
Rapid

New York, N. Y.

San Francisco, Calif.

*A

STEATITE

CERAMIC

04

e:-

CHARACTERISTICS

When
'

cAsInETS
CHASSIS

PAnELS

skill of a high degree becomes habitual, and shows up
in the smallest detail
that's

Specific gravity of only 2.5 to
cent. Per cent power factor.

-

Dielectric

Craftsmanship!

which ranges from small chassis to
housings for huge transmitters.
.

picture of what Par -Metal
can do. now (and the.. post-war

.

382,

STREET' ,

...LONG'y&LAND CITY,

No. 41-A.

N. Y.

E,iport Dept.

,

100 yorick St., N_Y.-C.

60

cycles

We will gladly supply samples for testing.

lI

-/AETÍlr.1I5 PRODUCTS' CORPORATION

L32.62 -49th

at

cations'.

a

copy :óf Catalogue.

M

constant

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus destined for war service are finding in LAVITE
the precise qualities called for in their
high compressive and
specifications
.
dielectric strength, low moisture absorption
and resistance to rot fumes, acids, and
high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor
of LAVITE plus its excellent workability
makes it ideal for all high frequency appli-

expressed throughout the entire line,

possibilities).write for

S.

was 5.9-1000 KC 5.4.

Having specialized for many years, Par Metal has this habit of Craftsmanship-

To -get a

RACHS

2.6

1.5-0.001 per
S. 1.5 to 60 cycles was only 0.0165.

Water absorption

.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Er Works, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Alain Office
New York

Needham. Mass.

Chicago

Los Angeles

October 194..1-ELECTRONICS
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His name is Rumor -Monger. His job is to divide us from within.
While our fighting men storm Festung Europa, Hitler's henchmen in America (avowed or otherwise) bore from within,
invading us right here at home!

"Your neighbor," he hints darkly, "is your "réal énemy-not
Hitler. Fight HIM!" To your neighbor, he slyly builds you
down as "inferior"-because your faith; your color or
your politics differ from his. "Put him in his place" he
urges. To Mr. Jones down the street he whispers, "The
Browns aren't doing their share to win the war!" To
the Browns: "The Joneses' war efforts are spurred by
profiteering, not patriotism . . ." "No wonder there's
is
no butter, it goes to England." . . . "OUR beefsteak
than
higher
way
are
in Russia." . . . "Our casualties
they should be . . . "-And so on and on, ad nauseum.

A

t

I

1111.

Hitler is counting on his Trojan Horse to win
Nazism's greatest victory over America, internally,
by DIVIDING OUR NATION AGAINST ITSELF,
so that IT CANNOT STAND-through deliberately creating Nazi -like ' racial disunion. He
knows that United We Stand, Divided We Fall
-as others before us fell! Therefore, he's
working overtime to divide us. Will he.
r t.
succeed here, cancelling -out our European victories into American defeats?

R

I!

lb

,

It is up to YOU to defeat him decisively, every time he crawls out of
the slime which is his natural

II,'1,'1

III

r,

...

TOE MARK Of

lh'.,1

a!

habitat to rear his ugly head and
spew forth his loathesome bilge.

It is up to YOU to throw out his
literature, cast out his words,
give no credence to the noxious thoughts lie seeks to
plant in your mind. You
can't simply dismiss him
as a crackpot or a bore
for, REMEMBER, he bores YOUR COUNTRY from within!

Here at Kenyon, we're proud to play our small role on the
stage of a BIG war. That's why EVERY Kenyon transformer
used by our fighting forces throughout the world reflects
only the highest precision craftsmanship. Kenyon
workers are doing their full share to bring Victory
by turning out top quality transnearer
formers uninterruptedly -- and as fast as
EXCtLLLNCE
possible!

-

I

840

BARRY, STREET

NEW YORK, U. S.
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NEW FEATURE
GREAT

ADDED

IMPORTANCE

TO OUR "TOLD

20 -WATT UNIVERSAL

AMPLIFIER

'

TIMER"

...

Now
Chotterless operation
is added to the known sensitivity of our "Old Timer" 1200
Series) . ... The new feature
consists of on energy absorb'1
ing material sealed within a
contact carrying cage. The corn- pound used is not affected by
age, oil, or moisture.
-'

;.c.

's

'

(>

WiSe...
I

No Bounce! No Chatter!
in the new Kurman

2005 Flat Keying 'Relay
KEYING FEATURES,
1. No bounce. No chatter.

2. Input 50 Milliwatts.
3. Will key up to 150 words per
minute, or 60 impulses per
second.
4. Armature is mica insulated; is
suitable for keying a 50 Megacycle R.F. signal.
5. Contacts will carry up to 2 Amps.

Plug in for A.C. or 6 volt auto battery; no
power pack necessary.
Uses mike and built-in
I phono at same time.
178 RPM motor, 9 inch turntable, crystal
pick-up, separate on, off switch. Long -play i ing needle included.
Continuously variable

...

New Feature
eliminates
"bounce" and "chatter "

Oscilloscopic wave form
looks like this

NOT like this

I

Send olro; for,=complete information on the
new°line 8f KURMAN ibrotron-proof RELAYS.

ELECOTRIC`-

KURmo
35-18,;37th

STREET

DANIEL
KONDAKJIAN

:

®

LONG ISLAND. CITY. I',' N.

Y.`

85.

York

F.O.B. New
$56.28

Model 6721, same as
6720, less phono player

612.87

CORTIANDT "ST..NEW.. YoRK 1, N.T.
PHONE 'WOrih. 2-1415

Radio
Chemical

Electrical
Electronic
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Factory Planning
Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning

AND- MACHINES
KONDAKJIAN components
offer exceptional functional advan-

DANIEL

tages born of ovér twenty years experience in this highly specialized

field.
Micro accuracy, consistent high quality, fine finish and rugged durability
are inherent mechanical features emjubodied in their design. Economies,
efficiencies and ingenious production
methods are intangible but ever
present features in their manufacture.
KONDAKIIAN

SPOT WELDER

offers production advantages derived
from more than 20 years in the field.
Compact and efficient, this specialized u,
r
equipment is precision -perfected for
dependability even vndet severe, continuous operation.
5

THE' ENGINEERING CO.
.STREET, .NEWARK,
=27t; WRIGHT
ti

1i

ENGINEERS

-

SPECIALTIES ETC.,

304

tubes,

Wanted

BASES, CAPS, METAL

.

in-

Model 6720, with

TERMINAL`- RADIO.-CORP.

ELECTRONIC TUBE -

THE DANIEL

on

clined eye -level con-

\-

TUNGSTEN LEADS,

control

transformer. Has one
6SJ7GT, one 6SC7,
two 6L6Gs in pushpull, two 6X5GTs.

~11111.ra~ra

ARMI11111~1111

ó

Itone

trol panel. Use one or
two 8 -ohm speakers
without need of extra

5,

Work in connection with the manufacture of
wide variety of new and advanced types
of communications equipment and special
electronic products.
a

Apply for write), giving
full qualifications, to:
R. L. D.

EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

Western Electric

Co.

100 CENTRAL AV.. KEARNY, N.

J.

Applicants must comply with WMC regulations

NEW' JERSEY
Oct.irer

1944
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WILEY BOOKS IN
ELECTRONICS
COMMUNICATIONS

CJIT1

-..

r r r....
,

Post-war plans in your field are being made now. Now is the time,
then, to step up your knowledge. Be ready for new ideas. Look
over the important titles listed below. Make your selection and
order from the coupon today.

FIELDS AND WAVES IN MODERN RADIO
By Simon Ramo and John R.- Whinnery
$5.00

503 Pages

Authoritative data on high -frequency circuits, skin effect, shielding problems,
wave
problems of wave transmission and reflection, transmission lines and
a
guides, cavity resonators, and antennas and other radiating systems-with
the
to
theory
wave
field
and
applying
of
the
technique
of
account
rigorous
solution of modern radio problems.

SPECIFICATIONS
Generator: Permanent -Magnet
field, ball -bearing equipped; flange
or base -mounted. 21/4" outside diD.C.

amfer-weighs

By CHARLES E. DREW
320 Pages

20 oz.

Our engineers ere at your service to
discuss the design of special and
experimental fractional h.p. motors
and generators.

CO:

CONN:.=,º

o

Time Tested

r

Quality

0

a".4

$3.00

teur radio operators, radiotelephone and
In
telegraph operators, whether interested any
broadcasting, marine, aeronautical, or
recepand
radio
transmission
other field of
tion.

ELECTRIC ITVDICATOR
U.S.A.

HIGH FREQUENCY ENGINEERING

Newly revised and brought up to date, this
well-known hook, In question -and -answer
form, offers much helpful material to ama-

SPECIAL DESIGN

STAMFORD

HYPER AND ULTRA-

HOW TO PASS RADIO LICENSE
EXAMINATIONS-Second Edition

11

RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN-Part
By K. R. STURLEY
$4.50
435 Pages
Communications engineers will want to own
amfrequency
radio
covers
which
this book,
plification and detection. A detailed study.
aerial
the
stage by stage, beginning with
and going as far as the detector.
I

TIME BASES-(Scanning Generators)
By O. S. PUCKLE
$2.75
204 Pages
Covers the subject from both the design and
;
the development points of view assembles
more time bases circuits than have heretofore been available in one volume.

By ROBERT I. SARBACHER and
WILLIAM A. EDSON

644 Pages

$5.50

practical treatment of an important new
branch of communications engineering, reOf
quiring no special advanced knowledge.those
value to the beginner, as well as
having some familiarity with the subject.

A

GUIDE TO CATHODE
By MERWYN SLY

RAY PATTERNS

$1.50

30 Pages

Important for technicians and laboratory
workers. This book summarizes briefly by
means of sketches and captions the cathoderay pattern types encountered in the usual
course of laboratory and test bench work.
FUNDAMENTAL RADIO

EXPERIMENTS

By ROBERT C. HIGGY
96 Pages

$1.50

Thirty-two basic experiments infullelectricity.
explanaelectronics and radio, with a
tion of the principles involved as well as
laboratory procedure.
BASIC ELECTRICITY FOR

recent developments. Partial list of contents
includes: Ohm's Law ; Inductance; Capacitance; Circuits ; Coils; the Vacuum Tube;
Rectifiers; Oscillators; Telelmplifiers
vision ; etc. Profusely illustrated.

COMMUNICATIONS
By WILLIAM H. TIMBIE
$3.50
803 Pages
A simple, clear presentation of the fundaapplication
their
mentals of electricity and
in the problems of communications' and
radio. The drat twelve chapters illustrate
to
the principles by simple application
communications appliances. The remainder
of the book covers the appliances and their
operation.

Capacitors

COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS
-Second Edition

-Fourth Edition

Each paper and electrolytic capacitor of ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY is known for
its "TIME TESTED QUALITY."

An expansion of an eminently successful
book to include new material on physical
aspects of wave guide transmission. impe-

11 11'

i

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO-Fourth Edition
By KEITH HENNEY

$3.50
549 Pages
A complete and authoritative presentation
well
as
its
as
fundamentals
of radio, in its

n

Paper and

;

Electrolytic

Countless salisfied users choose
Illinois Condensers which operate under the severest conditions. Select the capacitors of
"TIME

TESTED

QUALITY"-

Manufactured by ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY, the Condenser Specialists.

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY
1160 NORTH

HOWE

STREET

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

ELECTRONICS

-
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By L. A. WARE and H. R. REED
330 Pages

SHORT-WAVE WIRELESS

$3.50

By A. W. LADNER and C. R. STONER
$6.00
573 Pages

The latest facts and theory (as far as they
may be released now) on the many leading
kmerican, English and European developments taking place in short-wave and ultra short -wave work.

dance matching, solution of circuits, and
the theory of rectangular and cylindrical
wave guides.
ON APPROVAL. COUPON
JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
I have checked in this advertisement
Please send me on ten day' approval the hooks
a separate list of the books desired). At the end of
(or I am attaching to this coupon
will
remit indicated price plus postage;
i
books,
that time, if I decide to keep the
otherwise I will return the books postpaid.

1,r,

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY AND STATE

EMPLOYED

BY

1110-44

384

HENRY MANUFACTURING CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
MANUFACTURERS
ENGINEERS

1\ ON

the one hand

We are making precision crystals classified by the armed forces as "difficult to
manufacture." Only companies equipped for finest precision work are
given these orders. Our experience along these lines enables us to do
a better job for you and we welcome inquiries from you concerning

your regular crystal requirements and special problems.
/J

,

°

`-9._

........-,

t

_

o1

..:

ON the

other hand

We have anticipated one of your needs in

the development of this type HAF precision
adjustable air gap crystal.
Its frequency
is continuously variable over a range of 5 KC at 3 MC, available in the
frequency range 1 MC to 6 MC. Temperature coefficient is 2 CY/MC/C
or less. The frequency can be accurately adjusted and locked. The
holder has solid stainless steel pins and contact plates. Prices are in
line with non-adjustable crystals. We are prepared to make immediate
deliveries. Write for details.

10860 SANTA MON1CA BOULEVARD
BOB HENRY
384

... W9ARA

LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA
TED HENRY ... W6000
'
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WILL

CHOICE

BE

OF

THE

QUALITY

RADIO COMBINATION
MANUFACTURERS
AFTER VICTORY!

Awarded to the

J. P.
Seeburg Corporation for
I

outstanding production
of war materials in
each of Its.four plants

-TINE

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SÍNCE :1902'
'

J. P. SEEBUR.G CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS

-

October 1944
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CHICAGO.
387
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-PILOT LIGHT
ASSEMBLIES
GIVE YO.0 THESE
5 ADVANTAGES:

^.=.<;,ar;xvrr:.
.

.

.

.

(1)'Extensive.line covers
every known application ... (2) Assemblies
complete with Lamps
.. (3) Top-flight engineering...(4) Personalized service
... (5) Rapid-fire
deliveries.
W rite =for

(7-774
v

M1.

Model 504A

Tube nod Set Tc,ter

/1.

-

In the test

instrument
field, too, the leader must have years of
experience and know-how
.
.
to pioneer
new departures in engineering
. and
design .
and to PROVE them.

iN

.

.

.

Catalog.

fel

The lead honker of the V Flight is pretty
sure to be one of the oldest and wisest birds
in the flock. Where he leads the others follow.

.

894 'BROADWAY:

.

-

. : . NEW. .YORK -,3,
Telephdne:
AL'gonquin 4: -4770 -'
°

..
NORTHERN

TEST CELLS
Model 542
Pocket A/ulrimcte,

That's one of the reasons why Supreme -built
instruments have done and are doing such
an outstanding job in the V Fight. The experience and research of over 15 years are
built into every Supreme instrument.

by

N..Y.

.

.

.

to any specification or size.

Fully automatically controlled,

mechanically refrigerated and
program controlled units

-

jt

HUMIDITY

FUNGUS

HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURE
ALTITUDE FROZEN FOOD RESEARCH

Model 592
Speed 7 ester

When considering postwar service equipment, it will pay you in accuracy, dependability, durability and long -run economy, to
go along with a leader whose products are
pledged "Supreme By Comparison."

Correspondence invited or better still,
have our Field Engineer call on you.

NORTHERN

3-01

LABORATORIES

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS.CORP.
Green wood. Mississippi, U. S.A.
388

LIMITED:.

27th Ave.

Long Island C ty

New York

October 1944
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TRANSMITTING TUBES
VACUUM CONDENSERS

ís

ORIGINATORS AND EXCLUSIVE
PRODUCERS OF

NEW HIGH VACUUM

VC 50

r',

250

TO
JENNINGS CONDENSERS

_

..

..=,-

-

TROPICALIZE*

your Equipment with these

Modern Electronic Units

Jennings Radio recently announced these new and revolutionaryHIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS. Industry was
quick to realize the advantage of these remarkable units.
Jennings Vacuum Condensers and Transmitting Tubes will
increase the effectiveness of your newly designed Transmitting and Electronic Heating Equipment.
Today our plant is in large scale production on all of
these units, meeting the demands of the newly designed
Signal Corps Transmitters and Heating Equipment.

1

Tropicalize Your Equipment with Jennings Units
OUR NEW CATALOG WILL BE SENT ON

JENNINGS RADIO MFG. CO., 1.098

a

REQUEST

E.

WILLIAMS ST.

,

r

DEPT. E, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
Actual photograph of Jennings Vacuum Condensers in Induction Heating Unit.
*Prevents corrosion and deterioration.

-
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'They wanted
TOY -SIZE fasteñirigs
able to withstand

I

0
?i'

lho

long, .037' dig.

140 'breads to inch.

s
0 ieiiS-SiÓii

C.

1i

... and

,,,

Nl'

'-3.1

_

-:,,,'".: -

for these threaded "pin size"

parts they chose a strong,
corrosion -resistant INCO Nickel Alloy
The enemy isn't the only one to feel the shattering shock of a
naval broadside. When the big guns thunder, everything aboard
ship takes a beating.
Yet delicate vital instruments must function without a hitch.
Every part ... even the tiniest ... must be able to withstand the
tremendous concussion.
One such part in an essential instrument, is a fastening the
size of a common pin .. , approximately 3/4" long, .037" in diameter with 140 threads to the inch.
The metal chosen for this fastening needs:
corrosion -resistance, a necessity for sea -going equipment.
strength and toughness, to hold up under shock.
machinability, to permit speedy, economical machine
production.

... the corrosionresi'stant alloy for parts where extra machinability is important.
All of these requirements add up to "R" Monet

This use of "R" Monel is cited as an example of how INCO Nickel
Alloys ... such as "R" and "KR" Monet... often do the trick
where a unique combination of properties is required.
If you have a problem involving metals ... for equipment now
in production, or planned for post-war...consult INCO Technical
service. Write:
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC., 51 Will
Street, New York 5, N.

Official U. S. Navy Photograph

o

140 THREADS TO THE INCH, shown in
this enlarged photograph; demonstrate the remarkable nsacbinability of strong, corrosionresistant "R" Monet. ("KR" Monet is suggested for applications where extra hardness
is required.)The fastenings are machined Irons,
.037" diameter cold drawn "R" Monel.

11111111

10001

,11111411i14 ! t

o

A211111l1-7.-

1

1

l Itl1

)
J

INCO NICKEL ALLOYS
110011

' 0" MONEI

"S"

MONEE

"R"

MONEE

"NR"

MONEE

INCONEL

"2"

Sheet...Strip...Rod... Tubing... W1re...Cestieg

390

C.

01CN11
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QUALITY

THAT COUNTS

OF PERFO.RM.ANC

TRADE MARK REGISTERED U.S. PATENT OFFICE

:STEATITE CERAMIC INSULATORS
A lot of people can play the violin, but only the 'touch of the Mcstercan
render all the beauty and poetry of a great.musical composition.
Yes, it's the qualify of performance that counts. Constant research
new processes, plus the KNOWN OW ,gained,
improved formulations
from 42 years leadership in the ceramic field assure top quality perform-

...

...

'
ance of ALSIMAG Steatite Insulators.
its.
particular characteristics,'are
.with
each
compositions,
ALSIMAG'
'
requirements.
insulating
all
available to meet
'

RACTERISTICS OF ALSIMAG INSU1AiORS

High Mechanical Strength
Permanent Rigidity
Low -Loss Factor
High Dielectric Strength
Will Not Absorb Moisture
Chemically Inert
Heat Resistant
Precision Made of Purest Raw Materials'

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORAT:1,.01V:.
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE

°
°

42nd

ERAMIC

YEAR- OF

LEA.DER.SHIP
.

.

li

O.

.

ENGINEERED PLASTICS FROM DESIGN TO ASSEMBLY

--..=
-DESIGN ENGINEERING.
-

E.

-

i
-

f
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.--..
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_______

,, PLASTICS AND METALS.
,

I#-

Metal rings molded in permanent
alignment ... this is one of many appli-

r

cations in which our design engineers
have successfully used plastics with
complementary metals. Working with
these combinations, they have developed some original techniques which
have solved a number of problems for
military aircraft manufacturers.
You may never need a molded rotor
complete with multiple bi-metal rings,
such as we show in this enlarged view.
But the design engineering skill, molding experience and facilities that are
required for the volume production of
such an item might be used to benefit
your products products to be produced for war requirements and/or in
the planning stage for postwar pro-

-

THE SYMBOL OF

ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
AND MOLDING SKILL

REPRESENTATIVES

DETROIT 2
805.06 NEW

CENTER BLDG.

NEW YORK
19

_

1

W. 34TH ST,

motion.
Regardless of how you may have
considered plastics in the past, it is in

your interest now to reconsider them
for the possibility of new applications.

Military requirements for rigidly held

.

tolerances are one of the factors that
have brought about improvements in
molding methods. These may have a
bearing on the performance of your
products.

How you benefit the most from our
plastics experience and facilities
Call on us in the beginning-when
the product or part is in the idea or design stage. This gives you full advantage of our plastics experience. From
a study of your particular problem, we
determine the benefits of molded plastics for the job at hand. Our engineers
help in the design development. From
the many kinds of plastic materials, we
select those that have the desired properties for the specific application and
molding process. Calling on us early,
you are assured of the right use of plastics and of a design that permits maximum manufacturing efficiency. Write

1

1

for free copy of Folder File E 10, outlining and illustrating our services.

LOS ANGELES 35
1440

SO.

ROBERTSON BLVD.

CANADA
A. & M. ACCESSORIES LTD.
19

1406

920

MELINDA ST., TORONTO
BISHOP ST..
SECOND

4

PLASTIC MANUFACTURERS
INCORPORATED

MONTREAL

STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT

AVE., SEATTLE

MOLD MAKING

INJECTION & TRANSFER MOLDING

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

October 1944
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Here are the features of the D-8 Oster
Mótor that- account for its popularity
Housing: Die Cast Aluminum, open construction for natural ventilation. Totally
enclosed housings available with reduced
motor ratings.
Finish: Black Anodized.

Weight:

pound, 14 ounces.
Bearings: High quality single shielded ball
hearings lubricated with grease suited for
any specific application. Bearing housings
fitted with steel inserts.
Mounting: Standard 11/4" Dia. air corps
1

Brushes: High grade metal graphite of
ample size to assure unusually long brush

life.
Windings:
split series
mittent and
with series

Available in shunt, series and
reversible, 12 and 24 V., intercontinuous duty. Also furnished
winding for use on 115 V.

AC/ DC.
Temperature Rise: 550

C.

Maximum frame

temp. rise at rated load.

Modifications:

Special shaft extensions,

mounting arrangements, leads, etc.... also
furnished for operation in high ambient
temperatures and high altitudes.
All data and ratings are approximate.

rabbet.
M19

Let us help you

fit this or other
Oster Motors to
your requirements.

Co.
John Oster Manufacturing
RACINE, WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT

ELECTRONICS-October

1944
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THE CATHODE-RAX TUBE
AT WÓRK: by Joh.ñ.F: Rider
.

PpNON

This book presents a complete explanation of the various types of
cathode-ray tubes and what role each element within the device.
More than half the book Is devoted to the practical applications of
the cathode-ray tube oscillograph. Not one word of this was written
until the actual tests were performed and the patterns appearing on
the screen were photographed.
Those oscillograms, made in the
Laboratory maintained by the author have been used to illustrate this
section or the book, so that the reader may know just what image he
should see under any given circumstances.
This book has proved its value to students ae well as practical

S.

workers.
338

S`N

Pages

450

.

Illustrations

.

53.00

E

A -C CALCULATION CHARTS
This new Rider Book greatly reduces the time required for alternating
current engineering calculations-speeds up the design of apparatus
and the progress of engineering students. Two to five times as fast
as using a slide rulel Thousands of enthusiastic users.

t

-C CALCULATION CHARTS are designed for use by civilian engineers and engineers of the armed forces who operate in the electrical
-communication-power-radio-vacuum tube-telephone-and in gen-

eral, the electronic field. Invaluable for instructors as well as students.
and also executives who check engineering calculations.
120 pases

WAR -ORDER
NEEDS

.

.

9y, x

II

Inches

.

57.50

JOHN

F. ;RIDER '?Púb_Íisher,
404 Fourth Avenúe New Park. 16, N.Y.

Export Division:
Rocks Int. Corp.
13

E..40th Street

New York City
'Cable: ARLA6

Your priority orders for

radio -electronic materials
get whirlwind action here
because:
Dalis always has on hand

exceptionally large and

complete stocks. Most orders are filled immediately,
from stock.
Since 1925, Dalis has specialized in the distribution
of radio materials. Long-established factory connec-

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

THREADS, CUTTER TEETH,
FINISHED CYLINDRICAL SURFACES with

S

hett ZUoued Pa/wit

74eá,

tions assure deliveries of
needed items in quickest
possible time.
Dalis has it

get it.

If

- or Dalis can

you're in a ter-

rific rush for those priority
needs, just

Guard against damage in

'Phone, wire
or write . .

ments in diameters from

I. !_. IDA LI'S,

intra-plant handling or
during shipment; save
time and work in packing operations. Tubes
made to

ENc.

Wholesale Distributors

gaskets,

RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 8 PARTS

17 Union -Square

your require-

to 6"-any lengthfrom kraft, chipboard.
special compositions;
available waxed or plain.
Write for complete information; get details,
too, on our other lines of
paper cubes and cans,
,y$"

products.

die -cut

paper

.

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7

PIERCE PAPER

'PRODUCTS

2726-D
394

PRODUCTS CO.

AUBURN ST., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
October 1944
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Give Your Post -War Products

ei

_
precious

Overlay,

-

,..
-

:ro,

1ó

metals, one. side

'or both

Sides, any

thickness.

..:

'

s

Base metal; .steel,
ceppei, irickel, etc.

Í

r'

USE

GENERAL PLATE

LAMINATED

ti

METALS
You can help to secure a strong position for your
post-war products in tomorrow's markets by incorporating General Plate Laminated Metals into your
designs. These permanently bonded laminations of
precious metals to base metals or base Metals to base
metals, provide many advantages, such as economy,
workability, rigidity, and unusual performance requirements, not found in solid metals.
Laminations of precious metals
silver, gold. platinum
to inexpensive base metals, such as copper,
steel, nickel, give. you solid precious metal performance

...

...

at a fraction of the cost of solid precious metals. The
precious metals provide better electrical conductivity,
corrosion resistance and economy. Base metals provide
workability and strength.
General Plate Laminated metals are available in
raw stock ready for fabrication in sheet, wire and tube
form-inlaid or wholly covered.
Place your products in a better competitive position,
investigate General Plate Laminated metals today. Our
engineers will gladly help you with your metal problems.
Write specifying your problems.

GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
of Metals

&

Controls Corporation

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
50 Church St., New York, N. Y.; 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, III.; 2791 Kensington Place East, Columbus, Ohio; 2635 Page Drive, Altadena, Colifornia

Metals and Controls Corporation Divisions manufacture the following products: Laminated er Solid Precious Metals, Electrical Contacts,
Solid and Rolled Plated Precious Metals in all forms-Truflex Thermostat Metals.
ELECTRONICS

-
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of Quietness
Structural rubber engineered for the insulation of transmitted sound, is the cushion
that upholds what is probably the quietest
spot on earth.
Scientists at Northwestern University
asked U. S. Rubber technicians to design
flexible structural columns for a concrete

ro

room weighing approximately 100,000
pounds, intended for delicate sound tests.
These rubber supports were required to
accomplish two things: first, to prevent
exterior noises being transmitted into the
room; second, to insulate the chamber
against vibrations originating from without.
Special "U.S." engineered rubber was selected as the best material for the purpose.
Tests proved that columns of this material
insured 98% absorption of sound; prevented transmission of external vibration.
U. S. Rubber scientists are constantly
applying their knowledge and experience
to the successful solution of these and
similar problems . . . ranging from the
manufacture of sensitive electronic equipment to the designing of railway cars,
trucks and busses.

SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE
FIRMER ROOM

nnp,w1 STEEL FRAME

OUTER ROOM

71_
á_

®r

r
7.11\5r.
`J11~1IIII11
/6.FT.

111:.^11111~111111
RUBBER COLUMNS

toomiiiiiii1111111111111111111

ROOM-Floor and ceiling
are of reinforced concrete, with walls a
double layer of concrete blocks laid with
no coincident joints. Special U.S. engineered rubber was selected to support
this structure after comparative tests.
SOUND -PROOF

TRAVEL-Introduction of rubber as a structural part of railway cars
has done much to minimize noises, vibration and shock for rail travelers. 'U.S."
Engineers have pioneered in this new,
important use of rubber working in close
cooperation with car designers.
QUIETER

ENGINEERS... ARCHITECTS-This

FOR

up-to-date treatise is important for future
planning. It contains charts, blueprints,
photos and valuable installation information. Please use com pa n y sta tionery when
writing. Address, Mechanical Goods Division, Room 1406, U. S. Rubber Co.

Listen to the Philharmonic -Symphony program over the CBS network Sunday Afternoon
3:00 to
4:30 E.W.T. Carl Van Donn and a guest star present an interlude of historical
significance

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY,
1230 Sixth Avenue

396

Rockefeller Center

New York 20, N.

Y

October 1944
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JUST PUBLISHED BY McGRAW-HILL
the Chicago Tribune, says:
"For those who desire to become acquainted with the
Republican candidate for President and what he stands

WALTER TRo111N, in

:e.

for, this is

a

must book."

merican:
New York
"a straightforward picture of the Republican Presidential
nominee without the usual worshipful embellishments to
which most biographers are prone."

Journal -A

the N. Y. Herald -Tribune, says:
"the Dewey story is here skilfully put together, and to
mangy readers parts of it will be new."

MARQUIS CIHILDS, in

.a

EY

i

-

An American of this Century

Other McGRAW-HILL
looks of Current Interest

By STANLEY WALKER

Raymond Clapper:
WATCHING THE WORLD

Edited and with a biographical
sketch by Mrs. Raymond Clapper.
Introduction by Ernie Pyle. $3.00.

ASIA'S LAND AND
PEOPLES

George II. Cressey, Syracuse
University. A geography of onethird the earth and two-thirds its
people, with considerable attention
to postwar aspects of geostrategy.
By

A full-length, authoritative, highly readable study of
the. Republican candidate, written by a veteran newspaperman. Here is the amazing record of the G. O. P.'s
fighting standard-bearer . . . here are his principles
and beliefs ... here we see him át work and at play,
in struggle and triumph. Supplemented by 45,000 words
of excerpts from Dewey's major speeches and statements. $2.50.

$5.50
I

BRAZIL

THE MARCH

ON

By Morris

Cooke, American
Technical Mission to Brazil. Absorbing study of the Brazilian
economy in terms of national background, peoples, resources, and
mounting industrialization. $3.00
'.

L.

BULLDOZERS COME FIRST
By Waldo G. Bowman, N. A.

Bo-

ers, Harold W. Richardson, Edward J. Cleary, and Archie N.
Carter. Eyewitness story of U. S.
war construction operations in foreign lands. $2.75

Order by number-Use coupon
i:LECTRONICS
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Really Know
this
Candidate

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.,
330 W. 42nd St., New York

13

Walker's Dewey, An American of this Century, 52.50
1

Send this

McGraw-Hill
Examination
Coupon

18

Send me the books checked and encircled below, for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will pay for books. plus few cents
(Postage paid on cash orders.)
postage, or return them postpaid.

2

3

4

Name

Address

City and State
Position
L 10-44

Company

(Books sent on approval in United States only.)
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KEL.NOR

SPECIFICATIONS:
"/Std /iach,.,.f"
Whatever the Electronic
Equipment you are making, BUD precision parts
can be counted on for
accuracy and complete
dependability. Specify
"BudThroughout"and be
sure of results. Write for
the complete BUD catalog of precision radio and
electronics equipment.

IMPROVED
EG.

U. S. PAT. OFF.

eleta7.Gc SOLDERING IRON
I

--.
ábout Ys .'
actúal size;
weighs. Ys

I.

°

species frji

,

,

designed

-

for most ,
efficient

soldering

.

°

in the

ELECTRONI

RADIO AND.
INSTRUMENT
repairing fields

r,

manufacturing and

D tor>
""

'Easily solders hard -to -reach connections.,
Cuts down fatigue, increases accuracy.

BUD RADIO, INC.

,

JOBBER,

YOUR

GENERAL OFFICES,

CENTRAL TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO 3

OR

KELNOR MANUFACTURING

-BLpwERS

FoR

Attention
Manufacturers

EQ Uel P
-EQUIPMENT..

wish to represent several progressive manufacturers of Radio, Electronic and allied products in the
foreign markets of the world.
We

-

Eliminate set generated heat and
you get not only peak efficiency
but longer life too from all component parts in electronic equipment.
Pilot Blowers are proving this for leading manufacturers in this
field. Easy -to=install-compact-quiet running-economical
.
these are the features which make Pilot Blowers ideal for the important job of air circulation and ventilation in Radio equipment.
Available in standard models to mover from 15 to 110 C.F.M.
Write for Bulletin 507 today!

MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

(f4S)

ROCHESTER 2, N. Y.

Ours, is an organization exclusively
devoted to the export of the above
products. We are well grounded in
exporting and all its ramifications.

take over all export
problems from you, remove all credit
risk by paying you cash for all orders.
We operate on a commission basis.
We identify ourselves as, your export
department and you do not lose your
identity with your product.
It is our aim to

Before planning your export sales, we
suggest that you communicate with us
first. Send your literature and write
us regarding the products you manufacture or expect to manufacture.
Your letter will bring our prompt response: all inquiries will be kept

strictly

CENTR-IFUGAL

SHADED'POCE

.MO. TO.RS

COMPANY

EXPORT

ELÉCTROÑIC.

F. A. SMITH
801 DAVIS ST.

DIRECT.

ORDER FROM

-

.

.BLOWERI

confidential.

References ex-

changed.

INTEX COMPANY
303 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.

398
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"THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS JUST LEARNED THAT ALBION
COULD SHIP ALL THE COILS THEY NEEDED!"

SUPER -QUALITY COILS

...WHEN

YOU NEED THEM!

More and more every day, the industry is turning to Albion
lfor fast, quality and quantity production of coils, chokes,
and transformers. That's because here you benefit from
the unbeatable combination of management " knom how,"
skilled workmanship, streamlined facilities, and central
location. Your requirements will be given prompt and
,thoughtful attention.
ELECTRONICS

-

October 1944
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1
I

COMPANY
COILALBION,
ILLINOIS
R. F.

AND TRANSMITTING COILS AND CHOKES;
I. F. TRANSFORMERS
399

We can deliver PRECISION BUILT

METAL. TO GLASS SEALS

NOW

. . .

J

1

.14
Illustration shows one

of

the many types of Universal glass machines

* Universal engineers

know your
problems in the application of vacuum tubes, glass work, and diffusion pumps. This knowledge has
been gained through long contact
with the field and through farseeing ability. Coupled with this are
the highly modern Universal facilities which insure the finest results
being accomplished.

UNIVERSAL
X-RAY
PRODUCTS
.

VACUUM TUBES

GLASS WORK

in the design of these products, you
can get the kind of cooperation that
will work to your best interests.

We have been manufacturing X-ray
tubes for 16 years and know all of
the techniques that make for precision.

Investigate our manufacturing ability and service now. Consult with
us on your problems
we are
ready now to go to work for you . . .
to produce to your specifications and to deliver

DIFFUSION PUMPS

The scope of our work in producing vacuum
tubes, glass work, and diffusion pumps is unlimited. Regardless of what problem you have

-

on time.

UNIVERSAL X-RAY PRODUCTS, INC.
1800 N. FRANCISCO AVE.

400--

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
October 1944
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',(HERE are few comforts for the man

l out in the forward observation post,

of one thing he can he sure-he has
to best Communications Equipment in
to world. For the Electronic Industry
its gone all out to provide our G.I.'s
:ill the finest .. the best performing
td the most dependable ... Communi,tions Systems that scientific discovery
manufacturing genius can produce.
lit

.

jud

oldest and most respected names
audio communications are to he found
i the components that make up these
.'stems and so it is that many of the
'ransformers, Coils, Headsets and other
,ectronic parts are marked "Rola". It's
mark that meant much before the war
that will mean more in the Eleconic Age now just beginning.
"he
1,

.

.

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC.
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
2530 SUPERIOR AVENUE
Let's do more

TAKERS

OF

!LECTRONICS

-

THE
October

FINEST
1944

IN

SOUND

REPRODUCING

AND

in

forty-four!

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT
401
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REFLEX

pecialists

SPEAKERS

... in Assembly and sub-assembly

DESIGNED

of Precision Electronic Products

for

Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipmént

WAR
USE

*

*

HIGH
EFFICIENCY

*

Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems

*

RUGGED

CONSTRUCTION

*

*

HIGH
POWER

*

CORPORATIONRADELL

UNIFORM
RESPONSE

a

- -4';''11

-*

*

HIGH

6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS

5,

INDIANA

INTELLIGIBILITY

le"';

I

*

*

WEATHER
PROOF

*

*

REFLEX

SPEAKERS
ARE THE

-4)

ACCEPTED
STANDARD

WAR
USE

Every high

ef-

ficiency speaker In Universlty's extensive
line of speech
power
repro-

ducer has a
vital part In
the WAR pre gram.

V11RE0u5
CISIDN
%?
Backed by 20

rl

'

ToRES15T ORs

FOR ALL

Submit your spa e I a 1 loudspeaker
problem direct to
o u r engineering
department.

EN A MEIr
E.

and

WpuND

Winding Machines

years

Á`Winding

Exp erience

& 3 ACKS

SWITCH KEYS

7ELEPHONE

mnication

Telephone
CableCon+
Assen+blieS

DWVPRO

DfIIVEAY

-15ll

N

cf4

IV

'

ER

225. VARICK
402

7

S
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PRESTO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of Signalling Devices

UNION CITY, N. J.
October 1944
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COMPLETE

«CLAY"RAMIC
SERVICE

!

for every electrical, chemical and
mechanical application.
Locke has unrivalled facilities for the
production of fired clay pieces by
every known method.

cí,

.

` yr

t,
V

--

.

I,`----,
WIN

-

Porcelain and
-

A process developed by Locke
3

'

faooC

II

(2) Vactite Process
Steatite

'1

,

(1) Dry Process-Porcelain and
Steatite
A process ideally suited to the
production of certain pieces with
reasonable tolerances and adequate mechanical and electrical
strength.

, r .p
.

,i`

-1

,

.

YJ

for forming intricate pieces.
Close tolerances. Mechanical and
electrical strength almost equal
to wet process.

-

Porcelain and
(3) Wet 'Process
Steatite
The standard process for the
production of high voltage in-

\

-

sulators, and porcelain for
mechanical and chemical applica-

diglitpee

aleele44

tions. -Exceptionally strong
élr

Years ago many developments extended
Iver periods of years and in some plants, still do.
Vars won't wait.

the tremendous amount of experience and skill that we
lave accumulated in the fifty years since F. M. Locke made
he first wet process insulator has already laid much of the
round work that enters into every development.

Iliut

(our problems may be tough and they may take longer than
Three weeks, but when you turn them over to us, you can
w certain of this:-Our facilities for research, design and
nanufacturing are so comprehensive that there will be only
i minimum lapse of time between the idea and the finished
product.

INSULATOR
CORPORATION

mechanically and electrically.
Locke Wet Process porcelain and
Locketite is produced by the following methods, the selection of method
depending upon the piece.
(1) Pugging
(5) Jiggering
(2) RamExtrusion(6) Plastic Press
(3) Wet and Dry (7) Core Casting
Turning
(8) Drain Casting
(9) Throwing
(4) Plunging
and certain other methods which at

the present have only limited
application.

Other clayramic products will be
available in the future to meet special
conditions. Whatever your problem,
our experienced electrical, mechanical
and ceramic engineers will be glad
to help. Their services have resulted
in material savings in money, time
and critical materials to other manufacturers. Perhaps they can help you.

BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND

LEADERS IN CLAYRAMICS
ELECTRONICS

-
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PRAISE FOR JOBS WELL DONE .

.

Over the broad roof -tops of our plant flies the
Army-Navy "E". Our workers regard it with
personal pride, as a fitting reward for
years of unprecedented permanent magnet
production. And for our design engineers it
Conveys an additional meaning-recognition
for their accomplishments in permanent
magnet development work and for solving
problems which in peacetime might not have
presented themselves for decades or more.

.
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CHALLENGE FOR TASKS TO COME
7AA

INDIANA
STEEL
PRODUCTS
6

NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS

For all of us, it is a challenge to keep our production
for war mounting until Victory is won. And a

challenge to utilize all we've learned to serve postwar
America more efficiently and more progressively.
Permanent magnets will do much to make existing
products better and make new ones possible. Our 34
years of specialized experience equips us to play a
leading role in this work. For help in solving your
permanent magnet problems, consult our engineers.
Write for a copy of our "Permanent Magnet Manual."

Specialists in Permanent Magnets Since 1910

''''"
404

1944.
iiisidiI0.4THE INDIANA COPYRIGHT
STEEL PRODUCTS

October 1944
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A new, easy,

method for combining conductor and non-conductor

M.ETA'PLATÉJ,\I

IN ONE PIECE

PLASTIC
'

inexpensive

PARTS'
This Housing, de-

signed by Plastic'
Manufacturers of
Stamford, Conn.,

,-

for use in aircraft, is
METAPLATED for

,

electrostatic shielding; copper with a cadmium finish
is electro -deposited on the plastic
body reducing weight and manufacturing time.
This Antenna Mast, fabricated by

Camfield Manufacturing Corn-,
pany of Grand Haven, Michigan:
is made of Compreg-Wood for
maximum strength -to-weight ratio
and is METAPLATED with copper.-t
to provide a strong vibration -resist
ant electrical conducting surface,
of proper shape, for maximum
high frequency radiation.

rip

x6

r

}

aI,

This Commu-

,

tator,jointly
,designed by

Johnson

Service Com-

pany of

Mil-

waukee, Wis., and Metaplast Company,

has intricate commutating surfaces
METAPLATED into grooves.

Since

1941

the

Metaplast Company has maintained a 24 hour

day schedule producing important
war materiel.

ELECTRONICS

-

October
e 1944

METAPLAST Proccss Patented
U. S.

and Foreign Patents

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

METAL

COMPANY
Street
205 West 19New York 11, N.Y.

PLATING ON PLASTICS
405

PREMAX

RADIO 'x
ANTENNAS `.

.

In Standard and Special
Designs are performing a

This New lrig Speeds

vital service for the Allied
Military Forces in maintaining communications
under the most trying conditions.

Your Radio Assembly
Send us your rhos.
six or specifications
for quotations. We
ore ready lo "leer

your delivery
schedules.

1) Can be loaded and unloaded in two seconds.

WATCH

2) Indexed 360' fixture to hold chassis in any position to
step up soldering and all other assembly operations.
3) Adjustable to any size to base limits of the Jig. Comes
in various sizes or we will make Jigs to your chassis or

PREMAX

specifications.
4) Sturdy, rigid construction.
5) Holding adapters to fit your chassis.

ROBERT L. STEDMAN

MACHINE WORN$

SPECIALISTS IN MASS PRODUCTION TOOLS
OYSTER BAY,. LONG. ISLAND

NEW YORK

`11,;

Abi o

ANTENNA

T

PrPmxx Prociuc/s
Division Chisholm -Ryder, Co., Inc.
Highland Ave., Niagara

4502

NEW INVERTED PIT TYPE

Falls,

N.

É

Y

Y.

El -Meneo
MOLDED

Electric Furnaces

MICA
CAPACITORS

1500°-2950°F.

LI

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Materials to be heated are placed on a refractory slab and elevated into the furnace by a,
convenient, counter -balanced lifting mechanism.
A controlled heating and cooling cycle is obtained by controlling power input during heating
period, and by controlling circulation of air
through the heating chamber during the cooling
period.
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Protective atmosphere can be obtained by plat
ing a closed -end cylindrical muffle on the refractory slab and introducing a gas into it
through an inlet in the hearth. Temperature inside the muffle Can be measured by extending
a thermocouple up through the hearth slab.

opicepa;totf°f`

Write

comPtete

HARPER -Electric FURNACE CORP.
1463 Buffalo
406

information;

Territory

open for
OB
B ERS
SEND FOR OUR
SPECIAL INITIAL
ORDER OFFER.

When melting in a crucible, a plug at top of
furnace is removable for making additions,
stirring, or carrying off fumes when heating glass
or special alloys.

Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

ts and
n.

1ecorpporated
1

ALBERTROTNENSTEIN.
National Distributor

135 LIBERTY ST. New
October 1944
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years before "Electronics" blosas the wonder child of a postwar

Dmed
Torld, United Cinephone Corporation En,ineers were putting Electronic devices to
7ork for industry; devices which were
)Tactical, rugged, and down-to-earth.

experience has shown that the solution
usu>f problems in Industrial Electronics
Illy requires the merging of Mechanical
engineering with Electronic engineering
lo the fullest extent possible.

MINUTE SIGNAL

n

/4fridicau~

United Cinephone engineering and production facilities have proved valuable
in many important industrial plants in
connection with product control, automatic

machine operation, operator safety and
simplification of manufacturing methods.
Our engineers will welcome your inquiry.
It will have every attention consistent with
our responsibilities as' Prime Contractors
in the manufacture of military electronic
equipment.

AMPLIFIER TUBE

D. C.

MAGNETIC

TO CONTROL

RELAY

CIRCUIT

E

Mron
Au

F-.

Model ES -15

a
ELECTRONIC SWITCH: For reliable switching where
tiny current can replace heavy currents or mechanical

devices. Only 3/1,000,000 ampere will actuate the
electron tube which operates the relay.

rB.
j: ^ l

-s-11,11
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UNITED. CINEPHONE CORPORATION

NEr,T
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CONSULT SIGMA?
relay that w
good enough for our
you are not intere ted

R7RTHE
ASKING

any

j

in

Compactness
Fast operation
Precise timing

Exceptional sensi ivity
Performance in ifficult enviro merit
Maintenance of perat values within

,ur

Then there is no

J.

Available

rrow limits

n

ason t

pick ut Sigma from
rela y manu acturers.

the many compete

from
local dealers or
by writing factory direct.

I{

UNIVERSAL

Ñ

ro

STROBOSCOPE
on the other hand, your requirements are stringent and
must be fulfilled exactly, you will be interested in Sigma's

method of operation.

We do not

in general sell "stock" or "standard" items, even though
our relays are all assembled from standard parts. Your problem is
studied in detail by our engineering staff. Experimental work is done
if necessary. Decisions are then made as to just what can be
achieved. Then, when agreement with your engineering department
on what is fo be expected from the
use of our relays is complete
we
accept your order.

...

ti

Our guarantee does not stop with
workmanship or defective
materials," but includes performance
up to the end result intended.

"faulty

This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator,
complete with instructive folder, is now available
gratis to all phonograph and recorder .owners

through their local dealers and jobbers. As o
recorder aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist
in maintaining pre-war quality of recording and
reproducing equipment in true pitch and tempo.
Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers
of microphones and home recording components
as well as Professional Recording Studio Equipment, takes this means of rendering a service to
the owners of phonograph and recording equipment. After victory is ours-dealer shelves will
again stock the many new Universal recording
components' you have been waiting for.

UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO.

J

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

110 -VOLTS A. C.
from DIRECT CURRENT
with KATOLIGHT ROTARY KONVERTERS for
operating radio and electronic equipment,
moving picture projectors, sound apparatus,
A.C. appliances, etc.

f{:

.a

,

-

000

.77;

9

TYPE 5RH

Hermetically Sealed
(11/2"

x

11/2" x

21/41

225 WATT
CONVERTER

Available in
TYPE 5FMD

Make -Delay 0.2 Sec. Input
.020 Watt For Aircraft Service

SigmIite lustrulileiltS,we
24EW ADDRESS)
408

INC.

62 CEYLON STREET

BOSTON 21, MASS.

sixes 110 through 2500 watts,
1800 and 3600 r.p.m. ball bearing designs.
Furnish standard 110 -volt 60 cycle A.C. from
32, 110 or 220 -volts direct current.' Quiet in
operation. Can be furnished with special
filtering equipment for sensitive radio work.

PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING OF
SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS

Af present Kato's entire production must be
directed to furnishing converters on high priority orders. Wire us If you need this kind
of equipment for orders.
Also manufacturers of A.C. and D.C. generators ranging from 350 watts through 2,5 K.W.;
power plants; Frequency changer; high frequency generators; and Motor Generator Sets.

KATO ENGINEERING CO.
74 ELM ST.

MANKATO, MINN.

October 1944
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IT'S NO FEAT

,

8-52

to turn out professional looking, neat -as -a -pin
drawings fast with any
one of the four widelykrlown Arkwright Trac-

'2 WO
600 Y.D.C.
1

STANDARD

or

SPECIALLY

DESIGNED

ing Coths.

CAPACITORS
For the past 15 years Girard -Hopkins
have built standard and specially created capacitors, designed to meet the
most exacting climatic and technical

conditions. Our line includes every
stock type of capacitor for normal needs
-Increased manufacturing capacity and
a highly trained engineering staff enable
us to quickly build and deliver spe
cially designed capacitors to your specifications. Consult us on your present
and post-war capacitor problems for
either wax or oil types.

CAN'T BE BEAT!

GIRARD-HOPKINS

real high-grade
work, the uniformly -

For

1000

40th Ave.

OAKLAND
CALIFORNIA
1

Jlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

woven báse cloth and
specially processed surface of Arkwright Tracing Cloths, entirely free
from imperfections, just
can't be beat.

you can
bring your Radio Electronic knowledge

TRY A SHEET!
Send today for free

samples of Arkwright
see
Tracing Cloths

...

UP -TO- DATE
-quickly, at

the difference they
make in your work.

Arkwright Finishing

home

Company, Providence,
Rhode Island.

Are you getting a little rusty on the fundamentals
you are slip.
of Radio and Electronics - - or feel
today's fast
Ping behind in your knowledge of
moving Radio -Electronic developments? Or perhaps
practical
-to
-goodness.
honest
an
seeking
you grit
that
training In Radio -Electronics - . knowing
men who have worked themselves up to good Jobs

this industry are still studying, experimenting
with their eyes on bigger lobs and more pay
- or a business of their own In one of postwar's
most promising opportunity fields.
In

In any -vent. we believe you will be very much
Interested In considering the advantages of our
modern course of Instruction prepared under the
supervision of Dr. Lee DeForest - - and which
includes such effective home study aids as "Learn by -Seeing" movies, to help clear up Important
fundamentals, and eight kits of "Learn -by -Doing"
Radio parts and assemblies, permitting 133 Radio Electronics experiments in you, spare time. Mail
coupon today for complete Information.
No

4,4,4*
ae+r
.7*"?'41.11

1551..3r7

Sold by leading drawing
material dealers everywhere

obligation.

Get Complete Facts Now!

r

DeForest's Training, Inc.
2533 N. Ashland Ave.. Dept.

EI, Chicago

la, Illinois
Send

F1til'. Victors' book and Kit Folder.

Neme

vxe

Street

t'Ih'

State

DEFOREST'S
ELECTRONICS

-

w4.hi/í

/

/

TRACING CLOTHS
AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 20 .YEARS

CHICAGO 14! LL.

October 1944
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Fungus -Proofed
Waxes
As -a

vital service to the Armed

Forces we now offer Fungus Resist-.
ant Materials. These recently developed' products' are the, answer to

Communications requirements.
where the. impregnation or

coating of radio parts
and equipment are
concerned.
P H AR waxes and compounds'
meet evéry specification of both the
Army and Navy for waterproofing

ZO

and insulating all electrical' and
.radio components.` They also have
wide application- in packaging of
every description.

ZOPHAR MILLS
112 -130

-26th

STREET

IT

ESTABLISHED 1846

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Range: Model .P-3
10,000 v. D.C., 0-8,000
P-1, smaller; sloping
v. D.C. P-2 has added

here shown, 0v. A.C. Model
panel, 0.4,000
3,000 v. A.C.

local

outlet.
Continuously variable voltage over
entire range.
Operates directly from 110-130 v.
50/60 cycle A.C. line. Panel light indicates

"On."

I

NAtj,y6

44sO

'

Breakdown indicated by red signal
light. Built-in meter indicates direct reading voltage.
Uniform maximum current 5 milliamperes on P-1, 50 milliamperes on
P-3 over entire voltage range.
Fine-grained crackled -enamel metal
cabinet, 15" x 21" x 28" H.

Simple, positive, safe and quick
means of testing voltage break
down of materials or components.
Safety switch makes power supply
inoperative if chassis is removed
from cabinet. To speed up production testing, with absolute safety,
drawer -switch test fixtures are
available. Typically an "Industrial
Instrument."
Write for Bulletin ...
:
.

/ndu5/íó/
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s
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PLANT and OFFICES:

0_11

/REIF
17 POLLOCK AVENUE
.

JERSEY CITY 5, N.

/ns./fuinen/s:'
410

J.
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manufacturers

of high

grade cotton and silk covered wires, cotton and silk
coverings over enamel coated
wires, and all constructions
of Litz wires. A variety of
coverings made to cudtomers' specifications, or to
requirements determined by
our engineers: Complete design and engineering facilities are at your disposal;'
details a n d quotations, on
request.

ENAMELED

MAGNET
WIRE
A product, resulting from many years of
research in the field of fine wire manufacture, that meets the most rigid requirements of radio and ignition coils.
A new coating method gives a smooth,
permanently - adherent enameling, a n d
mercury -process tests guarantee perfect
uniformity. Great flexibility and tensile
strength assure perfect laying, even at
high winding speeds. If you want reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values, or seek a uniform,
leakproof wire that will deliver extra
years of service, this Hudson Wire
product is the answer.

UDSON WIRE C0.
WINSTED

W/IGYI
CONNECTICUT

October 1944
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TELEPHONE

RELAYS

-
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SERIES

When only D. C. power is available; ELECTRONIC DEVICES
requiring from 110 to 3250 volt-amperes A. C., can be operated
by a rugged Janette rotary converter. Many thousands of such
and
essential safety and other electronic devices, used on ships
power.
shore stations, depend upon Janette converters for
Wherever there are ships, you will
find Janette converters.

<e1 I
Janelte Manufacturing eo.

\

(Pt

.C"
-C:))
5sfi-5se11l moncoé St.

ehlc,ga. Iii.

:d _
ELIMINATES NAME PLATES
ON FRONT PANELS
A proven method for placing durable characters
on metal panels, chassis, etc.
-"

I.
-

$

xi

,

-

-

.

and marked to

STREET

ALSO

October 1944

(ant

.

.

Write for prices and complete specificationsalso catalog covering other standard relays.

panels and

hassis, either metal o r

Oh

plastic. Sharp clear chardurobly printed

NEW YORK 7, N.Y.°c'ers
finished

Tel.: REctor 2-9867
ELECTRONICS

Available for operation on
direct current-wide variety
of contact combinations
coils available for operation
up to 220 volts.

EN MflKFR S

64 FULTON

Excellent construction features guarantee maximum
efficiency for any use.

o

your Complete sotisloNion.

i':RF

r

..

.

fabricated

steeLond within two weeks we will
return it finished

Potter & Brumfield
are now manufacturing
a complete range of high
grade telephone relays.

_y

*Inlaid baked enamel characters,
protected by background finish; resistant to abrasion and salt spray;
guaranteed to pass 50 hour salt
spray test.
*Front panel will match finish of
cabinets.
* Recommended and endorsed by
scores of manufacturers of electronic, sound and communication
equipment.
PROMPT DELIVERIES-Send us your bore

AMT"
SERIES

on

or unfinished

IN'

Mtg. Co., Inc.
105

North 10th Street, Princeton, Indiana

surfaces.
411
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by radio or wire)
1

th°t

For the present, Finch manufacturing facilities are being
devoted to special radio apparatus for .. .
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KIRKLAND Pioneer

be

INDICATING LAMPS

your'

perhops
to your

welcome
reQuire"eNh

eosy.we
or
it difficultwith y°u.
working

New
D/E DOME TYPE LENS -CAP wire
HEAVILY WALLED, DEEPLY CUPPED.
GLASS LENS. SO OUTSTANDING THAT
A

COMPLETE LINE OF PILOT -LIGHTS
BEEN
EQUIPPED WITH
IT.

HAS

For Use With the Most Readily Obtainable Lamp Bulbs
Type No. 590 D/E Unit for use with
the 56 candelabra screw base lamp on
voltages up to 120 volts.

Ora.

\

l

\l
The

No.

590 D/E

Unit,

List

Price,

(less lamp) $1.25.

v

`
t4(
pOY.0%0.0,
O
.

QYei

.

he

%ER

.

%" di-

the front
threaded
Approved.
by

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO.

Write for

Catalogue

M.

v.K

M0
412

E

o°

ON

Specifications: Mounting hole,
ameter; overall depth behind
of the panel 2"; length of
area 1%6".
Underwriters'
Distributed Nationally

SvQOAPéRIS
INOVSRySA`EM0ts

1.0F0

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
October 1944
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IIIDUSTRY
GREER LIGHT

Set
H. P. Segel Co.
To Aid Reconversion
Sept. 24-l;epresentin New

Boston,
years,
ing manufacturers
for over 19

Co. of
England
P. Segel
Engithe Henry
Field
RepBoston, Mass..
manufacturers
neers and
oilers intelligent'
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sow
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repplanning post
dThe first manufacturers
to nationally a resentati.es
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*scan
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radio
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and electronic tition. Investito give
ahead of competition.
opportunity
kind
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e
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of representation
cial time

HENRY. P. SEGEL CO.
Manufacturers Representatives
Field Engineers

221 Columbus Ave.. Boston 16. Most.
Telephones KENmore 3012.6333
Branch Office in' Hartford, Connecticut

aid

FInIS 1Rtj JQSS

Foredoni

Machines are emthousands of
many
in
ployed

manufacturing plants for grinding, finishing. polishing, debut. -

production-tool room-maintenance.

>,niong

the leading industrial plants employing Fore d o ni s are Ford, General Motors, Chrysler.
Nash-Kelvinator, Jack & Heintz, Sperry Gyroscope. Bendix, Westinghouse; etc.

For maintenance and emergency needs-touching up
set-ups without disassembly.
removing high spots on gears.

4

identi^cation

Models from $17.50 to $48.75. Catalog No. 462
shows complete line and mau% uses,-may point
the way to solving some of today's production
and maintenance problems. Write for your copy.

* * * * * *

*,*

.

die and tool

Model

molds, jigs, etc.
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One of Foredoms complete line of
kits preversatile utility grinding
ferred by so many plants for c.nee,
gency and maintenance need.. You
too will find it pays to spot them
liberally about your plant. Pencil.
to
size handpiece facilities-gettingprotight corners for touchingup
duction setups. Complete with accessories $23.50.

IT

t

For de -burring grinding,
finishing, polishing and
other light production jobs-

3

* * * * * * * * * * *

particularly valuabit on irreg
ularly.shaeed parts

Order from your regular Dealer or direct

rtttO

^'ºor

ectat

MDoeerQ^d

et°,`aatwnetoty°rwr,SneW
SPeedWaY t'Gator s
¢comn

W^ish;,'}Mofoºs and ge^e
MApUi ACTURIN50C11.
SPEEDWAY
1898 S.

ELECTRONICS

Foredoni Electric Company
27 Park Pl., New York 7
Ilease send us your new
catalog No. 482 showing the
different uses of Foredoni
Flexible Shaft Machines

0
FI.EXIB.LÉ .SHAFT MACHINES

sol
ll ^ivet

-

Ave.,

October

Cicero

MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
SOLVE MANY PRODUCTION AND
11EYV YORK
FOREDOM ELECTRIC CQ1-21'PARK PLACE,

1944

depart

for grinding. finish2ing Inments,
and touching up dies.

GRINDING KIT

th

ark ing of

* * *

7

`

m

equipment. etc.

Another Foredoni
Time-Saver

LW-KES

handpiece types-pencil
flexible wrist-see arrow.

4 Quickly -interchangeable
ring, milling. cleaning, etc.,
size and larger-some with
replacing old-fashioned, time killing hand methods.
Foredonis are used in 3 key departments,-

CITY'

Name
Address

City

State
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only FASTER
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sizes and styles
for many uses.
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FIXED HANDLE

and CHUCK

IN -3d4

TYPE

OGER

SPINTITES in
Standard Hex sizes.
Special SPINTITES for
SQUARE, KNURLED or

ROGERS ELECTRONIC TUBES, LIMITED
TORONTO
CANADA

FLEXIBLE SHANK
S

APPLICATION.

S

P

W

R

I

I

R

N

.F
O

E

R

G

M

S

S

Ai.
6832-34

P

T

P

R

Bring your Spring problems to us

U

E

A
M

We will give you the benefit of our forty. years of
experience in making Springs, Wire Forms, and
Punch Press Stampings for every mechanical need
from . . VANADIUM, PHOSPHOR BRONZE,
PREMIER WIRE, OIL TEMPERED, STAINLESS
STEEL, MONEL, MUSIC \VIRE, CROME \VIRE.

N

S

P

C

S

I

H

.4. Ai.vada, a.

So. CHICAGO AVE.

.

N
G
S

CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

G.E INDICATOR LAMPS
Send

for

catalog
N

o.

1

4

(

'

1

illustrating a full `h`
line of WRENCHE4j
for Automotive and
Aircraft Tools.

^-S
RENCNES

466 SHREWSBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

'!

a

.

WALDEN

STEVENS WALDEN,iNC.

414

Vibration -proof 'Lock -on Cap
With
or without adjustable "Dimmer". feature
Choice of five colors
Well -insulated
plastic body
Rugged construction
Light weight.
Easy to mount
For complete details, write to
-

GENERAL

;.a

..,:

ur

ELECTRIC
"n.cs.

..,

ELECTRONICS- DEPARTMENT
SCHENECTADY. NEW YORK

October 1944
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Send for this
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FREE

?

CHART

lau4 gaged Dadq

S/

.

+

that every shipment of parts
will be accepted. Avoid delays and
Be sure

extra man hours required to replace
orders of important products because

Decimal Equivalents. Aécurate to four places. Signaled in three colors for maximum speed in locating
decimal equivalent of fraction. Saves time and avoids
errors. Yours at no cost or obligation. Just send .us
your name, title and address.
See

our Catalog in Sweet's File for Product Designers

of dimensional inaccuracies.

SPICIAL NAILS RIVI ISSCRINS-

JOHN NASSAU., INC.

DoALL

Specialists in Cold-Forging Since 1850

11!

Brooklyn 22, N.Y.

150 Clay Street

GAGE BLOCKS

9

I!
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Arrange Now
for Your
Transformers!
IN

IF your postwar product will require a

.

GETTING INTO

The modern key to exactness and pre-

transformer, there is no
time to lose in making
POSTWAR.,
arrangements for a supply that will be adePRODUCTION
quate for your production needs. Delay in doing so may mean loss of postwar profits through inability to complete your product.
We are now booking postwar business. Send us your
specifications for a quotation.

'

F.

I

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Detroit 7, Mich.
2977 Franklin
"The Dongan Line Since

"DONGAN"

1909"

cision in experimental laboratory, tool
room and on production lines. To take
care of. every gage block need, DoALLS are furnished in three different
accuracies:
Laboratory Set --±.000002 (millionths of
Working

PERMANENT MAGNETS
All Shapes-All Sizes-for All Purposes

COBALT-CHROME-TUNGSTEN

an inch),

Inspection Set -±.000004 (millionths of an inch)'

Set -±.000008 (millionths of

an

inch),

FREE-Handbook of Scientific Inspection..
Tells about the many uses and advantages.
of DoALL Gage Blocks. Just write for a,

copy of "QUALITY CONTROL".
Contour Sawing

Bind Her

Stamped, formed and cast

Alnico

Cast or Sintered

under G. E. License/
Also: Laminations for Radio Transformers
(

TOOLS-DIES-STAMPINGS
Heat Treating of Metals and Alloys

THOMAS & SKINNER
1116 EAST 23RD STREET
ELECTRONICS

-

October 1944

INDIANAPOLIS

STEEL
5,

PRODUCTS

COMPANY
INDIANA

CONTINENTAL

MACHINES.

INC.

Manufacturers of DoALL Contour Machines and'
Offices in Principal Cities.
Surface Grinders.
1366 S. Washington Ave., Minneapolis 4, Mínn.

415
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?Stokes MICROVAC Pumps
HEART OF HIGH VACUUM SYSTEMS

.con,-

WIRES
MADE BY

"

Wl liink..,

F

0R

,

-.-.._

I

..

concentrating upon

FIVE SIZES: from 15
to 225 cu. ft. per min.

F.J. STOKES MACHINE CO.
6046

MI

N

t

/ilea

Pk'

Tabor Rd., Phila. 20; Pa.

High Vacuum

át2
LPUMPS GAUGES

11

VICTORY

for the duration

Cornish
WIRE COMPANY, in
15

Pork Now, New York City, New York

EQUIPMENT
.

At

I

"Long
Last"!

iff9991irgiuiligniiu4mlYyiYiYiYiyiiim`1

;

Just what the Electronic Industry
has asked for: -The New
We made it for ourselves-now we make it
available to you.
Everyone who sees or uses it-orders more.
Fits standard size metal tubes.
Strongly made of ONE piece drawn Steel-no
screws, rivets or welds. Can be furnishedplain-zinc or cadmium plated.
No -more BURNT fingers!
Just the thing for use in the LABORATORYSHOP-FIELD or on the TEST and INSPECTION lines!

SCALES, GAUGES,
CALCULATORS,

Tube

CHARTS, DIALS, ETC.

Extractor

MOSS CO.

'rnl.

11105

ra

°

/4

Impervious to moisture, grease,
oils, acids, alkalis.
Printing guaranteed not to wash
or rub off.
Non -inflammable, non -corrosive
plastic.
Printed and laminated vinylite and

on Small

Phone-Boonton 8-2565

k'A

VII 0=

Metal

Prompt Delivery
or Large Orders!
Write or Wire
THE - BMP - CO.
BOONTON, N. J.

.

cellulose acetate.
SuaPLaS

GLADLY SUPPLIED ON NEO11Ut

AND ESTI

MUTE DEArITNENT

t. I.

THE HOPP PRESS, INC
PRINTING

Patents Pending

-

,A.R,CAT,N.

- PONYING

460 W. 34th STREET, N.Y.C.
E111A1:IEhed IG.J

416
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TESTED PURITY

'

Rare Gases and Mixtures

,

"//.f

Distributed Nationwide through

offices

AIRCO

..
-

ATLANTA

3. GA.
N.W.
BALTIMORE 24. MD.
4501 E. Fayette St.
BETTENDORF, IA.

336 Spring St..

2561 State St.

NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

BIRMINGHAM 2, ALA.

60 East 426d St.

St.

121 So. 16th

OKLAHOMA CITY 8,
1521 S. Agnew
(P.O. Bo: 2557)
PHILADELPHIA 40. PA.

(P.O. Box 2583)
BOSTON 16. MASS.
122 Mt. Vernon St.
BUFFALO 13, N. Y.
730 Grant St.
CHARLOTTE 1, N. C.
Post and MoNinch Sta.
(P. O. Boa 1147)
CHICAGO 23, ILL.

Allegheny Av.

& 17

PITTSBURGH

12.

r

1116 Ridge .Ave., N. Side
PORTLAND 10. ORE.

CLEVELAND 2. 01110
1112 Williamson BIJg.
DAYTON 1, 01110
Springboro Pike
(P.O. Boa 923)
DETROIT Il. MICH.
7991 IlnrtwIck St.
EMERYVILLE 8. CAL.

220 Bush St.
SEATTLE 4. WASH.
3623 E. Marginal Way

KANSAS CITY 8. MO.
2701 Warwick Trfessey
LOS ANGELES 11, CAL.
2423 E. 58th St,

94 -29th St.

3- 115

\\\\\\\\/\\\

Front Ave.
RICHMOND 9. VA.
(P.O. Boa 1192)
SAN FRANCISCO 4, CAL.
2947 N.W.

3100 So. Homan Ave.
CINCINNATI 3. 01110
934 Kenyon Ave.

p\

\\\\\\

St.
PA.

.l,°l

t

;6

SHREVEPORT, LA.
Cedar Grove Station

(P.O.

Boa 763)

ST. LOUIS 2, MO.
630 So. Second St.

WHEELING,

1280 -45th St.

A

VA.

Magnolia Al,,. Offices

LOUISVILLE 1, KY.
1256 Logan St.
MILWAUKEE5. WISC.
818 35. Winnebago St.

MINNEAPOLIS 2. MINN.
1111 Nicollet Ave.
NEW ORLEANS 2. LA.
1406 S. RendonSt.

EL PASO TEXAS
Old Fort Bliss Road
(P.O. Box 611
HOUSTON. TEXAS
2105 Collingsworth
(P.O. Boa 319)
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
801 N. Throckmorton
(P.O. Box 996)

AIR REDUCTION
General Office: 60 E. 42d St.. New York 17. N.Y.

Facts You Should Know About

C.M.H. Stainless Steel Bellows
IF you plan to use bellows for

vacuum equipment, instruments, rotating shaft seals, or for
other similar purposes in the
electronic field, here are some essential features of C. M. H. Stain-

PLATINUM
SILVER
for eÍectron

c

FOIL

use

1. Corrosion resistant qualities of stainless

steel enable wider application of
C.M.H. BELLOWS.

2. High and low temperatures do not affect
the operating efficiency.

RIBBON

mitting economical use of C.M.H.
Stainless Steel BELLOWS for many unusual types of applications.

7. Better delivery schedules are possible
because C.M.H. BELLOWS are standard

production products.

For complete information about
C.M.H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS
and about the many types of Flexible Metal Hose in the complete
G M.H. line, write us today.

3. Multiple ply construction gives even

SEAMLESS TUBING

Ask for Chicago Metal Hose
Form SSB2 on which to submit
your bellows requirements. It will
save you time-assure more accu-

greater strength factors when needed.

4. Ferrous fittings, attached by Circular
Seam Welding, assure permanent, leakproof joints.

.SILVER
WIRE

SHEET

Long lengths cre standard production per-

less Steel BELLOWS:

PLATINUM
WIRE

6.

BRAZING ALLOYS & FLUX

rate transmittal of essential data.

5. Uni-metol assemblies avoid the costly
troubles encountered where bi-metal
types are used.

THE'.AMERÍCAN: PLATINUM
=

WORKS
Réfiners &, Mariúfat:fur`érs
'

.

t

o

NJ.R.R. Ave, at Oliver Streei
Newitrk 5, N.. J.
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HOSE
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CORPORATION
mAYwooD, ILLINOIS

.

Li
Plants: Maywood and Elgin, Ill.
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stev

Set
'Os X11 cannot
SRP loose

5r

mor
There ore a great many possible applications In electronic equipment for

Slzes
No. 4 to

BCE
IMPROVED TYPE HOLDERS

for stamping into Metal, etc.
Hand or Press style. Type can be
s i I y, quickly loaded and unloaded. Simplest construction .
Just a sturdy pin holds the type
securely. No screws nor springs.
Super -quality steel type made in
various sizes: 1/32" up fo 1/2"
figures and letters.
e a

Vis' Diameter
Write for

uNIJRAK0
SELF LOCKING HOLLOW SET SCREWS
.

.

with the knurled points

Tightening in the usual way causes the knurled points to dig in and
lock the screws so they can't work loose . . . yet they're easily
removed and can be used over and over again. Use "UNBRARO"
Self -Lockers and be sure that there can be no' functional failure
because of loose set screws.
Write for further details.

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
BOSTON

DETROIT

Bulletin
E2311

-

-

JENKINTOWN. PENNA. BOX 596
BRANCHES
INDIANAPOLIS
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

`

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO;

Mold making facilities are
the yardstick by which td
measure your molder
for' engineering skill, the
finest molding equipment
and the most rigid inspections are valueless unless
the job gets off to a good
start in a good mold. Your
molded plastic parts can't
be better than the mold in
which they are formed.
o

.

Shown Lt the photograph above are both sections of the mold in
which Bausch & Lomb Safety Goggle Frames are made. Because
a thermoplastic material was suitable for this
use, the injection
method of molding was used, lowering costs and increasing the
rate of production. Although the trames are threaded, note that
the shape of the guides is such that they open and close the split
female die as the mold Is opened and closed, permitting automatic election of the molded product and eliminating the need for
hand unthreading. Note also the intricate detail and the high
polish of the interior of this mold.

Advertising men agree
. the list
is more than halt the story.
McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists, used by
leading manufacturers and industrial service organizations, direct
your advertising and sales promotional efforts to key purchasing
power.
In view of present day difficulties
in maintaining your own mailing
lists, this efficient personalized
service is particularly important In
securing the comprehensive market
coverage you need and want. Investigate today.

On your next molded plastic job, get
in touch with Auburn. Learn how
Auburn's -complete service can help
you.
Pe

%"

E.N,,GINEERE'D PL.A.ST.IC
Compression,

bonder,

Intruded Vinyl

and

PRODUCTS

Inieai.n Molding

or Acetate tubes and Shopes

Cellalnse Niteate Rods, Sheets, Molded Pons

Mold Engineering and Complete Mold Shop

418

STATEN ISLAND 12, N. Y.

What Makes a
Mailing Click?

Here's what makes
an Auburn molding
job better . . .

1

STEEL
TYPE

We also make numbering machines
.
automatic and non -automatic . . . for
stamping, either hot or cold, numbers
and letters into various materials.

HUGUENOT PARK

.

/

AUBURN BUTTON WORKS
R
I

N

FOUNDED' IN

C

O

O

1

R

8 76

A

T

E

D

AI/9URN. N.Y.

USE

Mc CRAW-HILL
DIRECT

MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Cs.; Inc.
DIRECT MAIL DIVISION

330 West 42nd Street, New York, 18, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS

UJ

LECTRICITY

to

acquaint you with
íi{\irJ

.

ELECTRIC
PLANTS

iBflflll

.

r'
_

^ \wNLN..
.5a.
-

-

Model shown Is from
WIC series, 2 and
115
60 -cycle,
3 -KW,
volt; powered by waf2 - cylinder
er-cooled,

'

engine,

M[ID
POWER AND 110Ní FOR EVERY

Over 65 models available ranging in sizes from 350 to 35,000

watts. A.C. types are 50 to 800
cycles, 115 to 660 volts, single
,

S TA 11W Y

-ANYWHERE

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING. PLANTS

supply reliable, economical electric service
for electronics applications as well as for scores
of general uses.
Driven by Onan-built, 4 -cycle gasoline engines,
these power units are of single -unit, compact design and sturdy construction. Suitable for mobile,
stationary or emergency service.

.

C

FOR ANY JOB

(H

r

R.F. COILS

or three-phase. D.C. types from
to 4000 volts. A.C. - D.C.
6

combination
Write

and
._tJJocia fec ..nriiem ¿[tei

available.

for engineering

assistance and detailed

nn

literature.

-

is a Stanwyck
coil for every application in the Radio Frequency Spectrum
coils that have met the requirements of
war and which will meet your requirements
Send for folder
when the war "is won
describing our line and facilities.

There

types

;

.

STADWYCH
Company

D. W. ONAN & SONS

NEW YORK

NEWBURGH

3256 Royalston Ave..

Minneapolis

5.

Minn.

are you helping
INDUSTRY PREPARE

for peacetime

f

p
cn
A

Fc

a1\

E\ect

Solder

.

.

.

at¡ons

"Industry" means you-you-and me, too.
"We're ready to help you set up compounds heating installations that your
plant will need to start post-war produca drop at a time
tion. How ready are you?
During these planning days, how thorough a ¡ob are you doing? Are you taking advantage of
war production experiences to expedite melting, storing, pour-

-

.

Platinum metals scrap and

ta..

residues refined and reworked on toll charges; or
purchased outright by us ...
Write for list óf Products.
Discussion of technical

problems invited

.

.

100 gal, compound
mixing tank with

power agitator

.

.

SIGMUND'COHNAPCO:
41,GO10:5T,,
°

;SINCE' '

'NEWYORK-

; 1901

ELECTRONICS-October

1944

.

,

.

:

PRODUCTION

ing, dispensing or conveying heated compounds and soft
metals? Engineering service is available to you on these
problems, service applied to your product and your plant.
Whether you require a drop of melted solder synchronized
accurately into your production line, or a hundred gallons of
melted pitch always on tap, you'll find Ste -Warm Engineering
Service able to help you.
Electric heating and handling of a. wide variety of compounds used in the electrical industry is Ste-Warm's specialty.
We can tell you how Joe, John and George have met problems not radically different than yours.
Why not tell it to Ste -Warm and get their equipment

suggestions?

CO.
STA=WARM.ST.ELECTRIC
RAVENNA, OHIO
1000 N. CHESTNUT

419

RESISTANCE..
WIRE
ALLOY "A": Nickel -chromium alloy, resists oxidation at extreme temperatures.
Essential for operating temperatures up
to 2100° F. Also used for cold resistance.

HEXACOÑ
TYPE P-200

t

\,\\

and long life...
One of the motor
suppliers to the
Armed Forces in

C. O. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.
SOUTHPORT,

for

quick, ample heat

ohms/C.M.F.
123 PEQUOT AVE:

*flíar.West1nghoüse

-.

Resists chemical corrosion by many media.
Non-magnetic; specific resistance, 650

CONN.

wartime, and t0

J

time, Westing.
house has consist-

W IRE

r

f

ently specified

HEXACON solder-

ALLOY "C": Nominally contains b07.
nickel, 15% chromium, and balance iron.
High resistance to oxidation and corrosion. Widely used in resistances for radio
and electronics, industrial, and domestic equipment. Operating temperature
up to 1700° F. Specific resistance 675
ohms/C.M.F.

C. O. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.

ing irons for con-

tinuous productions needs.

WRITE FOR
LITERATURE

The HEXACON

"BALANCED HEAT"

line is one of
the most com-

Incorporating -the exclusive new HEXACON principle of
design, excessive element -impairing heat is dissipated
by the patented hexagon -shaped barrel. Over -heating
is minimized, efficiency and economy are Increased.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

123 PEQUOT AVE.

1

civilian require.
ments in peace-

RESISTANCE

k4o1«./ zM,

plete available
today; included
are o diversity of
types and sizes. All
are described In fully

Illustrated literature;
write today, no obli
potion.

CO.

HEXACON ELECTRIC

130 WEST CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, N. J.

RESISTANCE

HIGH -QUALITY

W IRE

LONG:LASTING
SOLDERING IRONS

ALLOY "D": Nominally contains 30%
nickel, 15% chromium, and balance iron,
and has a specific resistance of 600
ohms/C.M.F. Pure Monel and 'nickel resistance wire also obtainable.

x,

-G

.

,» r.: -'_úX3

_._s-L.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

i

123 PEQUOT AVE.

SOUTHPORT,

CONN.

RESISTANCE
IRE
KANTHAL: Exclusive manufacturers of
KANTHAL wire; although unavailable
for duration, we will be pleased to supply
information for your post-war requirements.

C. O. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.
123 PEQUOT AVE.
Note: All nllnys ore

SOUTHPORT, CONN.
o,od!'c.d in high-fretype furnaces, and are furnished
bright, dull, or oxidized finish, also with
enamel, silk, or cotton insulation.
quency

420

characteristics
all

C. O. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.

.

frequency response

IRE

ALLOY "45": Ahoy of 55% copper, 45%
nickel with a constant electrical resistance
over wide range of temperatures. Specific
resistance 294 ohms/C.M.F.; temperature
coefficient 0.00002 ohms per degree F;
32 to 212 degrees range. Used in winding of precision resistors.

..

-

Provides, automatically,

4

RESISTANCE
W

-

Automatic Frequency Response Recorder

C. O. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.
123 PEQUOT AVE.

w

kinds of com-

munication
*"

charts.

1

As its names implies, it will draw automatically and continually (on semi -log.
paper, 4" wide) an accurate frequency

characteristic of any audio transmission
'component or complete installation. Indispensable where rapid changes with respect
to frequency occur and a continuous record
is desirable; (Loud -speakers, microphones.
etc.) Also for vibratidn and acoustical
measurements.
The frequency response is essentially flat
from 20 to 40 KC; it responds to a .2 of a
DB change of the input signal.

appa-

ratus on standard

Model
FR

of

the DB Potentiometer is replaced by a
linear type potentiometer, the instrument
will be a ,recording ampere meter or volt
If

meter.
Completely AC operated-light weight
lbs)-compact and portable.

(40

The AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY RESPONSE
RECORDER has many other new and exclusive features which are fully described
in our' Bulletin which we will send upon

request.

SOUND APPARATUS CO.
STREET
.NEW

15.0 WEST -46th

'YORK 19

N.Y.

Manufacturers and Designers Of Graphic Recording Instruments
O'cfobe1.944

-
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GET TIMIS HANDY CHEMICAL
GENERAL

j'

RADIO CHEMICAL LABORATORY
-

4.

51.-.?b:

-

,r

EXPERIMENTAL:WORK.

:

'

4<t,

LABORATORY FOR

CEMENT-

,

1,1";

1.

G -C

Cements and Chemicals are used on

all types of radio and electronic equipment by leading manufacturers, laboratories and branches of the Army and
Navy. They are available for immediate
shipment in gallon, 5 gallon and drum
lots. Let us quote on your requirements.

`l

Twenty 2 oz. Bottles
Indexed Metal Rack
Brushes in Bottle Caps

We can help you with your cementing,
finishing and gluing problems. We

The G -C Radio Chemical Laboratory contains a complete professioncil assortment

manufacture a complete line of polystyrene coil coating materials, sealing
compounds, color coding enamels, air
dry wrinkle varnishes, etc.

of 'Often needed cements, solvents, coil
dopes, insulating varnishes, lubricants,
contact cleaners, etc. The bottle you want
is always instantly available from its
place in the permanent indexed rack.
Rack can be placed on bench or wall.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

LIST PRICE $8.17 WITH
FREE STEEL

:SMALL METAL PARTS

nrZIERICK

Order Bulk Cements
and Chemicals
for Production Lines!

211.11

HOURS

TODAY!

RACK

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO:

ILL.
921 TAYLOR AVE., ROCKFORD,

Clips
Lugs

Terminals

Hardware
Grid Caps

G

Fuse Clips

R

Light Sockets
Dies

,

Wire Forms
Hot Tinning
Automatic
Stampings
A

standard parts
usually shipped
on day order comes.
Our

are
in.

.

Zc GLENN-ROBERTS
of famous C -R
LONG MANUFACTURED as integral parts
by Glenn Welders, electrical and electronic components
Roberts are now available to the industry.
runs of oil and
Your specifications are invited for production

Many of these parts
are approved by the
Army and Navy.

MAIL TO
Zierick Mfg. Corp.
385Gerard Ave., New York City 51, N. Y.
PLEASE TEAR AND

ZIERICK MFG. CORP. DEPT.E
385 Gerard Avenue
New York City 51, N. Y.
Telephone MOft Haven 9.2727

solenoid -type
wax type capacitors, pneumatic timers, a. c.
relays, power and radio transformers.

Please send your descriptive catalog.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

NAME

GLENN-ROBERTS- COMPÁN1L
2107ADAMS

COMPANY

y

1009 FRUITVALE AVENUE
OAK L AN D, CA LF OR ÑIA

ST'REET;,

b

.

°`

;.

ADDRESS

....

1ÁÍ0AÑAPOI.IS;.1NDÍí4hlA.`
::r

i*.

a

.

.
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NOW

----

a really high-powered

RADIO
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY
at 'UM

1

139111

-s

There

is no

ts.r

other method of producing metal

stampings in small lots that can equal the process

Not.':

originated by Dayton Rogers Mfg. Co. No matter how intricate the design or how small the
quantity requirements, we can show you a substantial saving.

Library comprises
a
selection of books
from leading
McGraw - Hill publicaThe

culled
tions

in

field.

radio

the

irA7
especially selected by radio specialists of
McGraw-Hill publications
to give most complete, dependable cov
erage of facts needed by all whose fields
are grounded on radio fundamentals

Write for illustrated booklet 1#176-17.

available at

CO.
DAYTON ROGERS MANUFACTURING
2837 12th Ave. S., Minneapolis 7, Minn.

a

special price and terms

These books cover circuit phenomena, tube
theory, networks, measurements. and other
subjects-give specialized treatments of all
fields of practical design and application. They
are books of recognized position in the literature-books you will refer to and be referred
to often. If you are a practical designer, researcher or engineer in any field based on radio.
you want these books for the help they give in
hundreds of problems throughout the whole
field of radio engineering.
5

volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations

Eastman's

IRON

SPECIAL

CORES.
PyroTerric powdered
precision
metal cores have kept
to specification: e development.
They are apace the vital
PERMEABILITY
manufactured

HIGH
RESISTANCE

as

Consult

LOW

P yroferrie

PYRO
175 VARICK

FUNDAMENTALS

desired FREQUENCY

on your

ÉRRIC
STREET

HIGH
MEDIUM

Powder

MetallurgyLOW
requirements

Ca..

NEW YORK, 14; N. Y.

LOW PRICE

EASY TERMS

Special price under this offer less than cost
of books bought separately. In addition, you
have the privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $3.00 in 10 days after
receipt of books and $3.00 monthly thereafter.
Already these books are recognized as standard
works that you are bound to require sooner or
later. Take advantage of these convenient
terms to add them to your library now.

FOR

10

DAYS

EXAMINATION SEND

THIS

ON -APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. 18
Send me Radio Engineering Library for 10 days'
examination on approval. In IO days I will send
$3.00 plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly
till $24 is paid, or reutrn books postpaid. (We
pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance
of first installment.)

Name
Address

e

City and State
Position
Con,pany

422

OF

VACUUM TUBES, 2nd edition
Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING, 2nd
edition
Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING, 2nd edition
Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, 3rd edition

L 10-44
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CUP WASHERS
o

u r+tF'I

,

for Binding Screws
e

s41í'
TE

tall

ran

r

STAMPING

w. Lafayette St., Detroit 16, Michigan

Steel

hundreds of factorle, are oaring time
and Injuries In war production by
-Grip
Protecting workers withfor Steel
handling
IJa,d
Finger Guard
rough or sharp articles. fnr buffing,
grinding. gangling. Polishing. Punch
press work and hundreds of ocher Jobe.
Protect lingers or thumb. front or
hack, from ruts, abrasions or hlisters.
Made of durable leather with elastic
web back for gnus, cool, comfortable
fits all.
fit. Early on and off. One aloeeach
for

--

.

io

,

t

:-stEEi

r

men or women. Send IOe
sarnoles or trial order bog of 50 at
Mt4c each, less 1O'6.
Catalog of Bird -Grip Safety
Apparel free on rrpaed

.
cQi

INDUSTRIAL GLOVES COMPANY
aaw.a industrial 325 Garfield, Danville, Illinois

Toronto
Safeguards Since 1910 In Canada: Safety Supply Co.,

kSil
fTlR Naryr.e

"07,

WHITEHEAD
CO.

with
FingersGuards
Save -Grip
Finger

lr

Ol

'IITHQ

Strip Insulated Wires
QUICKER... BETTER

Electron Tube Machinery
design
of

with

special

and

type.-standard.

e,,ery

manufacSpecialists in Equipment for the
Tubes.
ture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Lamps.
Incandescent
Fluorescent Lamps,
Tubes
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray
products, on
and other glass or electronic
basis.

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER

.Speeds Production

Strips Insulation from all types of
instantly, usily, perfectly
wire
Just press the handles and the lob
800
is don.. Cuts win too. Strips
to 1000 wires per hour. Available
wires
for all sire solid or stranded
-No. A to No. 30. List Price 56.00.
Per Fan Partic.lars
WPM* Dee.

-

r.,

production or laboratory

I

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. co.
Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

cnclnEERlnc comRnny'
Bergen, N. J.
1307.1309 Seventh St., North

line of equipment
We Manufacture a complete
AC ARC
to 50 K VA

CentlnlTously

llnc 1930

'4
SPOT WELDERS, electric, from
WELDERS
standard types
Tit 1NSFORMERS, special and
equipment From 100 to'
INC'NDF'4CF,NT LANG) manufacturing
400 Amps.
MAKING EQUIPMENT
F 'LUORFSCFNT Tü(;E
pumps. etc.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum
use
laboratory
for
machines
WET GLASS slicing and cutting
E
GLASS working machines and burners.

,_
'i

-

v" I -'.111n...

,

"''1_
-

GENERAL
for students and laboratory
COLLEGE GLASS working units
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.Newark, New Jersey

s

731 So. 13th

1
"'LW

COMMERCI..1

"MAMA!

COMPANY.
NIPOWER CRYSTAL Drive,
Chicago
Sales Division -205 W. Wacker
47,111.
tottery -2033 Charleston St., Chicago

ONLY

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM

Making a modest but effective contribution in Electronics' War accomplishments.
H. CROSS

METER

from

transmitters
1.5

within

to 56 mo.,
per cent

0.01

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
Fla.. U. S. A.
Bradenton,

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

AMPLIFIER
X'

PRODUCT

WALLACE CLARK

MORE
A
REQUIRE
COMPACT AMPLIFIER?

&

COMPANY'

Consulting Management Engineers

we re specialists In the
art of conserving spas.
Your Inaulrles are invited.

years Planning in the Fields of Research,
Development, Sales, Engineering, Production
Finance and Overall Management.
New York 11, N. Y.
521 Filth Avenue

25

PARAPHONE HEARING AID INC.
Ohl*

E.

MITTLEMAN

Consultant Engineer
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
BUILT TO ORDER
N.Y.C., N.Y.
Rm. 503 168 Washington SL.
Beekman

3-0462

Cleveland 15,

2056 East 4th

STANLEY D. EILENBERGER

ii,,

Consulting Engineer
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models
Complete Laboratory and Shop Facilities
0309 -13 -27th Ave.

AND

Telephone 2-4213

Kenosha, Wis.

ELECTRONIC

J. L. A. McLAUGHLIN
Designer of

DEVICES

Communications Receivers

BURSTEIN:APPLEBEE CO
1012.1014 McGee St.

ELECTRONICS

for
checking

FREQUENCY

New York

15 Beekman St.

Small 3 -Stage

DOES YOUR

MICROMETER

OF

OUNCES

3

Only 354' by 3- by

St. (near Avon Ave.)

FINE RIBBONS

aIICRArT

MARINTaROADCAIT

- cI.

711

-

gansas City 6, Missouri

P. O. Box

529,

LaJolla, Calif.

M. F.

ASSOCIATES

M. OSBORNE

Consulting Physicists
ProbMathematical Analysis of Physical
Mathematics, ApproximaHigher
lems.
Dynamics.
tions. Electronic Design. Fluid
Mechanics, Electromagnetic and Acoustic
Wave Propagation. Literature Surveys.
Reports,
703 Albee Bldg.
Telephone

Washington

District

5,

D. C.

2415

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph.D.
Consulting Physicist

Problems
Electrical and Mechanical EngineeringElectrodes
Instruments and Control Devices
and
Specialists In Colorimetry, SpectoDhotometry
Industrial Color Control
Facilities
Laboratory and Shop
Llanereh. Pa.
202 Darby Road
Phone

Hilltop

6910

423
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SID
POSITION VACANT

'llrANTED RADIO radar television set engineer for specialized export
Must be capable of analyzing setsorganization.
to establish
bill of materials, know sources of supply,
gest circuit modifications when necessary, sugetc.
Knowledge of a foreign language especially
Spanish extremely helpful. Experience
with
set designing laboratory or manufacturera
necessary. State fully experience, age, etc.
Enclose non -returnable recent photo. P-726,
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18,
N. Y.
(Additional Positron Vacant ads on pages 366.
379. 384, & 426)

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

ELECTRONICS-More positions are coming in
daily for well qualified men in
Our service is Nation wide and Electronics.
all
branches of Engineering. More thancovers
years
at the same add'ess. The Engineering 61Agency.
Inc., 53 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, Illinois.

-

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
SALARIED POSITIONS
This
service of 34 years' recognizedadvertising
standing
negotiates for highs salaried supervisory
nical and executive .positions. Procedure.techwill
be individualized to your personal requirements and will not conflict with Manpower
Commission's. Retaining fee protected by refund provision. Identity covered and present
position protected. Fend for details. R. W.
Bixby, Inc., 278 Delward Bldg., Buffalo 2,
N. Y.

POSITIONS WANTED
RADIO EXECUTIVE engineer is looking for
a profitable post-war business association.
Holding B.S. and
M.S. degrees in electrical
engineering, with 16 years of experience
in:
radio 'receivers and Components test equipment, telephone receivers and transmitters, research, design and mnss production. Has made
valuable contributions to war effort. Has
perfect working knowledge
of the
and
German languages and engineeringFrench
standards
in most European countries. Is interested
in
association with bigger organization planing
extensions in Europe, or with existing companies desiring enter electronic
acoustic
fields, or with individual of highor standing
wishing to start new business. PW-727, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
CHEMICO-PHYSICIST engineer with unusually extensive fluorescent
experience desires post-war development,lamp
or
engineering work with financially research
sound
progressive company, interested in making high
quality fluorescent lamps. PW-728, Electronics,
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 12 years experience in the electronic industry.
Wishes
position as works manager
for
or
medium manufacturer in the war small
industry.
PW-729. Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New
York 18, N. Y.
ENGINEER-TECHNTCTAN twenty years amateur and radio service including
telephone and commercial UHF. automatic
Last ten
years and continuing as communications
superintendent commercial South American airline. Seek contacts leading to permanent position radio sales and/or Installation engineer
in South America or other foreign assignment after short period product familiarization
in states. U. S. born, educated, healthy.
steady. sneak, resd. write Spanish. Utilizing
this means reestablishing personal contacts
Glue prolonged absence from states. Excellent
references from present emnioyers. PW-730.
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., .New York 18,
N. Y.
PH.D. PHVSI(TST, present war work being
completed. Unusual academic
and
research background. Experiencedtraining
research and development director, researcher,
and pro
duction engineer, PW-731. Electronics, 330
W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

SALESMAN AVAILABLE
SALES ENG. electrical, 7 years experience
research and design of electro mechanical
equipment, relays and switches. West coast
only. SA -732. Electronics, 68 Post Street, San
Francisco 4, Calif.
REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

POST-WAR-Sales representative, west coast
territory, Navy radio technician and successful pre-war selling experience, expert to
visit East coast after discharge. H. E. Miller.
3151 Franklin St.. San Francisco 23. California.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
AN UNUSUAL opportunity for forward -look.

ing radio -electronic manufacturer interested
in the great post-war frame sound -recordingreproducing field to secure all rights to group
of three patents recently issued with broad
claims covering novel system offering substantial advantages in production economy
and operating convenience. Write BO -733,
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18,
N. Y.

424
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
.
WANTED
ENGINEERS

(in)

SERVICE NOW

DESIGNERS

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL
RADIO, ACOUSTICAL
For Research and Development Laboratory
of established company engaged in war
work. Activity includes electronic control
equipment, continuous recorders, special

AVAILABLE

Manufacturers Sales Representatives

radio devices, and aircraft accessories.
Excellent post-war opportunities. Laboratory located in central Manhattan. All replies strictly confidential. Write full details.
P-723. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

Líve wire sales organization. Financially 'responsible with warehouse
faci I ities.

Selling distributors, jobbers and
manufacturers covering metropoli
tan New York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.

Established manufacturers representative and associates contacting
midwest industries desire one more
industrial and one radio parts line.
RA -718, Electronics
620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

1

Salesmen's organization with wide
experience in Communications, Rar ti
dio and Appliances.

CANADIAN

Seeking Automotive, Electronic and
Plastic units, parts and equipment
lines for immediate and post-war.

Manufacturing Rights

.

Excellent connections since 1921
with established background in their
fields.

WANTED

Write for further information without obligation.

Lr~

*Canadian rights wanted
the manufacture of
electronic, light mechanical, or electrical products by a well known
Canadian
Manufacturer
equipped for quantity production on a precision
basis having an organization familiar with Cafor

CABINET STOVE CO.
36 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE
NEWARK 5, N. J.

U

FOR SALE

nadian markets and

Western Electric Oven

capable of handling the
Distribution, Sales a n d

Infra -red ray radiant oven for baking or heat dry.
Ing parts finished with paint, enamel, lacquer.

Service of such products
throughout Canada.

black wrinkle or polymerin.

Sire-Traveling chain conveyor 28' long x
wide x 33' high.

--

Speed

communications will
be held in strict confidence. Address replies to
AH

Heat

311/4'

variable.

450° F. maximum.

requirement.

65000 Watts -440

Can be reduced to own

Volts-Equipped with Hall

In-

candescent lamps.
Equipped with explosion proof motors and switches
including all electrically controlled equipment.

BO -719. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

ROYAL CROWN

Bottling Company of Newark, Inc.
245.Raymond Boulevard,

TO

TO INVENTORS

MANUFACTURERS

FOR SALE

Inventors: Have you patents for disposal

here or abroad?
Manufacturers: Are you seeking important
new products or processes for present or
future exploitation?
W. B. KAHN CO., 551 Fifth Ave.. N. Y.
International Patent Brokers
Est. /904

-

Newark 5, N. J.

Meters Panel instruments 31/2" size,
microammeters, voltmeters. ammeters, R.F.
meters, milliammeters. Large variety.
Multi -range small portables. Prompt deliveries, Advise what you want for quotation. Hallicrafters SX-28, 25..
HAiRY AND YOUNG
203 Ann Street,' Hartford 3, Connecticut

2 High Frequency Generators
2
l:

k.w. output, 3 phase, up to 50 megacycles,
suitable for experimental work only.

Forest Products Engineering Co.

Manhattan Building

Chicago,

111.

BEST QUALITY, USED

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes. incandescent lamps.
neon tubes, photo electric cells. X-ray tubes. etc.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC.
65.67 East 8th St.
New York. N. Y.
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SEARC M LIGHT SECTION

áD

IS YOUR

ENGINEERING
OPENING
Project Supervisor
Permanent position with an established concern manufacturing communications equipment.
Prefer top-notch man with UHF
experience who can take charge of
development or design project.
Salary commensurate with ability.
Additional compensation for assignment of patents to company.

Pleasant working conditions.

QlD

OPPORTUNITY HERE?

Think this over carefully. Where clei you go from the spot you're in now? Are your
surroundings friendly and full of promise for the future? Consider now the place
you might fill in the electronic industry leadership assurred to the fine staff of
engineers, scientists, techn'cians at NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION. We're
an young in years and ideas though most of us are old in electronic experience. We
enjoy working together. We know we're going places! We're inviting you to loin us
if you have the qualifications. If you're looking for a success pattern for your future,
it may be here with us at National Union. Find out! Come in and talk it over or
write us!

NATIONAL UNION WANTS:

QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER and SENIOR TUBE ENGINEERS-These men MUST llave
executive ability and extensive experience with radio tube manufacture. The pay and opportunities
are cnmmen,,rate with vnur ahtlity.
COMMERCIAL ENGINEERS-Men with pleasing personalities, Initiative and a knowledge of
vacuum tube applications.
QUALITY CONTROL MEN-Statistical Training Is chief requirement though a knowledge of
vacuum tubes wit hel n,
JUNIOR ENGINEERS-MEN or WOMEN-If you have a college degree In Physics. Electrical
Engineering. Mathematics or Chemistry and are the type of young person who Is able to 'no places',
you'll be starting with your best foot froward If you are accepted at National Union Radio Corporation.
9 FOREMEN and ASSISTANT FOREMEN-Men with foremanship experience in Exhaust, Stem
and Grid operations in radio tube manufacture.
TECHNICIANS-Men who know circuits. Maybe you've been repairing radios, maybe you've
It makes no difference either way
gained a knowledge of circuits by working on test equipment.
if you have the 'know how' of circuits write us about the opportunities we have to otter!

WOMEN

!

We have a number of fine young women engineers with us now. We need more.
If you have a degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Chemistry or Mathematics

and are seeking career opportunities, investigate.

Phnne or Write
DR. L. GRANT HECTOR, Director

of Engineering

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION

W.M.C. rules observed.

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Address

Newark, 2, New Jersey

Plane St. at Raymond' Blvd.

WMC RULES OBSERVED

DALE POLLACK
Engineering Director

TEMPLETONE RADIO
COMPANY

WANTED

Makers of Temple Radios
MYSTIC, CONN.

SENIOR RADIO ENGINEER

ttn

with at least seven years' experience in home radio field.
Capable of executing important assignments from development to finished products.

RADIO

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

ENGINEERS
WANTED
This is your chance for immediate
and after-war employment with the
Company 'that developed:

The streamlined loop housing for

aircraft

preferably experienced in electronic field.
These positions offer unusually good permanent opportunities

-top

compensation commensurate with qualificationscongenial, progressive organization with new and one of the
best equipped laboratory and factory facilities in the industry. Interesting work on most advanced type of military
communication equipment nów and 'b'oad field of quality
radio -phonograph and industrial electronics after V -Day.
Please write detailed qualifications, including

THE

MAGNAVOX COMPANY

The Cathode Ray Direction Finder

Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Capacity Goniometer

Harbor protection equipment
Invasion Radio Equipment
numerous other items.

and

Qualified engineers are needed for
permanent positions in our laboratory
to carry on research and development

Radio Receivers, Direction Finders,
Radiophone Sets,
FM
Equipment,
Broadcast and Television Receivers,
and Specialized Equipment.
Write for application form and state
condition of availability.
of

Airplane

&

Marine Instruments, Inc.

Clearfield, Pa.

availability.

WANTED

WANTED

DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNER

ENGINEERS

Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for development work in the following branches:
I. Electro -mechanical devices, communication systems. Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.
2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.
Statement of Availability Required.
P-725. Electronics
330 \Vest 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

A Central New England manufacturer

employing' over 1000 people needs
Draftsman-Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die-casting and plastic
applications desirable.
WMC Regulations Prevail
330

P-724, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

r
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
FIELD SERVICE

TECHNICAL

our

MANUSCRIPT

WRITER

Radio Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Layout Draftsman
Laboratory Assistant

TO ASSIST ENGINEERS WITH
PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS
FOR PUBLICATION, AND TO SUPERVISE PREPARATION OF INSTRUCTION BOOKS FOR RADIO

EQUIPMENT.
SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH ABILITY AND
EXPERIENCE.
SEND COMPLETE
DETAILS OF EXPERIENCE, DRAFT
STATUS, AND RECENT PHOTOGRAPH IN FIRST LETTER. STATE
SALARY EXPECTED, AND IF NOW
EMPLOYED IN' WAR INDUSTRY,
STATE CONDITION OF AVAILABILITY.
ADDRESS:

DALE POLLACK,

CHIEF ENGINEER

.TEMPLETONE
RADIO COMPANY
MYSTIC, CONNECTICUT

ENGINEERS

AS A

For Domestic and

Foreign Service
Must possess good
knowledge of
Radio

Quality Tester
Analyser
Phaser

Essential workers
need release

depends on what you do now!
Why not find out what Motorola offers
you in future security, rapid advancement, recognition, and'salfry. increases.
The positions open are in Development, Specifications, Production, Engineering and Test Equipment. List your
qualifications on one side of a sheet of
paper. Name the position you want.

,

-

ELECTRONICS
CORP.
58-25

We'll send you the details. Get your
letter in the mail today.
.

G14

I

/I

YIN

I

/ /

/

SENIOR

Radio Engineers
Executive type with thorough practical and
educational background in radio and electronics. Must have substantial experience and
demonstrated initiative in design, research,
and development. Capable of supervising
development and production engineers. Excellent working conditions. Permanent positions with ample opportunity for advancement.
Outline complete details of qualifications, experience, and when available. Salaries open.
Confidential inquiries respected. Write.

Personnel Director
AIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Kansas City 10. Missouri

WANTED

I

For research and development in the field of
radio communication and electrical test equipment. Good postwar opportunity.

MFG. CORPORATION, 4545
AUGUSTA BLVD.,CHICAGO 51 ILL.

ALLEN

Electrical

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Well

Radio Engineer
or

Physicist

Brooklyn, N. Y.

development engineering positions open with
excellent postwar future assured. Salaries open. Confidential inquiries respected.
r
International Detrola Corporation

Project

for

Television Work
LARGE AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISE requires the services of electrical engineer with
knowledge high frequency and electronic circuits. Location New York but must be free
to travel to carry on field tests. EXCELLENT
PRESENT AND POST \VAR OPPORTUNITY. Give complete details and if
now employed in war industry state condition of availability. Our organization knows
of this ad and replies will be strictly confidential.
P-717. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.
.

520 N.

P-734, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

Ill.

11111111.1a

WANTED
Executive Development and Product

HELP WANTED
ENGINEER

Design Engineer to head up department for Progressive Manufacturer of
Precision Measuring and Industrial
Control Equipment.

CAPACITOR LABORATORY

Detail on Automatic Machinery

P-070. Electronics

1087 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N., Y.

W. 42nd St., New York 18, N .Y.

CARDWELL Mfg. Corp.

SENIOR
RADIO
ENGINEERS

- established Eastern Massachusetts
desires
graduate electronic
concern
engineers with flair for research and eye
to future. Permanent position concerned
at present with important development
work for government with increased opportunities after the war. Unusual openings for men with capacity and initiative.
Must be U. S. Citizens.
330

D.

Prospect Sf.

.

and

8111~111

Permanent Employment

Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, L. I.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

81

WANTED

HAZELTINE

Electrolytic or Paper Design

Must be graduate Mechanical or Electrical Engi-

neer with outstanding Executive Ability for Creative Leadership of Design Group.

DRAFTSMEN

Excellent opportunity for further promotion.
Experience in application of control instruments
in Industry and Knowledge of Electronic Control
Equipment desirable.
Stabilization Plan conditions.
Write describing background. Education and Experience. and explain Availability.

WMC RULES

MICAMOLD RADIO
CORPORATION

P-722, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.
c
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Long before this war began
AUDAX Pickups were in

SELECTIVE
SERVICE
Since pickups first became
important commercially, the distinguished products of AUDAX
where have been SELECTED requireever and whenever the
ments were exacting.
Today AUDAX magnetically
powered pickups are SELECTED
for %%ar contracts that demand
the highest standards of performance . . . irrespective of
climatic variations or severe
handling.
Our stern peacetime standards, maintained for so many
years, have proven comfortably
adequate to meet government
specifications.
The sharp, clean-cut facsimile
reproduction of MICRODYNE is
a marvel to all who have put
it to the only test that really
matters . .. the EAR TEST.

AUDAK COMPANY
'irk lo, .'
uu.E Fifth Avenue New

1

.

1 '

Creators of High Grade Electrical
and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915
Send

for your copy of our informative

"PICK-UP FACTS"

*
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s

DUY
WAR BONDS
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89
167
385
378
329
297

258
245
67
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374
38
427
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COUNT ON

Here are several important reasons why you can be
sure of quality performance and dependable service from
every C.T.C. Crystal.
This process predetermines the
X-RAY OfIENTATION
axes of the Crystals, permitting accurate cutting of slices
at the correct angle to the axes which insures constant
frequency over a wide temperature range.
Edge -lapping C. T. C. Crystals to
PRE -DIMENSIONING
before the final finishing, guardimensions
their correct
antees high activity.
Finishing to final frequency by etching, reETCHING
tards "ageing" of C.T.C. Crystals- assures maintenance
'of high activity and constant frequency throughout their

-

-

-

-

long life.

For complete information on C.T.C. Ctw.slals
gel in touch with

.

4

CAMBRIDGE
439
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CONCORD AVENUE

CORPORATION
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

EISLER ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT... the plus*

factor in tube manufacture

Engineering Co.
Ericsson Screw Machine Products Co ,
Inc.

Erie Resistor Corp:
Espey Mfg. Co., Inc.
Essex Electronics
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.
Federal Mfg. & Engineering Corp.
Federal Tel. & Radio Corp...44, 45,
Ierrmsti r.leetric, Inc.
.
Finch Telecommunications, Inc
Foote, Pierson & Co., Inc.'
Ford Radio & Mica Corp.
Foredom Electric Co.
Formica Insulation Company
Foster Company, A. P.
Franklin Mfg. Corp., A. W.
Freed Transformer Co.
Gates Radio & Supply Co.
Gemex Company
General Cement Mfg. Co.
421,
General Ceramics & Steatite Corp.
General Electric Co.

384

350
193
374
347

351
86
366
380
412
267

368
413
42
361

228
353

168
310
423
65

11, 12, 13, 14, 28, 29, 71, 85, 251, 327
382, 414, 431

General Electronics, Inc.
78
General Industries Company
76
General ut,truuent Corp203
General Plate Dív. of Metals & Controls Corp.
395
General Radio Company
321
General Tire & Rubber Co.
83
George Co., P. D.
370
f:irard-Tinpkins
409
Glenn -Roberts Co.
421
Goat Metal Stampings, Inc
342
Goodrich Co., B. F., Chemical Div 432
Gorrell & Correll
430
Gothard Manufacturing Company
306
Gould -Moody Co.
312
Grammes & Sons, Inc., L. F.
244
Graphite Metallizing Corp.
336
Green Electric Co., Inc., W.
360
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.
149
Guthman & Co., Inc., Edwin I.
341
Haines Mfg. Corp.
363
Hallicrafters ,Co.
37
Hamilton Istitute, Alexander
369
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc.
10
Hinovia Chemical & Mfg. Co.
286
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc.
256
Harper Electric Furnace Corp.
406
Harrison Radio Corp.
336
Harvey Radio Company
308
Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc
291
Hassall, Inc., John
415
362
Haydon Mfg. Co., Inc.
-

The CHAS. EISLER specialized facilities are supplying
high -efficiency manual, automatic and semi -automatic

machinery for vacuum tube and electronic component
production. Hundreds of devices for every phase of
manufacture are included-glass tube slicers, stem
and sealing machines, flaring units, laboratory ap
paratus, etc. A note on your company letterhead
will bring details without obligation; write today.

* EISLER

serves 98% of Ameri

can vacuum tube producers todayl

n+r,i,Yj:
(TOP) No. 23-81. Stem Machine, one of
several in the EISLER line, speeds pro,
duction and reduces breakage losses.

(RIGHT) No. 95-t Butt Welder, hos simplified control, and assures perfect
welds with minimum damage to metal
groin structure.
(EXTREME RIGHT) No. lI-TU Gloss
Tube Slicer, makes clear, sharp cutsdoes not require skilled operator,

ENGINEERING COMPANY
751 50. 13th STREET. NEWARK 3, NEW JERSEY
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183,
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Hopp Press, Inc.
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Howard Plastics
Hubbell, Inc., Harvey
Hudson Wire Co.
Hunter Pressed Steel Co.
Hytron Corporation
Illinois Condenser Company
Indiana Steel Products -Co.
Industrial Condenser Corp.
Industrial Gloves Co.
Industrial Instruments
Insl-X Co., Inc.
Instrument Resistors Company
Instrument Specialties Co., Inc.
Insuline Corp. .of America
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423
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Langevin Company, Inc.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Lavoie Laboratories
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Leland Electric Co
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Lampkin Laboratories

.

_es

398

Kirkland

with

turing Facilities' .
These 2 books tell
the story. Write for
them now:

-M1

408

Kett-Rad Tube & Lamp Corp.
¡Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.
KetilTel & Esser Co.

'

Products and the
Insuline Manufac-

254
423
74

.

-acquainted

Insuline's vast line
of Radio -Electronic

Jefferson Electric Co
Jelliff Mfg. Corp.,. C. .45.
Jennings Radio ME g.Co.............
Jett.
Radio Mfg. Co.
Johnson Co., E. F.
412
Johnson Rubber Col
378
Jones Co., Howard B.

Kaar Engineering Co.
'Kahle Engineering Co.
Karp Metal Products Co., IncKato Engineering Co.
Kelnor Mfg. Company

vital war work, let's give some
thought to the future. Do a smart
get thoroughly
thing now

1

nsuLinE.

375
179
316
155
414
403
48

CORPORATION

..)NSUEINi-BUILDING

OF.

AMERICA

LONG-ISLAND.CITY, N.Y.

182

340

Maas & Waldstein Company

.

298
Macallen Company
223
;Madden Laboratories, Inc.279
Magnavox Company
Maguire Industries, Inc., Electronic

,
-4111-111411..

:

E--

173

Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R...90,
Manross & Sons, F. N
NIcGraw-Hill Book Co.
Measurements Corporation

Merit Coil

&

Transformer Corp

147, 373
365
397, 422
368
310
405
261
156, 157
66
312

Metaplast Company
Mevercord Company
Mica Insulator Company
Micro Switch Corp.
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
Mitchell -Rand Insulation Co., Inc
Monarch Mfg. Co.
Mycalex Corporation of America

TRANSFORMERS
and COILS

165
184
27

367
Carbon Co., Inc.
232
Company, Inc.
171
Fabricated Products
229
Screw & Mfg. Co.
51
Union Radio Corp.
225
Vulcanized Fibre Co
371
New England Screw Co.
178
New York Transformer Co
North American Philips Co.. Inc. 191, 359
352
Northern Industrial Chemical Co
388
Northern Laboratories Ltd
118
Nuniberall Starlit) & Tool Co.

Standard and CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION
to meet all specifications

National
National
National
National
National
National

'te Mfg. Company
01
Oran & Sons, D. W.
O'Neil -Irwin Mfg. Co.
Operadio Mfg. Co.
Oster Mfg. Co., John
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

ELECTRONICS
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N
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9

292
237

Dino Electric Mfg. CO.

Palnut Company
Pan.Electronics Laboratories, Inc
Panoramic Radio Corp.
Par Metal Products Corporation ...

-;i "f 17

-

119

320
202
393
305

252
268
311
.

-

íí)

ERCULES ELECTRIC

Prompt
engineering service
always available

& MFG. CO.

INCORPORATED
BROOKLYN 33, N. Y.
2416. ATLANTIC AVENÚE':RIVET HEATERS
SOLENOIDS
CLAMPS
SPECIAL CONTROLS

MAGNETIC
TRANSFORMERS
FLUORESCENT BALLASTS
SPOT WELDERS

DC and AC WELDERS

382

429
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ESSENTIAL INSTRUMENTS OF W 1R
On the Front Lines, cornrnunications systems must not fail. It
is the job of our Test Instruments to keep these vital systems
operating at top efficiency.
On the Production Lines, our Test Instruments are used to
accurately test and measure the quality of electronic war
equipment before it is shipped to the Fighting Front.
Until Victory is won, we are determined to maintain the
Boonton Radio standards of quality and dependability, while
producing and delivering these Essential Instruments of War.

ADIO

BOONTO
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

GENERATOR

.

..

BEAT

THE

"0"

METER

FREQUENCY GENERATOR

...

..

...

OXCHECKER
FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

Counting 700 per Minute
G. & G. Hi -Speed Electric Counter operates at
any speed up- to 700 per minute. Counts to
99,999 and then repeats. Large figures, easily
read through plastic window. Mounted in any

position.

.

-

1S/e". Cadmium plated.
Standard voltage 110-y, 60 -cycles. Draws
only 5 -watts. PRICE 54.10 each, FOB factory.
Reset type, otherwise identical-512.50 eadT.
Other voltages from 6 to 220 A.C. or D.C.,
available at 750 extra. Right-angle bracket
mounting 26e. extra.
Write, sending check or money order.
CHICAGO

Size 31/8"

by 31/8" by

orr e

HEIGHTS,

RTS
£31/1a1141141

for

JU%3R

Cleve -Tung makes tungsten
products exclusively

25 Years'
Experience in
the Utilization of
Tungsten Products

CLEVELAND TUNGSTEN, INC.
10200

430

MEECH AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO

423
366
52

Pease Co., C. F.
213
Permo, Inc.
352
Permoflux Corporation
226
Peterson Radio Co.
194
Phillips Screw Manufacturers
235
Photoswitch, Inc.
289
Pierce Paper Products Co.
394
Pioneer Gen-E -Motor Corp.
234
Plaskon Div., Libbey, Owens,' Ford
Glass Co.
331
Plastic Manufacturers, Inc.
392
Plastic Wire & Cable Corp.
333
Porter Metal Products Co.
347
Potter & Brumfield
Ill
Precision Fabricators, Inc.
301

Precision Tube Co.
Premax Products

368
406

Press Wireless, Inc.
Presto Electric Co.
Presto Recording Corp.
Price Brothers Co.
Production Engineering Corp.
Progressive Mfg. Co.
Pyroferric Co.

26
402
355

Quadriga Mfg. Co.
Quaker City Gear Works, Inc.

431
302

Radell Corp.
Radio City Products Co., Inc.
Radio Condenser Co.
Radio Corp. of America, Victor Div.

402
69
207

41

343
378

422

162, 163, 257, Back Cover

`LjCltaá!%C

BOONTON, N. J.

Page

Paraphone Hearing Aid, Inc.
Park Metalware Co., Inc.
Parker-Kalon Corp.

l

Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
283
Railway Express Agency
353
382
Rapid Electroplating Process, Inc
177
Rauland Corporation
Ray -O -Vac Company
233
57, 87
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
222
Reliable Spring & Wire Forms Co
196
Render Company, Ltd.
172
Richardson Company, The
394
Rider Publisher, Inc., John F
200
Rockbestos Products Corp.
Roebling's Sons Company, John A. 175
318
Rogan Brothers
414
Rogers Electronic Tubes, Ltd.
401
Rola Company, Inc.
335
Roller -Smith Co.
406
Rot henstein, Albert
-

9
Sangamo Electric Co.
271
San tav Corporation
Scientific Elec. Div. of "S" Corru209
gated Quenced Gap Co.
188
Scientific Radio Products Co.
Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterville Screw
159
Products Div.
411
Screenntakers
387
Seel urg Corporation, J. P.
.413
Segel Co., Henry P.
349
Shakeproof, Inc.
180
Shalleross Mfg. Co.
332
Sherman Mfg. Co., H. B.
25
Sherron Electronics Co.
153
Shure Brothers
70
trickles Company. F. W.
408
Sigma Instruments. Inc
388
Signal Indicator Corp.
338
Sillcocks-Miller Co.
247
Simpson Electric Co.
366
Small Motors. Inc.
398
Smith Mfg. Co., Inc., F. A.
265
Sola Electric Co.
88
Solar Manufacturing Corp.
420
Sound 1pparatus Co.
41.3
Speedway Manufacturing Co.
253
Spencer Thermostat Company
Sprague Electric Co.
20, 21, 295
309
Stackpole Carbon Co.
118
Standard Pressed Steel Co.
152
Standard Transformer Corp.
352
Standard Winding Co.
Star Expansion Bolt Co.
378
Star Porcelain Co.
306
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Page

Stanwyck Winding Co.

419
406
414
382
416
....... 241
60

StaWarm Electric Co
Stedman Machine Works, Robert L
Stevens Walden, Inc.

C.

Stewarrl
Stoke, MMfg.achineo.Co.,U. F.M.1.
'

,

uprerne Inst ruments Corp.
S-\\' Inductor
Sylvania Electric Products,

................
n....

y ............
Taylor Fibre C
Company

'Peril Laboratories ........
Technical Radio Company

'

I

...

.

Telex Products Co.
Telicon Corporation
Templeton Radio Company
Terminal Radio Corp.
Therrnador Electrical Mfg. Co.
Thermolex Liquid Plastics Co.
Thomas & Skinner Steel Products
Thord]rson Electric Mfg. Co.
Tirsnerman Products, Inc.
Transmitter Equipment Mfg. Co., Inc.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
Tung-Sol Lamp Works. Inc.

/M '-i1

NEW [NALCO. PILOT LIGHT--

v11, I

63

.328

PLUS LAMPS: To speed production, we can supply any Pilot Light
assembled with G. E. or Westinghouse Lamps.
Write for catalogue now.

381
21

316
415
31

161
7

41°5

nr.

Carbon Corp.

73, 316, 367
407
Corporation

United Cinephone
51
United Electronics Company
395
United State, Rubber Co.
2
United Transformer Co.
408
Universal .licrophone Company 372, 100
Universal S -Ray Products, Inc
402
University Laboratories
39
Company
Products
Radio
Utah

DIA.L:LI.G.HT
900 BROADWAY

[0.,á-J

NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
"

Precision engineered for electronic requirements

323
Wadsworth Watch Case Co., Inc
218
Walker-Jimieson. Inc.
158
Walker -Turner Co., Inc.
370
Wallace \lfg. Co., Wm. T.
376
\\ allaee & Tiernan Products, Inc
224
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
201
Ward Product. Corporation
61
Waugh Laboratories
58
Webster Electric Co
8
Weisberg Laboratories. Mark
Western Brass Mills. Div. of Western
227
Cartridge Co.
313, 384
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

UADíIGA

Quality. WASHERS

and Drawn, Cupped
Special, Flat, Tension and Spring, Formed
Any quantity. Prompt
and Finishing, Wire Terminals, efc.
design. Send specidelivery. Also SMALL STAMPINGS, any
quotation.
fications for

Ask for Quadriga Catalog
superiority.

Photos show samples of Quadriga
Wire or write.
Tables, data, valuable information.

CO.
THE QUADRIGA MANUFACTURING
"Half a century"

80, 277
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp 250
344
Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc
4, 5,

Whitaker Cable Corp.
White Dental Mfg. Co..

DIBI[0

Telephone: Algonquin 4-5180.1-2-3

356

Co.

.

266
270

246

Incorporated 1894.

221A West Grand

Ave

Chicago 10, III.

197

S.

S...307, 318

Whitehead Stamping Co.
Wiley & Sons. Inc.. John E.
Wilson Co., H. A.
Wrigley Jr. Co., Inc., Wm.

423
385

Zierick Mfg. Corp.
Zophar Mills, Inc.

421
410

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

423

166

379

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
EMPLOYMENT

FUNCTIONAL FEATURES
Designed especially for Aircraft, this
Approved Pilot Light is compact,
light, and mounts in %" panel hole.
Finger pressure on head of unit
closes bulb -testing circuit. Turning
the knurled head regulates the intensity of light. Send for details.

336
303
339
325

Ilcinile Company

Victory Mfg.

" VIARI =DIM "and
"PRESS- TO - TEST "

,

388
338
262

82

&

DELI VERY!

T

,

INCORPORATING SUPERIOR

Turner Company
Union Carbide
I

i

Stromberg-Carlson Co . .............
......
StruI tersI)unn, Inc.
Stupak 0 Ceramic & Mfg. Co....:.18
314
Suer Radio & Electronics Co.........
Inc....
Superior Carbon Products,
21294

Superior Electric Co. .............

I

4j9

366, 379, 381, 424, 425, 426

USED EQUIPMENT

American Electric Sales Co., Inc
Forests Products Engineering Co
Hatry and Young
Royal Crown Bottling Co. of Newark

Inc....

424
424
424
424

G -.E Safety Dóor

Interlock ,Switch

OPEN the door and the power's
off! Prevents accidents, protects equipment. Will not fail

mechanically. For complete
details, write:

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

ELECTRIC
177.C91

SCHENECTADY. N.Y.

431
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For, long -life, trouble-free control panel

and switchboard wiring

FROM GEON vinyl resins may be made a wide
variety of flexible thermoplastics possessing unusual electrical properties. One such formulation is
GEON 6373, especially compounded for control panel
and switchboard service.
Wire insulated with GEON 6373 permits a thinner
layer of insulation and so saves space. The smooth
surface of GEON insulation means easy installation
and maintenance. Its flame resistance means greater.
safety. And recognized authorities have approved it
for use in sustained operating temperatures up to 80°C.
It is easily processed directly onto the wire and can
be brilliantly colored for immediate identification. Its

CEun

high abrasion resistance permits its use where vibration may be a factor. Its resistance to normal aging
means a service life many times that of conventional
insulating materials.
Other compounds may combine these and the following additional characteristics in a wide variety of
combinations to meet specific service requirements:
resistance to acids, alkalies, almost all chemicals;
resistance to light, heat, cold, ozone; light weight;
and many others.
GEON is currently available to industrial users
subject to allocation under General Preference Order
M-10. But limited quantities can be had for experiment.
And our research staff and laboratory facilities are
available to help you work out any special problems
or applications. Just write Department F-5, Chemical
Division, The B. F. Goodrich Company, 324 Rose
Building, E. 9th and Prospect, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

CHEMICAL DIVISION
THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY.
ROSE BUILDING,

432

E.

NINTH & PROSPECT, CLEVELAND
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1-Frequency Range: 50,000 c. p. s. (Approx.)
2-Accuracy: ±2% of full scale.
3-Accuracy independent of output voltage above 1.5 volts.
4-Calibration: Each range individually from front of panel.
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Sets
Measuring
Transmission
Attenuation
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Standards

Attenuation
Output Meters
Power Output
Volume
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A highly efficient member of the DAVEN line of audio and communications test equipment is the Type 837 Electronic Audio Frequency
Meter. Its wide range-to approximately. 50.000 c. p. s. --enables innumerable laboratory and industrial applications. as in the measure-

ment of, frequency deviation ín crystal grinding, mean warble tone
frequency in acoustic work, the difference between frequencies, etc.

The DAVEN Type 837 Electronic Frequency Meter comprises a selfcontained power supply for operation at 110 or 220 volts, a clear
vision meter with 5.8" scale and special knife-edge pointer, a meter
range control switch available with spring return to highest range, individual panel -mounted calibration controls for each range, and a set of
vacuum tubes, including (3) 6C5 or 6J5, (1) VH150-30 and (1) 6X5.

Meters

level Indicators

Standard Models: 837-B
837-E

level Indicators
Power
Dividers
Decade Voltage
Resistor

Ratio

Buy Afore War Bonds and !fold on to Theni Until Maturity

line Equalisers

Arm

0-5.000 c. p. s., 5 ranges.
0-30,000 c. p. s., 4 ranges.

Boxes

logarithmic
Program

METER

Boxes

Power Supply
Boxes
Resistance
Decade
Meters
Frequency
Electronic
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Proved in Peace and War, the Preferred -Type
Idea Makes Sense for You and for Your Dealers
you design a set around RCA Preferred -Type Tubes,
you're sure of better tube performance. You also simplify
tube ordering, warehousing and stocking...for yourself and for
your dealers.
WHEN

For RCA's Preferred -Type Tube Program aims at concentrating
production on fewer tube types. Short manufacturing runs on too many types are highly inefficient...longer
runs mean greater uniformity, better tube performance, and lower
cost. And concentrating on fewer types reduces the number of
tube types you, your distributors and dealers have to carry in stock.
That's why, when introduced in 1940, RCA's Preferred -Type
Tube Program "clicked" almost overnight.
a larger demand and

The value of the "preferred type" idea was quickly recognized

not only by radio manufacturers and dealers, but also by our

Armed Forces. Months before Pearl Harbor, the Joint Army Navy Committee on Vacuum Tubes adopted an Army -Navy Preferred List of Tubes, and military equipment was designed around
these tubes almost exclusively. This forward -looking policy simplifies military tube stocks, and insures speedy replacements of high
performance tubes wherever our fighting men need them.
After Victory, RCA's Preferred -Type Program will continue to
mean better tubes...simpler stocks...lower costs. So it will pay you
to base your postwar designs on RCA Preferred-Type Tubes.
If you already have specific tube complements in mind and would
like. to know if the tubes you need will be on the preferred list
after the war, let us know what they are. Write to RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Commercial Engineering Section, Dept. 62-11E,
Harrison, New Jersey.
The Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube
the fountain -head of modern Tube development is RCA!

...and

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION . CAMDEN, N. J.

